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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

When Professor Dr. Heinrich Liiders died in May 1943, his manu-
script on early Brahmi inscriptions, prepared for the Corpus Inscrip-

tionum Indicarum, Yol. II, was not yet finished. Moreover it was partly

destroyed by post-war events. Particulars are stated in the Preface to

Liiders
5

edition of Bharhut Inscriptions, supplemented and prepared

for publication by myself in collaboration with Dr. Madhukar Anant
Mehendale, Poona. 1

Besides the treatises on Bharhut Inscriptions, published in the volume
mentioned, Liiders

5

fragmentary manuscript, when it came into my
hands in 1946, consisted mainly of items on Mathura inscriptions. At
first I aimed at finishing a second fascicle for the Corpus containing

these inscriptions, since in 1947 the then Director General of Archaeology

had agreed to publish Liiders’ papers in different fascicles beginning with

the Bharhut inscriptions.

After handing the revised and supplemented manuscript on Bharhut

inscriptions over to the Indian authorities in 1954 there was, however,

a delay of some years before the printing could start. By this time I

became engaged in other publications and I had found out that the at-

tempt to publish the intended fascicle on Mathura inscriptions as a

part of the Corpus would afford considerable supplementary work, be-

cause it seemed necessary not merely to fill in missing parts of Liiders
5

manuscript but also to include Mathura inscriptions discovered during

and after World War II. Without continued travelling in India it ap-

peared difficult to procure necessary estampages of such inscriptions, as

well as to finish the work within reasonable time.

I decided to publish the remaining parts of Liiders
5
manuscript on

Mathura inscriptions in its original form, also in view of the handicap

which consisted in the absence of any documentary statement by the

author of his views on chronological problems such as eras and dating

of kings like Kaniska. Editing his unpublished papers as a part of the

Corpus, one would have been compelled to attribute one’s own views more
or less to the author or even to criticize Liiders here and there. From the

manuscript it was obvious, indeed, that Liiders endeavoured to tackle

the chronological problems on a palaeographical basis, classing every

inscription according to four categories, viz. J§ (Sunga), Ksa (Ksatrapa),

1 Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. II, Part II, 1, Brahmi-Inscriptions

from Bharhut, edited by the late Heinrich Liiders, revised and supplemented
by Ernst Waldsehmidt, Gottingen, in collaboration with Madhukar Anant Mehen-
dale, Poona.
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K (Kusana) and G (Gupta) and numbering each item in its chronological

order. Pencilled numbers like j§ 2 etc., which have been printed in the

headings of individual inscriptions of the present edition, were to be

found on the first sheet of the manuscript of every inscription. 1

To Dr. Klaus L. Janert, formerly Assistant in the Indological Seminary
at Gottingen University, merit is due for having prepared the manuscript

for the press. Thanking him for his laborious and painstaking task, I

am ending this 'Introductory Note
5

to clear the way for his Preface.

Gottingen, June 1960 E. Waldschmidt

1 A survey of this chronological order of inscriptions is given in Concordance
II. Readers interested in chronological questions are expressly invited to make
use of these tables. At any rate the numbers, though authentic, have to be con-
sidered as provisional.



PREFACE

Already in 1877, when he published the first volume of the “Corpus
Inscriptionum Indicarum” 1 (Asoka. Inscriptions), General (afterwards

Sir) Alexander Cunningham had planned the edition of the next two
volumes of the newly established series, 2 viz. II. “Inscriptions of the

Indo-Scythians, and of the Satraps of Surashtra”, and III. “Inscriptions

of the Guptas, and of other contemporary Dynasties of Northern India”.

Only eleven years later the edition of the Gupta Inscriptions was brought

out by J. F. Fleet, 3 whereas the preparations for the second volume
met with difficulties.

A. F. R. Hoernle, entrusted with the edition of the “Indo-Scythie”

inscriptions, enlarged the collection of materials gathered by Cunning-

ham, until in 1905 he turned over to H. Liiders his “collection of im-

pressions, rubbings and drawings of inscriptions formed by him when
preparing the second volume of the CII”. 4 This work “would, no doubt,

have comprised all the then known records of the period between Asoka
and the Guptas . . . Early in the present century the question of filling

the gap was the subject of conversations, and ... in the year 1907, . . . the

Secretary of State for India agreed to arrange for a volume wherein

Professors E. J. Rapson and H. Liiders were to collaborate as joint

editors, Prof. Rapson undertaking the Kharosthi portion [as CII 2, l] 5

and Prof. Liiders the Brahml [as CII 2, 2]” 6
.

In 1904 Liiders made publicly known that he had begun to prepare

“a list of the Indian inscriptions prior to about A. D. 400” 7
,
i. e. his “List

of Brahml Inscriptions (from the earliest times to about A. D. 400 with

exception of those of Asoka)”. Representing a necessary preliminary

for such an undertaking as the intended edition of the CII 2, 2, the

List (Parti: Northern inscriptions, 2: Southern inscriptions) was
published in 1912; in it Liiders had registered more than 1,400 records,

each with an abstract of the contents together with its bibliography.

In the recently published edition of Liiders’ “Bharhut Inscriptions”,

E. Waldschmidt and M. A. Mehendale speak about Liiders’ work on

1 It was James Prinsep who, in 1837, had indicated the necessity of this collec-

tive publication and suggested its name (cf. JASB 6. 1837, p. 663; CII 3, p. 1).

2 Cf. CII 1 (1877), p. I. 3 CII 3 (1888).
4 Ep. Ind. 9. 1907/08, p. 241. Cf. also below p. 62, n. 1 ; 65 ; 71 ; 99 ; 101 ; 211 ;

212.
5 “In 1922, when Prof. Rapson finally renounced his task, . . . Prof. S. Konow

. . . was found willing to assume the duty” (Thomas, cf. n. 6 below).
6 G-ottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 193. 1931, p. 1: F. W. Thomas in his Review

of the CII 2, 1 edited by S. Konow.
7 Cf. Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 33.
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the Brahmi inscriptions and report on the history of the manuscriiJt

as well as on its post-war fate. 1 They say in this connection: “Evidently

Prof. Liiders intended to publish the northern and the southern Brahmi
inscriptions separately in two volumes, and it (is) obvious that he first

worked only on the northern inscriptions. Even the manuscript of Prof.

Liiders on northern inscriptions was not complete when it came to the

hands of Prof. Waldschmidt ... It seems, however, certain that Prof.

Liiders had not written the introduction to his intended volume treating

the questions relating to the different eras and other points of general

interest. Similarly the treatment of the language of the different groups

of inscriptions as well as the various indices were missing in the manuscript.

The bulk of the manuscript as it . . . existed (after the war) dealt with

the Mathura and the Bharhut inscriptions . .

While working on the above mentioned volume of the Bharhut In-

scriptions (CII 2,2, 1), Prof. Waldschmidt had also made preparations for

the edition of Liiders’ manuscript of the Mathura Inscriptions. (See

above p. 5f.)

In the winter of 1957/58 Prof. Waldschmidt handed the entire material,

to which a typed copy of the Manuscript was attached, over to the editor,

to whom he explained the subject. He wras at all times ready to help and
took great interest in the progress of the work. The editor is greatly

indebted to Prof. Waldschmidt and wishes to express his thanks to him.

The Manuscript of the Mathura Inscriptions is evidently complete
except for the introductory general discussions 2 (see above), the records

from the Kahkall Tila 3
,
and the indices.

1 Gf. also E. Waldschmidt in the Preface to his edition of the literary re-

mains of: H. Liiders j*> Beobachtungen liber die Sprache des buddhistischen Ur-
kanons, aus d. NachlaB hrsg. v. E. Waldschmidt, Berlin 1954 (Abhandlungen d.

Deutschen Abaci, d. Wiss. zu Berlin, Kl. f. Spraehen, Literatur u. Ivunst, 1952,
10), p. 8, and also: below p. 11, n. 2.

2 Below, p. 136, the author referred to his Introduction, but one cannot con-
clude from it that it was already completed.

3 Only the treatises on six of the approximately 100 records from the Jaina
Sanctuary are extant (cf. below §§ 14—17, 20—21), together with two (§§ 22—23)
of which it is not quite certain whether they originate from the K. T. Of these
eight treatises three have been cancelled by the author (§§ 14, 15, 23), but the
revised copies are not extant. Two further records from the K. T., missing in the
Manuscript

, Liiders had treated in his above mentioned publication 44 Seven Brahmi
Inscriptions . . (List ISTos 94, 103, cf. below §§ 18—19). As the author referred
(below p. 51, p. 163) moreover to his articles on other epigraphs from the K. T.
(List Nos 93, 78), which are missing now, it is to be assumed that the hulk of his
treatises on inscriptions from the Jaina Sanctuary is lost, and that those articles
just mentioned (i. e. §§ 14—17, 20—23) are preserved only by chance. — Prom the
“Memoranda” of W. Lentz it follows that Liiders discussed 30 Jaina inscriptions
in his circle of Indologists (cf. below p. Ilf.). — It remains, however, doubtful
whether the author had already treated a 1 1 records from the K. T. for the intended
volume of the CII and whether he had written the observations on the excavation
site too.
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Preface 9

Already in 1937 or 1938 Luders bad submitted some specimen treatises

on inscriptions from Mathura for publication in the Epigraphia Indiea
(viz. “Seven Brahmi Inscriptions from Mathura and its Vicinity”), 1 five

of which are also contained in the Manuscript. 2 This publication shows
that the author had once more revised his discussion of the five in-

scriptions, making some minor changes, but also adding larger passages
as well as checking his readings once more. 3

It is to be assumed that Luders would have treated his manuscript
of the Mathura Inscriptions in the same way before publishing it. Of
course, he would at the same time have put all into final literary form.

My editorial tasks in the publication of the Manuscript were as

follows

:

a) Correction of the above mentioned typewritten copy on the basis of
the Manuscript.

b) Corrections of and supplements to registration numbers of museums.

(Cf. also “Concordance III”, see below p. 24ff.) In the case of antiq-

uities from the Archaeological Museum ( = Curzon Museum) at Ma-
thura, in the text below the registration numbers are mostly given

together with the references to VogeFs Catalogue. 4

c) Verification of literary references.

(Cf. also “Bibliography”, see below p. 240.) Corrections and literary

supplements of the editor which are unimportant for the detailed

argument of the author were not indicated. Uniform abbreviations

were given. Literary references which could not be verified by the

editor were marked by a circle after the year of appearance: °

(e.g. 1865°). 5

1 Ep. Ind. 24, 1937/38. 1942, p. 194—210.
2 Cf. below §107: L. 41a, §113: L. 14, §114: L. 14a, §115: L. 82a, §119:

L. 14d.
3 In order to survey the readings of Luders’ in the “Index of the words found in

the inscriptions” of the present volume, the Text of the records published by the

author is being repeated below. The same refers to the record List No 125 (= § 187)

which is treated in Luders’ Bharhut Inscriptions (CII 2,2, 1) and edited in full by
E. Waldschmidt.

4 Cf. now also the “Revised Edition of the Catalogue of the Archaeological

Museum at Mathura” by V. S. Agrawala ; Part 1 : Buddha and Bodhisattva Images,

JUPHS 1948, p. 42—98, Pt 2 : Catalogue of the Brahmanical Images, JUPHS 1949,

p. 102—210 (offprint 1951, XII, 109p.), Pt3: Jaina Tirthankaras and other Mis-

cellaneous Figures, JUPHS 1950 (offprint 1952, 113p.), Pt4: Architectural Pieces,

JUPHS 1951°, Pt 5: Supplement, JUPHS 1952°.
5 (The literary sources were not available to the editor.) As the remarks added

by Luders show, these literary passages were known to him mostly from the

works of other authors.
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In the case of observations of the individual excavation sites, Ltiders

often used formulations from the works of other authors without

specially marking these as quotations.

d) Comparison of the transcriptions with the estampages and facsimiles

respectively.

The author shows supplements with round brackets ( ) ;
what is

damaged or difficult to read, with square brackets [ ] . He was not

always consistent in this, and at times he left out the [] in well-

known words or parts of words even though they contained aksaras
,

mdtrkds or vowel-signs uncertain from the palaeographical point of

view. The author’s readings were not altered in such cases, but square

brackets and, if necessary, notes have been supplied. — In the Manu-
script, Liiders transliterated the vocalic r (short or long), the palatal

surd mutae, and the lingual sibilant according to the method employed
in the CII and the Ep. Ind.

;
sometimes, however, he used the “inter-

national transcription”. The editor has taken the liberty of employing
the international transcription throughout (i. e. now only : r, f ;

c, ch ;
s )«

1

Inscriptions for which neither a rubbing nor a published facsimile

were available 2 are provided in the present edition with an asterisk *

behind the L.-number
;

3 cf. also “Mathura inscriptions dealt with” (see

below p. 13ff).

e) In the printer’s copy, 4 the notes (which the author had placed

between Text and Translation according to the method employed
in the CII and in the Ep. Ind.) were transferred to the bottom of

the pages as separate footnotes; paragraphs were rearranged where
necessary; the pages 39—44 (“Kahkali Tila”) inserted.

f) Arrangement of the inscriptions. 5

The inscriptions of Part I and Part III were arranged according to
the individual excavation sites treated by Liiders in introductory

1 $h was retained in place-names.
2 Attempts to get estampages from India remained unsuccessful.
8 See Preface p. 10—11 (f).

4 I wish to thank Mrs. Stache-Hosen for being so kind as to read the work
in typescript and make a number of valuable suggestions as to the English.

6 Cf. also the Introductory Note of Prof. Waldschmidt (see above p. 5—6).

There is no doubt that Liiders did not intend to arrange the Mathura Inscrip-
tions in the edition according to the numerical order of his List which is arranged
mainly for practical purposes: The records from villages north, west and south-
west of Mathura are placed at the beginning (Nos 13—15 with apps. Nos
12a—15a), those from villages south and east of Mathura, however, are right at
the end (No 150 with apps. Nos 149a—c) of the Mathura section. The inscriptions
from Mathura itself and from the old sanctuaries around Mathura are placed in
the middle, first epigraphs having dates of years (Nos 16—78 with apps. Nos
22a—69a), then records with fragmentary preserved dates (Nos 78—89 with
apps. Nos 81a—89c). The following Nos 90—91 with apps. Nos 91a—c contain
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remarks. Part II contains the epigraphs on antiquities which were
found in Mathura City (including Isapur) and in the Jama River,
and Part IV the records whose place of discovery is no longer known.
After being arranged in the present edition each treatise received
a §-number.
To his own copy of the (printed) List, Luders appended by hand
the inscriptions which became known to him after 1912, giving them
additional numbers which he also assigned to his treatises on the
inscriptions. In the present edition these numbers were kept and
put between <)*> cf- also

4‘Mathura inscriptions dealt with” (see

below p. 13 ff).

All inscription numbers given by Luders (i. e. those of the printed
List as well as those of the author’s handwritten supplements) are

marked by an L. placed in front of them, in so far as the inscriptions

are treated in the present work; they are quoted according to the
§- and the L.-numbers (e. g. § 50: L, 125 w).

g) Compilations of the Indices, Concordances, and of the Bibliography.

h) Compilation of a survey map of the district around Mathura. 1

i) Transcription of the “Memoranda” of W. Lentz.

In 1937—38 in his circle of Indologists (the Kranzchen)
2 in Berlin,

Professor Dr. Luders read and discussed inscriptions from Mathura
with his colleagues and friends. Prom the notes which W. Lentz
(a member of the Kranzchen) has made, 3 it is to be gathered that

about 100 Mathura, inscriptions were studied, 4 which Luders had
obviously selected and grouped according to different viewpoints.5

The few general remarks on historical questions which occur in

only numbers (no dates at all). Apps. Nos 125a—y are undated Buddhist inscrip-

tions from different places of discovery, arranged partly according to palaeo-
graphy, partly according to content.

1 The India Office Library (London) kindly supplied the editor with the parti-

culars.
2 Cf. also the Prefaces [of L. Alsdorf to the volumes of Luders’ literary re-

mains, edited by him: Varuna, vol. 1—2 (Gottingen 1951—1958).
3 In the “Memoranda” parts of the inscriptions are copied in ordinary writing

from the hearing. Often parts of the translations are enclosed in shorthand (system
Stolze-Schrey), as well as brief notes here and there.

4 The treatises on these inscriptions are kept in the Manuscript with exception

of those from the Kankall Tila (see above p. 8, n. 3).

5 This conclusion is arrived at only from the order of the inscriptions in the

“Memoranda”. So for example, the records in which certain terms occur, like

Jcalavada (cf. Luders’ publication in the Bp. Ind. 24, see above p. 9, n. 1), viivasika,

Vadaksa, are grouped together, further the inscriptions from the statues of

Ku§ana princes, the epigraphs from the Jamalpur mound. (Like the group-

headings, summarized remarks are also missing in the “Memoranda”.)
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the “Memoranda” throw no light on Liiders

3

attitude to the problems

of the different eras.

A comparison of the “Memoranda” with the Manuscript shows that

the author, after the discussion in his KrdnzcJien, once more revised

his older treatises on the inscriptions 1 and this time giving them
the wording 2 now found in the Manuscript. 3

The photograph facing page 8, taken in 1937, shows the author

(left) together with Prof. Konow (right) in Liiders
5 study in Berlin-

Charlottenburg. (With acknowledgments to Prof. Waldschmidt. — Ed.)

1 Besides the five older versions (cf. p. 9, n. 2) mentioned above (cf. p. 9) and
the three cancelled treatises (cf. p. 8, n. 3), the revised versions of which are missing,

there are several inscriptions found in the Manuscript in the older, as well as

in the revised versions.
2 The author, then, has taken into consideration, as occasion offers, also ideas

of the members of his Kranzchen

;

thus from L. Alsdorf (see the next note), F.
Gelpke (see below p. 177, n. 1), 0. Hansen (see below p. 144, n. 2), S. Konow (see

below p. 149, n. 1, p. 178, n. 1).
s Liiders also published his article in the Ep. Ind. 24 (see above p. 9, n. 1,

p. 11, n. 5) after he had explained the »Seven Brahml Inscriptions« in his Kranz-
chen, to which L. Alsdorf contributed his observations on pancavirdh (see § 113:

L. 14; cf. also “Bibliography”, p. 247).



MATHURA INSCRIPTIONS DEALT WITH

I. Inscriptions from Ancient Sanctuaries in the Environs of

Mathura

1. Katra. Mound

§1 : L. 125a

§2: L. 125e

§3: (L. 89e>

§4:<L.143c>*

§5: <L.88a>

2. Bhutesar Mound . .

.

§11: L.91a
§12: L.52a

§13: (L. 149j>*

3. Kankali Tila

§ 14: L. 45 a

§15: L.56

§16: L.80

§17: L. 107b

§18: L.94

4. Caubara Mounds

§24:L.38
§25: L.98

5. Jamalpur Mound . .

.

§26: L.79

§27 : L.85

§28: L.33

§29: L.52

§30: L.60

§31: L. 62

§32: L.62a
§33: L. 62b
§34: L.63

§35: L.64( = 61,64a)

§36: L.125y
§37: L.65

’

§ 6:<L.143k>*

§ 7:<L.149f>*

§ 8:<L.78c>

§ 9:<L.149v>*

§10: (L. 1491)*

§19: L. 103

§20: L.99

§21: L.lll

§22: <L. 149k)*

§23: L.89c

§38: L. 139

§39: L. 132

§40: L. 133 (= 134)

§41: L.89

§42: L.90

§43: L.91

§44: L. 1251

§45: L.40

§46: L. 126

§47: L. 125s, 137

§48: L.125t

§49: L. 125u

p. 29

p. 36

p. 39

p. 54

p. 57
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§50: L. 125w
§51 : L. 131 (= 125 v)
§52: L. 125m
§53: L.125n
§54: L.125r
§55: L. 125k
§56: L. 135

§57: L.125x
§58: L.125o
§59: L.129 (= 130?)

§60: L. 127

6.

Mound on the Circular Road
§72: L. 88

II. Inscriptions from Mathura City

1. §73: (L.29a>

§74: <L.31a>

§75: (L.91e>

2. Prom the Dhunsarpara Quarter

§76: L. 89a

3. Prom the Gopalpur Quarter

§77: L.125i

4. Prom the Dasavatarl Gali

§78: <L. 149h>*

5. Prom the Mata Gall

§79
:
<L. 97c>

6. Prom the Gau-Ghat Well

§80: <L. 97b>

7. From the Dalpat-ki-Khirki Mohalla

§81
:
<L. 23b>

8. From the Bharatpur State Mound
§82:<L.143j>*

§83: <L. 143f>

9. From the Gayatri Tila

§84: <L. 143 g>

10.

From the Big Gate

§85: <L. 143 i}*

§61: L.141
§62: L. 128

§63: L. 125

q

§64: L. 82

§65: L. 140

§66: L. 125d
§67: L. 146

§68: L. 136

§69:<L.91j>
§70: L.91b
§71

:
<Xi.91i>

p. 105

p. 109

p. Ill

p. 112

p. 113

p. 114

p. 115

p. 116

p. 119

p. 120

p. 120
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11. From the Bharatpur Gate p. 121

§ 86 :
<L. 97 d>

12. From the Sitala-Ghati p. 121

§87:<L.143a>*

13. From the Arjunpura Mohalla Mound p. 122

§88: L.92

14. From the Jamna Bagh p. 122

§89:<L.97a>
§90: <L.97e)

15. From Isapur p. 124

§91: <L.124r>

§92: <L.124t>

§93: <L.149z>*

§94: L. 149a

16.

Records on Antiquities found in the Jamna near
Mathura p. 126

§95: <L. 85 a)

§96: <L.85b>

III. Inscriptions from the Mathura District

1.

Mat p. 131

§ 97
:
<L. 7Sb>

§ 98:<L.80d>

§ 99:<L.80c>
§100:<L.80e>
§101

:
<L. 80f>

2. From the Mound of Ral-Bhadar p. 148

§102: <L. 21b>

§ 103 : L. 13a
§104: L. 13b

3. Kota Mound p. 150

§105: L. 15a
§106: L. 15

4. From the Brindaban Road p. 152

§107: L.41a

5. From Ghosna p. 152

§108: <L. 102 c>

§109:<L.102d>
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§110:<L.102e>
§111: (L. 102 e 2>

6. From Sakna p. 153

§112: L.14c*

7. Mora p. 154

§113: L. 14

§114: L. 14a

§115: <L.82a>
§116:<L.14aa>

8. Ganeshra p. 156

§117:<L. 14d 2>

§118:<L. 14d 3>

§119: L.14d
§120:<L. 14d 1>

9. FromNaugava p. 160

§ 121 : L. 14b

10. Giridharpur Mounds p. 161

§122:<L.91d>
§123: <L. 77a)

§124: <L. 92e)

11. Palikliera p.164

§125: <L. 143 d> §129: <L. 143i>*

§126: <L.41b> §130: <L. 143h>
§127:<L.143e> § 131 :

<L. 143n>
§128:<L.21c>

12. From Salempur p. 169

§132:<L.1431>*

13. From the Maholi—Usphar Road p. 169

§133: L. 14e

14. Anyor p. 170

§134: L. 12a

§ 135: L. 13

15. From Sonkh p. 172

§ 136: <L.31b>

16. From Chargaon p. 173

§137: L. 149b

§ 138 : L. 149c*
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17. From Parkbam p.175
§139: L. 150

§140: <L.150a>*
§141: <L.150b>*

18. From Gukharauli p. 180

§142: <L.135b>*

IV. Mathura Inscriptions— Place of Discovery Unknown
1 .

2 .

3.

Antiquities in the Mathura Museum
§143: L. 125b
§144: L.81a*
§145: L. 125j

§146: L.125f
§147: L.125g
§148: L.91c

§149: L.125h
§150: <L.24a>
§151 :

<L. 149g> :

§152:<L.135a>‘

§ 153 :
<L. 143b> ;

§154: <L.21a>

§155: <L. 135c>*

§156: <L.135d>*
§157: <L.79b>
§158: (L. 143 p>*
§159:<L.91f>
§160:<L.91h>

Antiquities in the Lucknow Provincial Museum
§161: <L.149u>
§162: L. 89b
§ 163 :

<L. 143 o>*
§164: L. 124a
§165: <L.124z>
§166: <L. 149 q>*

§ 167 : L. 125e
§168: L. 92a
§169: <L. 149m>*
§170: <L. 149 o>*

§ 171 :
<L. 124m>

Antiquities in the Indian Museum, Calcutta

§172: <L. 80b>
§173:<L.92b>
§174: <L.35b>
§175: <L. 143m>

§176: <L.92d>
§177: <L. 138a>*
§178:<L.85e>
§179: L. 148

4. Pedestal of a Statue in the Prince of Wales Museum,
Bombay
§180: L.43

5.

Stone in the Patna Museum
§181

:
<L.93a>

6. Stone Slab in the British Museum, London

§182: L. 23

7. Antiquities lost

§183: L. 138

§184: L. 145

§ 185 : L. 147

§186: L. 149

§ 187 : L. 125

2 7761 Abh. Phil. Hist. XI., 3. l'„ Nr. 47. I/Qdersf-Jauert

p. 183

p. 193

p. 199

p. 205

p. 206

p. 208

p. 210



OTHER INSCRIPTIONS MENTIONED

List No 18 -> p. 180

22 -> p. 112

32 -> p. 117

45 -> p. 180

47 -> p. 41; 43, n. 2;

59 -> p. 42,n.5; 43, n.2

67 -*p. 50

69 p. 59, n. 1

74 -> p. 117

78 -> p. 97; 163

93 -> p. 42, n. 4f.; 50 f.

107 p. 208

121 p. 48

122 p. 48; 117

142 -> p. 54, n. 5

143 p. 54, n. 6

011 2,1 No 13 p. 95

15 -* p. 96; 100 ; 204

20,1 -> p. 97

26 -> p. 136

27 p. 136

161 p. 63

219 p. 156

541 -> p. 265

566 -> p. 156

623 -> p. 164

723 ^ p. 57

881 p. 119

902 p. 119

910 -> p. 50; p. 118 (edition!)

918 -> p. 55

925 p. 55; 138

926 -> p. 55

927 ->p. 55

943 p. 756

544 -» p. 756

7726 p. 756

75 -» p. 96

76 -> p. 55; 97; 136

85 p. 747

36 -> p. 55; 777

C773Mo l-*p.96
3 -> p. 35, n. 3

4 p. 29, n. 3; 117

6 p. 118

11 -> p. 119

23 p. 763, w. 7

23 p. 763, n. 7

30 -» p. 163, n. 7

32 p. 118

43 -> p. 163

63 p. 59

Ep.Ind. 12. 1913/14, 317, 6: Mandasor inscr.

from the time of Naravarman —> p. 118, n. 3
16. 1921/22, 237/.: Gcdha (Jasdan)

inscr., S. 127 -> p. 773, n. 3
18. 1925126, 158 f.: Masharfa inscr. -> p. 773
27. 1931/32, 55 ff.:Mathura inscr., S. 28 -> p. 736, n. 4; 137; 145
21. 1931/32, 97 ff.: Nalandd inscr. of

Vipulalrimitra -> p. 773, n. 4



Other Inscriptions Mentioned 19

24, 1937/38, 146 ff. : Kosam inscr. of the

year 107 p. 119, n, 2

IHQ 6. 1930, 45 ff.: Copperplate dated in

S. 188 -> p. 118, n . 1

A8I Ann . Rep. 1915/16 , 2, 1918
, p. 105f.: Pa-

waya inscr. on the pedestal of a statue

of the Yaksa Mdnibhadra —> p. 176, n. 1

2 *



CONCORDANCE I

Liiders’ inscription numbers 1 and §§ of the present •work.

L. §

12a = 134
13 = 135
13a = 103
13b = 104
14 = 113

14a _ 114
(14aa) = 116
14b a=s 121

14c = 112

14d = 119
(14d 1) — 120
<14d2) = 117
<14d3> = 118

14e K= 133
15 = 106
15a = 105

(2 la) = 154
(21b) = 102
<21c> = 128
23 = 182
(23b) = 81

(24a) = 150
(29a) = 73

(31a) = 74

(31b) =5 136
33 = 28
(35b> = 174
38 — 24
40 = 45
41a 107
(41b) = 126
43 =5 180
45a = 14
52 = 29
52a = 12

56 = 15

60 = 30
61 ss= 35
62 = 31

62a = 32
62b = 33
63 = 34

L.

64

§

35
64 a = 35
65 = 37

(77a) = 123
(78b) = 97

(78o) == 8

79 = 26
(79b) = 157
80 = 16

(80b) = 172
(80c) = 99

(80d) 98
(80e) = 100
(80f) = 101

81a =s 144
82 = 64
(82a) = 115
85 = 27

(85a) = 95
(85b) — 96
(85c) = 178
88 = 72

(88a) = 5
89 =s 41
89a = 76
89b =s 162
89c = 23

(89 e> 3
90 — 42
91 ssss 43
91a = 11

91b = 70
91c =s 148

<91 d) — 122

<91 e> = 75

<91 f> = 159

<91 h> — 160
<91 i> — 71

<91j> 69
92 = 88
92a == 168
<92b> == 173

L.

(92c) =
§

124

(92d) = 176

(93a) = 181

94 s=s 18

(97a> = 89

(97b> = 80

(97c) = 79

(97d> = 86

(97e) = 90

98 = 25

99 = 20
(102c> = 108

(102d) = 109

(102e> = 110

<102© 2) = 111

103 = 19

107b = 17

111 = 21

124a == 164
(124m) = 171

(124r) = 91

(124t) = 92

(124z) = 165

125 '= 187

125a = 1

125b = 143
125c = 2

125d = 66

125© = 167
125f == 146
125g = 147

125h = 149
125i = 77

125j = 145
125k = 55

1251 = 44

125m = 52

125n = 53

125o = 58

125q = 63

125r = 54

125s = 47

1 Cf. above Preface p. 1

1
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L.
§

125t = 48
125u = 49
125v = 51
125w = 50
125x = 57
125y = 36
126 = 46
127 = 60
128 = 62
129 = 59
(130 = 59)
131 = 51
132 = 39
133 = 40
134 = 40
135 = 56
(135a) = 152
(135b) = 142
(135c) = 155
(135d) = 156
136 = 68
137 = 47
138 == 183

L. §

<138a) = 177
139 a 38
140 = 65
141 = 61

(143a) sss 87
(143b) = 153
(143c) as 4
(143 d) = 125
<143e) as 127

<143 f> = 83

<143g) SSS 84
<143h) = 130
<143i> sss 129

(143j> = 82
(143k) = 6

(1431) = 132
(143m) = 175
(143n) 131
(143o) = 163

(143p) = 158
145 = 184
146 sss 67
147 sss 185

L. §

148 = 179
149 = 186
149a = 94
149 b - 137
149 e = 138
(149f) = 7

(149g) = 151
(149h) = 78
(149i) = 85
<149j) = 13
(149k) = 22
(1491) = 10
(149m) = 169
(149o) = 170

(149q) = 166
(149u) = 161
(149v) = 9

(149z) = 93
150 = 139
150a = 140
150b = 141



CONCORDANCE II

Liiders’ palaeographical numbers 1 and §- + L.-numbers.

{8 = 8unga, Ksa = Ksatrapa, K = Ku$ana, G — Gupta)

3ri cent. B.C. — §116: L.liaa
2n* cent. B.C. = §91: L.124r

8 2 = §88: L.92
8 4 = §168: L.92a
8 9 = §159 : L.91f
810 = §160: L.91h
8 11 = §173: L.92b
8 13 — §89 : L.97a
814 = §108—§111: L. 102, c,

dy Gj G2

£15 = §83:L.143f
£16 = §139: L. 150

Ksa 2 = §64:L.82
K§a 3 = §115 : L.82a
Ksa 4 = §113: L. 14

K§a 8 = §123: L.77a
Ksa 9 = §25: L. 98

Ksa 12 = £27S:
2&?a26* = §72:L.88
Ksa 17 = §162: L. 89 b

Ksa 27 = §122 : L.91d
Ksa 28 = §75:L.91e
Ksa 30 = §176:L.92d
Ksa 31 = §80:L.97b
Ksa 32 = §86:L.97d
Ksa 36 = §l:LJ25a
Ksa 37 = £255: L.235c

if 7 §154: L.21a
8 = §102: L.21b

X 9 = §128: L.21c
X 14 §150: L.24a
K. 20 = §73: L.29a
K 24 = §74: L.31a
K 25 = §136: L.31b
K 27 = §28. L.33

K 33 = §24: L. 38
K 35 = §45: LAO
K 37 — §107: L.41a
K 39 = §180: L..43

K 49 = §29: L. 52

K 57 = §12: L.52a
K 58 — §30 : L.60

K 59 = §31 : L.62

K 60 = §32:L.62a
K 61 = §33 : L.62b
K 62 = §34:L.63
K 63 — §35:L.64(= 61, 64a)

K 64 = §126: L.41b

K 65 = §37:L.65
K 80 = §97:L.78b
K 81 — §26: L.79

K 83 = £224; £.22c
K 86 = §157 : L.79b
K 88 = §172: L.80b
K 89 = §99:L.80c
K 90 = §98:L.80d
K 91 = §100 : L.80&
K 92 = §101: L, 80 f

K 94 = §144: L.81a
K 97 — § 69 : L. 91 j
K 100 = §27:L,85
K101 = §95:L.85a
K 102 = §96:L.85b
K103 = §71:L.91i
K106 = §5: L. 88

a

K107 = §41:L.89
K108 = §76:L.89a
K109 = £5; L.SSe
IT 220 = §42:L.90
Kill = §43:L.91
K 112 = §ll:L.91a
K 113 = §70:L.91b
K 114 = §148: L.91c
K 115 = §79:L.97c
K 116 = §90 : L.97e
K122 = §164: L.124a
K132 = §171: L.124m
K163 = §165: L.124z
K164 = §143: L.125b
K165 = §2: L.125c
K166 = §66:L.125d
K167 = §146: L.125f

1 Cf. above Introductory Note p. 6,
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K 168 = §147 : L.125g K211
K170 = §149 : L.125h K 212K 171 = §77: L.125i K 213
K172 = §145: L.125j K 214

.fir 173 = §55: L.125k K 215
K174 = §44: L.1251 K 216K 175 — §52: L.125m K 217K 176 = §53: L.125n K 218K 177 = §58: L.125o K219
K179 = §63: L.125q K 220
K180 = §54: L.125r K 221
K181 = §47: L.125s, 137 K 222K 182 = §48: L.125t K 223K 183 = §49: L.125u K 224
K184 = §51: L.131 (= 125v) K 225
K185 = §50 : L.125w K226
K186 = §57 : L.125x K227
K187 = §36 : L.125y K229K 188 = §46: L.126 K231K 189

K 190
= §60: L.127
= §62: L. 128

K234

K191 = §59: L.129(= 130?) G 3K 192 = §39: L. 132 G 4
K193 = §40: L.133 (= 134) G 5
R 194 = §56: L. 135 G 6K 195 = §142: L.135b G 7K 196 = §68: L.136 G 9
K197 = §156: L.135d G 10K 203 = §38: L.139 G 11
K204 = §61: L. 141 G 12
K205 = §87: L.143a G 13K 206 = §153: L.143b G14K 207 = §4: L.143c G 16
K208 = §125: L.143d G 17
K209 = §127:L.143e G18

= §84: L. 143g
= §130: L.143h
= §129 : L.143i
= §82: L.143j

- §6: L.143k
§132: L.1431

§175 : L.143m
§131 : L.143n

§163: L.143o
§158: L.143p

§94 : L. 149 a
§137: L.149b
§138: L.149c
§7: L.149f
§151: L.149

g

§85: L.149i
§13: L.149j
§169: L.149m
§166: L.149q
§93: L.149z

§8 : L.78c
§167: L.125e
§65: L.140

§67 : L.146
§78: L.149h
§161: L.149u

§152: L.135a
§185: L.147
§179: L.148
§186: L.149
§10: L.149

1

§170: L.149o
§174: L.35b
§9: L.149v



CONCORDANCE III

Registration numbers of museums and §- + D-numbers .
1

Archaeological Museum at Mathura 2

A 1 = §1: L.125a P21 = §47: L.125s, 137

A 2 = §135: L.13 P22 = §46: L.126

A 5 = §67: L.146 P23 = §44: L.1251

A 21 = §87: L. 143a P24 =§51: L.131(=125v)
A 49 = §28: L.33 P25 =§48: L. 125

i

A 50 = §121 : L.lib P26 =§49: L.125u
A 56 = §143: L.125b P27 ==§52: L. 125m
A 64 = §76: L.89a P28 =§53:L.125n
A 65 = §134: L. 12

a

P29 = §59.: L.129(=130?)
A 66 = §2: L. 125c P30 = §63: L.125q
A 71 = §103: L.13a P31 ==§55: L. 125 k

B 31 = §23: L.89c P32 == §54: L.125r
C 1 = §139 : L.150 P33 = § 58 : L. 125o

CIS = §137 :L. 149b P34 = §38.:L.139
G 16 = §133: L.14e P 35 = §37: L.65

G 21 = §12: L.52a P 36 = §57: L. 125 x
G28 = §104: L. 13b P 37 = §50: L.125w
E20 = §114: L. 14a P 38 = §32: L.62a
E25 = §107: L.41a P 39 = §36: L. 125 y
G10 = §66: L.125d Q 1 = §113.:L.14
G39 = §144: L.Sla Q 4 = §138 : L.149c
G42 = §119 : L.14d Q 13 = §94: L.149a
G43 = §106: L.15
G47 = §112: L.14e 121 = §150: L. 24a
J 1 = §11 : L.91a 127 __ §142 : L.1356
J 7 = §25: L.98 132 = §7: L.149j
J 13 = §145: L.125j 133 = §6: L.143k
J 15 = §42: L. 90 211 = §102: L.21b
J 21 = §146: L.125f 212 = §100 : L.80e
J 36 = §147: L.125g 213 = §97: L.78b
J41 = §70: L.91b 215 = §98: L.80d
J 48 = §148: L.91c 260 = §89: L.97a
J 52 = §149: L.125h 268 = §9: L.149

v

J 58 = §105: L.15a 270 ssst §4: L.143c
J68 = §77:L.125i 272 == §5: L. 88

a

N 1 = §68: L.136 276 = §13: L.149j
P20 = §33 : L.62b 367 == §115: L. 82a

1 Cf. above Preface p. 11.
2 Q£^ ym g. Agrawala, Cat. Brahm. Images 1951, p. 106, note: “Antiquities with.

Nos like C 1, C 3, C 4, were included in Dr. J. Ph. Vogel’s Catalogue of the Arch.
Museum at Mathura 1910, and Nos like 122, 123, 124 in the . . . [handwritten]
Accession Register of the Mathura Museum.”
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416 = §3: 1.89e 1610 = §95: If. 85a
419 = §10: 1.1491 1611 = §152: 1.135 a
461 = §80: I. 97b 1612 = §86: It.97d
651 — §111: L . 102e2 1678 sss §108: If. 102 c
662 — §125: L. 143d 1679 = §109: L. 102d
664 = §128: L. 21c 1680 sss §110: L. 102 e
735 = §132: L.1431 1725 sss §83: 1.143

f

790 = §92: L.124t 2094 sss §96: I.85b
972 = §93: It. 149 z 2124 sss §78: I.149h
976 — §91: 1. 124r 2327 sss §153: 1. 143b

1211 — §131: If. 143n 2347 sss §154: 1.21a
1217 = §130: If. 143h 2605 s= §85: 1.149

i

1252 = §101: L.80f 2686 sss §155: 1. 135c
1263 = §151: If. 149

g

2687 sss §156: 1.135

d

1264 = §141: 1..150 b 2740 sss §157: 1. 79b
1266 = §140: L. 150a 2757 sss §158: 1. 143

p

1315 = §123: L. 77a 2789 = §75: 1.91 e
1316 = §124: L. 92c 2790 sss §159: 1.91 f
1317 = §122: L.91d 2791 sss §160: 1.91h
1346 = §84: If. 143g = §82: 1.143

j

1349 = §22: 1. 1497c sss §99: 1. 80c
1350 = §79: L. 97c sss §116: I.14aa
1351 = §90: If. 97 e sss §117: I.14d 2
1557 = §74: 1. 31a sss §118: I.14d3
1558 == §73: L. 29

a

sss §120: I.14d 1
1566 = §127: L. 143 e sss §129: 1. 143%
1602 = §136: 1. 31b

Lucknow Provincial Museum
B 1 sss §26: 1.79 J 26 sss §15: 1. 56
B 2 sss §24: 1.38 J 41 sss §165: 1. 124 z

B 3 = §29: 1.52 J 50 = §166: 1.149 q
BIO sss §8: 1.78 c J 55 sss §167 : 1.125 e

B 18 sss §72: 1. 88 J 475 == §168 : 1.92

a

B 88 SSS §69: 1.91 j J 513 = §169 : 1.149

m

B 91 sss §43: 1.91 J 534 sss §170: I.149o
B 92 sss §71: 1.91 i J 664 = §171: I.124m
B 934 = §161: 1. 149u = §16: 1.80
E 2 = §162: I.89b SSS §17: 1.107b
E 3 = §163: I.143o == §18: 1.94
E 4 = §65: 1. 140 sss §19: 1.103
E 5 sss §27: 1.85 = §20: 1.99
E 8 sss §164: 1.124a = §21: I. Ill
J 19 sss §14: 1.45a

Indian Museum, Calcutta

JM 2a s= §60: 1. 127 M2e sss §35: 1.64 (=M 2b = §39: 1. 132 M2f sss §34: 1.63M 2c sss §56: 1.135 M2g = §62: 1.128
M 2d = §31: 1.62 M2h == §61: 1.141
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M2i
M2j

M 9 (or 11)

N.S. 4143

N.S. 4145

N.S . 4153

Patna Museum

= §81: L.23b

= §181: L.93a

Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay

= §180: L.43

§40 : L. 133 (= 134) N.S, 4154 = §174: L. 35b

§45: LAO N.S. 4158 - §175: L. 143m
§41: L.89 N.S. 4247 = §176:L.92d
§172: L.80b N.S. 4965 = §177 : L.138a

§126: L. 41b N.S. 6482 = §178: L. 85c

§173: L.92b = §179:L.148

British Museum, London

18879 7—17 , 53 = §182: L.23

§ 30: L.60

§ 64: L.82

§ 88: L.92

§183: L.138

§184: L.145

§185: L. 147

§186: L.149

§187: L.125

Antiquities lost



I. INSCRIPTIONS FROM ANCIENT SANCTUARIES
IN THE ENVIRONS OF MATHURA





I. INSCRIPTIONS PROM ANCIENT SANCTUARIES
IN THE ENVIRONS OP MATHURA

1. Katra Mound

The first regular archaeological exploration at Mathura was carried

out by General Cunningham in 1853 and again in 1862. 1

The Katra, or market place, is situated to the west of Mathura City.

It is an oblong enclosure measuring 804 feet in length by 653 feet in

breadth. Once a magnificent temple of Kesavadeva stood on a high

mound in the midst of the Katra. J.B. Tavernier ranks it with Jagan-

nath, Benares and Tirupati among the most celebrated pagodas in

India. 2 The temple was pulled down in 1670 by Aurangzeb, who built

a masjid in its stead which has survived to the present day. The date

of the erection of the Kesavadeva temple is not known, but Cunning-

ham’s excavations proved that before that time the site was occupied

by a Buddhist sanctuary. 3

The finds made in 1862 included a standing figure of Buddha dis-

covered in clearing a well at the north-west corner of the temple. It

bears an inscription in Gupta characters (§8:L.78c) and seems to be

dated in the year 232 of the Gupta era (A. D. 551/552), or in the year

280 (A. D. 599/600). 4 It records that the statue was the gift of the Sakya

nun Jayabhatta at the Yasavihara. As Yasa occurs as a female name in

the Mathura inscription §14: L. 45 a, Yasavihara has probably to be

interpreted as the vihdra founded by a lady of the name Yasa.

But there appears to have been a Buddhist vihdra on the Katra site

already at the beginning of the second century A. D. There is a statuette

of a Bodhisattva in the Mathura Museum purchased by Pandit Radha
Krishna from a Brahman who is said to have found it in digging a well

on the Katra site. A Prakrit inscription (§1: L. 125a) in characters of

the early Kusan period on the pedestal states that the image was set

up by a certain Amohaasi, the mother of Buddharakkhita, in her own

1 ASI [Ann.] Rep. 1. 1871, p. 235ff.
; 3. 1873, p. 14ff.

2 Tavernier, Travels in India, transl. from the French edition of 1676 by Ball,

vol. 1 (1889), p. 104f. ; vol. 2, p. 240ff. The temple is noticed also by Bernier,

Voyages, Amsterdam 1699, vol.2, p. 76, and by Manucci, Storia do Mogor, transl.

by Irvine, vol. 1 (1907), p. 299.
3 A stone with a fragmentary inscription of the time of the Gupta king Candra-

gupta II (Oil 3, p. 25ff. No 4) was found already in 1853, but nothing can be made
out about the purport of the record.

4 [Cf. below p. 35, note 3.]
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vihdra. Whether Amohaasfs vihdra was replaced by the Yasavihara or

whether the two vihdras existed side by side cannot be decided. —
In 1896 excavations on the Katra site were resumed by Fiihrer who

reported to have discovered fragments belonging to a Buddhist Stupa
and a portion of the procession-path on the pavement of which there

was an inscription stating that the Stupa had been repaired in S. 76 by the
Kusan king Vasuska. 1 This inscription was never published nor are there

estampages or photographs of it in existence. In 1911/12 Pandit Radha
Krishna tried to recover it, but his endeavours were in vain. On the spot

indicated only the remains of a brick Stupa came to light, but according

to Vogel this monument cannot be assigned to a date earlier than about

the sixth century A. D. The numerous sculptural fragments also that

were recovered in the course of the excavation are mostly of a late date

and appear to belong to the Kesavadeva [Kesab Dev] temple.2 Con-

sidering the “well-known untrustworthiness of Fiihrer’s reports, there

can be no doubt that the Vasuska inscription is only a product of his

imagination. — During the last years only few objects with Brahml in-

scriptions have been acquired from the Katra mound.
The inscriptions §3:L.89e, §4:L.143c, §5:L.88a, §6:L.143k, §7:

L.149f belong to the time of the Kusan rule; §8:L. 78c, §9: L. 149 v,
§10: L. 1491 are of the Gupta period. All of them originate or may origi-

nate from some Buddhist establishment, with the exception of § 9:

L. 149 v, which is engraved in Gupta characters on the pedestal of a
statuette of Rsabha, the first Tlrthamkara. It is, of course, not impossible

that in Gupta times there was also a Jaina shrine on the Katra site, but
considering that the statuette is the only Jaina object that has turned
up at that place until now, the possibility that the statement about
its place of discovery is erroneous, or that it was transferred in later

times from the Kankali Tila, does not seem to be beyond question.

125a
Facsimiles: below p. 261

§ 1 Ksa 36

Inscription on the pedestal of the statue of a seated Bodhisattva in
black sandstone, said to have been found by a Brahman in digging a
well on the Katra site, now in the Mathura Museum. The first two lines

are engraved on the upper rim, the third on the lower rim.
It was published by Vogel in a preliminary note, Ann. Progr. Rep.

of the Superint. Arch. Survey, Northern Circle 1907/08°, p. 37, edited

1 Ann. Progr. Bep. of the Arch. Survey, Circle North-Western Provinces and
Oudh, for the year ending 30th

, June, 1906°, p. If. The passage regarding the
excavations of the Katra site has been reprinted in Vogel’s Cat. Mus. Math. 1910,
p. 17 f.

2 ASI Ann. Bep. 1911/12, 1. 1914, p. 16f.; ditto, 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 131f.
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by him in the Cat. Mns. Math. 1910, p. 47 f. (A 1), where also a photo-
type of the statue is given (pi. 7), and again ASI Ann. Hep. 1909/10, 2.

1914, p. 63 f., with reproductions of the statue (pi. 23a), and of lines 1

and 3 of the inscription (pi. 29, la—b). The statue was figured also by
Bachhofer, Friihind. Plastik/Early Ind. Sculpture 1929, pi. 81, by Vogel,
Sculpture de Mathura 1930, pi. 26 a, etc.

Text

1 Budharakhitasa matare Amohaasiye Bodhisaco patithapito

2 saha niatapitihi sake vihare

3 savasatvana[m] 1 hitasukhaye

Translation

By Amohaasi
(
Amoghdddsl 2

), the mother of Budharakhita (Buddha

-

raksita), the Bodhisattva was set up together with her parents in her own
vihdra for the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

125c
Facsimile: below p. 261

§2 K165

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a seated Bodhisattva,

now in the Mathura Museum. The image was obtained by Pandit Radha
Krishna from a shrine known as Galatesvar Mahadev Math near the

Katra where it was inserted in a wall. It is said to have been dug up
from a small mound in the neighbourhood.
Of the image only the left leg with the left hand resting on it and the

lower part of an attendant standing on the left side remain. The pedestal

was divided into three compartments. Only the proper left half of the

central compartment, showing a female worshipper turned to the right

and a winged lion, and the proper left outer compartment are pre-

served. The inscription was incised on the upper (line 1) and lower

(line 2) rims of the central compartment and continued on the two
upper rims (lines 3 and 4) and the middle portion (lines 5 and 6) of the

outer compartment.
It was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 63 (A 66), and ASI

Ann. Rep. 1909/10, 2. 1914, p. 65f. with reproductions of the image on

p. 66, fig. 2, and of the inscription on pi. 29,4.

1 On the reverse of the impression a vertical line can be discerned on the edge

of the rim a little to the right of the nd and nearly touching the i -sign of the follow-

ing hi. It may be meant for the anusvdra.
2 [In the Manuscript Luders Wrote Amohadasi. — Compare his remarks

§ 88 : B. 92.]
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Text

1 ///.. kaye 1 Namdaye ksatrapa[sa] 2
///

2 ///(Bo)dhisat[v]a visa . . t[a] .e 3
(. .)///

3 savasatanam 4 hitasu(kha)-

4 rtha(m)

5 Savasthidiyanam 5

6 prarigrhe 6

Tkanslatiox

(the gift) of the Namda, of (?) the Jcsatrapa a Bodhi-

sattva for the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings for the

acceptance of the f§avasthidiyas (Sarvastivadins).

Owing to the mutilated state of the inscription, no coherent trans-

lation is possible, but it probably recorded the gift of a statue of a
Bodhisattva, The meaning of the last word of the second line escapes me.
The spelling of the last two words is uncommonly faulty. They appear

to be an attempt to Sanskritise the Prakrit formula Savatthivadiyanam

parigahe. Such bad Sanskrit is rarely found in inscriptions previous to

Kusan times.

The characters are of the archaic type, but not quite as neat as usual

in inscriptions of the Ksatrapa period.

<89e>

Facsimile: below p. 261

§3 K109

Fragmentary inscription on the proper left side of a pedestal of a
Buddha image with three standing figures and a defaced lion, from the
Katra mound well, now in the Mathura Museum (No 416).

1 Yogel restores the word as [upasiJkaye, but what is left of the aksara preced-
ing the ka does not agree with si.

2 The last letter may have been sya.
8 The dot to the right of vi is probably accidental. Vogel reads visa—ta[re],

but the reading [re

]

is very doubtful, and there was certainly at least one more
aksara

, possibly to, at the end of the line. [The reproduction of the pedestal in
the Ann. Rep. (fig. 2) shows a few injuries of the stone immediately after
visa. To the right of the sa there seems to be engraved a long vertical stroke with
a curved line over it and, on its lower part, probably a stroke to the right straight
down. — It seems possible that the two strokes to the left above the following
tfaj are not accidental. Judging from fig. 2 the last dk§ara was ke, damaged a
little only in its left part. From the above mentioned reproduction it appears that
after .e the rim is damaged by knocking off a small piece of the stone.]

4 Vogel: savasatanam.
5 Vogel: $avasthi[*va]diyanam.
6 Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math

:
parigrhe

,

Ann. Rep.
:
prarigrhe. The latter reading

is absolutely certain.
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Text

1 H/.. Sak[y](a)[s](i)i ..///

2 t. sarvv[a]satana 2

3 h[i]tasukhaye

Translation

(an image of) Sakyasi(ha) (Sakyasimha) (?) (was set up) for the
welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

(1430 )*

§ 4 K 207

Fragmentary inscription on the upper and lower rims and on the
proper left side of the pedestal of a Buddha image of which only the
feet are preserved. The sculpture comes from the Katra mound and is now
in the Mathura Museum (No 270).

The inscription was edited by V. S. Agrawala, JUPHS 10. 1937,

p. 4 No 5.

Text

1 bhagavato S[a]kyamumsya 3 pratima pratisthapita

24 na
3 pitramatrabha

Translation

The image of the holy iSakyamuni has been set up by (the monk)

(88a)

Facsimile: below p. 262

§5 K106

Fragmentary inscription on a pedestal from the Katra mound, now
in the Mathura Museum (No 272). It is almost entirely obliterated.

Lines 1 and 2 are engraved on the upper rim, lines 3 and 4 on the

lower rim.

Text

1 ///. .
[nta]mas[e 2 di]///

2^
///--m..si HI

1 On the reverse of the impression traces of a tripartite subscript -ya are visible.

The 'i-sign is not certain. May we restore Sdhyasihasya ?

2 There seems to be no anusvdra on the top of the na.
3 The d-sign of the first aTcsara is not certain.
4 With the exception of one letter the line on the lower rim is now illegible.

3 7761 Abh. Phil. Hist. XI., 3. P., Nr. 47, Tiidersf-Janert
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3 ta e[tehi]

4

[na]m

The inscription appears to have been dated, and the date of the month
may have been the 2 nd month of winter. Nothing can be said as regards

its contents.

<143k>*

§6 K215

Inscription on a sculpture showing an attendant with a big belly

wearing a garland, from the Katra mound, now in the Mathura Museum
(No 133).

Text

daksi 1

No sense can be discerned.

<149 f>*

§7 K224

Fragmentary inscription on a small piece of stone from the Katra
mound, now in the Mathura Museum (No 132).

The record was edited by V. S. Agrawala, JUPITS 10.1937, p. 4f. No 7 c.

Text

. . . sya pravari ....

Pravari is certainly to be restored to some form of prdvdriJca, probably
pravdrihasya ‘of the eloakmaker*

.

(78c)

Facsimile: below p. 262

§8 G3
Inscription on the pedestal of a standing figure of Buddha discovered

by Cunningham in clearing out a well at the Katra mound. The statue
is now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (B 10).

The inscription was first noticed by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep.
1. 1871, p. 238. It was edited by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 185 No 9 +
pi., by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 37 No 23 + pl.16,
by Fleet, CII 3. 1888, p. 273 f. No 70 + pi. 40 D.

1 There was probably a second line of writing.
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Text

1 deyadharmo^yam Yasavihare SakyabhiksunyarUJayabhatta-
yar^yacbatra punya[m] tacbbhavatu sar[v]vasa- 2

2 t[v]a[na]m^an[u]t[t]arajnanavaptaye— samvatsarah 200 [80]—3

Translation

This is the pious gift of the £§akya nun Jayabhatta at the Yasavihara.
What merit there is in this (gift), let it be for the attainment of supreme
knowledge by all sentient beings. The year 280.

Perhaps Fleet was right in referring the date of the inscription to the
Gupta era. Although the script would seem to be earlier than A. D. 599/600.

<149v)*

§9 Q18

Inscription on the pedestal of a Jaina Tirthamkara, said to have
been found in the Katra mound 4

, now in the Mathura Museum (No 268).

The record is engraved in Gupta characters to the right and left of a wheel.

Text

1 siddham— Rsabhasya pratima • Samu[d]r[a]- 6

2 Sagarabhyam Sangarakasya
3 datti— Sagarasya 6 pratima

Translation

Success ! An image of Rsabha, the gift of Sangaraka to Samudra and
Sagara. The image of Sagara (,Sdgara ?).

1 Fleet: -bhiksunyar hut the d-sign is quite distinct.
2 The first -va- in the ligature rvva is not quite certain.
3 DoWson and Cunningham, taking the last horizontal stroke as the symbol I,

read the date as 281. Fleet was of the opinion that the numerical symbols were
200 SO, followed by the sign of punctuation.

As the horizontal stroke undoubtedly is used to mark the end of the inscrip-

tion, it is probable that it serves the same purpose also after the date. But I am
by no means sure that the second figure is meant for SO . There is a distinct semi-
circle attached to the right of the supposed symbol for 80 in the Udayagiri cave
inscription dated from the year 82 (CII 3, p. 21 if. No 3). The only difference is that
the left loop, by omitting the bottom line, is turned into a hook. But exactly the
same alteration has taken place in the ya of deyadharmo and Jaya as compared
with the rest of the ya-signs. Under these circumstances I have ventured to read
the figure as 80.

4 [Cf. above p. 30.]
5 After pratima there is a dot. There may have been an d-sign at the top of

the sa in Sarnu[d]r[a]. The da- of [d]r[a] is discernible on the reverse of the
impression.

6 The sa has no d-sign.

3
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Although the letters of the inscription are pretty clear and the words

can hardly be translated differently, the text is puzzling. Who are

Samudra and Sagara to whom Sahgaraka gave the image of Rsabha,

the first TIrthamkara, and why is the image in an additional note stated

to be the image of Sagara who, in spite of the slight difference in the

spelling of the name, appears to be identical with the Sagara mentioned

before? I am unable to answer these questions.

<149 1>*

§10 014

Inscription on a piece of stone originating from the Katra mound, now
in the Mathura Museum (No 419).

This is a most peculiar inscription. It consists of four exceptionally

large letters placed between two horizontal lines which, judging from
the bead at the left end of the lower line, originally were joined at both
ends in such a way as to form a sort of cartouche for the writing.

The first two letters are almost completely destroyed. Then follows

an aksara which looks like Jcsa, hut with the subscript -sa attached to

the left side of the ha. This position of the -sa suggests at once that the

inscription is incised in reversed writing, and on this supposition the

next enigmatical letter would also become intelligible. It would be a
ma of the Gupta period with the o-sign. The mo was followed by two
more letters which can hardly be deciphered.

We thus arrive at the reading [. . . . hsa mo .. .
. , i. e. :]

.... moksi ....

If my explanation of the nature of this writing is accepted, the stone

would seem to have been used as a stamp or die.

2. Bhutesar Mound

There is a hill south of the Katra which is generally named the Bhu-
tesar mound after the modern temple of Bhutesar situated on its

southern side.

In the season 1871/72 Cunningham acquired five of the famous railing

pillars from the verandah of a dharmsald near the temple. They are
ornamented on the obverse with female figures standing on dwarfs and
on the reverse with reliefs representing Jatakas and scenes of Buddha’s
fife. 1 Cunningham states that they were believed to have been discovered

1 ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 20f. A sixth pillar has been presented already
before 1847 by Colonel L. R. Stacy to the Asiatic Society’s Museum, Calcutta
(Kittoe, JASB 16,1. 1847, p. 335; cf. Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 142) and
a seventh was discovered by Pandit Radha Krishna inside the Mahdll Gate of
Mathura City; see Vogel, op. eit., p. 157 (J 71). — There are also some fragments
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in the Bhutesar mound, and it is indeed very probable if the mound is

the site of a Buddhist Stupa of which those railing pillars formed part.

A railing pillar of unusual large dimensions stood on the top of the
hill in front of the entrance to the temple. It was removed by Growse
and is now in the Mathura Museum (J l). 1 The pillar is carved in front
with a female figure and a bas-relief probably representing some Ja-
taka. — On one side of it there is a sign (inscription §11 : L. 91a) which
Cunningham took to be “the Arian letter h , which was the figure for

100, in use at Mathura during the Indo-Scythian period”, and he inferred

from it that there must have been no less than a 100 of these large pillars.

—

Granting that there is a certain resemblance of the sign to a Kharosthi
ha, there is not the slightest evidence for the use of that letter as the
symbol for 100. Vogel (Cat. Mus. Math., p. 141 J 1) is inclined to look

at the sign as the numeral 30. I do not see how that would be possible,

the sign in question showing little likeness to the ordinary figure for

30. If it is a letter at all, it may be te. It is probably a mason's mark
that has no connection with the number of the pillars.

There are only two objects with inscriptions in Kusan characters

which are supposed to originate from the Bhutesar mound, but neither

of them seem to have been found in situ and neither ofthem is Buddhist,

so they cannot tell anything about the age of the Buddhist structure.

The inscription § 12 : L. 52 a is engraved on the base of a Naga statuette

which was acquired from a shrine in Mathura City, but is said to have
been found in the Bhutesar mound. That means that there may have
been a Naga shrine on the spot.

The inscription §13: L. 149 j, according to information by the Curator

of the Mathura Museum, also comes from the Bhutesar locality. It is

on the pedestal of a Jina image. The wording of the inscription is exactly

the same as that of the Jaina records from the Kankali Tila, and although

it cannot be proved, I have little doubt in this case that the image
originally was set up in the Jaina sanctuary in the immediate vicinity

of the Bhutesar Stupa.

91a
Facsimile: below p. 262

§ 11 K 112

Inscription on a railing pillar from the Bhutesar mound, now in the

Mathura Museum (J 1).

of pillars that may have belonged to the Bhutesar railing, and Vogel (op. cit.,

p. 142) thinks it possible that the fragment J 52 bearing the inscription § 149:

la. 125h is one of them. But this is rather doubtful, since no inscription is found
on any of the complete Bhutesar railing pillars.

1 Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3.1873, p. 21f.; Growse, Mathura2 1880,

p. 1 1 1 f. ; Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 141.
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It was edited by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 21 f., and
Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 141.

[te]

The reading is very doubtful; see the remarks above.

52a
Facsimile: below p. 262

§12 K 57

Inscription on the base of a statuette of a standing Naga, which was
being worshipped as Dhauji, i. e. Baladeva in a shrine near the Jama*5

Mosque in Mathura City and is said to have been found in the Bhutesar

mound. The image is now in the Mathura Museum.
The record was mentioned by Vogel, JRAS 1911, p. 150f. who edited

it, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 91 (C 21), and ASI Ann. Rep. 1908/09. 1912,

p. 161 +• pi. 54a. The image was figured by him in his Sculpture de
Mathura 1930, pi. 41 d.

Text

— sam 50 2 v[a] 3 d[i] 20 5 bhagava[to] 1

Translation

In the year 52, in the 3rd (month) of the rainy season, on the 25th day,

(the image) of the holy one.

( 149])*
§13 K 227

Fragmentary inscription engraved on the upper rim and on the lower
rim of a broken pedestal of a quadruple Jina image, now in the Mathura
Museum (No 276). [Of the upper rim (with line A of the inscription)

only the front face (with A 2), a portion of the proper right face (with
A 1), and of the proper left face (with A 3) are preserved. The legible

portion of the inscription on the lower rim (B) is incised on the proper
right side of the pedestal.]

The stone is said to come from the Bhutesar locality, but as the Bhu-
tesar mound is close to the Kahkali Tila, there can be little doubt that
it originally belonged to the Jaina establishment of the Kahkali Tila. 2

The inscription was edited by Vogel, ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 1. 1914,
p. 17, ditto, 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 133, 3 and by V. S. Agrawala, JUPHS
10. 1937, p. 1 No 1.

1 Vogel reads bhagava[ta]

,

but the o-sign of [*o] is probable. Mr. Dikshit states
that) there was no more Writing.

2 [Cf. above p. 37.] 3 The first of the two editions yields the better reading.
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Text

A 1 khato 1 vaca[ka]-

2 [s]ya aryya-Rsidasasya 2 nirvvarttana 3 Abhisarakasya 4 Bhatti-
damasya ma 5

3 ka 6

B sa . . s[v]at

Translation

A. At the request of the preacher, the venerable Rsidasa out of the
sahhd (the quadruple image of Jina was given by) the mother

(?) of Bhattidama, the Abhisaraka (native of Abhisara).

As regards the country of Abhisara, I refer to Stein's Translation of
the Rajatarahginl (1900), note on Tarahga 1, 180, and the literature

quoted there.

3. Kahkali Tila

[
7 About a quarter of a mile south ofthe Bhutesar mound is the Kahkali

Tila, which was explored at different times by Harding,8 Cunningham,
Growse, Burgess, and by Kuhrer from about 1870 to 1896.

Cunningham, excavating there especially in 1871, gave a description

of the hill, 9 the higher portion of which at that time “had been repeatedly

burrowed for bricks": The “mound (was) 400 feet in length from west
to east, and nearly 300 feet in breadth, with a mean height of 10 or 12

1 Agrawala: vrto . The kha is quite distinct. Restore: (sa,)khato.
2 Vogel and Agrawala: dryya. The first letter has no sign of length. — Agra-

wala : Rsadasasya. The i-sign of si is distinct.
3 Agrawala: nirvvartana. The third aksara is clearly rtta.
4 Vogel: no, rakasya

;

Agrawala: Abhisarikasya . There is no -i-sign on the
top of the ra .

5 Probably to be restored to some form of mdtr .

6 Agrawala read: ki [and placed it at the beginning of the line]. I cannot
determine how many letters are lost between ma, and kd. If ka stands at the end
of the line [ !], the passage is probably to be restored to (pratimd sarvvatobhadri)kd.

7 Together with most of the author’s treatments of inscriptions from the K.T.,
his preface to the present chapter is also missing in the Manuscript (cf. above
p. 8 with notes). — The following remarks have been supplied by the editor.

They are above all intended as a brief survey of the history of the archaeo-
logical operations at the K. T. site, with references to the principal editions of the

inscriptions found there, etc.
8 (After excavating in the Jamalpur mound,) “Mr. Harding, Magistrate of

Mathura, . . . dug a trench right across the Kahkali mound from north to south,

which yielded some mutilated Buddhist statues, both life-size and colossal [cf.

below p. 40, n. 4]”, Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 16.
9 ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 19.
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feet above the fields. At the eastern end 1 it (rose) to a height of 25

feet, with a breadth of 60 feet square at top, and about 150 square

at base.” 2

Growse, who trenched the Kahkali Tila in 1873/74, reported 3 that C£a

fragment of a carved Buddhist [?] pillar (was) set up in a mean little

shed on its summit and (did) duty for the goddess Kahkali, to whom
(the mound was) dedicated”. He mentioned that occasionally the hill

was called the Jaini Tila without giving further references.

That this second name was not an accidental one was proved by all

excavations in the mound, which yielded hitherto almost without

exception 4 pure Jaina monuments, and it appeared, as was expressed

already by Cunningham,5 that under the mound was once the site of an
ancient and very important Jaina establishment.

In January and February 1888 at Biihler’s request, Burgess began
the principal explorations of the Kahkali Tila. 6 The excavations were
resumed by Ftihrer in Jan./Febr. 1889, 7 continued in Jan./Febr. 1890,8

and finished by him for the time being in the period fromNov. 1 890 to Febr.

1891.9 He worked again at the Kahkali Tila in the spring of 1896.10

The interesting results of the former explorations, yielding important
Jaina antiquities and inscriptions, were by far surpassed by those of the

extended excavations carried out from 1888 to 1896. In the course of

these operations the remains of several buildings, especially of two
Jaina temples and of a great Jaina Stupa, were exposed. The great

1 At that place later on Fiihrer discovered the Jaina brick Stupa (cf. below

P- 41).
2 Cf. below p. 255, Map 2 (G).
3 Growse, Mathura 1874 Pt 1, p. 76f., Pt 2, p. 175f., Mathura2 1880, p. 108.
4 (Cf. also Lxiders, below p. 60, n. 3; 179; 180; 189. —) Growse, Mathura 1874

Pt 1, p. 76, reported that two colossal Buddha statues had been discovered in
the K.T. [cf. above p. 39, n. 8], “which are now in the grounds of the Agra Mu-
seum”. He repeated the same passage in Mathura2 1880, p. 108, where without
further comment he corrected himself, writing: which “are probably now in the
Allahabad Museum”. Showing in this way his uncertainty as to the whereabouts
of the statues, Growse did not mention the name of the discoverer. Reading his
next sentence one may feel inclined to doubt whether theseBuddha statueshad been
really discovered in the K.T. ; Growse continued as follows: “Whatever else was
found was collected on the same spot as the remains from the [Buddhist sanctuary
at the] Jamalpur mound, and it is therefore possible, as no accurate note was
made at the time, that some of the specimens referred to the latter locality Were
not really found there [and vice versa, cf. i. g. below p. 59, n. 1]; but there is no
doubt as to the inscriptions, and this is the only point of any importance.”

5 Cf. ASI [Ann.] Rep. 17. 1884, p. 111.
6 Cf. The Academy 33. 1888, p. 155, WZKM 2. 1888, p. 141.
7 Cf. The Academy 35. 1889, p. 381, WZKM 3. 1889, p. 233.
8 Cf. The Academy 37. 1890, p. 270 f., WZKM 4. 1890, p. 169, p. 313f.
9 Cf. The Academy 39. 1891, p. 141f., p. 373f., WZKM 5. 1891, p. 59, p. 175.

10 Cf. The Academy 49. 1896, p. 367, WZKM 10. 1896, p. 171. — (Cf. also
Biihler, Transactions of the 9. Intern. Congress of Orientalists at London . . . 1892,
vol. 1. 1893, p. 221.)
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quantity1 of architectural pieces, mostly beautifully carved, and the
numerous Jaina statues, stone slabs, etc., often inscribed, which were
unearthed at the site, were for the most part forwarded to the Lucknow
Provincial Museum,

2 or placed in the grounds of the Mathura Museum .
3

Unfortunately no record of all these operations has ever been pub-
lished, so there is almost no proof as to the exact finding places of the
objects of the Kankali Tila .

4

Fiihrer, who had already announced a monograph on the Jaina
remains at Mathura in an advanced stage of preparation, 5 left only
102 plates without a word of explanatory text when he quitted the
service of the Government in 1898.6 It was V. A. Smith who, in 1901,

edited these plates after being consulted by Sir Antony MacDonnell, 7

“with a concise descriptive text, a short introduction, and references

to . . . previous publications in which the subjects of them had been
treated”.6

Smith published as Plate I “a General Plan” of the excavated part of
the Kankali Tila, showing the remains of a great number of buildings.

These, however, can not be identified with exception of the foun-

dations of the great Jaina brick Stupa, situated at the eastern end of the

site.8 ** 9 — That there was within the precincts a Jaina Stupa already in

very ancient times seems to be expressed by the inscription List No 47,

1 The discoveries of the work done in 1890 which were sent to the Museum
at Lucknow, Fiihrer seems to have counted especially by their weight; Biihler

reporting on a letter of Fiihrer’s in The Academy 37. 1890, p. 270f. (WZKM 4,

1890, p. 169) stated that there had been forwarded to that museum “(608 maunds
or) about a ton and a quarter of archaeological specimens”.

2 Cf. i. g. Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10, p. 106f., and below note 6.

3 Cf. Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 11; p. 66ff.
4 Biihler in his editions of inscriptions from the K.T. in the Epigraphia Indiea

1. 1892 made briefand mostly vague notes concerning the places of discovery ofthe
objects bearing the records.

5 Cf. also The Academy 37. 1890, p. 271a , WZKM 4. 1890, p. 169. — In his

Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions in the North-Western Provinces and
Oudh (1891), p. 105f., Fiihrer dedicated a short paragraph to the K.T. which,
however, is not free from inaccuracies. Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. VIII,
mentioned an “Abstract from an unpublished report on (the) Mathura excavations
(carried out by Fuhrer)”, published by the latter in: Journal of Indian Art and
Industry 5. 1894°, p. 58 + pi. 85—87.

6 Cf. p. Ill of the edition: V. A. Smith, The Jain Stupa and other Antiquities

of Mathura, 1901. — The book was reviewed by Foucher, BEFEO 1. 1901, p. 375f.

(He stated that he himself saw in the Museum at Lucknow the archaeological

specimens figuring on the plates. Cf. also Smith, loc. cit.)

7 Cf. below p. 42, n. 5, end. 8 Cf. above p. 40, n. 1.

9 “The materials for preparing a key to the plate are not now in existence”

(Smith, op. cit., pi. I). In the letter just mentioned (cf. above note 1) Fiihrer

wrote to Biihler that to the west of the Stupa, i. e. in the centre of the site, there

were situated the remains of what he called the Svetambara temple, and that

to the west of these remains there was a second large temple which in Fuhrer’s

opinion belonged “to the Digambara sect”.
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dated by Liiders in S. 49 (of the King Huviska 1
). This Stupa was de-

scribed in the record as 'built by the gods (or: by a god)" 2
, “i. e. (it was)

so ancient at the time when the inscription was incised (that) its origin

had been forgotten
99

.
3

From the inscriptions, found at the site, it appears that at the Kankali

Tila there was a Jaina sanctuary from the period ofthe Sunga dynasty 4
* 5

up to the time after the sack of Mathura by Mahmud of Ghazni. 6

Most of the epigraphs from the Kankali Tila site 7 had been treated

by Buhler 8 who published, together with his editions in the Epigraphia

1 Cf. Ep. Ind. 9. 1907/08, p. 245.
2 thupe d[e]vani[r]mit[e]

;

cf. the facsimile in Ep. Ind. 2. 1894(, p. 204) No 20.
3 Buhler, WZKM 5. 1891, p.61. Cf. also Biihler, A Legend of the Jaina Stupa

at Mathura, Sitzungsber. d. K. Akad. d. Wiss. Wien, Phil. -hist. Cl. 137 (1897),

2. 1898, p. 1—14 (extract: Ind. Ant. 27. 1898, p. 49—54); Schubring, Lehre der
Jainas 1935, p. 37.

4 For palaeographical reasons the inscription List No 93 (see also below p. 50)

was assigned by Buhler “to about 150 B.C." (WZKM 5. 1891, p. 175; Ep. Ind.
2. 1894, p. 195), written in the “Sunga type of the ancient Brahmi" (Buhler, Ind.
Palaeographie/Ind. Paleography, 1896/1904, §15,5; §18 + pi. II, 20). (Cf. also

the inscription below § 20: L. 99.)
5 J. E. van Lohuizen-de Leeuw, referring in her book “The ‘Scythian' Period",

1949, p. 147, to »the first proof of the existence of Jainism« did not discuss the
inscription List No 93 (and L. 99). In her opinion the earliest Jaina record is

the record List No 59 (from the K.T.), dated sv[a]misa mahakmt[t]rapasa £oda-
sasa sa{mJvatsare 72 . — Incised on a stone slab, showing a_ beautiful lady with
female attendants in relief, the record List No 59 states : . . . [AJmohiniye . . . Arya-
vati pratithapitd . . . Ary[a]vat[l] arahatapujdye . Mrs. van Lohuizen took drya-
vat[i] not as the personal name of the lady, but — ad hoc inventing an y>dryaga-

vatl« — she identified the word with dydgapatal »For when the verb [Skt.:]

pratisthdpay[
-

]

is used and the object is an image of some god or the Buddha [or

the like], the word [Skt. :] pratima is always added. « This statement can also not
be accepted; cf.pl. 19, 32 of the book in question showing the inscription List
No 125a (= § 1 of the present work) with the words: Bodhisaco patithdpito , cf.

also op. cit., pi. 21, 34 with L. 88 ( = § 72), L. 38 (= § 24), etc., etc. — It must
be stated here that there are some more errors on p. 147 of van Lohuizen’s “The
‘Scythian’ Period"; e. g. : note 8 (wrong; Pischel, Gramm. § 149 [!] = Schwund
von ya und va !); »a number of ayagapatas have been found again by V. Smith
at K.T. near Mathura, together with many other Jainistic relics« (wrong; Smith
published the plates [!], which were prepared by Fiihrer, after being consulted
by the Lt.-Gov. of the NW. Prov. and Ch. Comr. of Oudh; cf. also above p. 41
with notes 2, 3, and 6!).

6 Cf. Smith, The Jain Stupa 1901, pi. 96: Colossal image of a seated Tirtham-
kara with a record, dated in V. S. 1134. On the lower portion of a Jina figure
from the K.T. (Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 72 B24) there is a Nagarl in-
scription parts of which are preserved; the inscription seems to be dated in V. S.
1234; cf. Growse, Mathura2 1880, pi. facing p. 114, line 3 (= Ind. Ant. 6. 1877,
p. 219, No 10 -f pi.).

7 For the older editions of inscriptions from the K.T. cf. WZKM 4. 1890,
p. 314. The complete bibliography of evei'y record (up to the year 1912) was pub-
lished by Liiders in his List of Brahmi Inscriptions.

8 Based on the readings of inscriptions found at the K.T. site (A.), Buhler
investigated a number of treatises on “the Authenticity of the Jaina Tradition"
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Indica, vol. 1—2, facsimiles of nearly all impressions 1 ? 2 forwarded to
him by Burgess and Fuhrer. 3

In the Museums, especially at Lucknow and Mathura, there are
numerous (often inscribed) Jaina antiquities from Mathura of more or

less uncertain origin which may belong in the majority of instances also

to the sanctuary of the Kankali Tila site. They may partly have been
excavated in the course of the above-mentioned operations, partly

carried off by the inhabitants of the region (after the decay of the ancient

sanctuary) from the Kahkali Tila to their recent places of discovery in

the City or in the environs of Mathura. Examinations of the collections

especially of the Lucknow 4 and the Mathura 5 Museums yielded several

inscriptions just characterized. 6

Liiders, preparing his List of Brahmi Inscriptions, revised inter alia

also several of the previously edited records from the Kahkali Tila and
published his results as “Epigraphical Notes** in the Indian Antiquary
33. 1904. Dealing occasionally since that time with inscriptions from the

site, he apparently made use of his materials collected for the intended

volume of Brahmi Inscriptions.

and came to the conclusion that these records prove “the correctness of a not
inconsiderable part of the [»]larger list[«] of teachers and schools (etc.), preserved
in the Sthaviravali ofthe Kalpasutra’ * (B.).— \A . : ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 29ff.

+ pi. 13—15 (Biihler was also furnished with original rubbings of Cunningham),
and WZKM 1—4 (cf. also 5, 10, Ep. Ind. 1). B.i WZKM 1. 1887 (p. 168f.), and
2—4 (cf. also 5, 10, Ep. Ind. 1

—

2; — Schubring, Lehre der Jainas 1935, p. 35).]
1 Biihler excepted “either very small fragments ... or (rubbings) not readable

with any certainty” (Ep. Ind. 2. 1894, p. 195, n. 1).

2 Using the facsimiles just mentioned, the following words of Fleet (JRAS
1903, p. 327) must be borne in mind. When he compared the lithograph of the
inscription List No 47 in the Ep. Ind. 2. 1894, p. 204 No 20 with the plate showing
the base of the image, op. cit., pi. opposite p. 321 (cf. also Bachhofer, Fruhind.
Plastik 1929, p. 87) he came to the following statement: “And it must be inciden-

tally remarked that a comparison of the lithograph with the photographic repro-

duction raises at once considerable doubt as to whether, in the lithographs of this

series, w© have actual facsimiles of the ink-impressions or only results which
have been modified by manipulation of the ink-impressions or of the proofs from
them ...” — Cf. also (List No 59 ==) Ep. Ind. 2. 1894, p. 199 No 2 + pi., line 3:

the name of the donatrix was transcribed by Biihler in correspondence with the
facsimile in the Ep. Ind. as Amohiniye . But, examining the photograph of the
slab itself (cf. Bachhofer, op. cit., pi. 74), the name seems to be written as Amo-
hiniye ; compare the initial a with the a- in the two other instances of Aryavat[z

]

(see above p. 42, n. 5).
3 “Dr. Fuhrer, ‘Progress Report’ for 1890/91, p. 13, states that [by him?] in

all 110 Jain inscriptions were collected at Mathura” (Smith, Jain Stupa 1901,

p. 6). — In The Academy 35—39 (cf. also WZKM 3—5) Biihler made known that
(only) in the years 1889—91 he had obtained from Fuhrer “more than” 111

impressions of (Mathura) inscriptions (for the most part from the K.T.).
4 Cf. e. g. R. D. Banerji (= R. D. Bandyopadhyaya), Ep. Ind. 10.1909/10,

p. 106ff. (His inaccurate editions were corrected by Lxiders, JRAS 1912, p. 153ff.)

5 Cf. e. g. Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 66ff
6 Cf. also below § 9: L. 149v, § 13: L. 149j, and p. 59, n. 1 (List No 69).
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Unfortunately most of his treatments of records from the Kankali

Tila, written for this edition, are missing now. 1

Only eight treatments of inscriptions for the present chapter are

preserved in the Manuscript, including §14, §15, §23 which had been

crossed out by the author. 2 For the records List No 94 and 103, the tran-

scripts of which had been taken from the author’s previous publication,

compare below § 18f.]

45a

Facsimile: below p.263

§14
Inscription on the upper and lower rims of the base of a seated Jina,

now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (J 19). Nothing is known about
the place where the image was found, hut it may be safely assumed
that it originates from the Kahkali Tila at Mathura.

[Liiders treated the inscription in his List of Brahmi Inscriptions 1912,

p. 165: It was edited by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya [= R. D. Banerji 3
],

JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 274f. No 5, and again, now under the name of R. D.
Banerji, Ep. Ind. 10.1909/10, p. 112 No 5 + pi. 1 (inscription) and
pi. 3 (image). Liiders corrected the reading of the name of the gana in

the JRAS 1911, p. 1084 ( = Koliye) and edited the whole record again,

JRAS 1912, p.l58f. No 5.]

Text
1 maharajasya Huveks[a]sya 4 sav[a]cara 5 40 8 v[a] 6 2 d[i] 7 10 7

etasya puvayam K[o]l[i]ye gana 8 [Ba]ma(da)> 9

1 Cf. above Preface p. 8 with note 3; p. 11, n. 4.
2 The revised versions of the treatments of § 14, § 15, § 23 are missing now.

The publication also of these paragraphs seems to be justified as they contain
the transcripts of the author with notes, etc.; the rubbings of the records are
preserved in the Liiders collection.

3 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241 n. 1.]
4 The e-sign of ve is quite distinct. [The third letter may be read as ksd.]
5 [The second letter may be read as vd.] The a-sign of rd is certain.
6 [The aksara may be read as vd.']
7 The ^‘-sign is denoted in this case by an almost straight line to the right [i. e.

the letter may be read as dd , cf. the first letter of ddna in line 3].
8 [The vowel-sign of the la is shaped exactly like the vow*el-sign described in

note 7; cf. Ep. Ind. 10, pi. 3.] There is a short vertical stroke at the top of the
horizontal e-sign of the ye, and a small aksara which may be read ta [or ta] appears
above the first line between ye and the following ga. It seems therefore that at
first the engraver had written Koliye gana , or perhaps gane, and then intended to
correct this to Koliydto garidto, but gave up the task half-way. Read: gane.

9 The ma is missing in the impressions, but distinct on pi. 1 (inscriptions) in
the Ep. Ind. [It is discernible also on pi. 3 (images) where it appears as the last
aksara of the first line. In connection with the first two letters of the second line,
which formerly were read as [$]iye or [si]ye, it was first proposed by Bandyo-
padhyaya to restore the whole word as Bama(dd*)/[s]iye. But what was read as
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2 [si]ye k[u]l[e] 1 Pacenagariya 2 si[kh]aya 3 P>h[a]niv[a]!asya 4

sisin[i]ya 5 Dli[a]nisiriya 6 nirvat[a]na 7

3 B(u)dh[i]kasya 8 vadhuye Savatratapotr[i]ya 9 Yasaya dana
Sa(m)bh[a]vasya 10 prodima 11 pra-

4 t[a]s[th]apita 12

[s]i or [si] would be an aksara the left side of which would have disappeared alto-
gether and its right side would have been almost completely destroyed by the broad
vertical fissure which has caused the damage of the first letters of the first line:

ma (upper rim), and of the third line: b(u) (lower rim) as it is shown by the fac-

simile in the Ep. Ind., pi. 1 and in the impressions. However, that fissure seems to
be of later date as it is not to be seen on the photograph of the image (Ep. Ind.,
pi. 3): the just mentioned ma (1. 1, ales. 1) and the portion of the upper rim below
it are visible there yet undamaged, i. e. the first aksara of the second line is to
be read on pi. 3 as

:
ye and nothing seems to have been engraved before it. — If

these observations are accepted, from the purely graphical point of view, the
reading of the whole word would be: [bajma/ye or perhaps [ba]m[i]lye. Cf.

below p. 46, n. 1.]
1 The leu or rather ha [or &o] is very small and seems to have been inserted

afterwards. [The supposed e-sign of the second aksara is attached below the top
of the la, and it seems not impossible that it is meant only as an elongation to the
right of the cross-bar of the foregoing ha. Therefore, from the purely graphical

point of view, the word may be read as k[u]l[a] .]

2 The e-sign of ce is distinct. Read: Ucenagariya .

3 The word intended is undoubtedly Salehdya, but the first syllable is written
as &i; cf. the H in HMn[i]ya and on the other hand the sd of YaSdya. The second
letter originally was written as ka or kd, but it seems to have been corrected to khd.

4 Banerji : Dhujhavalas[ya]. The readings of the first two syllables of this word
and the first aksara of the following Dh[aJniiiriya are not certain. The prolon-

gation of the vertical line of the two dha may denote -u as it certainly does in
vadhuye of the third line. The same prolongation, however, is found also in the
dha of B(u)dh[i]kasya where it cannot have any meaning at all. The ha of
Dh[a]hiv[a]lasya shows a little curved line at the top which I formerly took as
d-sign. But it is certainly the £-sign, which in the hi of the following name Dh[a]hi-
Hriya is attached to the middle of the letter. Whether we have to read Dhahi-
valasya or Dhuhivalasya, can be decided only on the base of the etymology of
the word which is not clearly established. [Later on Luders remarked in the
Manuscript:] Of the two readings I have preferred the former as dhahi can be
traced back to Sk. dhdnya, whereas dhuhi appears to be meaningless. — [The third

aksara of the word may be read as va .]

5 [The third letter may be read as wo.]
6 For the first two aksaras see the remarks in note 4.
7 The small r-stroke of rva is clearly visible on the back of the impression. The

third letter may be read as td.

8 [The broad fissure mentioned above (note 9) has caused the loss of the left

side of the mdtrkd ba together with the supposed ^-sign of the letter.] As regards

the second aksara [which shows besides the i-sign also the w-sign] see the remarks
in note 4.

9 Apparently Sivatrabapotriya was the intended reading. [Below the top of

the aksara read as trd there is a stroke to the left which seems to be accidental.]
10 [The second letter may be read as bhd .]

11 In di the curve denoting the -i is attached to the middle of the da.
12 [For the last four aksaras which are written in the middle of the fourth line,

cf. also Ep. Ind., pi. 3. The first letter shows no ?‘-sign. The second aksara may ho
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Translation

<In the year 48 of maharaja Huveksa, in the 2nd (month) of the rainy

season, on the 17th day, on this date, at the request of Dh[a]nisiri, the

female pupil of Dh[a]niv[a]la in the Koliya gana , the Bama(dasi)ya

hula, 1 the (U)cenagarl sdkhd, an image of Sambhava was set up as the

gift of Yasa 2
,
the daughter-in-law of B(u)dhika, the grand-daughter of

6(i)vatrata.) s

56
Facsimile: below p. 263

§15
Inscription on the pedestal of a large figure which has been destroyed.

It was found in the west of the Kankali Tila and is now in the Lucknow
Provincial Museum (J 26).

The record was edited by Buhler, Ep. Ind. 1. 1892, p. 386 No 8 + pi.

The reading of the date of the year was corrected by Buhler, Ep. Ind. 2.

1894, p. 204, note 61, and the reading of the name of the &akha by Liiders,

Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 105 No 18.

Text
1 — s[i]ddham 4 m[aha]raj [a]sy[a] 5 r[a j

a]tiraj [a]sya
6 [djevaputrasya

Huvaskasya 7 sam 60 hemantamase 4 di 10 etasyam purvvayam
Koliye 8 gane Sthanildye kule aryy[a] -Y (ai )r[ijyanam 9 sakhaya vaca-

k[a]sy=aryya-Vrddhahasti[sy] (a)

read only as s[th]

a

or as s[th]a . As the lower margin of the stone is a little vaulted
only the upper portion of the small circle denoting -tha or - tha is copied in the
impressions and it is therefore impossible to decide whether the dot, distinguishing

the two letters, was written in the centre.]
1 [As in several of the Jaina inscriptions from the Kankali Tila there are men-

tioned members out of the Koliya gana , the Brahmadasika (or -dasiya) hula f the
Ucenagari sdkhd (with v. L), it is highly probable that also in this inscription the
reading of the name of the hula as given above (cf. p. 44, n. 9) is to be understood
as Brahmadasiya. Perhaps the missing portion of the word was written on the
rim of the proper left side of the pedestal.]

2 [Cf. above p. 29.] 3 [Cf. Liiders, JRAS 1912, p. 159.]
4 Before $[i]dclham there is a small horizontal stroke which is perhaps not

accidental. [The first aksara may be read as s[l]. The ddham is written as a
compound letter.]

5 [The first aksara may be read as me.]
6 [The second aksara being blurred in the impressions was read using the

plate in the Ep. Ind.]
7 Throughout the inscription the horizontal stroke or hook which distinguishes

the ha from pa is very small and especially so in the first aksara of this word,
but there can be practically no doubt about the reading of the name.

8 Buhler: Kottiye[, but cf. Liiders, JBAS 1911, p. 1084].
9 Buhler: ayya-[Veri]yana

, but the r-stroke on the top of the yya and the
anusvdra above the na are quite distinct. There is a horizontal stroke added at
the bottom of the initial a, which in my opinion denotes the length of the vowel
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2 [si]ye k[u]l[e] 1 Pacenagariya 2 si[kh]aya 3 P>h[a]niv[a]!asya 4

sisin[i]ya 5 Dli[a]nisiriya 6 nirvat[a]na 7

3 B(u)dh[i]kasya 8 vadhuye Savatratapotr[i]ya 9 Yasaya dana
Sa(m)bh[a]vasya 10 prodima 11 pra-

4 t[a]s[th]apita 12

[s]i or [si] would be an aksara the left side of which would have disappeared alto-
gether and its right side would have been almost completely destroyed by the broad
vertical fissure which has caused the damage of the first letters of the first line:

ma (upper rim), and of the third line: b(u) (lower rim) as it is shown by the fac-

simile in the Ep. Ind., pi. 1 and in the impressions. However, that fissure seems to
be of later date as it is not to be seen on the photograph of the image (Ep. Ind.,
pi. 3): the just mentioned ma (1. 1, ales. 1) and the portion of the upper rim below
it are visible there yet undamaged, i. e. the first aksara of the second line is to
be read on pi. 3 as

:
ye and nothing seems to have been engraved before it. — If

these observations are accepted, from the purely graphical point of view, the
reading of the whole word would be: [bajma/ye or perhaps [ba]m[i]lye. Cf.

below p. 46, n. 1.]
1 The leu or rather ha [or &o] is very small and seems to have been inserted

afterwards. [The supposed e-sign of the second aksara is attached below the top
of the la, and it seems not impossible that it is meant only as an elongation to the
right of the cross-bar of the foregoing ha. Therefore, from the purely graphical

point of view, the word may be read as k[u]l[a] .]

2 The e-sign of ce is distinct. Read: Ucenagariya .

3 The word intended is undoubtedly Salehdya, but the first syllable is written
as &i; cf. the H in HMn[i]ya and on the other hand the sd of YaSdya. The second
letter originally was written as ka or kd, but it seems to have been corrected to khd.

4 Banerji : Dhujhavalas[ya]. The readings of the first two syllables of this word
and the first aksara of the following Dh[aJniiiriya are not certain. The prolon-

gation of the vertical line of the two dha may denote -u as it certainly does in
vadhuye of the third line. The same prolongation, however, is found also in the
dha of B(u)dh[i]kasya where it cannot have any meaning at all. The ha of
Dh[a]hiv[a]lasya shows a little curved line at the top which I formerly took as
d-sign. But it is certainly the £-sign, which in the hi of the following name Dh[a]hi-
Hriya is attached to the middle of the letter. Whether we have to read Dhahi-
valasya or Dhuhivalasya, can be decided only on the base of the etymology of
the word which is not clearly established. [Later on Luders remarked in the
Manuscript:] Of the two readings I have preferred the former as dhahi can be
traced back to Sk. dhdnya, whereas dhuhi appears to be meaningless. — [The third

aksara of the word may be read as va .]

5 [The third letter may be read as wo.]
6 For the first two aksaras see the remarks in note 4.
7 The small r-stroke of rva is clearly visible on the back of the impression. The

third letter may be read as td.

8 [The broad fissure mentioned above (note 9) has caused the loss of the left

side of the mdtrkd ba together with the supposed ^-sign of the letter.] As regards

the second aksara [which shows besides the i-sign also the w-sign] see the remarks
in note 4.

9 Apparently Sivatrabapotriya was the intended reading. [Below the top of

the aksara read as trd there is a stroke to the left which seems to be accidental.]
10 [The second letter may be read as bhd .]

11 In di the curve denoting the -i is attached to the middle of the da.
12 [For the last four aksaras which are written in the middle of the fourth line,

cf. also Ep. Ind., pi. 3. The first letter shows no ?‘-sign. The second aksara may ho
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Text

///(de)[va]putrasya Huviskasya sa[m] V//

Translation

In the year of devaputra Huviska

107b
Facsimile: below p. 264

§17

Fragmentary inscription on a Jaina tablet from the Kahkali Tila, now
in the Lucknow Provincial Museum.

It was noticed by Buhler in his description of the tablet, Ep. Ind.

2. 1894, p. 311 + pL lb (the tablet), and edited by R. D. Banerji, Ep.

Ind. 10. 1909/10, p. 120 No 18 + pi. 3 (the inscription).

Text

1 Dhana[m]i(tra)[sa] 2 dh[it]u A[ra]///

2

[vadhujye [a]y[a]ga[pato pa] 3
///

Translation

The tablet of homage was set up by ... ... the daughter of Dhana-
mitra the daughter-in-law of

The inscription is much decayed, and the reading is therefore some-
what doubtful. I admit that, judging from the traces of the letters,

Banerjfs reading Danami[tra]ye dhitu would be possible. On the other

hand, it is quite uncommon in these inscriptions, in stating the descent of
a female donor, to give the name of her mother instead of that of her
father. As far as I can see, there is only one exception.

The inscription List No 121 records a gift of the daughter of Varma,
[Gulha], the wife of Jayadasa

(
Varmaye dhitu [Gulha]ye Jayadasasya

hutumbiniye). Once, in the very copious inscription List No 122, the
names of both parents and even of both parents-in-law are registered

(Vara[n]aha$ti[sya ca] Deviya ca dhita Jayadevasya vadhu Mosiniye
vadhu), and it might be assumed that the same practice was followed in

our inscription and that the name of the father stood at the beginning
of the first line which is entirely illegible. But this is not very likely as,

1 Buhler: sa y but a trace of the anusvara is preserved.
2 Banerji: Dan<xmi[tra]ye . The last alcsara is uncertain, see the remarks

above.
3 Restore

: paftithdpito) or a similar form.
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2 [si]ye k[u]l[e] 1 Pacenagariya 2 si[kh]aya 3 P>h[a]niv[a]!asya 4

sisin[i]ya 5 Dli[a]nisiriya 6 nirvat[a]na 7

3 B(u)dh[i]kasya 8 vadhuye Savatratapotr[i]ya 9 Yasaya dana
Sa(m)bh[a]vasya 10 prodima 11 pra-

4 t[a]s[th]apita 12

[s]i or [si] would be an aksara the left side of which would have disappeared alto-
gether and its right side would have been almost completely destroyed by the broad
vertical fissure which has caused the damage of the first letters of the first line:

ma (upper rim), and of the third line: b(u) (lower rim) as it is shown by the fac-

simile in the Ep. Ind., pi. 1 and in the impressions. However, that fissure seems to
be of later date as it is not to be seen on the photograph of the image (Ep. Ind.,
pi. 3): the just mentioned ma (1. 1, ales. 1) and the portion of the upper rim below
it are visible there yet undamaged, i. e. the first aksara of the second line is to
be read on pi. 3 as

:
ye and nothing seems to have been engraved before it. — If

these observations are accepted, from the purely graphical point of view, the
reading of the whole word would be: [bajma/ye or perhaps [ba]m[i]lye. Cf.

below p. 46, n. 1.]
1 The leu or rather ha [or &o] is very small and seems to have been inserted

afterwards. [The supposed e-sign of the second aksara is attached below the top
of the la, and it seems not impossible that it is meant only as an elongation to the
right of the cross-bar of the foregoing ha. Therefore, from the purely graphical

point of view, the word may be read as k[u]l[a] .]

2 The e-sign of ce is distinct. Read: Ucenagariya .

3 The word intended is undoubtedly Salehdya, but the first syllable is written
as &i; cf. the H in HMn[i]ya and on the other hand the sd of YaSdya. The second
letter originally was written as ka or kd, but it seems to have been corrected to khd.

4 Banerji : Dhujhavalas[ya]. The readings of the first two syllables of this word
and the first aksara of the following Dh[aJniiiriya are not certain. The prolon-

gation of the vertical line of the two dha may denote -u as it certainly does in
vadhuye of the third line. The same prolongation, however, is found also in the
dha of B(u)dh[i]kasya where it cannot have any meaning at all. The ha of
Dh[a]hiv[a]lasya shows a little curved line at the top which I formerly took as
d-sign. But it is certainly the £-sign, which in the hi of the following name Dh[a]hi-
Hriya is attached to the middle of the letter. Whether we have to read Dhahi-
valasya or Dhuhivalasya, can be decided only on the base of the etymology of
the word which is not clearly established. [Later on Luders remarked in the
Manuscript:] Of the two readings I have preferred the former as dhahi can be
traced back to Sk. dhdnya, whereas dhuhi appears to be meaningless. — [The third

aksara of the word may be read as va .]

5 [The third letter may be read as wo.]
6 For the first two aksaras see the remarks in note 4.
7 The small r-stroke of rva is clearly visible on the back of the impression. The

third letter may be read as td.

8 [The broad fissure mentioned above (note 9) has caused the loss of the left

side of the mdtrkd ba together with the supposed ^-sign of the letter.] As regards

the second aksara [which shows besides the i-sign also the w-sign] see the remarks
in note 4.

9 Apparently Sivatrabapotriya was the intended reading. [Below the top of

the aksara read as trd there is a stroke to the left which seems to be accidental.]
10 [The second letter may be read as bhd .]

11 In di the curve denoting the -i is attached to the middle of the da.
12 [For the last four aksaras which are written in the middle of the fourth line,

cf. also Ep. Ind., pi. 3. The first letter shows no ?‘-sign. The second aksara may ho
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Text

1 bhadata-Jayasenasya amtevasimye
2 Dhamaghosaye dan[o] 1 pasado

Translation

The temple (is) the gift of Dhamaghosa (Dharmaghosa ) , the female

disciple of the venerable Jayasena.

Jayasena is called bhada(n)ta, which elsewhere in the inscriptions is

exclusively only an epithet of Buddhist monks and Ajivika ascetics. In

the Jaina scriptures, where bhante is frequently used in addressing

laymen and monks, bhadanta as far as I can see never occurs as the

designation or title of a monk.
The term is so exceptional for a Jaina monk that one almost feels

inclined to doubt if the stone bearing the inscription really came from
the Kankali Tila, all the more so as it cannot be traced in the Lucknow
Museum among the finds from the place. There is nothing in the in-

scription to prove that it belonged to a Jaina building, and a mistake

in the statement about its origin would not be unprecedented. On the

other hand, it is of course not impossible that in the pre-Kusan period,

to which our inscription is to be referred, the terminology was not quite

as rigorous as in later times, and for the present we can hardly refrain

from treating the inscription as a Jaina record.

That ecclesiastical terms were occasionally exchanged between the

adherents of different creeds is shown by antevasini, which in our in-

scription {dmtevasinl) is applied to Dhamaghosa. As a rule, the female
pupil of a monk or nun is called antevasini in the Buddhist inscriptions

and sisinl in the Jaina inscriptions, but Ugahaka, who is called the
sisinl of a nun in the Deoriya inscription List No 910 (cf. below p. 118),

was a Buddhist nun, and in the Jaina inscription List No 67 (Ep. Ind. 2.

1894, p. 204 No 21), dated in S. 81, amtevdsiJcinl appears instead of sisinl .

Antevdsin also, though it is commonly used with regard to Jaina
monks in such texts as the Theravali, denotes in the inscriptions almost
exclusively the pupil of a Buddhist monk, while the Jaina term in epi-

graphic records is invariably sisya .
2 The only Jaina record where antevdsin

occurs, is the ancient Mathura inscription List No 93 (Ep. Ind. 2.1894,

p. 198 No 1), but there it is used in a slightly different meaning. While
generally the person who is called the pupil of a monk belongs to the
clergy himself, Utaradasaka, the pupil of the ascetic Maharakhita, ex-
pressly states that he is a lay-hearer (sdvalca).

1 This is Buhler’s reading [in the Ep, Ind.], but no is not quite certain; it is

possibly na. [In The Academy and in WZKM Buhler transcribed the word as
danctm.]

2 In Buddhist inscriptions Sisya occurs only rarely at Kanhari and Amaravati.
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Bizhler (Ep. IncL. 2. 1894, p. 199, 17) was therefore probably right in

supposing that also in our inscription amtevasim means that Jayasena
was Dhamaghosa*s spiritual director, not that she was an ascetic. It

is therefore not improbable that in the pre-Kusan period antevasin and
cmtevasini were preserved for Jaina lay-hearers in contradistinction to
sisya and its feminine counterpart which were used for Jaina ascetics.

As regards my translation of the last twTo words, I am by no means
sure that it correct; compare the remarks on the inscription List No 93. 1

Facsimile: below p. 265

§ 21

Fragmentary inscription on a fragment of a large slab from the Kankall
Tila, now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum.

It was edited by Biihler, Ep. Ind. 2. 1894, p. 200 No 7 + pL

Text

1 ///y-[nu]ks.2
///

2 . r . k. . . . sya 3 ca yo ma[no]///

3 HI[a]yatana[m] dhanasya mahatah ..///

4 ///ce^py^aksayam = 4 4

It is impossible to give a continued translation of the inscription.

Biihler has already recognised that it contains the fragments of some
Sanskrit stanzas in the SdrdulaviJcrldita metre. In line 2 we have the

beginning of a pdda
,
in line 3 the middle portion of another, and ce*$y*

aksayam are the last words of a fourth stanza. Too little has been
preserved of the text to say anything about its contents, but as the

1 [The Manuscript does not contain the treatment of that inscription.]
2 Biihler

:
ya . . ksa.

3 Biihler: ra[ktatva]sya. The remainder of the first aksara is probably a sub-
script -r. The second letter is a ligature, the first element of which is certainly ka ,

but the subscript member cannot have been -ta . The sign looks more like ksa or

ksu. Biihler’s reading of the third aksara is quite improbable. It may possibly

be dra . I fail to see which word was meant.
4 Biihler reads the last two signs [na] kirn, but he remarks himself that the

bracketed letter looks almost like ki and that the lower part of the vertical is

faint, and the top so damaged that the apparent ^-stroke may have been only
a serif. Moreover he admits that the anusvara of his reading him is doubtful. —
There is certainly no anusvara, and the last sign is distinctly the numeral sign

for 4. Since aksayam , as is shown above, must be the last word of the inscription,

the sign after yam and before 4 cannot be a letter. It is the sign of the full stop
consisting of two horizontal strokes. It appears to have been corrected from the
numeral sign for 4 , which originally was engraved immediately after aksayam

,

the last word of the text.

4 *
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inscription dates from the Ksatrapa period, there can be little doubt

that the verses were added to a donation record according to a custom

prevailing at that time. Similarly the inscription on the Mora slab

(§113: L. 14) concludes with a Sanskrit stanza in the Bhujahgavijrmbhita

metre and [ I
1

<149k>*

§22

Inscription on the pedestal of an image from the Katholx Kua in

Mathura City, now in the Mathura Museum (No 1349). As the donor be-

longed to the Jaina sdkha of the Rajapaliyakas ,
it may be surmised

that the image originally belonged to the sanctuary on the site of the

Kahkali Tila.

Text

1 Maha[sa]bhas [y]a 2 i[ya] 3 prat(i)-

2 ma pratathapitja] 4 Adiha-

3 [ke]na Ra] apaliya-
4 kena priya dev[o] 5

Translation

This image ofMahasabha ( ? Maharsabha ?) has been set up by Adlhaka,
the Rajapaliyaka (member of the Rajapaliyci sdkha). May the god be
pleased (?).

As the donor was a Jaina, it is probable that the image represents

some saint of his creed, and I feel therefore inclined to take Maha[sa]bha
as a misspelling for Maharsabha and to look at it as the name of the
first Tirthamkara, who generally is called Rsabha or Yrsabha only.

Adlhaka does not sound like a personal name, and it is tempting to

look for the personal name in the last line of the record. But the reading
Priyadevena is rather unlikely, the fourth aksara being either vo or vd,

but not ve. Moreover there is nothing to show that it was followed by
na. On the other hand, if we take priya dev[o] as the familiar phrase

1 [The author did not finish the last sentence.]
2 The third aksara looks as if it had been inserted as an afterthought. I take

it to be 6a, although in that case the hook at the bottom of the letter would be
left unexplained. Perhaps the sign is the result of correcting the original ia to
rsa. Of the subscript -[ya] of s[y]a only the vertical stroke is visible. After s[y]a
one aksara seems to have been erased.

3 The reading i[ya] (for iyam) appears to be certain, but the right half of the
second letter has not been engraved

.

4 There is no ^-sign on the second aksara

;

read: prat (i) thapit[

a

]

.

5 The reading vo is not quite certain. The left stroke of the o-sign is not distinct
and the aksara may be read vd.
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at the end of donative inscriptions, we have to face two difficulties, the
omission of tam after priya and the designation of the Tirthamkara
as deva. Both are not unsurmountable. Omissions of syllables are frequent
enough in such carelessly engraved inscriptions, and devddhideva is

according to Hemacandra, Abhidhanacintamani 25, a name of one of
the Tirthamkaras. Under these circumstances the sense of priya dev[o

]

will hardly be settled before the meaning of Adihaha has been ascertained.

89c
Facsimile : below p. 265

§28

Fragmentary inscription on the upper and lower rims of the pedestal

of an image of a seated Jina, now in the Mathura Museum. Till 1907

the sculpture was preserved in the Delhi Municipal Museum. The place

of discovery is unknown. From the style and the kind of stone used,

Vogel thinks that the pedestal belongs to the Mathura school, and it is

at any rate possible that it originates from the Kahkali Tila.

Liiders* preliminary reading of the inscription was published by Vogel,

Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 74 (B 31). [The pedestal is figured in: van
Lohuizen, The 'Scythian

9

Period 1949, pi. 38, 65.]

Text

1 ///(sam)vva(t) 1 [90 7]
2 vars[a]m[a] 3 1 Koteyagana 4 Vairasakhi 5

.

.

2 ///ddharm[mapa]tnya [D]a[m]i[n]i . . . [i]ye
6

[Vardha]m[a]na-
mandavika 7 pratisth[a]pit[a]

Translation

In the year 97, in the 1 st month of the rainy season, (at the request

of) belonging to the Vaira
(
Vajra ) sdkhd of the Koteya gana ... a

small pavilion for Vardhamana was erected by Damini ...(?), the first

wife of

The characters are of the later Gupta type, and the date must therefore

be referred to the Gupta era.

1 The t is almost entirely effaced.
2 The first figure is certain, only a small portion having disappeared on account

of a crack in the stone. Only a vertical stroke of the second figure is left which
seems to be the remnant of 7 .

3 The a-sign of rs[a] is a little blurred, but certain.
4 The e-sign of the te is quite distinct.
5 There are traces of one more aksara after khi. It may have been ya .

6 The bracketed letters are more or less uncertain, whereas the vowel-signs

are distinct. The fourth aksara and the mdtrka of the fifth are illegible.
7 The first two aksaras of the word are almost entirely effaced.
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4. The Caubara Mounds

About a mile to the south-west of the Katra is a group of some twelve

circular mounds known as the Caubara mounds from a resthouse

(
caubara ) that once stood there. 1

In 1868, when a new road to Sonkh was carried through the mound
marked I> [in the ,,Map of Mathura”] 2

, a gold reliquary came to light.

In 1871/72 Cunningham made trial excavations in three more of these

mounds. In mound A he found bricks of a Stupa and a steatite relic

casket which is now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, in mound B the

capital of a large pillar preserved now in the same Museum (M 14), in

mound C a colossal head 3 and the right knee of a seated colossal draped
figure which presumably is identical with NoA 24 ofthe Mathura Museum.
These fragments evidently belong to a large Buddha statue. The finds

prove that the mounds A and D were Buddhist Stupas and that mound
C was certainly the site of a Buddhist sanctuary. From small fragments
found about mound B, Cunningham came to the conclusion that B also

was Buddhist, and there is nothing in the large capital extracted from
the mound to contradict this opinion.

Subsequently Growse explored the Caubara mounds and discovered
in one of them, apparently A, among other sculptures the head of a
colossal Buddha statue which Vogel has identified with No A 27 of the
Mathura Museum, the railing pillar bearing the inscription §25:L.98,
and the lower part of a seated Bodhisattva with the inscription § 24 : L. 38.

From §25 : L. 98 it appears that the Stupa existed already in the middle
of the first century A. IX, the characters showing the transitional forms
from the Ksatrapa to the Kusan times. § 24 : L. 38 is dated in S. 33 during
the reign ofHuviska, and it gives Madhuravanaka as the name ofthe Stupa.

Growse mentioned also 4 that in mound A he found a small stone
fragment with the letters budhdnam 5 and, in another mound on the margin
of a dry tank in the neighbourhood, another stone with the letters ddnam
cha{\y.

38
Facsimile: below p. 266

§24 K33
Inscription on the broken pedestal of the image of a seated Bodhisattva

fromtheCaubaramoundA ( ? ), nowintheLucknowProvincialMuseum (B 2).

1 Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 13; 16—18; Growse, Mathura2 1880,
p. 113—115; Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 13f.

2 [Cf. ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, pi. 1 (Map of Mathura). See below p. 255.]
® [Vogel mentioned the head Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 54, supposing that it

is identical with No A 28 of the Museum.]
4 [Mathura1 1874 Pt 2, p. 176, 2n<* ed. 1880, p. 115.]
6 [List No 142.] 6 [List No 143.]
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It was published by Growse, Mathura 1 1874 Pt 1, p. 105; Pt 2, p. 172;
Ind. Ant. 6 . 1877, p. 217 No 2 + pi.; Mathura 2 1880, p. 114 + pi.

Growse did not succeed in making out more than the date and a few
single words of the text. Cunningham also mentioned only the date, ASI
[Ann.] Pep. 17. 1884, p. 109. Prom the imperfect reproduction in the
Ind. Ant. 6 . 1877 Liiders tried to decipher the inscription, Ind.Ant. 33 . 1904,

p. 39f. No 9. The correct reading of two of the names was established

by Vogel, Ep. Ind. 8. 1905/06, p. 173 with note 3, and ibid., p. 181f. + 2

plates (showing the pedestal and the inscription), the whole record was
edited again by Bloch.

Text

1 maharajasya devaputrasya 1 Huv[e]skasy

a

2 sam 30 3 gr 1 di 8 bhl-

ksusya Balasya [t]repitakasya anteva[si]n(i)y(e) [bhijksuniye tre-

(piti)[ka]ye Buddha[mi]tray[e] 3

2 bhagineylye bhikhuniye 3>hanava[t]iye Bodhi[s]atvo p[r]atitha[p]i(to) 4

[Ma]dh(u)ravanake 5 saha matapitihi [h] 6

Tbanslatiox

In the year 33 of maharaja devaputra Huveska, in the 1 st (month)
of the hot season, on the 8th day, a Bodhisattva was set up at Madh(u)ra-
vanaka by the nun Dhanavati, the sister’s daughter of the nun Buddha-
mitra, who knows the Tripitaka, the female pupil of the monk Bala,

who knows the Tripitaka, together with her father and mother

The monk Bala is mentioned again in the Saheth-Maheth inscription

List No 918 and the Sarnath inscriptions List No 926 and 927 and to-

gether with the nun Buddhamitra in the Sarnath inscription List No 925,

98
Facsimile: below p. 266

§ 25 Ksa 9

Inscription on the reverse of a railing pillar from the Caubara mound
A ( ?), now in the Mathura Museum.

1 The upper part of the tra shows a peculiar form. From the impressions before

me the reading devaputr[d]sya would not be impossible[, but the plates in the
Ep. Ind. show the reading given above].

2 Huv[eJskasya seems to be more probable thanHuv[iJsJcasya adopted by Bloch.
3 The e-stroke is written similar to an 4-sign.
4 Bloch: pratithdvito. What has been preserved of the fourth aksara is more

in favour of pi.
5 Bloch: [Md]dh[uJravanake. I cannot discover the sign of the length on the

first aksara .

6 After matapitihi about nine aksaras are almost completely destroyed. [Restore

probably
:
(sarvasatva) [h] (itasukhaye) .]
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The record was edited by Growse, Ind. Ant. 6. 1877, p. 219 No 6 -f-

pL, JASB 47. 1878 Pt 1, p. 118 with a photolithograph of the pillar on

ph 18 (cf. pL 20); Mathura 2 1880, p. 114 + pi. It was edited again by
Liiders, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 152 No 29, and by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math.

1910, p. 143 f. (J 7), where also a photograph of the stone is published

(ph 22). [The image was figured also by Bachhofer, Friihind. Plastik/Early

Ind. Sculpture 1929, ph 98 (cf. pi. 99), by Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura

1930, pi. 21b, etc.]

Text

abhyamt[a]r[o]pasthayakasa 1 Kathikasa danam

Translation

The gift of Kathika, the servant in the royal harem.

As to the meaning of abhyamtaropasthayalca , I refer to the term
abhyantaro ganah

,
The host of the residents of the royal harem3

(Natya-

sastra 24. 17), and aupasthayikanirmunddh ,
The eunuch servants

3
(ibid.

24,51).

The vocation of the donor seems to have determined the choice of the

figure represented on the obverse of the pillar.3 It is unique among the

sculptures of Mathura.
The figure, which is well preserved down to the knees, represents a young

man standing under a mango-tree in blossom. Over the tree there is a rail

or balcony. The apparel of the youth and his attitude are such as to

make it easily understood how Growse came to call him a dancing girl.

He wears a magnificent turban, large ear-rings, a necklace of beads
and another elaborate necklace round his shoulders. Both wrists are

adorned with bracelets and a sash is tied round his waist. His right

hand is raised and two fingers are placed in a coquettish way on the

1 The dot in the centre of the subscript -lha is not clear, but probable. [At the
top of the third ahsara there is a stroke slanting to the right which is distinctly
visible on the plates in Ind. Ant. 6. 1877, in Mathura2 and on some of the impres-
sions. Therefore Liiders formerly (Ind. Ant. 33.1904) read: abhyamti But as
the stha has a similar slanting stroke to the right, which is also distinctly visible
in the rubbings, it would be possible to transcribe the beginning of the word as
abhyamtfd At the top of the fourth ahsara the o-sign is not distinctly written;
from the purely graphical point of view it would be possible to read r[d] instead
of r[

o

/.]
2 On the reverse there are three panels enclosed between Persepolitan pillars. In

the upper panel a tree is surrounded by a railing and worshipped by two men
who offer garlands and lotus flowers. The middle panel shows a seated man and
another behind some indefinite object on which two birds are perched. A third
person appears in the background. The lower panel is nearly completely destroyed.
The inscription is engraved on the lower rim of the upper panel, but refers undoub-
tedly to the whole pillar.
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chin of the head slightly bent. His left arm is hanging down. Judging
from the photographs, I consider it probable that some object which
he held in his left hand has been broken off.

The figure probably represents one of the minor deities, but it seems
to me that this half feminine being was selected on purpose by the
'servant of the royal harem5

for the carving of his pillar, just as at
Bharhut the horseman (asavarika) Suladha had his pillar adorned with
the figure of a horseman accompanied by his horse and his groom;
see my remarks on the inscription List No 728 [edited in CII 2,2,1].

5. Jamalpur Mound

The first archaeological discoveries on a larger scale appear to have
been made in 1860 in digging the foundations of the Magistrate and
Collector’s new court-house on the site of an extensive mound to the

south of the City. As the old jail was located there, the mound was at

first generally referred to as the Jail mound. The name, however, was
misleading as the new jail was at some distance to the south-east and
had another mound which does not seem to have been explored. Growse
therefore proposed to call the Court-house mound the Jamalpur
mound from the adjoining hamlet, and this name has since been
adopted. 1

The most important finds for the history of the place were a number
of bases of pillars partly inscribed which enabled General Cunningham
already in 1860 to determine correctly the name of at least one of the

original buildings. 2 In the first volume of the ASI, containing the Ex-
ports made during the years 1862—65, 3 he stated that about 30 bases

were unearthed of which 15 bore inscriptions. In the ASI Reports for

the year 1S71/72 4 Cunningham states that the excavation of the “Jail

mound” was carefully continued by the late Mr. Harding, Magistrate

of Mathura, without any further results. But during the following years

Growse seems to have made occasional discoveries, and after his transfer

from the district, in 1877/78 the mound was completely levelled, the

work having been sanctioned as a famine relief operation. Unfortunately
no record of these excavations was ever published.

The finds made in the Jamalpur mound are scattered among the

Museums of Mathura, Calcutta, and Lucknow, and a good deal of them
would seem to he lost entirely.

1 Anderson, Catalogue and Handbook of the Arch. Coll, in the Ind. Mus. 1883,

Pt 2, p. 492.
2 ASI [Ann.] Hep. 1. 1871, p. 238. Notice of the discovery; JASB 1860, p. 400f.
3 ASI [Ann.] Rep. 1. 1871, p. 239.
4 ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 13 and 16.
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The stones hearing the inscriptions No 33 1
, 52, 60, 62, 62a, 62b, 63, 64

(= 61, 64a) 2
, 82, 85, 126, 127, 128, 141, 146[, inter alia,] are said to have

come from the Jamalpur mound, but we may confidently add to the list

No 129— 135, 137 and 139, as these inscriptions are found on pillar-bases

exactly like the bases with the inscriptions No 62, 63, 64, 65, 126—128,

141. Here then we apparently have to add the records of the fifteen

"inscribed
5
bases mentioned in Cunningham’s Report (AST [Ann.] Rep.

1. 1871, p. 239) augmented by two.

One of the inscriptions, §31: L.62, states that the base was dedicated

to the vihdra of maharaja rdjdtirdja devaputra Huvfi]ska, which proves

that the Jamalpur mound was the site of King Huviska’s vihdra . From
the name of the vihdra we should naturally conclude that it was founded
by the king himself, and this is confirmed by §29: L.52 which records

the donation of a Buddhist image in S. 51 during the reign of mahdr(d)ja
d(e)vaputra Huveska at the mahdrdja-d(ev)a(putra-v) ihara. In S. 51

therefore the vihdra certainty existed. — The inscriptions No 62, 62 a—b,
63—65, 139, 132 (§ 31—§ 35, § 37—§ 39), however, are dated in a year
which I read as 77, and therefore at a time when Huviska was no longer

alive.3 But I do not think that on that account we should be compelled to
read the date of the year as 47 as advocated by other scholars. I see no
difficulty in assuming that the vihdra founded by the king was enlarged

by the erection of a hall some years after his death.

Huviska’s vihdra was not the only Buddhist monastery on the site

of the mound. In his Report for 1862—65 (ASI [Ann.] Rep. 1. 1871,

p. 238f.) Cunningham said that in 1863 he found the name of the “Kunda-
Suka-Vihara” on a large flat slab of stone unearthed from the C£

Jail

mound”. The inscription referred to, registered as No 140 in my List

(= § 65), was never published. It was mentioned by Dowson in JRAS
5. 1870, p. 188 No 28, as having been so damaged that no coherent sense
could be made out. The slab then seemed to have disappeared until in

1910 R. D. Banerji accidently received an impression of it from the
Lucknow Provincial Museum which he published in Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10,

p. 118f. In the inscription the slab is designed as the cooking stone ofthe
Kakatikas in their own vihdra at Srikunda in some park the name of
which is lost (/// . opavane iSrikunde s[va]ke vihare). There can be no
doubt that Cunningham (loc. cit.) took his “Kunda-Suka-Vihara” from
this inscription, and it is therefore certain that the slab was found in
the “Jail mound” and that the vihdra of the Kakatikas was situated
close to Huviska3

s vihdra .

1 According to Growse, Mathura1 1874 Pt 2, p. 173 and Mathura2 1880, p. 106
discovered by himself in the Jamalpur mound.

2 I am now convinced that No 64 of my List is really identical with No 61
[ef. below p. 7 If.].

3 The first record of Vasudeva (§ 30: L. 60) is dated in S. 74.
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Under these circumstances it is impossible to decide whether the
two Buddhist images bearing the inscriptions No 79 1 and 146 (§ 26 and
§ 67) are to be assigned to the royal vihara or to the vihara of the Kaka-
tikas, and the same remark applies to the inscription on a Buddhist image
dated in 135 of the Gupta era (A. D. 454/455, CII 3, p. 262 ff., No 63).

Besides the Buddhist monasteries, the “Jail mound53
covered also a

non-Buddhistic sanctuary. In 1S90 Fiihrer found an inscribed slab

lying loose on the pavement of the court near the brick Stupa adjoining
the two Jaina temples of the Kahkali Tlla. 2 Neither Fiihrer nor Biihler,

who edited the inscription (§27 : L. 85), recognised that this was the same
slab which Growse already in 1878 s had mentioned as being found in the
Jamalpur mound 4 and which accordingly later on must have been acci-

dently deposited in the place where it was found by Fiihrer. The in-

scription states that the slab was set up in the temple of the holy lord

of snakes, Dadhikarna. Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura (1930, p. 23), is

of the opinion that the site selected for the royal vihara was originally de-

dicated to the snake deity, and he is inclined to find here an interesting

example of the replacement of primitive cults by Buddhism. Now, it

is true, the inscription on the slab may be a little earlier than the in-

scriptions on the pillar bases, and Dadhikarna*s shrine may therefore

have been older than the Buddhist vihara
,
but there is no reason to

assume that it was removed when the vihara was built. On the contrary

there seem to have been friendly relations between the Buddhist monks
and the worshippers of the shrine, as from the inscription §34:L.63 it

appears that one of the pillar bases of the vihara was the donation of the

priest in the temple of Dadhikarna.
There is another inscription from the Jamalpur mound which is of

importance for the topographical questions. In §64: L. 82 it is stated

1 [Cunningham (ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 31 No 5) assigned the inscription

List No 79 (§ 26) to the “Kankali Mound”; as is shown by the author (cf. below
p. 60, n. 3) this heading apparently is a mistake for “Jail Mound”. — That is

not the only error in the just mentioned publication. Doubtless in Cunningham’s
No 17 (op. cit., p. 34) — concerning the inscription List No 69 — the heading
“Jail Mound” and the notice “seated Buddha” are also mistakes which are to be
corrected to “Kankali Mound” and “seated Jina”. These corrections are justified

not only by Vogel’s statement (Cat. Mus. Math., p. 66 No B 3) that the inscription

in question is incised on the pedestal of a Jina image with the srlvatsa symbol
in the centre of the chest, but also by the fact that both, the impression of the
record on Vogel’s just mentioned No B 3 as well as the original rubbing of Cunning-
ham’s No 17 (facsimile: [Ann.] Rep. 3, pi. 15, 17), which are preserved in our
collection, without doubt are taken from the same stone. As there was no Jaina
establishment on the site of the “Jail” or Jamalpur mound the Jaina inscription

List No 69 — edited by Cunningham (op. cit.) together with 21 other records

coming either from the Jamalpur mound or from the Kahkali Tlla — apparently
originates from the last mentioned site, as was supposed already by Vogel (Cat.

Mus. Math. p. 67). Cf. also i. g. : p. 40, n. 4.]
2 Ep. Ind. 1. 1892, p. 380. 3 JASB 47, 1. 1878, p. 130f. No 3.
4 “the mound adjoining the Magistrate’s Court-house”.
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that a Brahman of the Saigrava goPra, the treasurer of svdmin mahdhsa-

trapa jSomddsa
,
presented a tank, the western tank of the twin tanks,

a reservoir, a grove, a pillar, and a stone-slab. There is no evidence

that the donation was made in connection with some religious establish-

ment, and it may simply have served the purpose of embellishing the

grounds. Considering that the inscription §64: L. 82 is about a hundred
years earlier than §65: L. 140 [of. above p. 58], it is tempting to identify

the Srikunda and the park (vana or, probably upavana) mentioned in

§65: L. 140 with one of the tanks and the drama presented by the

Brahman of the $aigrava gotra. At any rate the Srikunda would seem to

be the large tank immediately to the east of the former mound, and I am
inclined to identify it with the large dried up pond mentioned by Hxian-

tsang in his description of Mathura, as adjoining the Stupa on the spot

where the Buddha was offered honey by the monkey. Huan-tsang
further tells us that to the north of the pond, not very far from it, there

was a large wood in which there were footsteps left by the four former

Buddhas walking up and down. This would agree very well with

the mentioning of the wood in connection with the Srikunda in §65:

L. 140. — If these identifications suggested already by Grows© (Mathura 1

1874 Pt 1, p. 76) should prove correct, they will help us perhaps to

determine the site of the famous cave-monastery ofUpagupta. According
to the Chinese pilgrim, the Monkey Stupa lay 24 or 25 li, i. e. about 5

miles, to the south-east from it. 1

The dated, but fragmentary inscriptions No 33 and 60 (§28 and § 30) do
not give clue as to the nature ofthe sanctuary to which they belonged.

[Later remarks by Liiders in the Manuscript:] Vogel states 2 that the
findplace of §68: L. 136 was presumably the Jamalpur site, but there
is nothing to show it. — Probably the railing pillar with the symbol
discussed under No 91b (§ 70) and inscription No 125d (§ 66) are to be
classed with the Jamalpur inscriptions as they were found in a well
at the village. [The two antiquities were made over to the Mathura
Museum by Lieut. Col. W. Vost, cf. Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. p. 120 and
150, resp.]

79

Facsimiles: below p. 267

§ 26 K 81

fragmentary inscription on the base of a headless image of Buddha
from Mathura, now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (B 1). It
originates almost certainly from the Jamalpur mound.3

1 [Cf. Watters, On Yuan Chwang’s Travels in India, vol. 1.1904, p. 306ff]
2 Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 166 (N 1).

<e

3 The present record was published by Cunningham (loc. cit.) under the heading
Kankali Mound”, but ibid., p. 16, the inscription appears in a list of records from
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The inscription was published by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1.

1870, p. 129 No 16 + pi. 6, and by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873,

p. 31 No 5 + pl* 13. Liiders tried to read the text from Cunningham’s
facsimile and showed that Raj. Mitra’s facsimile is absolutely untrust-

worthy, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 149f. No 25.

Text

1 . . tra .... 1 Mitrasarmo Ghosako Parohasaliko
Cikkakasa pita m[a]ta Idrad[a]ta 2 rsa

Idrabu . . .ika[t] . . . b[im]

.

2 (mahdrd)jasya rajatirajasya Kanishasya samvatsare 3

I am unable to give a coherent translation of the record. The first

line seems to contain a string of personal names
: [. . tra . . . .] ,

Mitrasarma,
Ghosaka, Parohasalika, the father of Cikkaka, (his %

)

mother Idradata
(Indradatta), but the reading is partly doubtful.

The second line contains the date : in the year of maharaja rdjdiirdja

Kaniska.

85
Facsimile: below p. 268

§27 K100

Inscription on a stone slab from the Jamalpur mound,4 now in the

Lucknow Provincial Museum (E 5).

the ‘Jail mound’ [cf. above p. 57]. Considering that the Kahkall Tila has only
yielded Jaina sculptures, whereas the present inscription is engraved on the base
of a Buddhist statue and totally different in style from the Jaina records, I have
no doubt that the heading “Kankali Mound” is a mistake which will be con-
ceivable if we see that the same heading is given to the preceding three
and the following two inscriptions of Cunningham's paper. I have therefore

classed the present record with the inscriptions from the Jamalpur mound.
1 The first ahsara is pretty distinct, but I am unable to say what it is meant

for. The third ahsara seems to be ta, but may possibly be £a. The fourth ahsara
is quite indistinct. Perhaps the four letters are an abortive attempt to write
mitrasarmo, which on that account was repeated. The second word of the record,

mitraSarmo , is separated by a blank from the preceding . . tra . . . . as well as from
the following ghosako,

3 About ten aksaras are obliterated after idrad[a]td .

3 This line has been taken from Cunningham’s two rubbings [(I and II). In
both of them there are some letters traced in ink, the others showing yet the ori-

ginal readings
:

(I) [jasya] rajatiraja

;

(II) [fa

]

[n]i[s] (k) [a].~\
4 As pointed out by Vogel, Fiihrer’s statement quoted by Buhler that the

slab was found “on the floor of the brick stupa, 47 feet in diameter, to the east of
the first Jaina temple, on the east of the Tila”, is palpably wrong. Growse ex-

pressly states that the stone was found excavating the Jamalpur mound in

1878, twelve years before Fiihrer began his excavations at Mathura.
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The record was partly read and published with a facsimile by Growse,

JASB 47, 1. 1878, p. 130f. No 3 + pi. 21, and Mathura2 1880, p. 108 +
pL (p. 106). Biihler edited it Ep. Ind. 1. 1892, p. 390 ISTo 18 + pL (ef.

also p. 381). Buhler’s reading was reproduced, with some corrections,

by Vogel, ASI Ann. Bep. 1908/09.1912, p. 159f. It was referred to

by Bamaprasad Chanda, Mem. ASI 5. 1920, p. 171[, and by Liiders,

Bharhut und die buddhistische Literatur 1941, p. 86,2].

Text

1 — siddham [sa 20 6 va 3] d[i] 5 1 etasya[m] 2 pur[vvayam] 3

2 bhagavat[o] [na]g[en]dr[a]sya Badh[i]k[a]mn[a]sya 4 sta-

3 ne sil[a]patto pratistapito Mathura[n]am 5

4 sailalakanam C[a]ndak[a] bhratrk[a] 6 iti v[i]jh[a]-

5 yamananam 7 tesam putrehi Nandibalapra-
6 mukhehi darakehi matapitrnam 8 agra-

7 pratyasataye bhavatu sarwasatvanam [hita]-

8 sukha[rtham] 9 bhavatu

Translation

Success ! In the year 26, in the 3rd (month) of the rainy season, on
the 5th day, on this date, the stone slab was set up at the shrine of the

1 Already in 1878 the first line of the inscription was damaged a little by peel-

ing oft of the surface of the stone, but, as pointed out by Vogel, the number
indicating the year was apparently still intact, the first words of the record being
clearly visible in the handeopy published by Growse : — siddham sa 20 6 .... d . .

.

In the photolithograph of the Ep. Ind. — siddham and d[i] 5 are still quite distinct

;

the date of the year and month is blurred but appears to be sa 20 6 va 3. Judging
from the estampage before me, the writing seems to be in a much worse state
at present, the words siddham sa 20 6 va being nearly effaced. Fortunately the
Hoemle collection contains an old rubbing the value of which is impaired by
pencilling the outlines of the letters, but which leaves not the slightest doubt
that the reading of the first words was as stated above.

2 The last ahsara may have been syam.
3 Biihler: pH[rwayam] , Vogel

: pufrvdyam]. There seems to be no a-sign at
the top of the second ahsara.

4 Perhaps the reading is [nd]g[en]drdsya JDadMkdrnndsya. The bracketed
letters are damaged at present.

5 The last ahsara is probably nam , not ndm , although the shape of the na is

not quite the same as in lines 2 and 6.
6 Perhaps the reading is Candaka bhratrha. The a-sign of ca is very small, and

it is doubtful whether the length of the vowel in ha is denoted here by elongating
the top-line, whereas in the led of Sailalakanam it is expressed by the stroke above
the top-line.

7 Biihler: vi[stu]yamdndnain , Vogel: vistuyamandnam . The second ahsara is

distinctly jfia. The vertical stroke above the nam seems to be accidental.
8 Biihler, Vogel: -pitrnam . There is a horizontal stroke to the right of the r-

sign which in my opinion indicates the length of the vowel as in medial -u.
9 The anusvara is doubtful.
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holy lord of Nagas Dadhikarnna by the boys, chief among whom is

Nandibala, the sons of the actors of Mathura, who are known as the
Candaka brothers. May it be for the sharing of the principal lot by their

parents. May it be for the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

As remarked by Vogel, the date of the inscription proves that the
spot was associated with the worship of the Naga Dadhikarna previous
to the foundation of the Huviska vihdra.

33
Facsimile: below p. 267

§28 K27
Inscription on the fragment of a seated Buddha discovered in the

courtyard of the Magistrate’s Court-house probably brought to light in

1860 when foundations of the building were laid. 1 The fragment is now
in the Mathura Museum.

G-rowse edited the inscription in Mathura 1 1874 Pt 2, p. 173 (2nd ed.

1880, p. 106 + pl.) 5 and Ind. Ant. 6. 1877, p. 217 No 1 + pi. It was
treated again, chiefly -with regard to the restoration of the mutilated
name of the king occuring in the date, by: Fleet, JRAS 1903, p. 330f.

;

Liiders, Ind. Ant. 33.1904, p. 38f. No 8; Fleet, JRAS 1905, p.358;
Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 60 (A 49), JRAS 1910, p. 1314; Fleet,

ibid., p. 1315ff.

Text

///(Va)[s](i)skasya rajyasamvatsare 20 8 hemanta 3 d[i] ..///

Translation

In the year 28 of the reign of Vasiska, in the 3rd (month) of

winter, on the . . day

The credit of having recognised the correct restoration of the king’s

name is due to Fleet who, relying on the Sahel inscription List No 161

and the present inscription, advocated already in 1903 the existence of

a king named Vasaska, Vasiska or Vaseska between Kaniska and Huviska.
His presumption was finally proved by the discovery of the Xsapur

inscription §94: L. 149 a dated in the year 24 in the reign of Vasiska.

As pointed out by Fleet (JRAS 1903) and later on by Vogel (JRAS
1910) the remnant of the aksara preceding shasya can only be the bottom
part of a sa and the name of the king must therefore be restored to

(Vd) [s](i)shasya as it is done above.

1 [Cf. above p. 58, n. 1.]
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52

Facsimile: below p. 267

§29 K 49

Inscription on the base of a Buddha image of which only the feet

remain. It was found in the Jamalpur mound and is now in the Lucknow
Provincial Museum (B 3).

The inscription was first brought to notice by Growse, JASB 47,

1. 1878, p. 130 No 2. He referred to it again in Mathura2 1880, p. 107.

Growse deciphered only the date to which Cunningham also confined

himself when he noticed the inscription, ASI [Ann.] Hep. 17.1884,

p. 108. The full text was edited by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya [= R. IX

Banerji 1
], JPASB 5. 1909, p. 243 f., and again, now under the name of

R. IX Banerji, Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10, p. 112f. No 6 + pi. 1. [The formula

of benediction (line 2) was read by Luders, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940,

p. 24.]

The inscription seems to have suffered a good deal since 1908 when
Banerji

5

s estampages were taken. In the last line, which is nearly com-
plete in the reproduction in the Ep. Ind., now only the upper portion

of the letters remain. My reading of this line is based on the photo-

lithograph and an old rubbing. 2

Text

1 mahar[a]jasya d[a]vaputrasya 3 Huveskasya 4 savatsare 50 1 hemanta-
masa 5 1 d[i]va[s] [a]sya [p]u[rva]ya° [bhi]ksu[na] 7 [B]uddh[a]-
varmana 8 [bhagava]tah [£ak]y[am]u .

.

9

2 pratima pratistapita 10 sarva[pjuddhapujart [tli]a[m]
11 anana 12 d[e]ya-

1 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]
2 [The rubbing is lost now.]
3 Banerji: deva-, but there is no e-sign.
4 Banerji: Huvaskasya. The e-sign of ve is quite distinct.
6 Banerji: hamanta. The e-sign of he is short, but certainly intended.
6 Banerji: [as]y[dni] pu[rvvd]ydm. From the estampage only the reading

given above can be made out.
7 Banerji: [bhijksuno. The [na] is not certain, it may be [na], but not no.
8 Banerji: -varma[nah]. The nd is distinct.
9 Banerji: [Sdkya?], omitting bhagavatah, of which only the last syllable is

quite distinct. Restore probably: [J§dkjy[am]u(neh).
10 Banerji: pratistdpit[d]

.

There is no a-sign on the ta.
11 Banerji: sarva-JBztddhapujartha[m

]

. The reading given above is certain.
[Cf. Banerji, loc. cit., note 4. — The mdtrka of the third aksara is comparatively
small; at the top of its left part there seems to be marked a short stroke to the
right. The engraver may have intended to write bu but failed to finish the letter
completely.]

12 Banerji : anfe]na 9 but the first na has no e-sign. [The word begins with an
initial a.]
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dharmaparityagen[a] upadhy[ajyasya 1 Saghadasasya 2 [n]irva[n]a-

[va]ptaye4s]t[u] 3 matap[it]

3 Buddh[a]varmas[y]a sarvad (u)khopasamaya sarvasatvahitasukh [afj-

r[th]a 4 maharajad[a](v)a(putrav)ihare 5

Translation

In the year 51 of maharaja devaputra Huveska, in the 1 st month of
winter, on the . . day, on this date, an image of the holy Sakyamuni was
set up by the monk Buddhavarman for the worship of all Buddhas.
Through this bestowal of the religious gift 6 let there be attainment of
Nirvana by the teacher Saghadasa

(
Sahghadasa), for the cessation of

all unhappiness of (his) parents of Buddhavarman, for the welfare
and happiness of all sentient beings. In the vihdra of maharaja devapuira.

60

Facsimiles: below p. 269f.

§30 K 58

The inscription is engraved on an oblong stone slab found by
Cunningham in the Jamalpur mound. The right upper comer is

broken off and near the bottom a large piece of the surface of the
stone has peeled off. The slab seems to have disappeared soon after its

discovery.

Among the materials collected by the late Professor Hoernle for the
second volume of the CII there is an impression of the inscription which
bears a note on the margin probably written by Cunningham himself:

“The only impression now available. The stone has been lost at Agra.5>

Besides this impression the Hoernle collection contains two facsimiles.

The one is an eye-copy in red and blue pencil on a slightly reduced scale,

made according to a marginal note by Captain Watts, Royal Engineers,

the other is a pencil-tracing on transparent paper, perhaps made from

1 The a-sign seems to have been attached to the middle of dha. [Cf. the a-sign

of md in hemantamdsa.]

2 Banerji: Sa[m]gha- 9 but there is no anusvara

.

3 Banerji: [nirvdnavd]ptaye*stu . The third and fourth ahsaras cannot be ndvd .

Spellings such as avapya , avaptam , avaptu- are frequent in the Mss. of the Kusan
and early Gupta times.

4 Banerji: -sukhdrtha[m]. There is no anusvara. Perhaps the reading was
-rtham , the finalm being broken off [cf. above p. 64, n. 1 1 with Banerji’s note 4]. [In

the reproduction in the Ep. Ind. there is no dot in the centre of the last aksara,

1. e. the letter looks there like rtba.~\
5 Banerji: JDe[vaputra]-

t
but there is probably no e-sign attached to the

da.
6 [Cf. Luders, loc. cit.]

5 77G1 Abh. Phil. Hist. Kl., 3. F., Nr. 47, Liiderst-Janert
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the stone itself, but afterwards gone over with China-ink, blue and red

pencil, and practically of little value.

The inscription was edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870,

p. 129 No 15 + pi. 6 (cf. also p. 123), by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870,

p. 183 No 4 -f~ pi., by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 32

No 8 + pi. 15.

Later on Biihler, Ep. Ind. 1. 1892, p. 373 note 7, and Cunningham,
Numismatic Chronicle, ser. 3, vol. 12. 1892°, p. 50 note 6, corrected the

reading of the year.

Luders treated the inscription Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 106f. No 20,

and edited it again from the materials described above, which have
served also as the basis of the present edition, in Ep. Ind. 9. 1907/08,

p. 241—246 + pi. [with a treatise on the symbol for 70 in the Northern
Brahml inscriptions coming from Mathura or its neighbourhood. Rapson,

who read the sign as 40 ,
gave detailed arguments for his opinion in:

Indian Studies in Honor of Charles Rockwell Lanman 1929, p. 49 ff.

Luders in his answer (Acta Orientalia 10. 1931, p. 118ff. == Phil. Ind.,

p. 721 ff.; cf. also p. 789) is convinced that he could settle the question

using new materials from the manuscript remains found in Eastern

Turkestan. There (p. 119f. = p. 722f.) he mentioned the present in-

scription again.]

Text

1 maharajasya 1 ra 2
( )

2 sya devaputrasya Vasu 3
( )

3 savatsare 70 4 4 varsam[a] 5-

4 se prathame divase

5 tri[se] 6 30 asyam purvvayam
6 Talakiy[e] 7 mahadanda-
7 nayakasya Va-

1 I formerly read maharajasya , hut the vertical attached to the middle bar
of the ja which appears in the impression as well as in Capt. Watts’ eye-copy and
in the drawing cannot be accidental.

2 The a-stroke is probable. Hestore: ra(jatiraja)jsya .

3 As regards the restoring of the name, I refer to the remarks given in the
following text.

4 As stated already in my former edition, the sign has the shape of a plain
St. Andrew’s cross. As such it appears also in Capt. Watts’ eye-copy and in the
drawing. Owing to a flaw in the stone, a small portion of the lower left cross-
bar of the symbol has disappeared. In the impression somebody has tried to restore
the missing portion by adding in pencil a hook turning upwards, but there is

nothing to warrant this restoration.
5 The upper portion of the ma and the sign of the length are indistinct.
6 The e-sign is indistinct.
7 The e-sign is not very distinct and the reading Talakiyam would be

possible.
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8 lanasfyja 1 K[s]andamihi 2-

9 ( )•

[mahadanda] 4

Translation

In the year 74 of maharaja rd(jatirdja) devaputra Vasu(deva), in the
first month of the rainy season, on the thirtieth -30- day, on tills date,

at Talakiya (or: Talaki) of the great general Valana ... ... Ksa-
ndamihi(ra)

The problem of restoring the king’s name occurring in the date has
been discussed in my previous paper. It is true, there seems not to be
sufficient space for the three aksaras devasya at the end of line 2 and the
lacuna would better be filled by skasya

,
but there is no evidence that there

ever was a Kusan king by the name of Vasuska. The Mathura inscription

mentioned by Fiihrer as being dated in S. 76 in the reign of Vasuska 5

has never turned up, and I consider it almost certain that it never existed.

For the present, therefore, it will be safer to restore the name as Vdsu-
(devasya). As the writing of the record is not very regular, it is after all

not impossible that devasya was engraved in smaller and more com-
pressed characters than the rest of the line.

Owing to the mutilated state of the inscription, its general purport
cannot even be conjectured.

Valana, the name of the mahadandanayaka is certainly a foreign and
probably an Iranian name. In the inscription § 119: L. 14 d, incised on
the pedestal of the statue of some foreign chief, the name of the person
represented by the statue is called Ulana. The two names are so similar

that I am inclined to look at them as different spellings of the same
name, and as Ulana also is styled mahadandanayaka it is not unlikely

that the Valana of the present inscription is the very person that was
represented by the statue.

K[s]andamihi is probably to be restored as K[s]andamihi(ra

)

,
and

this appears to be another personal name, evidently, just like Vakamihira,

1 I formerly read the name Valinas[y]a, but the apparent elongation of the
serif of va is probably due to a fissure in the stone and so is the stroke which gives

the a-sign of Id the appearance of the i-sign.
2 My former reading k[se]t[re] is wrong. The subscript -sa of ksa is damaged,

but certain. There is no e-sign added to ksa. What I took to be t[re] or t[ro],

appears to be nda.
3 This line has entirely disappeared.
4 Of this word only faint traces are visible in the impression. The reading rests

almost entirely on Capt. Watts’ eye-copy which shows the upper portion of the

letters. [Referring to this line Watts remarked on his copy; “On a lower piece of

the stone and much broken; the red appears to be traces of characters.”] Instead
of da Capt. Watts gives de. It is hardly necessary to say that under these circum-

stances the reading of the word is very doubtful.
5 [Cf. Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 106, note 55.]

5
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V[akamih]Ira or Yv[a]gamiliira in §60: L. 127, §61: L. 141, and §62:

L.128 (in. B or A), of Iranian origin. Perhaps the original reading was
Ksandamihiraputrasya ,

for, although the statement of the descent

generally precedes the personal name, the preserved order would not

be without parallel as is shown by the inscriptions §133 : L. 14e and
§137: L. 149b,

Talakiya or Talaki seems to designate some locality*

62

Facsimile: "below p. 270

§31 K59

Inscription around the circular torus of a pillar from the Jamalpur
mound, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (M 2d).

It was edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870, p. 127 No 1 +
pi. 4, and by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 182f. No 1 -f- pi. Cunningham
corrected the reading of the last word, ibid., p. 195, and edited the

whole inscription ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 33 No 12 pi. 14. The
text published by G-rowse, Mathura1 1874 Pt 1, p. 74 note and Pt 2, p. 172

No 5, is based on the previous editions. A correction was made by
Raj. Mitra, Buddha Gaya 1878°, p. 187 note a. The inscription was
edited again by Liiders, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 101 No 11 [who sub-

sequently referred to it Ep. Ind. 24. 1937/38. 1942, p. 200].

Text

sam 70 7 gr 4 di 4 maharajas}7a rajatirajasya devaputrasya Huv[i]-

skasya v[i]hare danam bh[i]ksusya x Jivakasya 2 Odiyanakasya kum-
bhako 20 5 sarwasatvahitasukha 3 bhavatu saghe 4 c[a]turdise

Translation

In the year 77, in the 4th (month) of summer, on the 4th day, in the
monastery of maharaja rdjatirdja devaputra Huvlska the gift of the
monk Jivaka

(
Jivaka), the Odiyanaka (native from Uddiyana), (con-

sisting in) pillar-base 25. May welfare and happiness of all sentient

beings prevail. To the community of the four quarters.

The last two words are apparently supplementary. Their proper place
would be before or after kumbhako 20 5 .

1 To judge from the reverse of the impression the first aksara is possibly bhi .

2 In ji the sign of the short -i seems to be certain.
3 There seems to be no anusvdra above the kha.
4 Here again there is no anusvdra above the sa. [But there is a distinct stroke

above the ghe which may be meant for an anusvdra. In that case we would have
to read saghem which may be explained as a clerical error for the expected samghe.
The engraver seems to have marked the anusvdra not above the sa , but above the
following aksara.]
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62a
Facsimiles: below p. 271

§ 32 K 60

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the
Mathura Museum.
The inscription, cut on the face of the square basement, was edited by

Yogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 179 (P 38). It is in a very bad state of
preservation.

Text

1 [sam] 70 7 gr 4 [d]i 20 [a]syam [p]urwayam [bh]iksu[s]y[a]

Mya 1

2

Translation

In the year 77, in the 4th (month) of summer, on the 20th day, on this

date, (the gift) of the monk

62b
Facsimile : below p. 272

§ 33 K 61

Two inscriptions on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, preserved

in the Public Library at Allahabad until 1907 and now in the Mathura
Museum.
They were edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 175f. (P 20).

The writing is utterly clumsy. The record A runs around the top of the

torus, and B is cut on one side of the base.

Text

A danam bhiksusya Buddhisresthasya 2 caturvvi(d)yasya 3 bhasa(na)-

[k]asya 4 samhghe eaturdd[ise] sam 70 7 gr 4 di 20 5 5
..

B dan[a]m Buddh[i]srestasya bhasana[kas]ya

1 The name may have been Dharmmadevasya or Dharmmadattasya, but this

is quite uncertain. The rest of the line and the whole second line are obliterated.
2 There is a distinct dot in the centre of the circle denoting tha.
3 Of the last but one aJcsara of this word only the subscript -ya is tolerably

clear. The (d)- is conjectural; also the readings tya, dhya, vya would be possible.
4 Vogel reads : bhaja kasya. That the second aksara is sa is proved by the

second inscription (B) where the reading ja instead of sa is impossible. The na
is very badly shaped.

5 It is just possible that after that date something like asyarn purvdydm was
added, but it is quite obliterated.
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Translation

A The gift of the monk Buddhisrestha (
Buddhisrestha), a preacher who

knows the fourfold scriptures, to the community of the four quarters,

in the year 77, in the 4th (month) of summer, on the 25th day (. . .)

B The gift of Buddhisresta {Buddhisrestha), the preacher.

It will be noticed that the length of the a-vowel is not expressed in

writing in this inscription, and perhaps even in the wrongly spelled

bhasa(na) [k]dsya, the ^-stroke is after all merely accidental.

I take bhasanaka ,
bhasanaka to stand for bhasanaka and consider it a

synonym of bhdnaka ,
bhdnaka or bhanaka oecuring in the inscriptions of

Sahel, Bharhut and Karle.

Caturvidya
,
provided my reading is correct, would seem to refer to

the knowledge of the four Agamas of the Buddhist Canon, the Dlrgha-,

Madhyama-, Samyukta- and Ekottara-Agama, and it was probably used
in imitation or rather in rivalry with the Brahmanical terms caturvi-

dya
,
caturvidya

,
cdturvaidya

, caturveda ,
caturvedin, "one who knows the

four Vedash

§34

63

Facsimile: below p. 271

K62
Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the

Indian Museum, Calcutta (M 2f).

It was edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870, p. 127 No 2

+ pi. 4, by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 183 No 2 + pl*> by Cunningham,
ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 34 No 13 + pi. 14, by Liiders, Ind. Ant.
33. 1904, p. 102 No 13, by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya [= R. 3>. Banerji1

],

JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 238 No 1 + pi* 16. It was referred to by Ramaprasad
Chanda, Mem. ASI 5. 1920, p. 171, and by Vogel, ASI Ann. Rep. 1908/09.

1912, p. 160.

Text

danam Bevilasya Badhikarnna-devakulikasya sam 70 7 gr 4 divase
20 [9]*///

Translation

The gift of Bevila, the priest at the shrine of Dadhikarnna, in the year
77, in the 4th (month) of summer, on the 29th day.

1 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]

The last figure of the date is not quite distinct, but the readme: 9 is
probable.
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64 (
= 61, 64a)1

Facsimile: below p. 273

§ 35 K 63

Two inscriptions on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in

the Indian Museum, Calcutta (M 2e).

There can he no doubt that the inscriptions edited by Rajendralala
Mitra, JASB 39,1.1870, p. 130 No 17 + pi. 6, No 18 + pi. 7 2

, by
Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 183 No 5 -f- pi., by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.]

Rep. 3. 1873, p. 33 No 11 + pi. 14, are all identical with the following

inscription A, although Raj . Mitra strangely misread the date and Row-
son's and Cunningham's facsimiles show distinctly gra 3 (transcribed as

Gri 3 by Rowson and as Gr. 3 by Cunningham) instead of va 1 and
Dharmmadevasya (transcribed as Dharmma devasya by Rowson and as

Dhctrma Devasya by Cunningham) instead of Dharmmadatasya . That
these divergent readings owe their existence only to the imagination of

the editors is proved by an old rubbing of the inscription A in which the

letters are traced in ink. This tracing agrees in every respect with Row-
son's and Cunningham's facsimiles. Liiders tried to establish the text of

the inscription Ind. Ant. 33.1904, p. 101 f. No 12, but failed, being

mislead by the untrustworthy facsimiles. The first reliable reading of

the inscription A was published by R. R. Bandyopadhyaya [= R. R.
Banerji 3

], JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 238 No 2a + pi. 10.

He was also the first who edited the inscription B, which is engraved
on another face of the pillar and was left unnoticed until then, JPBAS
5. 1909, p. 239 No 2b + pi. 10.

Text

A samvatsare 70 7 va [l] 4 divase 5 asya purway[e] da[na]m 5 bhi-

ks[u]sya Dharmmadata[s]ya 6

1 [Cf. above p. 58 with note 2.]
2 Raj. Mitra’s No 17 and 18 are apparently facsimiles of the same ori-

ginal.
3 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]

4 There is a stroke to the left on the top of the va which makes the aksara

look like ve , but it is probably accidental. As regards the numeral, the im-

pression shows only one horizontal stroke keeping the line with the rest of the

writing, but there is above that stroke a slightly slanting line which I take

to be an accidental scratch just as the square dot immediately to the left of it.

Bandyopadhyaya took it as part of the numeral and thus arrived at the reading
va 2.

5 There can be little doubt that danam is the intended reading, but it must be
admitted that the na is quite abnormal.

6 [The Jcsa shows besides the u-sign also the a- sign.] The da is very badly
shaped.
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B 1 d[i]nnam 1 bh[i]ksusya Dharmmadattasya dharmakathikasya sam-

nghe c[a]tudise 2 savat.a 3

2 [re 70] [r. .] a[na 4 hijtasukhaye bhavat[u]

Translation

A In the year 77, in the 1 st (month) of the rainy season, on the 5th

day, on this date, the gift of the monk Dharmmadata (Dharmadatta).

B The gift ofthe monk, the preacher Dharmmadatta, to the community
of the four quarters May it be for the welfare and happiness (of all

sentient beings).

125y
Facsimile: below p.273

§36 K187

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the

Mathura Museum. It is cut on the face of the square basement.

Vogel noticed the inscription as obliterated, Cat. Mns. Math. 1910,

p. 179 (P 39).

Text

[danam bhiksu]sya [I>ha]r[madatas]y[a] sya 5

Translation

The gift of the monk I>harmadata (Dharmadatta), the

Compare §35: L.64 (A and B).

65

Facsimile: below p. 274

§ 37 K 65

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the
Mathura Museum. The inscription is cut on the face of a square base-
ment. The left corner is missing.

1 The ^-sign looks more like an d-sign, perhaps owing to a fissure in the stone.
2 The seeming e-sign on the top of the ca is probably accidental.
3 Bandyopadhyaya read sa(m)vatsa(ra) , but the subscript sign of the

third alcsara can hardly be -sa . The aJcsara looks like tra [or tea], and there was no
more writing at the end of the first line. In the beginning of line 2 there are faint
traces of letters which may have been re 70 7 , but the reading is quite uncertain and
there is not room enough for the date of the month and the day. Under these cir-
cumstances it is extremely doubtfulwhether the datewas repeated in this inscription.

4 Restore: ($a)[r](vasatv)a[na] (m).
5 Apart from details in the spelling, the first two words may be called certain,

the reading of the name is possible, the last word is illegible. [In the rubbing of
our collection the last two alcsaras of the inscription, i. e. . . sya, are missing.]
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It was edited by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 184 No 7 -|- pL, by Cun-
ningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3.1873, p. 34 No 14 + pi. 14, by Vogel,
Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 179 (P 35).

Text
1 Dattas(y)a 2

:
3 20 6 [sa]m 4 70 7 va l 5 d[i] 10 l 6

Translation

(The gift of the monk) Datta, (the pillar-base No) 26, in the year
77, in the 1st (month) of the rainy season, on the 11th day.

The reading and translation of this inscription, which is of conse-
quence for the question of the size of the building to which the pillar

belonged, will be discussed in connection with the following inscription.

139
Facsimile: below p. 274

§38 K 203

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the

Mathura Museum. It is cut on the face of the square basement. The
right corner is missing.

The record was edited by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 188 No 27,

and by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 179 (P 34).

Text

1 danam bhiksusya Dattas(y)a 7 30 7 8 sahghe catu-

2 (rd)[i](se) sam [70 7]
9

Translation

The gift of the monk Datta, (the pillar-base No) 37, to the community
of the four (quarters), in the year 77 ( )

9

1 [At the beginning of the inscription below the line there is in the impression
a hook to the right with a horizontal stroke at the top and a cross-bar in the
middle. It is perhaps not quite impossible that the sign is meant as ku, the abbre-
viation of kumbhako.]

2 The upper ta of tta in Dattas(y)a is much clearer in a rubbing of Cunningham
than in the impression. As for the rest see the remarks under the next inscription.

3 [After the first word there are two dots which seem to have been engraved on
purpose ; cf. below p. 74 f. But similar dots appear in§40:L.133B, and § 63 : L. 125 q.]

4 The sa though practically certain is quite blurred.
5 Dowson and Cunningham read the sign as 4 , Vogel as I.
6 There may have been a second line of writing.
7 See the remarks in the following text.
8 The reading of the figures is perfectly certain.
9 Of this line which has not been noticed previously only the sam is tolerably

clear. There seems to have been no more writing in this line.
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In the Impression the alcsara following Datta looks like su> but the

reading would be void of sense. Nor can the character be taken as the

figure for 100
,
as after the words danam bhiksusya the name of the monk

is necessarily in the genitive case. Under these circumstances there

can be no doubt that the original reading was Dattasya and that the

disappearance of the lower portion of the subscript -ya is due to the

peeling off of the surface of the stone.

The established text of this inscription is of importance for the read-

ing and interpretation of that part of the inscription §37: L.65 which
precedes the date. Howson (JRAS 5. 1870, p. 184 No 7) read it datta

stambha
,
followed by three figures which he took as 100 20 6. The mbha

was of course meant as supplementary, and Cunningham in his reprint

of Dowson’s text (ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 34 No 14) -wrote more
correctly datta sta(mbha) 126. Dowson translated the words: 'presented

pillar 126. Rut the use of datta is uncommon in the donation inscriptions,

and quite apart from the very improbable abbreviation of the word,

stambha is out of place here, as in these pillar-base inscriptions, where

-

ever the object of the gift is mentioned at all 1
,
it is the base (kumbhaka)

and not the pillar itself that is said to have been presented. After the

supposed sta two dots or small strokes, which are possibly the remnants
of a vertical line, are visible in the impression. Dowson converted them
rather arbitrarily into the sign for 100 in a form that has never existed

in reality. Yogel seems to have taken no account of those dots, but
his reading datta 126 shows that he also tried to establish the number
126 in the record by interpreting the character after datta as the figure

for 100. However, this interpretation, though perhaps not impossible
from the palaeographical point of view, would entail serious difficulties.

As remarked above, the use of datta is, to say the least, unusual, but
the absence of an ending would be inexplicable. Secondly the number
would seem to be too high. From a comparison with the text of §31:
L.62 and §63: L. 125q it appears that the numbers in the inscriptions

§37: L.65 and §38: L. 139 are the numbers of the pillar-bases. Until
now 47 bases of the hall in the Huviska-vihara have been recovered.
There may have been a few more, but it is quite unlikely that 79 should
have disappeared or escaped notice as would be implied by reading
“126” in §37: L.65.

I am therefore convinced that what was taken hitherto as the letter
sta or the figure for 100 in §37: L.65 is a sya with the lower portion of
the subscript -ya crumbled off similarly as in §38: L. 139. The donor
mentioned in the two inscriptions was no doubt the same person and
danam bhiksusya has probably to be added at the beginning of §37:
L. 65.

1 §31: L. 62, §46: L. 126, §47: L. 125s, §48: L. 125 1, §49: L. 125u, §54:
L. 125r, § 63: L. 125 q.
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As regards the dots between Dattas(y)a and 26 in that inscription,
I would suggest that they are a mark of insertion and that the word to
be inserted, humbhako, stood below 26. [Cf. above p. 73, n. 1 !]

132
Facsimile: below p. 275

§39 K192
Two inscriptions, one on the square base and the other around the

torus of a pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Indian Museum,
Calcutta (M 2b).

Comparing the impression of the inscription on the square base (B)

with the facsimile published by Rajendralala Mitra in connection with
the edition of his No 19 (JASB 39, 1. 1870, p. 130 + pi. 7), it appears
that the two records are identical. Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 155 No 40,

Ltiders tried to restore the inscription from the aforesaid facsimile.

The inscription round the torus (A), engraved in the interstices be-

tween four mangala symbols 1
,
is edited here for the first time.

Text

B 1 [dajnam 2 bhiksusya Buddha[ra]k[s]itasya Va[d]aksas[y]a 3 s[a]nghe

caturdi^e

4

sa 70 7

2 .... di 20 s

A danam + 1 Buddhfa] raksi + tasyfa] 6 + V[a]da ksasy[a] 7 +

Translation

B The gift of the monk Buddharaksita, the Va[d]aksa, to the Commu-
nity of the four quarters, in the year 77, on the 20th day

1 [In the transcript of the text the four mangala symbols are marked by: -{-*

But there are two more interstices without such symbols. These are given also

to show that the engraver always wrote two alcsaras side by side.]
2 The first letter is blurred and the a-sign is uncertain.
3 It is not quite impossible that there was an anusvara above the va. The da

shows the later form. [Concerning this aksara, later on Liiders wrote “da 55 on the

margin of his manuscript; for the aksara itself see Buhler, Palaeographie, Tafel III,

18, 6 (da) or 23, 4 (da).}
4 The a-sign of cd seems to be certain.
5 There seems to have been some more writing after 20 , but it is quite effaced.
6 In buddha the second aksara looks like ddha, but the seeming a-stroke may

be just as accidental as the horizontal stroke above the ta which has the appear-

ance of an anusvara . [The same horizontal stroke appears above the ksa of the

next word, in both instances before the same group of sounds sy[d]. From the

purely graphical point of view it would be not impossible to read Buddh[a]raksi-
tarnsyd and Vudaksamsy[d].}

*

7 [Cf. note 6.]
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A The gift of Biiddharaksita, the Vadaksa.

As regards the epithet of the monk, see the remarks under §40: L. 133.

133 (
= 134)

Facsimile: below p. 276

§ 40 K 193

Two inscriptions, one on the square base and the other around the

torus of a pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Indian Museum
Calcutta (M 2i).

The inscription on the square base (B) appears to he identical with

the inscription (List No 133:) published by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB
39, 1. 1870, p. 128 No 10 + pi. 5, and by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 187

No 17, although instead of Vartdaksasya Dowson read ca bhiksusya
,

and Raj. Mitra in his transcript and in the facsimile mabhiksusya. The
writing has evidently been altered in the facsimile just as in §39: L. 132,

where Raj . Mitra in his transcript gave mabhiksusya instead of Vadaksasya .

I have little doubt that also the inscription (List No 134:) published

by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 186 No 14, and by Raj. Mitra, JASB
39, 1. 1870, p. 128 No 7 + pi. 5 is identical with the present inscription

B, although in this case VandaTcsasya was replaced by Sdkyabhiksusya
in Dowson3

s and by Sakya bhiksusya in Raj. Mitra’s transcript. The
facsimile shows something like dakyabhiksasya , but in every other

respect it closely agrees with our inscription. Raj. Mitra stated that the
base bearing his inscription No 7 was deposited in the Museum of the
Asiatic Society. In that case it ought to be now in the Indian Museum,
but among the pillar-bases in the Museum there is none with an in-

scription containing the term Sdkyabhiksu . So we may rest assured that
the reading Sdkyabhiksusya is due merely to arbitrary alteration.

The inscription B was treated by Liiders, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 155
with notes 4—8, and edited again by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya [= R. D.
Banerji 1

], JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 241f. No 7 -f- pi. 11.

The inscription around the torus (A), which is engraved in the inter-

stices between four mahgala symbols, is edited here for the first time.

Text
B 1 danam 2 bhlks[u]sya [:]

3 Buddharaksitasya 4 Vandaksasya 5 sam-
[ngh](e)

1 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]
2 Bandyopadhyaya: danam

, but there is no sign of the length on the da.
3 The second aksara shows besides the w-sign also the 3-sign, so we may read

it as ksu or as ksi. [After the sya two dots, one below the other, seem to be en-
graved. Cf. above p. 73, n. 3.]

4 The fourth letter is distinctly ksl, not 7csi, as read by Bandyopadhyaya.
5 Bandyopadhyaya read the first aksara as bha, but it is distinctly va as in the

other passages where the word occurs.
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2 caturdis[e] 1

A danam 2
~f-

3 “ + ’ * 2 + Buddha r[a]ksi tasya 4 + Ya[m]da ksasya 5

Translation
B The gift of the monk Buddharaksita

(Buddharaksita), the Vanda-
ksa, to the community of the four quarters.

A The gift of Buddharaksita, the Vamdaksa.

The epithet Vandaksa, Vamdaksa or : Vadaksa [or Vadaksa
, cf. p. 75,

n. 3], as it is probably spelt in §39: L. 132, seems to refer to the native
place of the donor as Odiyanaka in §31:L.62. Is there a connection
between Vadaksa and Ba5a%sdn, Afghan Balaysan'l 6 Or between Vadaksa
and Valuksa

,
which in the Mahavastu 3, p.310, 14 is mentioned as the

name of the town where Trapura and Bhallika erected the Nail-Stupa
('nakhastu'pam kdrdpitam) ? According to Hiian-tsang the Stupas erected

by the two merchants were in the neighbourhood ofthe capital of Balkh. 7

89
Facsimile : below p. 277

§41 K107
Fragmentary inscription around the margin of a stone, now in the

Indian Museum, Calcutta (M 1 1 [as marked on our impression, Bandyo-
padhyaya however:] M 9).

The stone 8 seems to have been the pedestal of a statue, but was utilised

later on for some other purpose. Then the margin on the right-hand
1 Bandyopadhyaya : catuxli&e. . The a-sign is highly probable, the t-sign and the

r- are quite clear, and only the e-sign is indistinct.
2 The a-sign of da is not quite certain. [The first mangala symbol after danam

represents a sitting figure; cf. the mangala symbol between ksasyfdj and danam
in § 39 : L. 132, A.] There was possibly some more writing between danam and the
following name, but if so, it has been entirely obliterated. It is true, there are some
strokes above the second mangala symbol (a svastika), which might be taken as

traces of letters, but they are probably accidental as this is just the place where
we should least expect any writing. Moreover, the corresponding inscription

§ 39 : L. 132 has only the three words given above. [Concerning these seeming traces

of letters, Liiders later on remarked in his manuscript :] bhiksoh above svastika ?

3 [In the transcript the four mangala symbols are marked by: +.]
4 The a-sign of syd is distinct.
5 The va is certain and the anusvdra very probable.
6 Horn, Neupersische Schriftsprache §22,5 (Grundrifi der iran. Philologie

1898—1901, l,2,p. 57). In Chinese the name occurs as Pa-t'o-shan ,
in Tibetan

as Ba-to-ian (taken from the Chinese) and Ba-dag-£an , Ba-dag-Sa, Ba-thag-dad;

see F. W. Thomas, Tibetan literary Texts and Documents concerning Chinese
Turkestan, Pt 1 (1935), p. 158.

7 Watters, On Yuan Chwang’s Travels in India, vol. 1 (1904), p. 11 Iff.

8 [Baj. Mitra called it “a flight of stone steps” (cf. op. cit., p. 119 note, p. 121),

and Dow‘son cca stone ladder”; it was described by Bandyopadhyaya as 4<a row
of niches on the opposite side of which is a sculptured panel, now almost worn
away. Only two niches and the following fragments of the inscription still remain”.]
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side was cut off, which caused the loss of the greater part of the inscription

engraved on that side. The left margin (with line 3) is lost altogether.

The exact place where the stone is found is not known [, but the inscription

was published by Raj. Mitra (see below) as one of the finds made in 1860

by Mr. Best, Collector of Mathura, in clearing away the earthen mound for

the site of the new court-house (cf. JASB 39, 1. 1870, p. 117ff.), i. e.

the Jamalpur mound (cf. above p. 57).]

The inscription was edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870

p. 129 No 14 + pi. 6, by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 183 No 3 + ph?

by Liiders, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 150 No 26, by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya
[= R. D. Banerji 1

], JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 240f. No 4 + pi. 10.

Text

1 sam . . .
.
[r]

.

2 diva-

2 se 10 3 asya purvvay[e] 4 danam 5 bhiksusya Buddhanamndi-
(s)[y](a)6

3 ( )

4 [da]re 7 sarvvasa[tva]na 8 h[i]tasukha[r]tha 9 bhava[t]u

Tbaxslation

In the year on the 10th day, on this date, the gift of the monk
Buddhanandi

(
Buddhanandin

)

May it be for the welfare and happi-

ness of all sentient beings.

90
Facsimile: below p. 277

§42 KUO
Inscription on a railing pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the

Mathura Museum. It is incised on the obverse to the left of the head of
a carved male figure in Indo-Scythian dress standing under a tree.

1 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, u. 1.]
2 Only the lower part of the ra is preserved. Restore: sam(vatsa)r(e). [The [r]~

is not represented in our facsimile, cf. below p. 277.]
3 There seems to be no unit following 10.
4 [As Liiders remarked later on in his manuscript it is possible to read the last

ak§ara as ye or as yam

;

the stroke to the left does not touch the top of the letter.]
6 The first aksara looks like do, but the stroke to the left is probably accidental.
6 Of the last aksara only part of the subscript -ya is preserved.
7 The first letter is doubtful.
8 The first two aksaras are disfigured by several strokes which to judge from

the reverse of the impression are accidental.
9 The ha has the form of the later Eastern script

;
the 'i-sign is quite indistinct.

The r- of rtha also is indistinct, and there seems to be no vowehsign at the top
of the letter.
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The inscription was edited by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 1. 1871,
p. 241, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 194 No 30 + pL, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873,
p. 22. Vogel noticed it Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 146 (J 15).

Text

dp] 1 10 8

Translation

On the 1

8

th day.

The real purport of the inscription is not apparent.

91

Facsimile : below p. 277

§ 43 K 111

Inscription on a railing pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the
Lucknow Provincial Museum (B 91).

It was published by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 1. 1871, p. 241,

JRAS 5. 1870, p. 194 No 31 + pi., ASI [Ann.] Rep. 3. 1873, p. 22.

Text

d[i] 20 9 2

Translation

On the 29th day.

The real purport of the inscription is not apparent.

1251

Facsimile: below p. 278

§44 K 174

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the

Mathura Museum. It runs along the top of the torus and was evidently

incised by a person who was only imperfectly acquainted with writing.

The inscription shows a strange mixture of forms of the KLusSn and the

Gupta alphabets, and the difficulty of reading is enhanced by the bad
preservation of the stone.

1 Cunningham read the first sign as 100. Instead of d[i] it may be read as de.

2 Cunningham read the first sign as 100 and in the JBAS the last sign as 7

(probably misprint). — The first ahsara may be read as de.
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A partial reading was published by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep.

17. 1884, p. 108 No 4, and subsequently edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus.

Math. 1910, p. 177 (P 23).

[The text contains eight mangala symbols which are engraved gen-

erally after the seventh aksara irrespective of the meaning of the words.

These symbols are marked below by: + ;
cf. §39: L. 132 and §40: L. 133.]

Text

+ [d]a[na]m x bh[ik]sus[y]a 2 R. .
. + . . m[i]trasya 3 V[o]jya + [vasi]ka-

sya 4 — [matapji + [tr]na [abhyatjitaka + laga[ta]nam 5 pujay[e] +
bhavatu sa[dh]yivi + harisya 6 Dharma[d]ev[a]s[y]a + ar[o]g[a]daksi-

n[^]y[e] 7 [bha]vat[u] 8

Translation

The gift of the monk m[i]tra 3
, the Vojyavasika (?). Let it be

for the worship of (his) deceased parents. Let it be for the bestowing

of health on (his) companion Dharmadeva.

1 Of the dd only the upper portion is preserved. From the reverse of the estam-
page it appears that the second aksara which at first sight might be taken as da
really is na with the serif elongated to the right as frequently in the script of this

record. The anusvdra is quite distinct.
2 The reading of the word omitted by Vogel is perfectly certain.
3 I am unable to make out the first three syllables of the name. The first aksara

may be : ha, bu or bo, the second looks like vr. The third letter may be fa, as assum-
ed by Vogel, or jya, but I fail to see which word was meant. The following m[i]
was read as [mi] already by Vogel. It seems to be certain, although the mu shows
the form of the Gupta script, whereas later on the ICusan form is used twice.

4 This is Vogel’s reading. The reading vojya seems pretty clear, but the reading
of the following two aksaras is doubtful. [A horizontal stroke is engraved after

the Word V[o]fya[vaH]kasyai]
5 Instead of [mdtapji[tf]na [dbhyat]itakalaga[ta]nam Vogel reads: hica~

ndasya Htakalagatdndm, but, with the exception of some of the vowel-signs our
reading may be called certain, although some of the letters are badly shaped and
others blurred. The [p]i has a horizontal stroke on the right limb which makes
it look like hi. The f-sign of [tf] seems to have been formed by doubling the
r-sign of the Gupta script. Below the na, which shows the form of the Gupta script,
there seems to be another letter which Vogel took to be da, and I am ready to
admit that from a purely graphical point of view the reading nda would be possible,
but grammatically a form matapitfnda for Sk. matdpitfndm can hardly be accounted
for. Perhaps the seeming letter is after all only due to a scratching in the stone. —
There is no anusvdra above the na. The two letters [abhya

]

and the matrkd ta
of [t]i are much blurred, but practically certain.

6
P* 31, n. 4.] Vogel: sadhyiviharisya, but the ha has no a-sign. The matrkd

dha of [dhjyi has a vertical line at the top [which perhaps may be meant as a
superscript r-]. The hook at the bottom of the matrkd va of vi is made angular.
The sya is quite misshapen.

7 The vowel-signs of n[d]y[e] are doubtful. The matrkd na shows the form
of the Gupta script.

8 For want of space the last aksara has been added below the line.
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Vojyavasika (?) probably refers to the native place of the donor.
The term abhyatitakalagata deceased3

has been taken over from the
language of the canonical texts (abbhatita-lcdlalcata

;
-Jcdlamkata). 1 It

occurs also in a Buddhist formulary for the anouncing of gifts to the

Order from Eastern Turkestan (SPAW 1930, p. 16 = Phil.Ind., p. 609:

B verso 2: abhyatitakdlagata-).

40
Facsimile: below p. 279

§45 K 35

Fragmentary inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound,
now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (M 2j).

The inscription has been edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39,

1. 1870, p. 127 No 3 -f- pi. 5, by Dowson, JBAS 5. 1870, p. 185 No 10 +
pi., by R. I). Bandyopadhyaya [= R. D. Banerji 2

], JPBAS 5.1909,
p. 241 No 5 + pi. 10.

Text

1 [ku] 2 3 danam bhlksusya Buddhadasasya Sahghamitra-
sadevih[a]rlsa4 pacatrisasya 5

..

2 ( )
..m [d]a .. .e[t]ai[v]vast[avya]sya 6

1 E. g. Dighanikaya 2, p. 200ff, Majjhimanikaya 1, p. 464f., Samyuttanikaya
4, p. 398 f., Theragatha No 242.

2 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]
3 All the three editors have hitherto ignored the two signs preceding danam,

although the two horizontal strokes are quite clear. They can denote only the
numeral 2. The aksara before 2 is almost entirely effaced in the impression before
me, but in Downson’s facsimile it is a distinct ku, and as Dowson himself did
not recognise the value of the sign, it may be assumed that it is a faithful

reproduction of the original. Moreover the traces of the letter still visible in the
impression agree with the reading ku.

4 Bandyopadhyaya: -sadeviharisa

,

but the rl is certain, although the two
strokes of the £-sign are somewhat shorter than in bhi, ml and trl. [For the ex-
pression itself cf. List, p. 223, where Luders gave several examples for different

readings of equivalents of *sadhryagviharin ‘(travelling-)companion5

.]

5 Bandyopadhyaya
:
pancatrin£asya , which is quite unfounded. There is a

stroke above the £a which may be meant for the anusvara» There may have been
another aksara at the end of the line.

6 At the beginning of the second line about six ak§aras are entirely effaced.

Of the next five letters only the upper portions are more or less preserved, and
also the last four aksaras are not perfectly clear. The sta looks like std, but the
seeming a-stroke is apparently due to a fissure in the stone. Raj. Mitra’s facsimile

may be transcribed: damdara .
.
petraivvas[t]avyasya, Dowson’s facsimile: ia/m-

dalape .aivva vyasya, but I am unable to make any sense out of these readings.

Bandyopadhyaya ’s reading: . aivva sanghasya is absolutely impossible. [Instead
of [v]va the sixth aksara may be read also as dva or even as ddhaJ]

0 7761 Abh. Plul. Hist. Kl., 3. F., Hr. 47, Eiiderst-.Tanerfc
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Translation

Pillar-base 2, the gift of the monk Buddhadasa, the companion of

Sahghamltra (Sanghamitra), the thirty-fifth

Ku I take as the abbreviation of kumbhaJco. I cannot explain the mean-
ing of pacatrUasya, but it does not seem to refer to the date. Nor dare

I decide whether the last word is vastavyasya "to be inhabited
5
or vdsta-

vyasya cdwelling
5

.

126

Facsimile: below p. 279

§ 46 K 188

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the

Mathura Museum. It is cut on the face of a square basement.

The record was edited by Dowson, JBAS 5. 1870, p. 187 No 23 -f-

pl., by Growse, Ind. Ant. 6. 1877, p. 218 No 3 + pi., Mathura2 1880,

p. 154 + pi., by Senart, Journal asiatique 8, 15. 1890, p. 121, note 1

(second line only), by I). ft. Bhandarkar, JBBftAS 20 (1897—1900).

1902, p. 269, note 2, by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 176 (P 22).

Details were discussed by Liiders, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 155 with note

100[, who subsequently published the inscription, beginning with the

word antna
,
Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 24].

Text

1 ayam ku[m]bhako 1 danam bhiksunam Surlyasya 2 Buddharaksitasya
ca prahanik[a]n[am] 3 an[e]n[a]

2 deryadharmmaparltyagen[a] 4 sarvves[a]m 5 pr[a]hanikanam 6 arogya-

daksin[a]ye 7 bhavat[am] 8

1 There is a distinct stroke to the right attached to the top of the ku which
is probably meant for the anusvara .

2 The iu is perfectly clear.
3 As the impressions show, pra was the intended reading. The last two aksaras

of the word have been damaged by knocking off a small triangular piece of the
stone. A rubbing of Cunningham as well as the plates published with the papers
of Dowson and Growse show that this had not yet happened when the rubbing
was taken.

4 The r-stroke in derya is quite distinct.
5 It seems not impossible that the last aksara is to be read as sdm.
6 Here the second letter may be ha.
7 The horizontal stroke above the nd is probably accidental [, but it seems

noteworthy that such a stroke is visible also above the second na in an[e]n[a]
and above the na in -tydgenfa]].

8 The last aksara is distinctly tarn, not tu as read hitherto.
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Translation

This pillar-base is the gift of the monks Suriya and Buddharaksita, the
practisers of meditation. May this surrender of a pious gift 1 be for the
bestowing of health on all practisers of meditation.

The correct Sanskrit form of prahanika or possibly prahanika would
be prddhdniJca. In Pali we have padhdnika "practising padhdna , or

meditation3
. In Buddhist Sanskrit pradhdna occurs in its regular form,

but more often in the form derived from the Eastern Prakrit as prahdnaJ
The lengthening of the i in prahanika is the same as in Suriyasya and

-parityagena.

The writing deryadharmma- has a parallel in seryatlid — p. seyyathd

frequently found in manuscripts of Buddhist Sanskrit texts.

125s and 137

Facsimile: below p. 280

§ 47 K 181

Inscription of two parts engraved on two faces of the square basement
of a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Mathura Museum.
The first part (a) was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 176 (P 21).

The second part (b) alone was noticed by Dowson, JBAS 5. 1870,

p. 187 No 22, and by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Pep. 17. 1884, p. 108 No3.
Of this part Vogel, loc. cit., deciphered only two words.

Text
a ayam kumbh[a]k[o] 3 dan[a]m sanghaprakrt[a]n[am] Bhadraghosa-

pra[mu]kha[nam]
b 1 San[gha]d[a]s[a]sya Buddhanand[a]sy

a

4 S[a]hghadevas[ya Sangha]-
•• •• [sya] 5

2 Dharmap[r]iyas[y]a 6 Sah(gham)[it](r)[as](ya) 7 .... pri ..
8
///

1 [Cf. Liiders, Acta Orientalia.]
2 See i. g. Mahavastu 2, p. 124,1; p. 238, 4£f.; Divyavadana p. 208,8; Vajra-

echedika p. 43,7; Lalitavistara p. 246,8; p. 248, Ilf.; p. 261,4.
3 The o-sign is doubtful. The last aJcsara is perhaps Tea as read by Vogel.
4 [There is a vertical stroke, apparently an accidental cut, touching the right

end of the upper part of the ligature nd[a] or perhaps ndd.~\
5 Dowson gives this name as Singha-ghuta. At present the two aksaras after

sangha are illegible.
6 The reading is certain. It is not dharmadeya as read by Vogel. [There is a

curved line above the ya of p[r]iya which seems to be only a fissure in the stone.]
7 Dowson and, apparently independently, Cunningham also give Sanghamitra

which agrees with the remains of the letters visible in the impression. As nobody
would be able at present to recognise the name on the stone, it appears that the
lower rim of the base has crumbled off since Cunningham examined it.

8 Both, Dowson and Cunningham give the last name as Dharmapriya. Possibly
the original reading was JDharmapriyasya followed by about four aksaras , but
only the pri and faint traces of a following letter can be recognised at present.

6 *
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Translation

This pillar-base is the gift of the commissioners of the Community
headed by Bhadraghosa, of Sanghadasa, Buddhananda

(
Buddhananda ),

Sahghadeva, Sahgha . . .
. ,
Dharmapriya, Sanghamitra, . . .

.
pri

As appears from §65: L. 140 the sahghaprakrtas were laymen. The
literal meaning of the term is: 'employed by the Sanghak They would
therefore seem to have been a body of laymen who were charged by the

Buddhist monks with the support of the monastery. The second in-

scription (b) is obviously the list of the members of that body which in

the first inscription (a) is briefly designated as sahghaprakrtas headed
by Bhadraghosa (cf. §48: L.125t and §49: L. 125u).

125t

Facsimile: below p. 279

§48 K 182

Inscription cut on the face of the square basement of a pillar-base

from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Mathura Museum.
The record was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 177 (P 25).

Text

aya[m kum]bh[ako da]nam sanghaprakrtan[a]m Bh[ad]raghosapramu-
kha(nam)

Translation

This pillar-base is the gift of the commissioners of the Community
headed by Bhadraghosa.

Compare §47 : L. 125s and §49 : L. 125u.

125u
Facsimile: below p. 2S0

§49 K 183

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the
Mathura Museum. It is cut on the face of the square basement the right
corner of which with the concluding portion of the inscription is lost.

The record was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 177 (P 26).

Text
ayam [kumbha]k[o] 1 danam samhghaprakrt[a]nam Bhadragho[sa]-
(pramukhanam

)

1 The o-sign is doubtful.
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Translation

This pillar-base is the gift of the commissioners of the Community
(headed by) Bhadraghosa.

Compare §47: L. 125s and §48: L. 125t.

125w
Facsimile: below p. 281

§50 K185

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the

Mathura Museum.
The record, which is cut on the face of the square basement, was

edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 179 (P 37).

Text

1 [siddham —

]

1 dainam] s[ahghaprakrta]nam 2 Bhaddilapramu-
khanam 3 sarv[a]sa[tvanam hita]-

2 [sukhaye] 4
///

Translation

Success ! The gift of the commissioners of the Community headed
by Bhaddila for the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings

Perhaps Bhaddila is only a shortened Prakrit form of Bhadraghosa
mentioned in §47: L. 125s— §49: L. 125u. Compare §51 ; L. 131.

131 (
= I25v)

Facsimile : below p. 281

§51 K 184

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the
Mathura Museum. It is cut on the top of the torus.

As proved by the facsimile, the impression is identical with the in-

scription published by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870, p. 128

No 8 + pi. 5, although he read it ddnam saghe putra ... It may also

be the same as the inscription of which Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 186

1 I think that traces of the word can be discerned, but the reading is by no
means certain.

2 Vogel read here and in the next two words the last aksara as ndm, but nam
is more likely.

3 [In the rubbing of our collection the centre with bhaddila is missing.]
4 sukhdye is tolerably certain. Perhaps the next two aksaras were sarva>

but the rest of the line is illegible.
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No 15 published the first words as ddnam Sangha ... Luders tried to

correct Raj. Mitra’s reading Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 155 No 39, but his

restoration of the text is wrong.

The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 177 (P 24).

Text

. . ..’ d[a]na a samghaprakrit[a]nam 3 Bh[a]d[i]lapramukhana

Translation

.... the gift of the commissioners of the Community headed by Bhadila.

Compare §50:L.125w.

125m
Facsimile: below p. 281

§ 52 K 175

Inscription cut on the face of the basement of a pillar-base from the

Jamalpur mound, now in the Mathura Museum.
The record was edited by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 17. 1884,

p. 108 No 2, and by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 177 (P 27).

Text
siddham

—

4 da[nam] 5 bhiksuno 6 Bhadrasya Bhadragh(o)sasya 7 ca —
1 At the beginning there are traces of one or two aksaras not noticed by Vogel.

The reading siddham is unlikely.
2 The top-stroke of the da shows an elongation to the left, but the reading

dena is hardly intended.
3 The r-vowel is written here by attaching the signs for -r and -i to the Tea.

The d-stroke of td is not quite certain. In sam the anusvaro is placed above the
line to the right of the sa , whereas nam seems to have been expressed here by
putting a small stroke to the right of the na in the middle of the line ; cf. the nam
of § 58: L. 125o.

4 The d- is indicated by a slight curve of the upper vertical. [The m is written
at the right side of the ddha not separated from this ligature on the upper part
of which by the side of the d- there is a horizontal stroke to the right ; cf

. § 55

:

L. 125k.]
5 The reading danam is only tentative. The second aksara looks like an archaic

nd with the vertical line slightly curved. If no value is attached to the jutting to
the left of the upper and lower verticals, one might even read ja as Vogel does.
But neither dana nor daja, if taken as an independent word or in combination
with bhik§uno

, yields a plausible meaning. So I would explain the character as
a na with the same uncommonly long top-stroke that appears in ksu , no and ca,
and the stroke denoting the anusvara attached to the middle of the vertical.
For a similar mode of writing nam see § 53: L. 125n.

6 The last aksara of this word differs so much from the last letter of the word
just mentioned that here apparently no is intended.

7 [Probably the third letter was originally written as sa, but than corrected to
gha. There is no o-sign at the top of the aksara,'] The engraver seems to have
forgotten to incise the middle line of the matrkd sa.
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Translation

87

Success ! The gift of the monk Bhadra and of Bhadraghosa.

Compare §53: L. 125 n. Bhadraghosa is a layman; see §47: L. 125s—
§49: L. 125u.

125n
Facsimile: below p. 282

§53 K176

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the
Mathura Museum.
The record, cut on the face of the square basement, was edited by

Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 178 (P 28).

Text

dafnam] 1 bhikso[h] 2 Bhadras[y]a Bhadraghosas[y]a [ca]

Translation

The gift of the monk Bhadra and of Bhadraghosa.

Compare §52: L. 125m.

125r
Facsimile : below p. 282

§54 K180

Inscription on a pillar-base, cut on the face of the square basement.
It was found in the Jamalpur mound and is now in the Mathura
Museum.
The record was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 178

(P 32).

1 Vogel reads [siddham

]

at the beginning of the inscription before the da[nam]

.

I can find no traces of it in the impression, and Mr. Agrawala states that it is

not on the stone. — The nam shows here a form that is even more curious than
in the preceding inscription. I think it quite possible that the engraver wanted
to incise the form used in § 52: L. 125m, but neglected to cut the right end of the
top-stroke.

2 The ksa has a distinct o-sign at the top, whereas the ^-stroke is less distinct.

The visarga is not very clear and close to the kso
,
and in the void space between

bhikso[h

]

and the next word there are traces of a letter which may have been no*

Probably the original reading bhiksuno was corrected to bhiksoh.
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Text

..i ayam 2 kuhhakfo] dana bhik[su]sya Saiighavarm[m]a[sya] 3 Vrddha-

sya 4 ca

Translation

The pillar-base is the gift of the monk Sahghavarmma (Sangha

-

varman) and of Vrddha.

125k
Facsimile: below p. 282

§55 K173

Inscription on a pillar-base. The place where it is found is not stated,

but there can be no doubt that it came from the Jamalpur mound. It

is now in the Mathura Museum.
The record, which is cut on the face of the square basement, was

first read by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Hep. 17. 1884, p. 108 No 1, and
edited again by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 178 (P 31).

Text

1 danam bhikso[h] Saiighadevasya 5 Vakudatev[a]sikasy[a] 6

2 siddham— 7

1 Before ayam there is a distinct sign which was read as ja by Vogel. It resembles
the strange sign in § 52: L. 125m which I have tried to interpret as nam. A simi-
lar sign apparently representing nam is found in § 53: L. 125 n. In both cases the
signs are used to denote the last syllable of danam , but here the reading danam
cannot be thought of, as there is no letter visible at the beginning of the line and
besides this danam occurs afterwards in the inscription. I am unable at present to
account for the existence of the sign. [Badly shaped abbreviation for:] siddham

?

[— Later remark by the author written on the margin of his manuscript.]
2 The anusvdra consists of a long curved line touching the top-stroke of

the ya .

3 The subscript -ma has no bottom-line and the sya is a mere scrawl.
4 The r-sign is indicated by a line curved to the right. [The ddha is written simi-

larly as in siddham of § 52: L. 125m, but here the -dha is not closed in its upper
part.] The sign for sya is just as bad as in the preceding word.

5 Vogel read Sanghadevasya, but the a-stroke is quite distinct.
e Vogel read Vak'iidatevfajsikasya, but the elongation of the top-stroke to

the right on the va and the da points to length of the vowels. In sy[d] the
length of the vowel seems to be expressed by an upward stroke as in Sahgha-
devasyd .

7 The word written in smaller characters has not been noticed by Cunningham
and Vogel. [There are two strokes to the right of the ddha , by the side of the super-
script da it is a horizontal, and below by the side of the subscript -dha, a vertical
one. It is quite possible that the lower is meant form

;

cf. § 52 : L. 125m.]
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Translation

Success ! The gift of the monk Sanghadeva, the pupil of Vakuda.

The name of the teacher occurs as Vakkali in Pali 1
. In Buddhist

Sanskrit we find Bakkula

2

,
Vakkula and Vatkula 4

.

135
Facsimile: below p. 282

§56 K 194

Fragmentary inscription on the square base of a pillar from the
Jamalpur mound, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (M 2 c).

The record was edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870,

p. 128 No 4 + pi. 5, by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 186 No 11, by R. D.
Bandyopadlwaya [

= R. D. Banerji 5
], JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 241 No 6 -j~ pi. 11

.

Text

danam bhiksusya 6 Budhaghosasya 7 Phala[pha] 8
///

Translation

The gift of the monk Budhaghosa (Buddhaghosa)

,

the Phalapha 9
. .. (?).

The meaning of the last mutilated word is uncertain. It may be an
epithet of the monk Budhaghosa, or the name of another person who
associated with him in the donation.

1 E. g. Samyuttanikaya 3, p. 124.
2 E. g. Saddharmapundarika p. 2; p. 207.
3 E. g. Mahavyutpatti 47, 37 ; Lalitavistara, p. 2,2.
4 E. g. Divyavadana, p. 396.
5 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]
6 The first letter is distinctly bhi

} not bhl, as read by Bandyopadhvaya

.

7 Both, Raj. Mitra and Dowson, read the name Buddhaghosasya , which of

course is a mistake, but I do not believe that Bandyopadhyaya was right in reading
Baudhaghosasya. He thought [JPBAS 5, p. 240] that -au was expressed here by
“a straight downward stroke below and two curved strokes to the right” (recte:

two straight strokes slanting to the left) on the top of the letter. In support of his

view he referred to the form of gau in Gauriddsasya in some of the Basarh seals

[discovered by Th. Bloch], cf. ASI Ann. Rep. 1903/04. 1906, p. 114 (No 74b) -j~

pi. 41 No 28. But there the right-hand part of -au consists of a curve or hook
attached to the bottom of the letter, and this is clearly the same curve which,
as Was pointed out by Bloch [Ann. Rep. 1903/04, p. 102], occasionally is used to

express the long ~d in the Eastern Gupta script. [Cf. below p. 161, n. 3.] It bears
not the slightest resemblance to the long stroke attached to the matrTca ha in the

present inscription, and there can he no doubt that the true reading of the aksara in

question is hu and that the two strokes to the left are nothing but flaws in the stone.
8 The last aksara is doubtful. It may be ha.
9 [Cf. § 57: L. 125x.]
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125x
Facsimile : below p. 283

§57 K 186

Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, now in the

Mathura Museum - The record, cut on the face of the square basement,

is now almost entirely obliterated.

It was noticed, but not read by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 179

(P 36).

Text

///laphalasya [bh]i ///

Perhaps the name was the same as in §56: L. 135 where the beginning

is preserved as Phala[pha]

125o
Facsimile: below p. 283

§58 K177

Inscription cut on the face of the square basement of a pillar-base

from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Mathura Museum.
It was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 179 (P 33).

Text

[dajnam 1 bhiks(u)s[y]a Buddhamitras(y )a . .///
2

Translation

The gift of the monk Buddhamitra
(
Buddhamitra

)

. .

.

129 (- 130?)

Facsimile: below p. 283

§59 K191
Inscription on a pillar-base from the Jamalpur mound, preserved in

the Public Library at Allahabad until 1907 and now in the Mathura
Museum. The concluding portion of the inscription, which is cut on the
face of the square basement, is missing.

1 The stroke denoting the anusvara stands after the na in the middle of the
line; ef. the nam of § 51 : L. 131, note 3.

2 The peeling off of the surface of the stone has caused the disappearance of
the w-sign of ksu and the two subscript -ya and the rest of the inscription of
which only the upper portion of one aksara is still discernible.
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It was edited by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 187 No 21, by Liiders,

Ind. Ant. 33.1904, p. 155 No 37, by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910,

p. 178 (P 29). Perhaps the record is identical with the inscription
List No 130, published by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870, p. 128
No 9 + pi. 5, and by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 186 No 16.

Raj . Mitra read the beginning as danam samghapravirasya . .
. , his

facsimile shows danam sanghapravirasya pu . .
. , which agrees with

Dowson3
s reading (No 16:) danam Sangha-pravirasya pu... As remarked

by Liiders, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 155 No 38, sanghapravirasya was
evidently misread for sanghasthavirasya. Considering the arbitrary way
in which Raj. Mitra’s and Dowson’s facsimiles are often altered, I think
it not impossible that their readings are based on a disfigured facsimile,

although, of course, there may have been a second inscription beginning
with danam sanghasthavirasya which now would be lost.

Text

danam sanghasthavirasya bhadamftja 1
..///

Translation

Gift of the elder of the Community, the venerable . .

.

127
Facsimiles: below p. 284

§60 K 189

Two inscriptions, one on a square base and the other around the torus

of a pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Indian Museum, Cal-

cutta (M 2 a).

The inscription on the square base (A) was edited by Rajendralala

Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870, p. 128 No 6 + pi. 5, and by Dowson, JRAS
5. 1870, p. 186 No 13. Liiders tried to correct the reading from the

published facsimile, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 154f. No 36. The record was
re-edited by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya [= R. D. Banerji 2

], JPBAS 5. 1909,

p. 242 No 8 + pi. 11. It was treated again by Liiders, SPAW 1913,

p. 422f. == Phil. Ind., p. 250f.[, who subsequently published the record,

beginning with the word imena, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 24].

The inscription around the torus (B) has not been noticed before and
is edited here for the first time.

1 [The aksara following dam seems to be the ligature nta. Therefore the word
may be transliterated as bhadam[nt]a.’] It was followed immediately by the name
of the monk.

2 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]
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Text

A 1 [danam] visv[a]sik[a]sya 1 Vfakamih]ir[as]y[a] 2 s[aha p]u-

tre[na] Horamurnda[g]e[na] 3 im[e] 4-

2 [na] devadharm[m]apa[r]it [y]agena
5 [a]cala[m=ai]s[var]y-

[y]am 6 bhav[a]t[u]

B d[a]nam 7 Vakamihiraputrasya Horamu[r]d[d]apharasya 8

Translation

A The gift ofthe visvasilcaVakamlhira (
VaJcamihira) together with (his)

son Horamurndaga. By this donation of a pious gift 9 let the sovereignty

be unshaken

!

B The gift of Horamiirddaphara, the son of Vakamihira.

See the remarks below (§62

:

L. 128).

141

Facsimiles: below p. 285

§ 61 K 204

Two inscriptions, one on the square base and the other around the

torus of a pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Indian Museum,
Calcutta (M 2h).

The inscription on the square base (A) was edited by Rajendralala

Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870, p. 130 No 20 + pi. 7. Liiders tried to correct

the reading from the published facsimile Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 155

note 100. The record was re-edited by R. D. Randyopadhyaya [= R. D.
Banerji 10

], JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 242f. No 9 + pi. 11, and treated again
by Liiders, SPAW 1913, p. 422f. = Phil. Ind., p. 250 f.[, who subse-

quently edited the second line of A, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 24].

The inscription around the torus (B) has not been noticed before and
is edited here for the first time.

1 [At the right side of the s- there is a distinct stroke to the right. Therefore
the second aksara may be meant as 4va.~\

2 The sign of the long -l is distinct in /hji , hut doubtful in [ml].
3 The fourth aksara is distinctly rnda

.

The fifth letter was read te by Bandyo-
padhyaya, which would not be impossible, the aksara being neither a clear te nor
a clear ge

.

I prefer to read ge for linguistic reasons and because in § 61 : L. 141 the
sign appears to be ge. The last aksara is undoubtedly meant to be na, though it

looks more like ta.
4 Bandyopadhyaya read only ma, but the initial i is quite distinct.
6 The a-sign of t[y]a is distinct.
e The reading is certain. Bandyopadhyaya : bha(a)cala Sukhaye.
7 The da has no a-sign. [The aksara looks almost like de.~\
8 The r-sign is not distinct. It can be read only by assuming that the slanting

line on the top of the da is meant for the r-stroke. It is probable that there was
a subscript -da.

9 [Cf. Liiders, Acta Orientalia.] 10 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241,n.l.]
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Text

A 1 .
.
[djanam 1 v[i]svasikasya Vv[a]gamlhlrasya 2 saha put-rena 8

Horamu[rdvagena] 4—
2 [ime]n[a d]ev'vadharmapa(r)I(tyag)e[na]m acalam^aisvarya-

tayam bh[a]vvatu 5

B danam 6 Vakamihiraputrasya Horaxnurddapharasya 7

TeAXSIiATIOX

A The gift of the visvasika Vvagamlhira ( Vagamihira) together with (his)

son Horamurdvaga 4
. By this donation of a pious gift 8 let the sovereignty

be unshaken!
B The gift of Horamurddaphara

,
the son of Vakaruihira.

See the remarks below (§62: L. 12 8).

128

Facsimiles: below p. 285

§ 62 K 190

Two inscriptions, one on the square base and the other around the

torus of a pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Indian Museum,
Calcutta (M 2g).

Both inscriptions (A and B) were edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB
39, 1. 1870, p. 128 No 5a and b + pi. 5, and by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870,

p. 186 No 12. Liiders tried to correct the reading from the published
facsimile in connection with the just mentioned editions, Ind. Ant. 33.

1904, p. 154f. No 34 and 35. A new edition of both inscriptions was pub-

1 There was probably an aksara before [d]dnam.
2 The reading is certain. Bandyopadhyaya; Vata(ka)mihirasya.
3 The last aksara is probably na, not na as read by Bandyopadhyaya.
4 The fourth letter, read dkha by Bandyopadhyaya, is doubtful. [In the tran-

script of the record Liiders corrected his former reading [r]dva later on into [rdvaJ
but did not convert the -d- into -d- in the translation also, which has been done
now.] The r-stroke on the top of the aksara is uncertain, and the subscript -va has
a tail to the left which makes it look almost like kha. However, from the reverse
of the estampage it becomes probable that it is only a flaw in the stone. The next
letter is probably ge, not te, as read by Bandyopadhyaya. The last aksara is very
badly shaped so that at the first sight it seems to be no letter at all. But as the
ending of the name originally must have been -ena, there can be little doubt that
the aksara in question was meant as na.

5 The reading of the second line may be called certain. The anusvdras above
na and ya are quite distinct. Instead of bha the reading bha would be possible, but
the seeming d-stroke may be accidental. Bandyopadhyaya’s reading is so much
out-of-the-way that it needs not to be quoted here.

6 There seems to be no d-sign on the da.
7 The vertical stroke at the bottom of ho appears to be accidental.
8 [Cf. Liiders, Acta Orientalia.]
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lished by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya [— R. D. Banerji 1
], JPBAS 5.1909,

p. 243 f. No 10a and b + pi. 11. The inscription. A was treated again by
Liiders, SPAW 1913, p. 422f. = Phil. Xnd., p. 250f.[, who subsequently

edited the second line of A, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 24].

Text

A 1 (ku) d[a]nam 2 v[ai]svasikasya 3 V[a]kamihirasya 4 saha 5

putrena H[o]ra[munadh]va[re]na 6

2 imena dev[a]ddharmaparitya[k]ena 7 ac[a]lam*[i]s[u]r[y]a-

ta[ya] 8 bhav[a]t[u]

B d[a]nam 9 Vakamihiraputrasya H[ar]amarddaphara[s]y[a] 10
..

Tkanslation

A The gift ofthe visvasikaVakamihira together with (his
)
sonHoramuna-

dhvara( ? ) .By this donation ofa pious giftnlet the sovereigntybe unshaken

!

B The gift of Haramarddaphara (Horamurddapham), the son of

Vakamihira.

1 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]
2 Here again ddnam is preceded by a sign two horizontal strokes of which are

pretty distinct. It is perhaps not quite impossible that it was ku, the abbreviation
of kumbhalco.

3 Bandyopadhyaya: vidvasikasya
, but here the vowel-sign of the first letter

seems to be -ai .

4 [The first letter has a top-stroke to the left. From the purely graphical point
of view it may be read as ve .]

5 Bandyopadhyaya : saha, but there is no d-stroke attached to the ha.
6 Bandyopadhyaya: Horamudakharena. The reading of the name is extremely

difficult. The o-sign of h[o

]

is blurred, but certain, and the -d-sign of [mu] is pro-
bable. The fourth aksara can be read only as na, and there is no r-stroke visible

on the top of the letter. The next aksara is a ligature, the lower part of which is

clearly -va. The upper letter may possibly be dha [or pha, cf. Biihler, Indische
Falaeographie, Tafel III 19,3—4 and 27, 1;5]. No less doubtful is the sixth
aksara. It may be read as ra instead of re ; there is no hook at the bottom of the
vertical and the e-sign is indistinct.

7 The stroke which gives the va the appearance of vd may be an accidental
flaw. The r- of rma is expressed by two r-signs placed one above the other \_de-

v[a]ddharrma-T\. Bandyopadhyaya read -parityagena, but the reading tyake
seems to be certain, although the lower portion of the ka has partly disappeared
owing to the peeling off of the stone. The last aksara, which is no doubt meant for
na, looks more like ta.

8 Bandyopadhyaya read doubtfully acala hita sulchaye which, of course, is

impossible. The writing is here so much blurred that it can be deciphered only
with the help of the corresponding passage in § 61 : L. 141. Under these circum-
stances the reading midu instead of the correct maidva cannot be called certain.

9 The top-stroke of the da is so much lengthened to the left that the aksara
looks almost like de.

19 Here the ha and the ma seem to have no vowel-signs, but apparently only by
fault of the engraver. Bandyopadhyaya ’s reading Horamudkhapharusya is
imaginary.

11 [Cf. Liiders, Acta Orientalia.]
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The inscriptions §60:L.127, §61: L. 141, and §62:L.128, as far as

they are incised on the square bases, present extraordinary difficulties

partly due to the extreme slovenliness of the engraving and partly due
to the faultiness of the language increased by singularities in spelling.

If instead of deyadharmapari
t
ycigena we find devadharmmaparitydgena,

devvadharmapa (r)l(tyag) enam ,
devaddharmaparityakena [-rrma- ? ] , I

am convinced that the substitution of deva, devva or even devdd for

deya has to be accounted for only by the writer's ignorance of the
language. 1 In § 60:L. 127 the sentence concludes correctly acalam*aisva-
ryyam bhavatu, but in §61 : L. 141 the words have been replaced by
acalam*aisvaryatayam bhavvatu and similarly in §62: L. 128. Probably
the writer wanted to say acalaisvaryatayai bhavatu .

I suspect that these linguistic imperfections have to do with the fact

that the donors were of foreign extraction. The father's name proves
him to be of Iranian descent. Vakamihira is naturally to be divided
into vaha and mihira

,
and mihira of course corresponds to Persian mihr.

The spelling mihira in §60: L. 127 and §61 : L. 141 is due to a tendency
of writing the long vowel, observable also in other inscriptions of this

time. 2 The first constituent vaha is spelled vvaga in §61: L. 141 with
that strange doubling of v which is found in the same inscription also

in devva

-

and bhavvatu
,
and with ga instead of ha which has its counter-

part in the spelling -parityahena in §62:L. 128. Perhaps vaga is the

more accurate spelling, and this vaga is identical with the first constituent

of the personal name Vagramareg(r)a
,

Vag(r)amareg(r)a, Vagrama-
rig(r)a- in the Wardak Vase inscription (CII 2, 1, p. 170 No 86). That
this name is a compound of vagra and maregfrja is proved by the occur-

rence of the second member not only in the name Hasthund Mareg(r)a
in this inscription, but also as a separate personal name in the Kharosthi
documents 3 of Cad/oda

4

No 431 and 432.

The appellation of Vakamihira's son is also distinctly Iranian. In
each of the three inscriptions on the square bases it is spelt in a different

way. Only the reading in §60:L.127 is perfectly clear and reliable, and
this form has therefore to be taken as the base of explanation. In the

paper I have quoted above (SPAW 1913, p. 420 ff. = Phil. Ind., p. 249 ff.),

I have identified Horamurnda with horamurta occurring in the Maniki-

ala inscription (CII 2, 1, p. 149 No 76). There the general Lala is called

the horamurta of the ksatrapa Vespasi, the horamurta in the Ksatrapa's

own vihdra. b In the Taxila Copper-plate (CII 2, 1, p. 28 No 13) Patika,

1 [Cf. Luders, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 24.]
2 Cf. Huv[lJskasya v[l]hare in §31:L. 62, bhiksusya and SahghamUra-

sadevih[d]rlsa in §45:L. 40, prahaniJcdnam and -paritydgen[a

]

in §46:L. 126,

Buddhamitras(y)a in §58:L. 125o, bhiks[u]sya Buddharaksitasya in §40:Xt. 133.
3

. . . discovered by Sir Aurel Stein in Chinese Turkestan Pt 2 (1927), p. 156f.
4 [Cf. Luders, op. cit., p. 35 f.]
5 VeSpaHsa hsatrapasa horamurt[o ] sa tasa apanage vihare horamurto.
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the son of the ksatrapa Liaka Kusuluka, is called mahadanapati (i. e.

mahadanapati ). It thus becomes probable that horamurta, which is

certainly no Indian word, is an Iranian equivalent of danapati, and this

agrees well with the fact that in the Saka language of Khotan hora is

the ordinary word for
4 gift

3
. Moreover, in the Mathura Lion Capital

inscription (CII 2, 1, p. 48 No 15) the queen Ayasia Karnuia is said to

have made some donations together with the harem and the retinue

of horahas (horakaparivarena) where horaha seems to be an abbreviated

form of horamurta. 1 As hora is not a common Iranian word, but confined

to the Saka language, horamurta would have to be considered a Saka
term, which is quite in harmony with its occurrence in inscriptions dating

from the time of the rule of the Sakas as well as of the Kusans who,
whatever their nationality may have been, certainly to a large extent

used the Saka language.

As regards the second member of the compound horamurta
,
no such word

as murta in the sense of pati has turned up hitherto in the Saka language
itself. However, in Sanskrit we find a word, evidently taken from the

Saka language, similar in sound which has the meaning of lord3

, i. e.

murunda . Murunda occurs several times as the name of a dynasty or

of a tribe in Indian literature and also in Greek and Latin works, but
a passage in the Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta (CII 3, p. 1

No 1, line 23), where Sakamurunda appears in a compound with daiva-

putrasahisahanusahi
,
leaves no doubt that murunda originally was a

title used by Saka princes. Konow (SPAW 1916, p. 791), is of the opinion
that Sai-wang, which in the Han Annals is the typical term for the Sakas, 2

is the Chinese rendering of Sakamurunda . Moreover, Levi 3 has shown
that mao-lun

,
which in a Chinese encyclopedia is mentioned as a title of

an Indian king of the third century A. IX, is a transliteration of murunda
,

and Konow has identified murunda with muroda
,
the title given to

Kaniska in the Zeda inscription (CII 2, 1, p. 145 No 75; cf. p. 142f.).

On the other hand, in the Brahmi inscriptions the usual title both of
Sodasa and of the Saka rulers of Western India is svamin , and we can
hardly help looking on this term as the Sanskrit equivalent of murunda

,

which in that case would have the meaning of ‘lord3
.

The conclusion we have arrived at so far would seem to be confirmed
by the occurrence of Horamurndaga in §60: L. 127, murnda and murunda
being obviously identical. The variant found in §61: L. 141, Horamu-

rdvaga
,
provided it is read correctly, I cannot satisfactorily explain at

present and I can only draw attention to some facts which may be apt
to elucidate them in future. The strange insertion of va has a parallel

1 [Cf. Luders, JRAS 1909, p. 650f.]
2 Franke : Beitrage aus chinesischen Quellen zur Kenntnis der Turkvolker mid

Skythen Zentralasiens (Abh. d. Kgl. Pr. Akad. d. Wiss. 1904, Phil. u. hist. Abh. 1),
p. 54.

2 Melanges Charles de Harlez, 1896, p. 176ff.
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in such spellings as svarva- for sarva-, araJiatvanam for arahatdndm,
svavaccharasvate for samvatsarasate, svdvika for sdvikd (drdvikd) in the
Mathura inscription List No 78, and perhaps it is not by mere chance
that this inscription also originates from persons some of whom were
certainly foreigners. It is quite possible also that the second sound
rendered in the Brahmi script by nda had a peculiar timbre in the Saka
language. At any rate, it is noteworthy that, as pointed out by
Hoernle (JRAS 1911, p. 460) *, all the syllabaries of the Saka alphabet
invariably write nda in the place of the simple da which would seem to

show that nda denoted a somewhat modified da. Under these circum-
stances it would not be surprising if dva also was used to render this

sound, as it appears to have happened in Horamurdvaga in §61: L.

141, and if instead of rnda also the simpler spelling rda or rdda was
chosen as in Horamurddapharasya ,

H

(

o*) ram (u*) rddapharasya of the
torus inscriptions (B of §60: L. 127, §61: L. 141, §62: L. 128) or even
rta as in horamurta of the Manikiala inscription (CII 2, 1, p. 149 No 76).

The spelling Horamunadhvara in §62: L. 128(A) may be left out of

consideration, the reading being very uncertain.

Unfortunately the difficulties are not at an end here. That the base
inscriptions (A) and the torus inscriptions (B) were incised by different

persons is proved already by the diversity of the script. But there are

inconsistencies also in their statements. Whereas according to the base
inscriptions (A) Vakamihira was the principal donor and his son only
his associate, the torus inscriptions (B) ascribe the donation to the son
alone. Evidently one of the two sets of inscriptions was engraved after

some change in the apportionment of the shares of the gift had taken
place.

Of more importance is the difference in the designation of the son. I

was formerly inclined to take horamurndaga as a title.

2

Impressions of

the torus inscriptions were not accessible to me at that time, but now
it is perfectly clear from them that the name of the son was Horamurda-

'phara
,
phara being the word which is frequently found at the end of

Iranian names, as e. g. in Guduvhara in the so-called Takht-i-Bahi in-

scription (CII 2, 1, p. 62 No 20, 1) and which corresponds to Avestan
hvarona. But in that case Horamurndaga cannot be anything but an
abbreviated form of Horamurndaphara, z which may be reflected also

in the doubtful Horamunadhvara in §62: L. 128. Now it cannot
be denied that a personal name meaning 'having the splendour of a

lord of gifts
3 4 sounds a little unusual, and so the question arises whether

1 [Cf. below p. 100, n. 1.]
2 [SPAW 1913, p. 42 Iff. = Phil. Ind., p. 250ff]
3 [In a paper, published in 1940 (Acta Orientalia 18, p. 24), Liiders, referring

to the inscriptions § 60: L. 127, § 61: L. 141, § 62: L. 128, called Vakamihi-
ra’s son Horamurndapharna or Horamurndaga.]

4 [Compare: Liiders, Phil. Ind., p. 787 note on p. 252.]

7 77C1 Abh. Phil. Hist. HI., 3. F., Nr. 47, Liidersf-Janert
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Translation

By the treasurer of svmnin mahalcsatrapa Somdasa, a Brahman of

the Segrava (Saigrava) gotra, a tank, the western tank of these twin

tanks, a reservoir, a grove, a pillar, and this (?) stone-slab (were caused

to be made).

The reconstruction of the sentence requires some additional words,

such as Jcarita ;
and as the personal name of the Brahman also is missing,

the lost portion of the inscription may be larger than assumed above.

The spelling of the name of the mahalcsatrapa, which I take to be

^omdasa, is peculiar. In the record List No 59 the correct reading is un-

doubtedly Sodasasa, in §115:L.82a we read 6oda[sa](sya). On the Ma-
thura Lion Capital (CII 2, 1, p. 48 No 15) we have Sudase and Sudise,

and as regards coin legends, Bapson has stated (JRAS 1903, p. 289, note 3)

that, whenever the name is legible, the first alcsara seems to be So. How-
ever, I think that on that account the reading Somdasasya in the present

inscription need not be given up. The mahalcsatrapa certainly bears a
Saka name, and in the Saka language the da appears to have had a
nasal timbre, as in all syllabaries of the Saka alphabet invariably nda
takes the place of the simple da 1

. It is therefore quite possible that the
inherent nasal twang of the da was here expressed by the anusvara.

The correct Sanskrit name of the gotra would be Saigrava. According
to the Ganapatha the Saigrava gotra is referred to by Panini in 2, 4, 67
and 4, 1, 104, and H. Kern has identified Saigrava with Pali Siggava, the
name of the patriarch who conferred the upasampadd ordination on the
great Tissa Moggaliputta. 2

The designation ganjavara, Persian ganjwar , occurs in the form of
gamnavara in No 310 of the Kharosthi Inscriptions discovered by Sir

Aurel Stein in Chinese Turkestan (Oxford 1920, p. 113), and later in the
RajatarahginI 5, 177 and Ksemendra3

s Lokaprakasa.3

140
Facsimile: below p. 287 f.

§65 0 5

Fragmentary inscription on the rim of a large rectangular slab one
comer of which is broken off, doubtlessly from the Jamalpur mound
(cf. above p. 68) and now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (E 4).

1 [Cf. above p. 97.] Hoernle, IRAS 1911, p. 460. Ibid., p. 464 Hoernle quotes
from Saka texts vaindarya = vaidurya

, garunda-grahd = garuda-graha, vai-
nffindti-ndakani «= vetadi-dakani. [Cf. also Liiders, SPAW 1913, p. 422, 5 = Phil. Ind.,
p. 251,5.] For a different explanation of nda see Konow, SPAW 1912, p. 1130.

3 Geschiedenis van het Buddhisme in Indie, vol. 2 (1884), p. 266, note = Der
Buddhismus . . libers, von Jacobi Band 2 (1884), p. 331, note.

3 [Cf. Kalhana’s RajatarahginI, transl. by M. A. Stein, vol. 1 (1900), p. 210, 177.]
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In the Hoernle collection there is an impression which shows that
at the time when it was taken, the inscription was more complete than
it is at present.

As stated above (cf. p. 58), Cunningham refers to the inscription ASI
[Ann.] Rep. 1. 1871, p. 238f. Dowson mentions it JRAS 5. 1870, p. 188
No 28, but he is unable to decipher more than a few words.
The inscription was edited for the first time, but without a translation

by R. D. Banerji, Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10, p. 118f. No 13 + pi. 2, and again
by Liiders, JRAS 1912, p. 154ff.

Text

A ///.opavane 1 Srikunde s[va]ke 2 vihare Kakatikanam pacanah
niyataka

—

3 nanatra vastusmi 4 samkkalayitavyah sam-
nghapr[a]kitehi vyavaharihi upathapito yesam n[ima.i] 5

B Sthavarajata — B[u]d(dh)araksit[a] 6 — Jivasiri — Buddha-
dasa— Samnghar[a]ks[i]t[a—

]

7

C — Bh[a]rmmavar[m]ma— [B]u[d]dha[d]eva8— Sukhil[a9—
]///

1 It is impossible to say bow many letters are missing at the beginning of the
inscription. The letter before pa is now completely lost, but in the older impression
the right half of the o-sign is visible.

2 The he touches the preceding and the following letter, svake vihare seems to

have been corrected from an original svavihdre or perhaps eve vihare .

3 I formerly read niyatakah , but what I took to be the visarga is more probably
the sign of punctuation and a fissure in the stone.

4 The reading vastueei must be given up. The d-sign of vd is distinct, and
from the older impression it is almost certain that the last aksara was smi,
not ssi.

5 The right half of tha and the following letters have now disappeared, but are

quite distinct in the older impression with exception of the last two ahsaras .

The first letter of the last word looks like ni, but it is just possible that the upper
portion of the vowel-sign is merely a fissure in the stone and that the letter was
nd. The last but one aksara is blurred and very doubtful. It may have been pa, or

ha, or possibly ma

,

as the original reading was perhaps yesam ndmdni. The older

impression shows at the beginning of line B a curved line which I was formerly
inclined to take as the rest of ya, but which is more likely an £-sign belonging to

the writing in line A.
6 Six letters, from sthd to b[u], are now missing. In the older impression the

reading of the first four ahsaras is certain. Instead of ta I formerly read tra as the
last aksara of the first word, but now I consider it more likely that the apparent
subscript -ra is merely due to a corrosion of the stone which has caused also the
partial loss of the 'W-sign of b[u] and the complete loss of the subscript -dha of

jBuddharaksita .

7 [In the impression the 2-sign of ks[i

]

is faintly visible. At the top of the third

and fifth ahsaras, read by Liiders as ra and ta, there are long strokes slanting to

the right which the author apparently took as being accidental.]
8 [In the older impression the va is distinctly visible.]
9 I formerly read akhila , but the first aksara is more probably su as was assumed

already by Banerji.
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Translation

The cooking stone of the Kakatikas, which is permanently fixed in

their vihara in the . .
.
park at Srikunda (SriTcunda

)

(and) which is not

to he transferred to another dwelling place, has been put up by the

commissioners of the Community, the merchants, whose [names are] (?)

Sthavarajata, Buddharaksita, Jivasiri (Jivasri), Buddhadasa, Samngha-

raksita
(
Sangharaksita ), Dharmmavarmma (

Dharmavarman), Buddha-

deva, Sukhila

Kakatika seems to be the name of a local Buddhist school. As regards

the term samnghaprakitehi, see the remarks on p. 84.

125d
Facsimile: below p.289

§ 66 K 166

Inscription on the base of a fragmentary image found in clearing a
well at the village of Jamalpur. 1 It is at present preserved in the Ma-
thura Museum. The fragment consists of the lower portion of a corpulent

person seated in front, with another corpulent male figure of smaller

size squatting between its feet. Vogel is apparently inclined to take the

large figure as representing a male person, but judging from the photo-
graph, it wears anklets, which would point to its being some female
goblin.

The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cat, Mus. Math. 1910, p. 120

(G 10).

Text

[$]r(i)gatapara 2 Buddhadarsavpy] (a) 3

Vogel took the two words to be the names of the donors, but they
have not the appearance of being ordinary personal names, and for

that reason it is also unlikely that they are the names of the sculptors.

The inscription probably refers to the sculpture and will have to be
interpreted in connection with it. At present, however, I cannot suggest
any explanation that would satisfy myself.

1 [Cf. above p. 60.]
2 Vogel reads the first aksara as [su], but the supposed ^-stroke has a distinct

hook to the left and can therefore only be meant for a subscript -ret. The upper portion
of the aksara is much defaced. From the traces that are visible the reading
is probable [but the -2-sign is uncertain].

3 Vogel reads BuddhadarSava . I think that an $-sign was attached to the va
[but it may be also only the sign for -£]. After the last but one aksara the left
half of the ya is still preserved.
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146
Facsimile: below p. 289

§67 0 6

Inscription on the base of the image of a standing Buddha from the
Jamalpur mound, now in the Mathura Museum.
The inscription was edited by Growse, JASB 47, 1 . 1878, p. 130 No 1 -f-

pl. 21, and Mathura2 1880, p. 107, p. 155 + pi. facing p. 106, by Vogel,
Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 50 (A 5), with a reproduction of the image on
pi. 9. The statue is figured also in G. Le Bon, Les Civilisations de lTnde
1887°, fig. 94; ASI Ann. Rep. 1922/23, pi. 39b, Vogel, Sculpture de
Mathura 1930, pi. 32, etc.

Text
1 deyadharmo^yam Sakyabhikso Yasadinnasya yad*atra pu-

nyam taddbhavatu ma-
2 tapittro acaryopaddhyayanam ca sarwasatvanuttarajhana-

vaptaye 1
||

Translation

This is the religious gift of the Sakya monk Yasadinna (
YaSodatta)*

Whatever religious merit there is in the (gift), let it be for the attain-

ment of supreme knowledge by (his) parents and (his) teachers and
preceptors (and) all sentient beings.

The inscription is written in Gupta characters ofthe fifth century A. D.

136
Facsimile: below p. 289

§68 K196
Inscription on the dome of a miniature Buddhist Stupa, presumably

from the Jamalpur site, 2 preserved in the Allahabad Public Library
until 1907 and now in the Mathura Museum. A photograph of the stone

was reproduced by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, pi. 4, Sculpture de

Mathura 1930, pi. 5a.

The inscription was edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870,

p. 129 No 13 + pi. 5, by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 187 No 20 + pL,

by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 166 (N 1).

Text
N[u]sapriyaye 3 Suranasya 4 ditu

1 Apparently meant for: sarvvasatvdnam^anuttarajnandvdptaye.
2 [Cf. the later remarks by Liiders above p. 60.]
3 I think Vogel is right in reading the first aksara as nu, though the u-sign

is not very distinct.
4 Vogel : /Suranasya,but the a-strokes onthe top oftheraandthenaarepretty clear.
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Translation

(The gift) of Nusapriya, the daughter of Surana.

Surana appears to be an Iranian name.

<91j>

Facsimile: below p. 289

§69 K97

Inscription on the front (a) and on the reverse side (b) of a railing

pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Lucknow Provincial Mu-
seum (B 88).

Text

a siraha 1

b ///vasa/// 2

I fail to see the meaning of the inscription (a) which seems to be

complete.

91b
Facsimile: below p. 289

§ 70 K 113

In his Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 150 (J 41), Vogel describes the frag-

ment of a railing pillar, now in the Mathura Museum, which was found
in clearing a well at the village of Jamalpur.3 It is figured in VogeFs
Sculpture de Mathura 1930, pi. 2 Id.

On one side the fragment is carved with a prostrate dwarf on whose
back a female figure is standing of which only the feet remain. On the
obverse is a panel enclosed between pilasters. It shows an owl seated
on a stool and two monkeys pouring water on its head. Vogel has shown
that the scene probably represents the Ulukajataka (cf. BEFEO 9.

1909, p. 530; offprint p. 21 f.).

Below the panel is a symbol which Vogel (Cat. Mus. Math.) takes to
be the numeral 30. I can detect no resemblance of the sign to that
figure. It is distinctly the letter

ha

1 The reading of the second aJcsara is doubtful. The ^'-sign too is not quite
certain.

2 [Concerning this line Liiders later on wrote on the margin of his manuscript

:

dana, i. e. he then took what he formerly understood as sa as two aJcsaras. In this
way we would have to read (b) as ///vadana///.]

3 [Cf. above p. 60.]
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and I would suggest that it refers to the sculptor who has marked his

work with the first letter of his name, since on other railing pillars, in

exactly the same place, we find inscriptions which apparently are the
signatures of the artists. 1

<91i>

Facsimile: below p. 289

§71 K103

On a railing pillar from the Jamalpur mound, now in the Lucknow
Provincial Museum (B 92), there is incised the figure

5

6. Mound on the Circular Road

Growse states 2 that in 1874 he proceeded to explore a very large

mound 3 situated about a quarter of a mile to the south-west of the
Jamalpur mound, but the excavations yielded only a mass of broken
bricks of very large size, a massive stone slab and the rounded pedestal

of a pillar.

Close to it, about half a mile due west of the Jamalpur mound, on
the border of the Circular Road there is a smaller mound 4 which seems
to have been the site of a Buddhist sanctuary. Here were found, only

half buried in the soil, the lower portions of two large figures, the one
a seated Bodhisattva, the other a female figure with a child in her lap.

The pedestal of the Bodhisattva figure hears the inscription §72: L.88
noticed below. It is in pre-Kusan characters, and if the spot where the
figure was found was really its original place, the sanctuary which once
stood on the site of this mound must date from pre-Kusan times.

88
Facsimile: below p. 290

§ 72 Ksa 16

Fragmentary inscription on the upper rim of the pedestal of a Bodhi-
sattva image from the mound on the Circular Road, now in the Lucknow
Provincial Museum (B 18).

1 Cf. § 77: L. 125i, § 145: L. 125j, § 146: L. 125f, § 147: L. 125g, § 148: L 91c,

§ 149: L. 125h.
2 Growse, Mathura1 1874 Pt 1, p. 78; Pt 2, p. 175; Mathura2 1880, p. 106.
3 Marked “a” in the Map of the Environs of Mathura: Growse, Mathura1 1874

Pt 1, facing p. 72. [Cf. below p. 254.]
4 Marked “b” in the Map.
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The date of the inscription was read by Growse, Mathura1 1874 Pt 2,

p. 175 (cf. also Pt 1, p. 78), Ind. Ant. 6. 1877, p. 219 No 9 + pi., Mathu-

ra2 1880, p. 106 + pi. facing p. 108, and by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.]

Rep. 17. 1884, p. 108. A reading ot the whole inscription, as far as it is

possible, was published by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya [= R. D. Banerji 1
],

JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 272 f. No 2, and again, now under the name of R. D.

Banerji, Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10, p. 109 No 2 + pi. 1. [The pedestal is

figured in: van Lohuizen, The 'Scythian
3
Period 1949, pi. 21, 34.]

Text

///
2 [va]rsamase 2 divase 6 [a] 3 [nena] B[o]disato 4

^

p[r]atis[th]apito mi r.a .[i] .. [h]a .e [y]e .... [va v]o

5

.. ..///

Translation-

in the 2nd month of the rainy season, on the 6th day a
Bodhisattva was set up by ...na

1 [Cf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]
2 About 12 ahsaras seem to be lost at the beginning.
3 Of this letter only faint traces are preserved and the reading is not certain.

There are no signs of the armsvdra above the next aksaras, which are almost com-
pletely destroyed, and the reading a[syam purvvaydm] suggested by Banerji is

therefore doubtful.
4 This is the reading of the word as far as it is preserved, hut it is possible that

the original reading was boddhisatvo, the subscript letters -dha and -va being broken
off, just as in the following word the subscript -ra of pra and the subscript -tha of
stha have completely disappeared and can be inferred only from the down-strokes
of the mdirkds pa and sd,

6 The words after p[r]atis[th]apito were read md[ta pitihi sa>]hd by Banerji.
This is mere fancy. I am unable to make out the meaning of the passage, but the
reading of the signs which are not enclosed in brackets may be called certain. —
There was no second line of writing.
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1 .

(29a)

Facsimile: below p. 290

§73 K20

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a statue of a seated Bodhi-

sattva of which only the right leg and left foot are preserved. The stone

was discovered by Pandit Radha Krishna in the City of Mathura and
is now in the Mathura Museum (No 1558).

The inscription consists of three lines, two being incised on the upper

rim and the third on the lower rim of the pedestal, but as the proper

left half of the base is missing, only the first half of the three lines is

preserved.

The record was briefly noticed 1 by Sir John Marshall, AST Ann. Rep.

1918/19, 1. 1921, p. 25, and ASI Ann. Rep. 1919/20. 1922, p. 41, with

a reproduction of the stone on pi. 17b. It was edited by D. R. Sahm,
JRAS 1924, p. 399f. No 1.

Text

1 (ma)harajasya Kan[i]ksasya 2 savachare 20 hematam[a]se 3 4

divase 4
///

2 [de]va[la]ye 5 Bodhisat[v]o 6 p[r]atith[a]pito 7 Goti 8
///

3 [ma]tap[i]t[i]na[m] saha tapi [pata] 9
///

1 Cf. also: ASI Ann. Rep. Northern Circle, Hindu and Buddhist Monuments,
for 1918/19°, which is not accessible to me.

2 [In the impressions which are now in our collection the ^‘-sign of the second

ahsara is not discernible. According to these estampages we would have to trans-

literate the letter as na or n(i).]
3 Sahni: masa. The a-sign of md is doubtful, but the e-sign of se distinct.
4 [As the second ahsara may be read as rva Liiders later on wrote on the margin

of his manuscript :] dirvaie .

5 Sahni: devacaye. I am not sure if the first ahsara is de, the first letter of

divase showing a different shape and the e-sign being very faint. The ahsara looks

more like an initial u. The third letter seems to be la [or bha].
6 The dhi is badly shaped and the subscript ~va of the fourth ahsara is uncertain.
7 Sahni: patithapito , but part of the subscript -ra is preserved, and there seems

to be an d-sign to the right of the tha.
8 Sahni: Gothi. The second ahsara may be ta or ti, but not thi.

9 This line is much less distinct than the first two lines, and the reading is very

difficult. Sahni reads the first word as matapiti[h]L The 't-signs of pi and ti are

very faint, but possible; the last letter, however, is certainly not hi, but na . The
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Translation

In the year 20 of maharaja Kaniksa (!), in the 4th month of winter,

on the .. day, the Bodhisattva was set up at the temple (?) by
of (his) parents together with

(31a>

Facsimile: below p. 290

§74 K24
Fragmentary inscription on the lower rim of the pedestal of a headless

image of a seated Buddha which was found in the City of Mathura 1 and
acquired by Pandit Radha Krishna in 1918/19 for the Mathura Museum
(No 1557).

The inscription was briefly noticed by Sir John Marshall, ASI Ann.
Rep. 1918/19, 1. 1921, p. 25, and ASI Ann. Rep. 1919/20. 1922, p. 41,

with a photolithograph of the statue (pi. 17a). It was edited by D. R.
Sahni, Ep. Ind. 19. 1927/28, p. 66 No 1 + pi.

Text

1 —2 siddham sa 20 2 gr 2 di 30 asyam pu[r]vv[a]yam 3 Pravarika-

vihar[e] B[u]ddha[pra]ti[ma] pra[ti]stapitam 4

2

s[y]a dhi 5

Translation

Success ! In the year 22, in the 2nd (month) of summer, on the
30th day, on this date, the image of Buddha was set up in the
Pravarikavihara (vihdra of the cloakmakers) by the daughter (?)

of

anusvara above the na is uncertain. — After saha, which is certain, Sahni reads

:

napi, but the first aksara seems to be ta. Perhaps the original reading was: saha
tehi prati(thdpito), but the first two letters after saha look more like tapi

,

and
the subscript -ra of the third aksara and the -i-sign of the fourth are very
doubtful.

1 [Cf. V. S. Agrawala, Buddha and Bodhisattva Images in Mathura Museum,
JUPHS 1948, p. 45 (1557). He states that “the present image was found at
Madhubana-Maholi”.]

2 Sahni transliterates the horizontal stroke by: om, but I doubt that this
meaning was attached to it.

3 Sahni: purvvaya/m
, but there is no u-sign at the top of the ya .

4 Sahni: pratistdpita
, but the anusvara is quite distinct.

5 In this line only the top-lines of some letters are preserved. Sahni reads:
. .

.
[samdhi] . . . , but the dot over the sa is probably accidental, and there seems to

have been a subscript -ya attached to the sa. Perhaps dhi is to be restored to
dhi (td)

,

but there seems to be an anusvara above the letter following dhi.
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<91e>

Facsimile: below p. 291

§75 Ksa28

Inscription on a slab from [Mathura City, now in the Mathura Museum
(No 2789).

The record, which is engraved in very large characters, was edited
by V. S. Agrawala JUPHS 10. 1937, p. 3 No 3.

Text

rajanapitasya Jadasa 1

Translation

Of the king’s barber Jada.

I see no reason why rdjandpita should be taken in the sense of “the
chief of barbers”, as suggested by Agrawala. Jadasa seems to be the geni-

tive of the personal name, although it is a little strange that the ending
should here be -sa

,
whereas in the preceding word it is -sya . Agrawala

thinks that the slab was a sign-board marking some building which
belonged to Jada, probably his house or shop.

2. From the Dhunsarpara Quarter

89a
Facsimile: below p. 291

§76 K 108

Fragmentary inscription of four lines on the upper (1. 1—2) and lower

(1. 3—4) rims of the pedestal of a seated [Buddha figure of which only

the lower portion is preserved with indication of the legs of an attendant.

The stone was acquired from the Dhunsarpara Quarter in Mathura
City and is now in the Mathura Museum.
The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 62

(A 64).

1

eta[sya] 3

Text

. [mase] 2 [p]ra[tha] 1 d[i]vas[e] 30

1 Agrawala: Jarasa, but the second letter cannot be m.
2 The two ahsaras are dimly visible.
3 The last letter may have been syam or syam.
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2 (purvayam) . ye 1 [Phal](gu)[ya]sa[sya] 2 va-

dh[uy]e 3 Devaraksi[t] .
4

.

.

3

[sa]r[va]sat[v]ahita- 5

4

Translation

(In the year . „.) in the first - 1 st - month of on the 30th day,

on this (date,)... (the gift) of..., the danghter-in-law of Phalguyasa

(Phalguyadas), the of Devaraksita for the welfare (and

happiness) of all sentient beings.

The date of the year is illegible. The abbreviation pratha is the same
as in List No 22. Devaraksita occurs in the inscriptions as the name of

several men. Here also the donatrix would seem to be qualified in her

relation to some Devaraksita, probably as his daughter, but it is not

impossible that we have to restore Devaraksi[t] . ,
not as Devaraksi-

[t
](asya) , but as Devaraksi[t](dye) ,

and that Devaraksita was the name
of the donatrix.

3. From the Gopalpur Quarter

125i

Facsimile: below p. 291

§ 77 K 171

Inscription on a railing pillar obtained from a math in the Gopalpur
Quarter in Mathura City and now in the Mathura Museum. According
to Vogel the pillar is carved on one face with a male figure standing
in front under a balcony. He holds a bunch of flowers in his right

hand which is raised to the shoulder. The reverse is decorated with
two complete and one half lotus-rosette. Above the latter is the
inscription.

It was first read by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 156f. (J 68).

Text

Rama

1 The ye is certain.
2 Vogel read only pa sa. Although all letters are more or less damaged with

the exception of da, the reading of the name may be called certain. An examination
of the reverse of the impression clearly shows that the hook below the da is only
an accidental cut.

3 Vogel: vadhu[ye]

,

but the &-sign is highly probable.
4 The last sign is very indistinct.
5 Supply: sukhaye or sukhartham in the next line.
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From the position of the inscription it appears that it cannot possibly
refer to the person represented on the obverse, and as the name, which
undoubtedly in correct spelling would be Rama , is put down without
the ending of the genitive, I feel sure that it is not the name of the
donor, but of the sculptor who did the carving.

4. From the Dasavatari Gali

<149h>*
§78 G7

Fragmentary inscription on a lintel obtained from the Dasavatari
Gali in Mathura City, now in the Mathura Museum (No 2124).

The inscription was first brought to notice and published by Hirananda
Sastri, ASI Ann. Rep. 1930—34, 1. 1936, p. 208. It was edited again
by V. S. Agrawala, JUPHS 10. 1937, p. 5f. No 10.

Text

[t]trayasya 1 Mittravarmmaputtra 2 Nagaraklyasya yad^attra pu~
nyam matapi[t]tra sya 3 kalanuvarttamanasamvatsare 4 saptate 70 5

Bhadravadadivase saptavihse 6 20 7

Translation

of ... [t]traya, the son of Mittravarmman, the Nagarakiya
(native from Nagara or Nagaraka). What merit (there is) in this (gift),

let it be for (my) parents. In the current seventieth - 70to - year, on
the twenty-fourth - 24th - day of Bhadravada (Bhddrapada).

The preserved portion of the inscription seems to be only the con-

elusion of a longer record, but it is impossible to say how much is lost in

the beginning. V. S. Agrawala is probably right in identifying the native

place of the donor with Nagara (Nagarahara) near Jalalabad.

1 The first aksara was not noticed by Agrawala, but the reading given above
is not quite certain.

2 Here and in the following text Agrawala reads tra instead of ttra 9 which is

everywhere quite distinct.
3 Agrawala: mato , but the second aksara is distinctly td. The last two letters

can hardly be anything but ttrasya

;

although the reading intended, of course, is

mdtd'pittroh syat.
4 Agrawala : kdlena vartamdna. The third aksara is clearly nu.
5 Agrawala: saptatithe.
6 Agrawala: saptavimse

.

8 7761 Abh. Phil. Hist. Kl., 3. E., Nr. 47, Liidersf- Janert
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5. From the Mata Gall

<97c>

Facsimile: below p. 292

§79 KU5
This inscription is incised on a stone fragment found in the debris of

a house which fell down in 1917 in the Mata Gali of Mathura City. It

is now in the Mathura Museum (No 1350).

The fragmentary inscription was edited by D. R. Sahm, Ep. Ind. 19.

1927/28, p. 68 f. No 7 + pi.

Text

1 ///pHto 1 Cut[a]kavihare 2 vyasta///
2 ///[h](a)sahghikan[a] 3 dharmavalafm] 4

///

3 ///rsana 5
. .

6 k[s]aranika . .
7
..///

Translation

(there was) set up for the Mahasanghikas 8
,
the supporters (?)

of the Buddhist religion, residing (?) in the Cutakavihara (Cutaha-

vihara), a JcsdraniJca.

The inscription presents sundry difficulties, and I am by no means
sure that I have hit upon the right meaning. Only so much is clear that

it records the setting up of some object as a gift to the Mahasanghika
monks in the Cutakavihara

,
which D. R. Sahni has interpreted as Cutaka-

vihara, i. e. the Mango monastery. Sahni may also be right by explaining

1 To be restored as (pratisthd)p[i]to or a similar form.
2 [At the top of the second aksara there is a stroke slanting to the left which

may be accidental, otherwise the letter is to be read as £e.]

* [Of the first letter only the right part is preserved; to be restored as
(ma)[h] (a)-. The last ak§ara may be read as n[a].~\

4 Sahni: dharmava(ba)la- 9 but the a-sign of rma is quite distinct. The anu-
svdra is not quite certain, but probable.

5 Sahni
: [vaJrsand , but the a-sign of rsd is unmistakable. It is not quite impos-

sible that there is an anusvdra above the nd, although on the reverse of the im-
pression it is quite indistinct.

6 Regarding this sign see the remarks in the flowing text.
7 Sahni: karunika. The subscript -sa of k[s]a , though somewhat damaged,

appears to be certain. On the other hand, the u-sign of the second aksara is ex-
tremely doubtful and apparently only a flaw in the stone. After k[sJaranika three
dots are faintly visible. They possibly represent an initial i, or if one of them should
be accidental, the msarga, but they may after all be meaningless. [One of the
rubbings of our collection (cf. below p.292) shows after the dots the remnants of an
aksara which may be read as [m]. or as [m]

.
[m]

.

Therefore the reading
(a)[rri] seems to be not impossible.]

8 [Cf. Liiders, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 19.]
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vydstd/fj at the end of the first line as a misspelling for vdsta- and supply-
ing (-vyanam).

But I cannot follow him in restoring the last four aksaras at the end
of the second line as dharmava(ba) la-[vrddhyartham*]

,

4

‘for the increase
of the religious merit and strength’’. Apart from the fact that the second
aksara is rmd and the fourth probably lam, dharma can hardly mean
“religious merit” and the misspelling vala for bala is, at any rate,

unusual at this time. I would suggest to restore the word as dhar?na-

vala[m](bdnam) and to consider it as qualifying (Ma) [h](d)sdnghi-
k(d)n(dm) , although such an epithet does not seem to occur in liter-

ary sources.

The last line is even more puzzling. K[sJdranika I take to mean the
object of the grant. The word is unknown, but, as Salmi states, the
stone on which the inscription is engraved probably formed part of a
chamiel for carrying off water and, as we should naturally expect the
inscription to record the gift of this channel, we may perhaps venture
to assign the meaning of "channel’ to ksaranika. 'From, the etymological

point of view this would not be unlikely, ksaranika being evidently

derived from the root ksar ‘to flow’.

Before kfsJdranika there is a most peculiar sign. It has the appearance
of a quadrangle with a cross in the middle and a long vertical line added
to the right. Sahni takes it to be the symbol for 91 and restores the
preceding syllables Hjrsdnd as (vajrsdnd . Sahni’s interpretation, of course,

cannot be called impossible, although the sign for 90 generally is more
rounded and the sign for 1 ought not to be j oined to the sign for 90, but I

cannot believe that 91 years should have been mentioned here and that

this should be the date of the inscription, as suggested by Sahni, as a
date would seem to be quite out of place in the context.We might rather

expect that rain-water should be spoken of in connection with the channel,

but I am unable to offer a satisfactory explanation of this passage.

Would it be possible that the strange sign was a letter that was crossed

out by the engraver?

6. From the Gau-Ghat Well

<97b>
Facsimile: below p. 292

§ 80 Ksa 31

Inscription on a stone slab from the Gau-Qhat well in Mathura City

and now in the Mathura Museum (No 461). The slab is roughly dressed

on three sides. The inscription is engraved on the fourth side.

It was edited by IX R. Sahni, Ep. Ind. 19. 1927/28, p. 67 No 5

+ pi.

8 *
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Text

1 Bodhisatvo sfajha 1 matapitihi sfajha 1 upajhayena Dharmakena
2 salia atevasikehi2 sfajha 1 atevasinihi Sirivihare

3 acariyanam 3 Samitiyana parigrahe sarvabudhapujaye

Translation

The Bodhisattva (was set up) together with the parents, together

with the preceptor Dharmaka, together with the male pupils, together

with the female pupils, at the Sirivihara (Srivihdra) for the acceptance

of the Samitiya teachers for the worship of all Buddhas.

The inscription has the outward appearance of being complete, but

from the context there can be no doubt that the beginning, which con-

tained the name of the donor, must be lost. This part of the inscription

was probably engraved on the pedestal of the statue to which the slab

was attached.

7. From the Dalpat-ki-Khirki Mohalla

<23b>

Facsimile: below p. 293

§81

Inscription on the base of the image of a standing Buddha of which
only the feet and lower parts of the garment are preserved, discovered in

an elevated part of the Dalpat-ki-Khirki Mohalla in Mathura City, now in

the Patna Museum.
The record was edited by D. B. Sahni, Ep. Ind. 19. 1927/28, p. 96f.+ pi.

(showing the stone with the inscription).

Text

1 maharaja-devaputrasya Kaniskasya 4 samvatsare 10 4 Pausamasa-
divase 5 10 asmim divase pravarika 6-Ha[s]th(is)y(a)

1 [In three instances of this word the sa is written at the top of its left part
with a short but distinct stroke to the right.]

2 There is a distinct horizontal stroke below the right foot of the te. It
cannot be accidental. I would not deem it impossible that it is meant for a sub-
script -na and that the whole aksara is an attempt of writing nte. But it is perhaps
more natural to join the sign as anusvara with the na of the next line in acariyanam.

8 The second ak§ara is rather ca than cd.
4 Sahni: Kaniskasya, but the second aksara seems to be ni.
5 This is Sahni’s reading. There is a horizontal stroke below the sa which I

cannot account for.
6 Sahni: Prdvarika-. There is hardly an a-sign attached to the pra .
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2 bharyya 1 Samghila bhagavato Pitaro.ah.asya2 sammyasambuddhasya
svamatasya devasya pujarttham 1 pratmiam pratistha-

3 payati sarvvadukkhaprahanarttham3—
Translation

In the year 14 ofmaharaja devaputra Kaniska, on the 10th day of the
month Pausa, on this day, Samghila, the wife of the eloakmaker Hasthi
(JHastin), sets up the image for the veneration of the holy Pitamaha,
the Supremely Enlightened, the god who holds his own tenets, for the
cessation of all misery.

The inscription is peculiar in several respects.

The writing agrees in some points with that of the Mathura inscriptions

of the Kusan period. The na shows the form with the curved base-line,

which as a rule appears in the Mathura inscriptions, not the later looped
form which sporadically is found there.— Por sa the form with the
hook and the form with the loop are promiscuously used just as in the
Mathura inscriptions List No 1 22 (probably from the beginning ofthe Kusan
era), List No 32 (S. 25), §24: List No 38 (S. 33), List No 74 (S. 93). — The
ma, however, appears in the form which it has assumed in the Gupta
period. The letter is exactly the same as thema in a Mathura inscription

of the time of Candragupta II (CII 3, p. 25 ff. No 4).
4 — But the greatest

surprise is caused by the letters la and ha
,
which show the typical forms

of the eastern Gupta script. The central bar slants down to the base-line,

but the left part of the base-line is not yet rounded off and attached as

a loop to the central bar. I quite agree with D. R. Bhandarkar (Ep. Ind.

21. 1931/32, p. Iff.) when he asserts that we have no longer the right to

speak of an eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet. Our inscription de-

finitely proves that the letters la and ha existed in the eastern forms
already in the first half of the second century A. D. and that the eastern

sa began to develop at the same time. On the other hand we cannot
overlook the fact that the great majority of the inscriptions which

1 [In the inscription the anusvara is written in two different ways — either

as a horizontal stroke or as a dot above the respective ak§ara . — Judging from
the plate in the Ep. Ind. all instances of the superscript ra show at the top a
horizontal stroke to the right, which was read by Sahni as ra only in bharyya,

.

Beading in line 2 pujarttham, he apparently took it as the sign for the anusvara,
although his reproduction distinctly shows that the stroke just mentioned is

connected with the r- and that it is followed by a dot, certainly indicating the
anusvara, which for want of space is written in this case to the right of the aksara .

From the purely graphical point of view the aksara is to be transcribed as rtthdm „

just as the last aksara of the whole inscription where the anusvara is written as
a horizontal stroke to the left of the superscript ra.]

2 Sahni: pitamahasya, but the o-sign of ha is distinct.
3 Sahni: -prahanarttham, but na is distinct. [For the last aksara read by Sahni

as rttham, cf. above note 1. The same applies to the reading rwd.]
4 I see no reason why D. B. Bhandarkar, Ep. Ind. 21. 1931/32, p. 2, considers

this form of ma as belonging to the eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet.
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show the peculiar forms of the three letters sa, la and ha come from the

east,1 and it is therefore in all probability that part of the country

which was the original home of the new mode of writing. There are

only two records from the western region which are written in the eastern

variety of the script, an inscription at Udayagiri of the time of Candra-

gupta II (CII 3, p. 34ff. No 6) and the inscription of Candra on the

iron pillar at Meharauli (CII 3, p. 139ff. No 32), but this anomaly can

be sufficiently explained. The Udayagiri inscription was caused to be

engraved by a minister of Candragupta II who calls himself expressly

a native of Pataliputra, and the inscription on the iron pillar, which
originally stood elsewhere, possibly near Harwar,2 is probably due to

some officer of Candragupta II.

3

Perhaps the use of the eastern characters in our inscription may be

accounted for in a similar way. It is not improbable that Samghila,

who dedicated the image, hailed from the east. At any rate the inscription

is couched in terms which are never found in the Mathura inscriptions,

but recur in the Buddhist inscriptions in the eastern part of the country.

The strange designation of Buddha as bhagavan Pitdmahah is found
again in an inscription from Deoriya (List No 910), where also the con-

cluding benedictory phrase is the same as in our record: bhagavat(o)

Pitdmahasa pratimd pratisthdpit(d) arya-Ttadiye (?) sisiniye TJgahakaye,

dukhaprahdnartha(m)*. Deoriva, a small village on the right bank of

1 A complete list of the inscriptions in the eastern script known up to 1926
will be found in my edition of the Kalpanamanditika of Kumaralata, p. 4. Since
that time another copperplate dated in S. 188 has turned up at Gunaighar. It
has been edited by D. Ch. Bhattacharyya, IHQ 6. 1930, p. 45 ff. I cannot agree
with T>. R. Bhandarkar, when he assigns the characters of the Mathura inscription
of Candragupta II (CII 3, p. 25 ff. Ho 4) to the eastern script (cf. Ep. Ind. 21.

1931/32, p. Ilf.). Not only the text letters sa, la, ha, but also na, na, sa appear
here in the western forms. The only peculiarity consists in the use of the ma in
the form of the Kusan inscriptions.

2 Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute 8. 1927°, p. 172 ff.

3 As pointed out by D. R. Bhandarkar (Ep. Ind. 21, p. 2), in the very carelessly
engraved Gadha (Jasdan) inscription (Ep. Ind. 16.1921/22, p. 237f.), dated in
the year 127 or 126 (A. E>. 205 or 206), ha is written four times in the western,
twice in the eastern fashion, in ma[ha]ksa[tra*]pasya in 1.4 and in JRudraslha -

[putra*]sya in 1. 5. Evidently the engraver endeavoured to show his acquaintance
with different alphabets. For ma also he has promiscuously used the older and the
later forms. [For the ma in the ‘Southern alphabet5 which has retained its ancient
form, but with a base-line which in certain cases has bent downwards, cf. also :] Ep.
Ind. 12. 1913/14, p. 317, 6 [= Mandasor inscription from the time of Naravarman].

4 [In 1873 Cunningham published a first reading of the inscription, ASI [Ann.]
Rep. 3. 1873, p. 48 No C.] Pitamaha seems to have survived as a name of Buddha
until later times. As pointed out by Hirananda Sastri (ASI Ann. Rep. 1928/29.
1933, p. 115f.) a stone inscription of the eleventh century A. D. unearthed at
Nalanda mentions the decoration of the monastery of Pitamaha at a place called
Coyandaka [= Nalanda inscription of Vipulasrimitra , ed. by N. G. Majumdar,
Ep. Ind. 21. 1931/32, p. 97—101, line 8: . . . CoyandaJce ... Pitdmahasya
viharikaydm navakarmma citram . . .].
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the Jamna, about ten miles to the south-south-west of Allahabad, is

situated within the domain of the eastern script, which accordingly
also is used in the inscription. About a mile to the south-east of Deoriya,
near the village of Mankuwar, Bhagvanlal Indraji discovered a seated
statue of Buddha, which on the pedestal bears an inscription in eastern
characters dated in S. 129 in the reign of Kumaragupta (CII 3, p. 45ff.

No 11). Here again the terminology to a large extent agrees with that
of our inscription : . . . bhagavato samyaJcsambuddkasya2 svamatdviruddhasya
iyam pratimd pratisthdpita bhiksu-Buddhamitrena sambat 100 20 9
maharaja-srl-Kivmaraguptasya rajye Jyesthamdsa di 10 8 sarvvaduhkkha-
prahdndrttham .

The term svamatdviruddha- ‘who was never refuted in respect of his

tenets’ helps even to understand the curious epithet svamatasya devasya,

assigned to the Buddha in our inscription. It means probably not ‘of

her own favourite deity’ as suggested by Sahni, but ‘of the god who
holds his own tenets’. The epithet deva as applied to the Buddha is

unique, but already in the Bharhut inscriptions List No 881 1 and 902
Buddha is called Mahddeva and the Mahavyutpatti (1, 16) cites Devdti-

deva as one of his names.
There is another remarkable difference between the present epigraph

and all other Brahml inscriptions of the Kusan period as regards the

date. Our inscription is the only record of that time which quotes the
month by its Hindu solar name instead of the season name. The reason

for this deviation from the common practice is not apparent.

8. From the Bharatpur State Mound

<143j >*

§82 K 214

Fragmentary inscription on a brokenpillarfromtheBharatpurStatemound
just behind the Mathura Museum building, now deposited in the Museum.
At the top of the pillar are four winged lions, one of which is broken.

Text
1 st[i]cehatram 3

2

Translation

post (?) and an umbrella.

1 [Cf. Luders, Bharhut und die buddhistische Literatur, 1941, p. 77ff. ; CII 2, 2, 1.]

2 [Cf. the Kosam inscription of the reign of maharaja Vaisravana of the year

107, ed. by N. G. Majumdar, Bp. Ind. 24. 1937/38, p. 146—148, line Ilf.: ... bhaga-

vato Pitamahasya sammyaksambuddhasya . . .]

3 The £-sign of sta is not certain. May we restore (yaJsticchatram ?
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(143f)

Facsimile: below p. 293

§83 £ IS

Inscription on a terra-cotta dabber from the mound at the back of

the Museum, now in the Mathura Museum (No 1725).

It was published by N. G. Majumdar, ASI Ann. Rep. 1930—34, 2.

1936, p. 261+ pi. 130, 6.

Text
Kachipasa

Translation

Of Kachipa (Kadyapa).

9. From the Gayatrl Tila

<143g)
Facsimile : below p. 293

§ 84 K 211

Fragmentary inscription on a sculpture showing a sitting male figure

with big belly and two standing figures of females, from the Gayatri

Tila, now in the Mathura Museum (No 1346). The inscription is engraved
on the upper rim of the sculpture.

Text
1 Dasasya vadhu[ye] ..///

2 Vrdhisya bhaglnpye]///

Translation

...... by the daughter-in-law of Dasa (Ddsa) ...by the sister of
Vrdhi (Vrddhi).

Dasa andVrdhi areperhaps onlythesecondmembers ofcompoundnames.

10. From the Dig Gate

<149i>*

§85 K 226

Inscription on the upper rim of a pedestal showing a Dharmacakra
with a worshipping seated figure and a sejant lion turned outward on
either side. The pedestal was obtained from the Dig gate of Mathura
City. It is now in the. Mathura Museum (No 2605).
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Text
Dasasya kutu[bini]ye .. .. [majspjye 1

Translation

By .... masi, the housewife of Dasa.

I dare not decide whether the pedestal belongs to a Buddhist or a
Jaina image.

11. From the Bharatpur Gate

<97d>
Facsimile: below p. 293

§ 86 Ksa 32

Fragmentary inscription on a pedestal found at the Bharatpur gate.

It is now in the Mathura Museum (No 1612).

Text

Alanake vihare Mahasaghiyanam parigrahe sarvabudhap(u)[ja](y)e

Translation

(Something was dedicated) at the Alanaka convent for the acceptance
of the Mahasaghiyas (Mahdsdnghikas)

2 for the worship of all Buddhas.

12. From the Sitala-Ghati

<143a>*

§ 87 K 205

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of the statuette of a seated

Buddha which was set up near a shrine at Sltala-Ghati in Mathura
City. Vogel, who discovered the image and acquired it for the Mathura
Museum, gave a detailed description of it and mentioned the inscription

which is incised on the proper left side of the pedestal, Cat. Mus. Math.
1910, p. 53 (A 21).

[The statuette was figured by Vogel, op. cit., pi. 16, ASI Ann. Bep.

1909/10, 2. 1914, pi. 23c (cf. p. 66), by Bachhofer, Friihind. Blastik/Early

Indian Sculpture 1929, pi. 84(1.), by Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura 1930,

pi. 27 a, etc.]

1 The first two letters of the name are obliterated. The third aksara seems to

be met, although the bottom-line is not visible. If there was more writing on the
stone, it is lost now.

2 [Cf. Luders, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 19.]
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Text

///nam 1 hitasukhartha[m]

Translation

for the -welfare and happiness (of all sentient beings).

13. From the Arjunpnra Mohalla Mound

92
Facsimile : below p. 293

§88 £ 2

The inscription was discovered by Cunningham on the Arjunpura

Mohalla mound (to the north-west of Sitala-Grhati) on what he called

a small 4 ‘Buddhist
5

5

pillar which seems to be lost now.

A transcript of the inscription together with an eye-copy was pub-

lished by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 20. 1885, p. 36+ pi. 5,1.

According to the just mentioned eye-copy:

Text

1 Amoghara-
2 khitaye 2

3 danam

Translation

The gift Amogharakhita (Amoghdraksita)

.

14. From the Jamna Bagh

(97a>

Facsimile : below p. 294

§89 813
Inscription around the outer upper edge of a hemispherical stone bowl

supported on the broken head of a male figure. The stone was lying in
the Jamna Bagh on the right bank of the Jamna just outside Mathura

1 Probably to be restored as (sarvasatvd)nam .

2 In his transcript Cunningham gave : Amogha-BaJchitaye danam . For gramma-
tical reasons the length of the initial a of the name is improbable. Whether the
reading was AmoghdraJchitaye or AmogharaJchitaye, cannot be decided with cer-
tainty, but it tells in favour of the former that in § 1: L». 125a we find the name
Amohddsl = Sk. Amoghdddsi .
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City, where it was used for watering cattle. Pandit Radha Krishna
acquired it for the Mathura Museum (No 260).

The sculpture is figured in Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura 1930, pi. 49a
(cf. p. 54f.), and ASI Ann. Rep. 1930—34, 2. 1936, p. 252f.+ pi. 121 d.

The inscription was edited by D. R. Sahni, Ep. Ind. 19. 1927/28, p. 67f.

No 6 + pi.

Text

1 [Im]drasamaput[a]sa 1 Ayala[sa] dana 2 savabudhanam 3 pujaya
Suv[a]n[a]k[a]ra[vi](ha)r[e] 4 a[ca]r[i]y[a]n[a] 5 [Ma]h[opa]-
d[e]sak[a]n[am] 6

2 parigahe

Translation

The gift of Ayala, the son of Imdrasama (.Indrasarman), for the worship
of all Buddhas in the Suvanakaravihara (SuvarnaJcdravihdra) for the
acceptance of the Mahopadesaka

(Mahopadesaka

)

teachers.

Sahni takes the last word of the first line (Sk. mahopadesakdndm)
as an epithet qualifying the preceding word, in my reading: acariydna ,

"of the teachers who were great preachers 5

. But as in the corresponding
phrase in other inscriptions 7 the genitive of dcarya is invariably connected
with the name of the Buddhist school, MahopadesaJca also must be
considered to be the name of a school, although in literature it does

not seem to have turned up until now. Under these circumstances it

is all the more to be regretted that the reading of the name cannot be
thoroughly relied upon.

1 Perhaps the first aksara is to be read l, not im. [But cf. p. 207, n. 3.] — On
the top of the ta there is a stroke which looks like the a-sign, but from the reverse
of the estampage it would seem to be accidental. [— The estampage is lost now.]

3 The da is a little blurred, but there seems to be no sign of the length. On
the other hand it is not quite impossible that there was an anusvara after na.

3 Sahni: -budhanam , but the d-sign of dhd is distinct.
4 Sahni: SuvanaJcarci-. The na is certain and the d-sign of k[d] at any rate not

improbable.
5 Sahni: dcariyana. The d-sign of y[d

]

is highly probable. In the estampage
there is no anusvara visible at the end of the word.

6 Sahni: [ma]hopad[e]sakana . The reading is ingenious and may be right,

although it presents several difficulties. The first aksara can be read as ma only if

it is assumed that the upper half of the letter has been destroyed ; what is visible

of the letter looks like va or vd. The second aksara may be ha, but just as well pa
or even sa ; the supposed o-sign is anything but clear. The third letter has a middle-
bar which gives it the appearance of gha, but this bar may be accidental. The e-sign

of d[e] is very problematic ; it would be easier to read d[

d

/. The -d of k[d

]

and the

anusvara appear to be probable.
7 Cf. §80:L. 97b, and last No 12, 918, 919, 923, 929a, 929b, 987; cf. also

List No 5.
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<97e>

Facsimile: below p. 294

§90 KU6
Inscription on the pedestal of a standing image, found in the Jamna

Bagh in Mathura. City and now in the Mathura Museum (No 1351).

The inscription was edited by V. S. Agrawala, JUPHS 10. 1937, p. 4 No 6.

Text

1 bhikhusa Budhavjajlasa 1 dan[a] 2 mat[a]-

2 pit[r]in[a] 3 pujaye savasav[a]n[a] 4 ca 5

Translation

The gift of the monk Budhavala (Buddhapdla) for the worship of his

parents and all beings.

15. From Isapur

<124r>
Facsimile : below p. 294

§ 91 2nd cent . B. C.

Fragmentary inscription on a round stone, recovered from the well

Bagaci Birhal, Isapur 6
,
now in the Mathura Museum (No 976).

Text

///ranyo 7 e ..///

The characters are those of the second century B. C., and the writing

nyo
,
apparently for nno, is not without interest.

<124t)
Facsimile : below p. 294

§ 92

Fragmentary inscription onthe upper andlower rims ofa broken pedestal
from the Shah Quazi well, Isapur, now in the Mathura Museum (No 790).

1 Agrawala: Budhavalasa , but the a-sign of the third ahsara is very probable.
2 Perhaps we ought to read the last ahsara as nd.
3 Agrawala : mdtu/pituna. The a-sign of t[d

]

is not quite certain, but probable
on the reverse of the estampage. The last but one ahsara is to be read as t[r]i. [For
the last ahsara see note 2.]

4 The fourth letter is v[d] or possibly va, but certainly an error for either td
or tva. [For the last ak§ara see note 2.]

5 Agrawala : bha . The reading ca is certain.
6 [Isapur, usually called Hans Ganj, is a suburb of the city of Mathura, situated

on the left bank of the river Jamna opposite the Vibrant Ghat. Cf. Vogel, ASI
Ann. Rep. 1910/11, 2. 1914, p. 40.]

7 [To judge from the obverse of the impression the first ah§ara seems to be ri>

but from the reverse the reading given above is quite certain.]
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Text

1 ///. . va [eke]///

2 /// danam

Apparently the inscription recorded the gift of the image.

<149z>*

§ 93 K 234

Inscription on the pedestal of a fragmentary Jina image, found in a
well in a garden at Isapur, now in the Mathura Museum (No 972).

The inscription, which is much worn out, was edited by V. S. Agra-
wala, JUPHS 10. 1937, p. 3 No 4.

Text

1 [siddha 1 Na]ganandisya 2 sisya3 sya4 [nirvva]tana 5 ....

2 .. .. sya dhit[u] Bhavana[nda]sya 6 kutumbi[ni]ye ma ..

3 . . sya Devilasya 7 matu .... ye ... .
8

Translation

Success! (?) At the request of
,
the pupil of Naganandi (Ndga-

nandin), (the gift) of , the daughter of
,
the housewife of

Bhavananda, the mother of Devila.

149a
Facsimile: below p. 295

§94 K221
Inscription on one of the two sacrificial posts discovered in 1910 by

Pandit Radha Krishna in the bed of the Jamna river at Isapur, now in

the Mathura Museum.
The record was first published, with the assistance of D. R. Salmi, by

Vogel, JRAS 1910, p. 1311—14. Fleet added some remarks with reference

to the date, ibid., p. 1315—17. Vogel edited the inscription again, Orien-

1 The reading is not certain.
2 Agrawala: naga, but the na seems to have no a-sign.
3 Agrawala: hari sya . The reading Sisya appears to be certain.
4 Agrawala reads rddhilasya. I cannot follow him, but I cannot suggest a

reading that Would satisfy myself. The name seems to end in -gasya .

6 Agrawala: nirwartana, but there is no r-sign on the top of the ta.

6 Agrawala: bhavanaTcasya. The fourth aksara may be nda.
7 Agrawala : datilasya. The reading given above is certain. The following letters

were not read by Agrawala.
8 The last word was probably danam.
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talisches Archiv 1. 1910, p. 86 ff., Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 189 (Q 13),

and, after having briefly referred to it, JRAS 1912, 118f., once more,

with a detailed comment, ASI Ann. Rep. 1910/11, 2. 1914, p. 40—48 +
pi. 23—24 (illustrating the two posts and the inscription).

Text

1 siddham
| |

maharajasya rajatirajasya 1 devapu-

2 trasya saher^vVasiskasya rajyasamvatsare 2 [ca]-

3 turvi[m]se 3 20 4 grsmamase caturt[th]e 4 diva[s]e

4 tri[m]se 3 30 asyam purwayam Rudrilaputtrena Drona-
5 lena brahm[a]nena Bharadvajasagottrena Ma- 4

6 nacchandogena is[tv]a sattre[n]a 5 dva[d]asar[a]ttrena

7 yupah pratistha[p]itah priyant[a]m 6^agnaya(h) 7

Translation

Success ! In the twenty-fourth - 24th - year of the reign of maharaja
rdjdtirdja devaputra sdhi Vasiska, in the fourth - 4th - month of summer,
on the thirtieth - 30th - day, on this date, Dronala, the son of Rudrila,

a Brahmana of the Bharadvaja gotra (and) a Manacchandoga (Mana ?

of the Samaveda), having performed a sacrifice lasting twelve days, has
set up the sacrificial post. May the (three) Fires be pleased!

The stone yupas are apparently copies of the wooden posts that were
actually used in the sacrifice and were set up to commemorate the
performance of a large sacrifice. The meaning Manacchandoga has not
yet been ascertained.

16. Records on Antiquities found in the Jamna near Mathura

<85a>

Facsimile: below p. 295

§ 95 K 101

Inscription on the pedestal of a headless Naga statuette, found in
the Jamna near Mathura, now in the Mathura Museum (No 1610).

1 Vogel, JRAS 1910: r[a*]ja-, Cat. Mus. Math.: r[a]jat[t]i-, ASI: r[dJjdti-.
The reading given above is certain.

2 [The subscript -set is written in its looped form.]
3 The anusvara is uncertain.
4 There seems to have been no more writing after ma.
5 P^g^lj Cat. Mus. Math. : sattrena, ASI: sattrena. Only the right part of the

third alcsara is preserved, but the reading given above seems to be certain.]
6 Vogel: priya-. The ^-sign of pri is distinct. [The a-sign of the third ahsara

is uncertain, the letter may be read as nta .]
7 [The right part of the ya is lost. The visarga is conjectural.]
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The inscription was published by D. R. Sahni, ASI Ann. Rep. 1924/25.

1927, p. 149f. -f pi- 40a.

Text

Dadhikafrjnnfo] 1

The inscription shows that the figure represented the Naga Dadhi-

karna who, according to §27: L.85 and §34: L.63, had his shrine on the

site of the Jamalpur mound, but, as pointed out by D. R. Sahni, it

cannot be affirmed at present whether this is the very image that was

worshipped in that shrine.

(85b)

Facsimiles : below p. 296

§96 K102

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a small Buddha statuette

seated cross-legged of whom only the legs remain. The sculpture was

found in the Jamna and is now in the Mathura Museum (No 2094).

The inscription was published by K. N. Dikshit, ASI Ann. Rep.

1930—34, 1. 1936, p. 227.

Text

mah[a]r[a]j[a] 2

[The word is written in a cartouche.]

1 The o-sign is not absolutely certain, but probable.

2 [Dikshit: Maharaja. According to our two impressions (cf. below p. 296) the

supposed a-signs of the second and third aksaras are quite uncertain. The reading

j[a] is more probable than j[a] as there is a slanting stroke attached to the

middle-bar of the letter.]
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1. Mat

The village of Mat is situated about 9 miles north of the City of

Mathura, on the left bank of the Jamna. About three quarters of a
mile to the north-east of the village there is a flat mound known as

Tokri Tila, which was excavated in the spring of 1912 under the super-

vision of Pandit Radha Krishna. A short account of the excavation

was given by Sir John Marshall, ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 1. 1914, p.

14—16 § 37—43, and a more detailed one by Yogel, ibid., 1911/12, 2.

1915, p. 120—127 (with a Plan of Excavations, Mat Site, 1912, on
pi. 51).

Of the building, which once stood on the site of the mound, only

scanty remains are left, the walls having been destroyed by the neigh-

bouring villagers in digging for bricks. The pieees of walling that have
come to light appear to belong to a rectangular plinth measuring about

100 feet from east to west and about 59 feet from north to south. The
building which was erected on the plinth has now completely dis-

appeared. From the nature of the walling in the middle of the western

half of the mound, where some scanty remains of a circular structure

can be distinguished, it may be concluded that it stood in this part

of the plinth, facing the east where remains of a flight of steps, leading

up to the plinth, were found.

On the south, at some distance from the plinth, there are remnants

of masonry foundations. Vogel takes them to mark an enclosure,

rectangular in shape, which may have contained rows of dwelling

rooms.

To the west of the plinth is a tank which was partly excavated. As
it is built of large bricks of exactly the same size as those used in the

plinth, it must be contemporary with the building.

Two inscriptions found on the site disclose the history of the buildings.

From the inscription §98: L. 80 d, which for palaeographical reasons

cannot be later than the first years of Kaniska’s reign and which records

the construction of a temple (devakula) 1
,
a tank (

pusJcctrini), a hall

(
sabhd), and a gateway

(
darakothaka ), we can infer that the temple

1 Grierson, JRAS 1921, p. 286 [briefly noticed a shorter article of Gaurl Sankara

Hirachand Ojha on devakulas in connexion with Bana’s reference to Bhasa in the

Har$acarita and the latter poet’s Pratimanataka in] : Nagarlpracaxini Patrika[, the

(Research) Journal of the (Benares) Nagarl Pracharini ( ! )
Sabha (N. S.) 1.1920°].

[Cf. below p. 176, n. 2.]

0 *
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with all its accessories as revealed by the excavation 1 dates from the

beginning of Kaniska’s reign or even a little earlier time.

The inscription §99: L. 80c is considerably later; from the text it

appears that it was incised during the lifetime of Huviska. It mentions

again the temple (devahula) and the tank (taldga), but its proper object

apparently is to record the restoring of the temple which in the meantime
must have gone out of repair.

On the supposed temple site stood the lower half of a colossal statue

of a Kusan king seated on his throne. The inscription § 98: L.80d is

engraved between his feet. The upper half of the statue was discovered

at some distance to the west at the tank where it was worshipped as

Baran, i. e. Varuna, the god of the waters.

2

As pointed out by Vogel

(ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 123), the statue seems to have
been wilfully broken, the break showing a series of holes as if made
with some sharp tool. As regards the original position of the image,

Vogel (op. eit., p. 121) remarked: “At first sight it might appear that

it was placed inside the temple as an object of worship. The circum-

stance, however, that sculptured fragments belonging to this statue

were found further east within the plinth area militates against such
an assumption. The following is perhaps a more acceptable explanation . .

.

I presume that the person who found the image tried in the first place

to remove it bodily to the tank, but after moving it some little distance

towards the west found it too heavy and gave up the attempt. He then
broke the image in two and removed only the upper half.”

A little to the south of the supposed temple, remnants of three images
were found. The first is a life-sized standing figure of which the head
and the arms are lost. According to the inscription, § 97: L. 78b, it is

a portrait statue of Kaniska. The second is the lower half of a standing
image almost life-size, accompanied by a dwarf or Yaksa on his right

side and a lion carved on the back of the sculpture (cf. below p. 144,

n. 1). Of the third image only the pedestal with the inscription § 99:

L. 80c is preserved. On the top of it traces of the left foot of the statue
are visible and, as stated by Vogel (op. cit., p. 126), from the position
and shape of this foot it would seem that the statue to which it be-
longed had the same boots as e. g. the image of Kaniska. The person
represented was therefore probably another Kusan prince which, as we
shall see later on, is quite in agreement with the facts to he derived from
the inscription.

1 Details will be discussed below.
2 This is the account given in Vogel's Report, ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915,

p. 121, line 39ff. It is contradicted by the statements on p. 123, line 30ffL, but these
are apparently erroneous. The sentence on pi. 51,6 4‘Lower part of a standing
figure”, appears to be a mistake for “Upper part of a sitting figure”, and the red
figure 6 seems to be put in the wrong place, the tank being situated to the west,
not to the north of the plinth.
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Vogel thought it possible that the pedestal just mentioned formed
part of the same image as the torso which was found at a little distance
further south of the plinth and which by its dress is shown to have
belonged to the portrait statue of another Kusan prince. In my
opinion the supposed connection between the pedestal and the torso is

precluded by the inscription on the torso, §100: L. 80 e, which is in

considerably later characters than the inscription on the pedestal. But
there has been another piece of sculpture showing part of a neck with a
torque,1 and VogeFs alternative suggestion that this fragment belonged
to the lost statue is very plausible.

There were probably some more portrait statues at the site and to

one of them belongs the detached head with the monogram treated

under § 101 : L. 80f
.

<78b>

Facsimile: below p. 296

§ 97 K 80

Inscription on a standing figure, discovered by Pandit Radha Krishna
in 1911/12, from the TokrI Tlla near the village of Mat, now in the

Mathura Museum (No 213).

The head and the arms of the statue are missing. The figure wrears a

tunic reaching below the knees, held round the loins by means of a

girdle, and a long overcoat. The feet are shod with very heavy boots.

The right hand rests on a mace placed on the ground. The left hand
clasps the hilt of a sword the sheath of which is fastened by means
of two straps to the overcoat. The inscription is engraved across the

lower portion of the upper and lower garments. [As Vogel remarked,2

it was evidently incised last of all, as some of the lines indicating the

drapery run through the aksaras.]

The record was edited by Vogel, Journal of the Panjab Hist. Soc.

2.1913°, p. 39ff. -f- pi-? Verslagen en Mededeelingen d. Kon. Akad. van
Wetensch., Afd. Letterkunde, 4, 12. 1914, p.294—296 + pi. 1 showing
the figure, (cf. also Ann. Progr. Report of the Superintendent, Hindu
and Buddhist Monuments, Northern Circle, for the year ending 31 st

,

March, 1912°, p. 2, and ibid., for the year ending 31th
, March, 1913°,

p. 4,) ASI Ann.Rep. 1911/12,2.1915, p.l22f. + plate 53 showing the figure.

It was edited also by Sir John Marshall, ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 1. 1914,

p. 14f.

The statue is figured also by Codrington, Ancient India 1926, p. 44 -f-

pl. 21 E, by Coomaraswamy, History of Ind. and Indones. Art/Gesehichte

1 ASI Aim. Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 126 + pi. 56.
2 [ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 123.]
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d. ind. u. indones. Kunst 1927, pi. 18, fig. 65, by Bachhofer, Friihind.

Plastik/Early Ind. Sculpture 1929, pi. 76, by Vogel, Sculpture de

Mathura 1930, pi. 1 (cf. p. 22), etc.

Text

maharaja rajatiraja. devaputro Kanisko

Translation

The maharaja, rajatiraja devaputra Kaniska.

<80d)

Facsimile: below p. 296

§ 98 K 90

Inscription between the feet of a colossal seated figure of a king,

discovered by Pandit Radha Krishna in 1911/12, from the Tokri Tila

near the village of Mat, now in the Mathura Museum (No 215).

The king is seated in European fashion on a throne supported by two
lions on either side. In the right hand he apparently held a sword of

which only the hilt is partially preserved. The left hand is broken;

Vogel thinks that it rested on the scabbard laid across the knees. The
head and the upper portion of the throne are lost and the knees are

much damaged. The dress consisting of an upper and a lower garment
and heavy top boots is similar to that of the Kaniska statue (cf. above
p. 133).

The inscription was published by Vogel, Journal of the Panjab Hist.

Soc. 2. 1913°, p. 39ff. + pi., Verslagen en Mededeelingen d. Kon. Akad.
van Wetensch., Afd. Letterkunde, 4, 12. 1914, p. 296—298 + pi. 2

showing the figure, (cf. also Ann. Progr. Report of the Superintendent,
Hindu and Buddhist Monuments, Northern Circle, for the year ending
31st

, March, 1912°, p. 2, para. 5,) ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 1.1914,

p. 15f., ibid., 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 123ff. + plate 54 showing front and
side views of the statue. It was edited again by K. P. Jayaswal, JBORS
6. 1920, p. 12—22 (the article is accompanied by two plates showing the
whole inscription and part of line 2).

The designation of the king mentioned in the inscription as Kusdna-
putro was commented upon by von Stael-Holstein, JRAS 1914, p. 80 note
1; p. 87 note 1; p. 755; by Fleet, JRAS 1914, p. 369—371 + pi. and
p. 1000—1002; by Konow, Ep. Ind. 21. 1931/32, p. 59f.

The statue is figured also by Bachhofer, Fruhind. Plastik/Early Ind.
Sculpture 1929, pi. 77—78 (L), by Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura 1930,
pi. 2 (cf. p. 22), etc.
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Text

135

1 maharajo rajatirajo 1 devaputro
2 Kusanapu[t]r[o 2 sa]hi 3 [Vema] 4 Ta[ksu]masya 5

3 b[a]kanapatina 6 Hu[maspaL na] 7 devakulafm] 8 karita 9

4 aramo puskarini udapan[am] 10 ca sa[bh]a dafrajkothako 11

Tbanseation

The maharaja rdjdtiraja devaputra, the scion of the Kusans, sahi

Vema (?). By the bakanapati of Taksuma (?), Humaspala (?), a temple
was caused to be made, (moreover) a garden, a tank, and a well, an
assembly hall, a gateways

The translation does not pretend in the least to be final. It is based
on the assumption that the inscription first gives the titles and the name
of the person represented by the statue and then proceeds to record
the erection of a temple, the laying out of a garden and the construction

of several minor buildings by some bakanapati . As the record of these

1 The o-sign. at the end of the first two words was first recognised by Fleet.
2 The dot above the mdtrkd na is apparently due to damage to the stone and

does not represent the anusvdra as assumed by v. Stael-Holstein. The o-sign is

blurred, but practically certain.
3 The first ahsara is not quite distinct, but hi is certain and the reading §aki

is undoubtedly correct.
4 The second ahsara is probably ma. The first ahsara was read va by Vogel and

v[e

]

by Jayaswal. The mdtrkd may be va and there may be an e-sign at the top
of the letter, but the reading vema cannot be called certain.

5 Vogel (ASI Ann. Rep.) read [taksajmasya and Jayaswal calls this reading
absolutely correct and certain. In my opinion this statement is true only as far

as the last two letters masya are concerned. The first ahsara may be ta, and if

the second is a ligature, it may be ksa or, more probably, ksu [cf. Vogel, ASI
Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2, p. 125]. But in that case the ksa or ksu would seem to be
separated by an unusually wide space from the following ma. Moreover, between
the two letters there is a pretty distinct line which would make it even possible

to read takadamasya. As the meaning of the word is perfectly obscure, I con-

sider it unnecessary to enlarge upon the reading which, as matters stand, can be
only tentative.

6 The reading is certain. The stroke above ba is accidental and can by no means
denote an r- as assumed by Jayaswal.

7 The second ahsara was read ksa by Jayaswal, which is impossible. My own
reading cannot be called certain.

8 The reading lam seems to be certain.
9 The last ahsara appears to be ta , not tam.

10 Jayaswal read udapana , but the supposed a-sign of the third letter is not
distinct and may be accidental. The anusvdra is not certain.

11 Vogel: sa ha dd— thena (ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12,1), sa— da [kothako]
(ibid., 1911/12, 2). — The reading bhd is not quite certain, but probable, whereas
the reading dd[ra]kothako is certain. Jayaswal’s reading sa[m]va-6 [stop] sathako

[full stop mark] is quite impossible.
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donations is inscribed on the statue, it may be assumed that the statue

also was included among the gifts.

The combination of the three titles maharaja rdjdtiraja devaputra is

frequently used in inscriptions in connection with Kaniska, Vasiska,

Huviska and Kaniska II, and it is probably only by chance that the

third title has not yet turned up in connection with Vasudeva.

The triad of titles was borne also by some of the earlier Kusans.

On a coin dug up at Sirkap 1 the slightly varying legend is maha-
rayasa rayarayasa devaputrasa Kuyula Kara Kaphsasa , and the Ta-

xila Silver Scroll inscription of the year 136 (CII 2,1, p. 77 No 27)

records a donation maharajasa rajatirajasa devaputrasa Khusanasa aroga-

dalcsinae.

The term Kusanaputra does not occur anywhere else, neither in in-

scriptions nor in coin legends. Jayaswal (op. eit., p. 17 if.) holds that it

means the son of Kusana and that Kusana is a personal name. He finds

the name again in the just quoted Taxila Silver Scroll inscription and
in the Panjtar inscription of the year 122 (CII 2, 1, p. 70 No 26) which
is dated maharayasa Gusanasa rajami. In conformity with this view,

Jayaswal explains the epithet Gusanavasasamvardhaka applied to general

Lala 2 in the Manikiala inscription of the year 18 (CII 2, 1, p. 149 No 76)

as meaning "one who carries further the family of Kusana’, "a descendant
of Kusan’. — The significance of Kusana has formed the subject of a
long controversy which will be exposed at length in the Introduction 3

.

Here it may suffice to state that I agree with Fleet (JRAS 1914,

loc. cit.) and Konow (Ep. Ind. 21. 1931/32, p. 59f.), who maintain that
Kusanaputra means "the scion of the Kusans’ 4

. In my opinion Kusana-
putra is a mere synonym of Kusana

,
Gusana used in the Kharosthi in-

scriptions.

Kusdnaputro is followed by sahi which in inscriptions occurs as a
title of Kaniska (List No 21), Vasiska (§ 94: L. 149a, List No 161), and
Vasudeva (List No 69a and 72). Everywhere it stands immediately before
the personal name, and we should naturally expect that here also the
name of the king should be given after sahi.

However, [Vema]ta[ksu]masya , of which the last two syllables at
any rate are certain, appears to be a genitive, whereas all the titles

show the nominative endings, and even if we admit that in the epi-

graphical language of this time it is perhaps not impossible that the
titles should have been joined in the nominative to the name appearing
in the genitive, we have to face the serious difficulty that we know

1 [Cf. CII 2,1, p. LXV, line 1.]
2 Not to Kaniska, as stated by Jayaswal.
3 [Not preserved in the Manuscript.]
4 Cf. Sarukamanaputra [Mathura inscription of the year 28, ed. by Konow,

Ep. Ind. 21. 1931/32. p. 55—61, line 2].
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of no Kusan king -whose name bears the slightest resemblance to the
supposed name of the inscription.

Jayaswal therefore proposed to split up the reading of the difficult

passage vemataksumasya
,
into two words (op.cit., p. 17: Vfejma Taksa-

masya) and to take the first two syllables as the name of the king who on
his coins is called Ooemo Kadphises and, in the Kharosthi legends, where
the genitive is used, Vima Kathphisasa.

It is true, a more correct form of the name would seem to be Vimo,
but as in Kharosthi 1 and Brahmi 2 inscriptions the names of Kaniska,
Vasiska, and Huviska also are occasionally spelt with e instead of i

and as the bare stem may have been used instead of the inflected form,
Vema may be accepted as the name of the king; it cannot be seriously

objected that hitherto neither devaputra nor Kusdn-a nor sdhi have
turned up as titles of Vima Kadphises, the materials available at present

being too scanty.

Nevertheless the name of the king cannot be considered to be fully

established as long as the true reading and meaning of the following

three aksaras have not been made out. JayaswaFs interpretation of

taksamasya
,
as he read, and of hakanapatina need not be discussed

as they are based on a misunderstanding of the transliteration of Avestan
ta%ma and an absolutely impossible explanation of Old Persian hauma-
varga. Bakanapati occurs as vakanapati in the Mathura inscription of

the year 28.3 Konow thinks 4 that the term may mean ‘the lord of

Wakhan 5

. But as the name of the country is Vokkana in the Divya-
vadana (p. 580, 5), I would prefer to look at bakanapati ,

vakanapati

as an Iranian word denoting some functionary. I have ventured to

join it to the genitive Ta[ksu]masya
,
but I confess that it is only a

makeshift, which I am ready to give up if anything more plausible

should be suggested.

Bakanapatina seems to have been followed by a personal name. It

may have been Humaspala, but the reading is by no means certain.

The rest of the inscription also presents some difficulties, but they
are of minor importance. Kdrita seems to be the nominative of the

plural used with reference to all the objects of donation enumerated
in the list. The devakula is undoubtedly the building where the three

statues of the Kusan kings were set up. The meaning of the term will

be discussed in the note on the following inscription. Puskarini evidently

refers to the tank excavated to the west of the building. Perhaps the well

(udapana)
5 was constructed in connection with this tank, and it may

1 CII 2, 1, No 72, 76, 85, 86.
3 §14:L. 45a, §24:L. 38, §29:L. 52, §180:L. 43.
3 [Edited by Konow, cf. Ep. Ind. 21. 1931/32, p. 60, line 3.]

4 [Konow, op. eit., p. 60.]
5 Or, perhaps udapana ; see above p. 135, n. 10.
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be for this reason that the two terms puskarini and udapdn[am

]

are

linked in the list by ca.

The sabhd was probably the building the masonry foundations of

which were excavated to the south of the plinth. From the following

inscription we may infer that it was used for feeding Brahmanas. The
gateway (ddrakothaka

)

was probably erected over the flight of steps

which led up to the plinth on the eastern side.

As regards the date of the inscription, we have only the palaeo-

graphical evidence to depend on. The characters closely resemble those

of the Sarnath inscription List ISTo 925, which is dated S. 3 of Kaniska’s

reign; compare especially the initial a and the curved forms of the medial

i-signs. But they may just as well be assigned to a little earlier time,

and it is not impossible that the inscription was engraved during the

reign of Vima Kadphises.

<80c>

Facsimiles: below p. 297

§ 99 K 89

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a statue from the Tokri
Tila near the village of Mat, now in the Mathura Museum.
As stated above (p. 132), the statue rex>resented some Kusan prince.

The pedestal is badly mutilated. The proper right side is missing alto-

gether, and the extant portion has come down to us in fourteen pieces

of different sizes which were pieced together by Vogel.
The inscription was first brought to notice by Vogel, ASI Ann. Rep.

1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 125f. It was edited by D. R. Sahni, JRAS 1924,

p. 402 f.

Text

1 ///makfajratsjya 1 satyadha(r)[m]asth[i]tasya(*)nanayat* Sarva-
j§ca[m]daviratisrstar[a]jya[sya] 2

///

1 The first preserved aksara was read na by Sahni, but comparing the letter
withthe na in -m§irna[m

]

in line 3, brd[hma]nebhyah in line 6 and, on the other hand,
with the ma in -dha(r) [m]a- in line 1

, maharaja- in line 2, ma[h]. in line 3,
m[ah](d)- in line 4, I think it more likely that it is ma. The second letter may
be k[uj, but the seeming w-sign may be an accidental stroke.

2 Sahni read: -[s]thitasy*an[u]nayat-sarvascancla-viratisrsta-rajya[$ya

]

. .

.

The a-sign at the top of the first sya is very problematic and there is certainly no
w-sign attached to the following na. There is a stroke slanting from the right to
the left on the left side of the da and a horizontal stroke on the right side of the
letter. A comparison with the certain nda of (da)ndand[yaka] - in line 5 makes
it very improbable that the aksara was meant for nda. Both strokes are probably
accidental, but the slanting stroke may be meant for the anusvdra. The reading
vi is more probable than vl.
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2 ///. .
(de)[va]kulam 1 maharaja 2~rajatiraja-devaputrasya Hxivi-

[s]ka[s](y)[a] 3 [p]itamalia(sya) 4
///

3 ///(ta)[la]gas s
=»c[a] (da)[tta]k 8 [ta]tas 7=ca devakal[am 8 bhalgnapatita-

visirna[m] 9 d[r]sya 10 ma[h].u///

4 ///m[ah](a)raja-[raj]atira[ja-d]evapu(trasya) Huviskasya ayu-
ba[lav](r)d(dhy)artha 12 cakkra . .

13
. .///

5 ///(mahada)ndana[yaka-ma] . . . [s] [n]
.
(ma)na[paka]patina14

1 Before kulam is a blank which is due to the carelessness of the engraver. It
seems that he started the line close to the first line and then, to avoid the collision

with the ra[s]ya of the first line, left a blank space and continued the writing
about 3

/4
" lower down. He has done exactly the same thing in line 3. Sahni, who

edited the text from the stone itself, read Jculmn, and I think that he was right.

The horizontal stroke above the matrkd ka appears to be not connected with the
letter, but to belong to the subscript -ya of [sjya in the first line. The w-sign,

although partly coinciding with a flaw in the stone, is discernible. From the reverse
of the impression it is clear that the following aksara is lam , not le. The restoration
of kulam as devakulam is practically certain from the context, and it is quite
possible that the last letter of the higher portion of the line was va and that de has
disappeared in the deep flaw to the left of the va. Faint traces of a letter to the
left of the flaw may be interpreted as sya.

2 The reading is certain, although the letters are distorted a little in piecing
together the stone. The third aksara is ra, not rd, as read by Sahni.

3 Of the last aksara only the upper portion is preserved.
4 This is Sahni’s reading, and although only the upper portion is preserved of

[p]i, and sya is very indistinct, I am convinced that the reading is right.
5 Sahni: /taddJgaS* , but the second letter is Id. The ta is almost entirely ob-

literated.
6 Sahni : krtah . Owing to a large fissure in the stone the first aksara is destroyed,

but there is nothing to indicate that it was hr, and the second letter seems to he
tta . I would suggest to read (da) [tta]h, but I cannot account for the two vertical

strokes which are pretty distinct above the supposed tta .

7 The first ta was apparently inserted above the line.
8 There is no w-sign attached to the lea , though, of course, devakulam is the

intended word.
9 Sahni: -patitam, but the anusvdra is uncertain.
10 Sahni read da&ya and corrected it to dr&ya. The r-sign seems to have been

actually engraved.
11 The ha is so much damaged that it cannot be called certain.
12 The word was read by Sahni who thought that the last aksara was rtha[m],

but there appears to be no anusvdra.

13 Sahni : caku (1), but the second aksara is distinctly kkra. The following letter

seems to have been ma. May we restore ca(?n)kkra(ma)~ t
l

14 Sahni read
:
[Mahdda]ndandyaka-Masa . .

.
[pu]te(tre)na Ba[kana]-patina (

d

)

.

The syllables mahdda are conjectural, but certain. The second ma is not quite

distinct, but probable. The next aksara is illegible, but there is nothing to show
that it was sa. It is followed by an aksara containing a subscript -sa, probably
ksa. Then foilow two aksaras which are entirely destroyed and a letter of which
the bottom-line is preserved and which may have been na or ncr. It is tempting
to restore the word as [ma](hdk) [s] (atrape)[n] (a) ,

but it is not likely that a
person should have borne at the same time the titles mahadandanayaka and
mahdksatrapa. — Of the next word the syllables . . na .... patina are perfectly

clear, i. e. the 3 letters preceding patina cannot be hakana. The aksara read by
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gau.e 1 p[u]kasya 2
///

6 ///[s]y[a]ti 3 [nai]ty[a]k[a]tith[i]bhyas 4^ca bra[hxna]nebhyah kari-

sya(ti) [m].///

Translation

of the ...maker, who is steadfast in the true Law, on
whom, on account of his devotion, the kingdom was conferred

by Sarva and Scamdavira
(
Candavira),

the temple, the ... of the grandfather of maharaja rd~

jdtirdja devaputra Huviska
and a tank was given. And later on, having seen that

the temple was broken, fallen down and in a ruinous state

and for the increase of the life and strength ofmaharaja
rdjdtirdja devaputra Huviska

by the great general, the . .
. ,
the lord of ... ,

6au . e

and for the Brahmanas, who are regular guests, will be
made

The inscription is divided into two parts, the first ending with the

words (ta) [laJgaS c[a] (da) [tta]h, 'and a tank was given 5

.

As proved by the concluding words, the first part mentioned several

gifts which must have been enumerated in the preceding line 2. It is

therefore probable that we have to supply pratima after [p]itdmaha(sya)

,

and that it was stated that an image of the grandfather of maharaja
rdjdtirdja Huviska was caused to be made. As remarked in the notes

on the text (n. 1), Jculam in the beginning of line 2 has certainly to be
restored as devaJculam . The donation therefore must have included a
temple. But the temple mentioned here is obviously the same as the
devalc(u)l[am] which in line 3 is spoken of as having been in a ruinous
state. It therefore cannot have been the real object of the inscription

to record the erection of that temple; what is intended to record is

Salmi as ba can hardly be anything but >pa, and it is followed by one letter only
which is probably Tea. Probably also the aksara preceding na (see above) belongs
to the word. To judge from the faint traces that are left of it, it may have been
ma. We thus arrive at the reading (ma)na[paka]patina, which may be some title,

but it is hardly necessary to add that the reading is extremely doubtful.
1 Sahni read : Saukre . . . , but the last sign is certainly not Jcre. All that can

be said is that the letter certainly had an e-sign.
2 Sahni: . . .syakas . .. The first letter is pa, probably with the ti-sign. The hook

to the right of the u-sign seems to belong to the writing of the lower line. [It seems
also probable that the whole aksara was meant as pya with a tripartite ya; see
below note 4.]

3 Sahni: syate, but the -£-sign is distinct.
4 The reading of the word is due to Sahni. I differ from him only in reading

tyla] instead of tyi. The d-sign of k[a] is doubtful. [Instead of thi the reading
thi would be possible.] Here and in the following word, bhya is written with the
tripartite -ya [as in [nai]ty[a] and probably in karisya(ti) of the same line].

(line 1:)

(line 2:)

(line 3:)

(line 4:)

(line 5:)

(line 6:)
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apparently the restoration of the temple by the great general, -which
must have been mentioned in the lost portion of the second part of the
inscription, and the first part has to be taken as an introductory account
of the construction of the temple and its belongings at an earlier time,
the words [tajtas ca being used in the sense of later on’.

Now there can be no doubt that the temple (devakula

)

and the tank
(talaga) mentioned in our inscription (§99: L. 80 c) are the same as the
temple (

devakula
)
and the tank (puskarinl) the construction of which by

a balcanapati is recorded in the inscription § 98: L. 80 d; and as that
inscription is incised on the statue of a Kusan king, it is almost certain,

although it is not clearly stated, that the statue also belonged to the
donation of the balcanapati. It is therefore tempting to identify that
statue with the image of the grandfather of Huviska which in all prob-
ability was mentioned in our inscription together with the temple and
the tank; and if we were sure that the statue represented Vima Kad-
phises, we might further conclude that he was the grandfather of Hu-
viska. However, it must be borne in mind that, owing to the defectiveness

of the records, this conclusion has been arrived at only by a combination
of probabilities and that in particular the name of the king in the in-

scription §98: L. 80d cannot be relied on as long as the obscure ta[ksa]-

masya or, more probably, ta[ksu]masya has not been explained.

Under these circumstances I consider it unnecessary to enter here

into a discussion on the relations existing between the two Kadphises
and Kaniska and his successors. Even if it were true that Kaniska was
a king of the Little Yue-chi and started his career from Khotan, as

assumed by v. Stael-Holstein (SPAW 1914, p. 643£f.) and Konow (CII

2, 1, p. LXXVIf.), this would in my opinion not preclude the possi-

bility of Huviska being a grandson of Vima Kadphises. On no account

can I accept Sahni’s suggestion that the grandfather of Huviska was
Vajheska as I cannot agree with Banerji’s theory of the identity of

Kaniska and the king of that name mentioned in the Ara inscription

as the son of Vajheska (CII 2, 1, p. 162£f. No 85).

Unfortunately the first line of our inscription also affords no help in

this respect. It contains three epithets of a king of which two, the first

and the second, are unknown. The first is perhaps to be restored as

(kse)mak[a]ra , but this is, of course, quite uncertain.

The second epithet, satyadha(r) [m]asth[i]ta, occurs in the coin

legends of Kujula Kadphises, where we find the exact counterpart in

Kusanasa yauasa Kuyula Kaphsasa sacadhramathidasa and a shortened

form in Kujula Kasasa Kusana yavugasa dhrama thidasa.1 But the same

1 Gardner, The Coins of the Greek and Seythic Kings ... in the Brit. Mus.,

p. 123 -f pi. 25,5, p. 120ff. + pi. 25, 1—3, and Whitehead, Catalogue of Coins in

the Panjab Mus., Lahore, vol. 1, p. 178£f. 4* pi. 17. ASI Ann. Rep. 1914/15, 2.

1920, p. 33: Kusana yavuasa Kujula Kaphsasa sa[ca]dhramathitasa (No 39),

.... dhamatMdasa Kujula Kasasa [Kusana yavuasa] (No 35).
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epithet is borne also by the Krorain ruler Amgoka. The Kharosthl

document No 579 1 is dated samvatsare 4 4 1 maharayarayatirayasa

maiiamtasa jayamtasa dharmiyasa sacadhamasthidasa
|

mahanuciva

maharaya amhvaga devaputrasa ch'unammi ,
and the wording of the date

of No 58

1

1 is materially the same. 2

Under these circumstances it would be hazardous to conclude from
the epithet of our inscription, satyadharmasthita (line 1), that the king

mentioned in the first line was Kujula Kadphises. The same epithet may
have been borne also by Vima Kadphises or even by one of his successors.

A parallel of the third epithet, nanayat*Sarva~&ca[m]davirdtisr-

star[a]jya~, occurs in one of the Bhita seals: sri-Vindhyabedhanama-
harajasya Mahesvara-Mahdsenatisrstarajyasya Vrsadhvajasya Gautami-

putrasya .
3 As remarked by Salmi,4 the symbols of the seal resemble

those of the Andhra and Ksatrapa dynasties, and the characters of the

legend belong to the third or fourth century A.D. The legend was trans-

lated by Sahni: “Of the illustrious Maharaja Gautami-putra Vrsadhvaj a,

the penetrator of the Vindhyas, 5 who had made over his kingdom to

the Great Lord Karttikeya”. With regard to the appellation Mahesvara-
Mahdsendtisrstardjyasya he says: “It seems to indicate that in ancient

times there may have existed a pious custom, according to which rulers

on the occasion of their accession entrusted their kingdom to their

istadevata and considered themselves as mere agents. Mahasena, to

whom Vrsadhvaj a made over his rdjya , is the well known god Kartti-

keya, a son of Siva and Parvatl; and the name Vrsadhvaja would seem
to be only a second name assumed by the king on the occasion of his

coronation in respect to the god Siva.” In support of his explanation
Sahni refers to a similar ceremony which was actually performed by a
Maharaja of Travancore in the middle of the 10th century A. D. Never-
theless I am convinced that the compound is to be dissolved not as
Mahesvara-Mahasenaydtisrstam rajyam yena , but as Mahesvara-Maha-
senabhyam atisrstam rajyam yasmai .

6 Mahesvara cannot be taken as
qualifying Mahasena, as it is a typical name of Siva and never applied
to Karttikeya. The meaning of the epithet would therefore be: ‘onwhom
the kingdom was conferred by Mahesvara and Mahasena’.

1 Kharosthl Inscriptions discovered by Sir Aurel Stein, Pt 1. 1920 (Niya Site).
2 Konow (CII 2, 1, p. LXXIV) is of the opinion that in these dates the year refers

to a ‘king of kings’, who is different from the maharaja Amgoka. I cannot agree
with him. From the ‘Tables of kings and regnal years’, Kharosthl Inscriptions
discovered by Sir Aurel Stein, Pt 3. 1929, p. 326ff, it appears that the records
of Amgoka as well as most of his successors Mahiri and Vasmana are dated in
their own regnal years.

3 ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 50f. No 25.
4 [Cf. ibid., p. 43 note 2.]
6 I prefer to take Vindhyabedhana as the name of the territory ruled over by

Vr§adhvaja.
6 Cf. the classical example upahrtapaiu Rudrah, Vartt. 19 on Panini 2, 2, 24.
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A similar sense must certainly be looked for in nanayaUSarva^Scafm]-

davirdtisrstarfd]jya[sya

]

of our inscription (line 1). Salmi, by ingen-
iously correcting nanayat to -dnunayat

,
arrived at the translation;

“who had restored (their) kingdoms to fierce heroes when they entreated
mercy,’

5 but this translation is unsatisfactory : anunayat
, even if if

should be correct, can hardly mean 4

‘entreating mercy 55

; sari'

a

does not
very well suit the context, whether it is taken as an adverb qualifying

scamda or as an adjective qualifying scamdavira
;
and atisrj does not

convey the meaning of “restoring”.

In my opinion atisrstardjyasya has to be taken here in the same sense
as in the legend of the Bhita seal, and we should therefore expect the
preceding words to be the names of the deities to whom the king owed
his dignity. Now, Scamdavira is apparently the same as Candavira, the
name of a god mentioned in the Naipaliyadevatakalyanapahcavimsa-
tika.1 The spelling of the name in the inscription is peculiar. The s seems
to have been added to camda in imitation of scandra which occurs

instead of candra as the second member of a compound name even in

classical Sanskrit. At any rate, scamda is not a mistake of the engraver.

It is found again in &candesvarahastin
,
the name of a Kuluta king in

an inscription of the 4th century A. D. at Salrl near Salanu in the terri-

tory of Mandi.2 There the maharaja £candesvarahastin is called the son
of the maharaja Isvarahastin, and there can be no doubt that, just as

Isvara, Scande&vara also is a name of the god Siva, probably in a special

form. Kalidasa calls the god in the Mahakala temple at Ujjayim;
Candisvara.3 Scamdavira/Candavira may have been a lesser deity, but his

name sufficiently indicates that he belonged to the circle grouped round
Siva, Canda occurring as the name of Siva himself,4 of Karttikeya, 5 of

one of the servants of Siva, 6 and Canda or Candi being a common name
of Siva’s consort Durga.7

It is more difficult to account for the words preceding &ca[m]davira~.

They are probably to be divided into nanayat and Sarva
,
the latter

being the name of Siva which in this spelling is frequently found in the

Mahabharata and already in the Satapathabrahmana. Thus two gods,

Sarva and Candisvara, would be mentioned as the patrons of the king

1 “May the divinities Hevajra, Samvara, Cahdavlra [i. e. Caridavlra], Triloka-

vira and Yogambara, with their train ... be propitious to you” ; Wilson, Selected

Works, vol. 2, p. 24.
2 ASI Ann. Hep. 1907/08. 1911, p* 265 + pi. 83, line 1—2. The reading maharaja-

^ri-Scandesvarahastina is quite distinct on the Plate.
3 Meghaduta 33, cf. ed. Hultzsch, p. 19 with v. 1. Candesvara.
4 Mahabharata, Calcutta ed., 12. 10358.
5 Mbh. 3, 14631.
6 Vyadi on Hemacandra, Abhidhanacintamani 210, cf. ed. Bohtlingk and Rieu,

p. 312: Mahacanda.
7 See PW s. v. Canda.
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just as two gods, Mahesvara and Mahasena, were the patrons of King
Vrsadhvaja .

1

As regards nanayat , I am inclined to accept in principle Sahni’s ex-

planation, but as anuni cannot well be said of the action of a god towards
a man, I should prefer to correct nanayat to anunayat (abl. sgl.) and to

refer it to the king 2 [i.e. to read: *-sthitasyanunayat Sarva-\

.

Although it is impossible to establish with certainty the connection

between the first and second lines, I consider it improbable that the

inscription was dated and that the three epithets formed part of the

date. It is far more likely that the genitives are dependent on (deva)~

kulam and that the temple was designated as the devakula of the king

referred to in the first line. If this suggestion is accepted, the king can
hardly be anybody but the grandfather of Huviska .

3

If a building is called: the temple of a king, it would be natural to

infer that the temple was founded by that king. But as in this case we
know that the temple was erected not by a king, but by a bakanapati

,

the term can only mean that the temple was dedicated to the king or

erected in his honour. Thanks to Mr. Jayaswal we are now able to

understand the expression.

There can be little doubt that the devakula at the Mat site, similarly

to Bhasa’s devakula ,

4 served chiefly as a hall for the statues of members
of the royal Kusan family, although, as proved by the life-size image
found together with the Kaniska statue, images of gods were mixed
up with them. In one respect, however, the collection of the Kusan
statues seems to have differed from the gallery described by Bhasa.
Bhasa tells us that only deceased kings were honoured by setting up their

images. This restriction does not seem to have prevailed in the case

of the Kusan devakula. The present inscription was engraved on the

1 Perhaps Candlsvara is represented by the image two copies of which were
found together with the portrait statues. Unfortunately in both cases only the
lower half of the figure is preserved. The larger one was a male figure with a dwarf
to the right and a lion on its back; cf. ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 125 -f*

pl. 55, 9—10. The second torus is figured on pi. 56. Yogel compared the larger
statue with the Bodhisattva statue of Sarnath, which has a lion figure between his
feet, and he thought that there, as in the present instance, the lion indicated that
the statue represents Sakyasimha, the Lion among the Sakyas. The explanation
is apparently correct as far as the Sarnath image is concerned, but it leaves the
dwarf of the Mat figure unexplained, and as the lion also appears here in quite
different an attitude, the figure probably is meant for some deity.

a Mr. O. Hansen has suggested to me that nanaya might be the name of the
goddess which on the coins of Kanerkes appears as NANAIA [cf. P. Gardner,
The Coins of the Greek and Scythic Kings . . ., p. LXf.

; p. 129 -f- pi. 26,3], but
in that case it Would be difficult to account for the following tsarva.

z This is also the opinion of Sahni, but on account of the intervening devakulam
it is impossible to join grammatically the genitives ofthe first line with pitdmahasya,
as Sahni seems to do.

4 Cf. K.P. Jayaswal in: JBORS 5. 1919, p. 98f. (The Drama “The Statues”
[Pratimanataka] by Bhasa [Act 3]); p. 511 (Chastana’s Statue . . .).
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pedestal of a statue, and we may reasonably assume that, in addition
to the repair of the devakula

,
the gift of this statue was recorded in the

inscription. The statue cannot have represented the grandfather of

Huviska, nor is it likely that it was a second image of Kaniska. As the
donation was made for the increase of the life and strength of Huviska,
it becomes very probable that it represented that king, but that benedic-
tory phrase shows at the same time that the statue was set up during
the lifetime of Huviska.
From the last line we learn that something was done Tor the Brahmanas

who were regular guests’. We are reminded at once of the Mathura
inscription of the year 28,1 where it is laid down that at the punyasdld
of the Pracinlkas one hundred Brahmanas wrere to be fed on the 14t!l

day of the bright half of the month. Probably similar arrangements were
made here in connection with the sabhci attached to the devakula . At
any rate, the mentioning of provisions for Brahmanas shows that the
devakula had nothing to do with the Buddhist religion and favours my
suggestion that the image accompanied by the lion and the dwarf (cf.

above p. 144, note 1) does not represent the Bodhisattva, but a Brah-
manical deity worshipped by the Kusan kings.

As regards the person to whom the repair of the temple and the other

donations are due, we can gather from line 5 only that his name pro-

bably began with Sau.e, and that he had the titles of (mahdda) nda-
na[yaka]- and perhaps, if our reading is correct, of (ma)na[pdka]pati.

<80e>

Facsimile: below p. 298

§ 100 K 91

Fragmentary inscription on a standing figure from the Tokri Tila

near the village of Mat, now in the Mathura Museum (No 212).

The image is a torso, the head, the arms, and the lower portions of

the legs having disappeared. The dress consists of a tunic, which is

adorned across the chest and along the lower border with a broad
band in imitation of embroidery. The figure wears a thin torque round
the neck and a beautiful belt formed by series of highly decorated

plaques. A strap slung round the right hip evidently carried a sword,

which hung down from the left thigh, and probably the figure clasped

the hilt with the left hand. From what remains ofthe right leg, it appears

that the figure wore top-boots. The inscription is engraved on the lower

portion of the robe.

It was edited by Vogel, Journal of the Panjab Hist. Soc. 2. 1913°,

p. 39fF. + pi., Verslagen en Mededeelingen d. Kon. Akad. van Wetensch.,

Afd. Letterkunde, 4, 12. 1914, p. 298 + pi. 3 showing the figure, ASI

1 [Cf. above p. 136, n. 4.]

10 7761 Abh. Phil. Hist. KL, 3. F., Hr. 47, Luderst-Janert
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Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 1. 1914, p. 16, ibid., 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 125 + plate

55, 7—8 showing the front view and the back view of the statue. JBORS
5.1919, p. 511, K. P. Jayaswal announced that Benoytosh Bhatta-

chary[y]a had discovered the name of the satrap Castana in the in-

scription, and JBORS 6. 1920, p.51—53, B. Bhattacharyya published

his reading of the label with a plate showing the inscription in ori-

ginal size.

The statue is figured also by Bachhofer, Pruhind. Plastik/Early Ind.

Sculpture 1929, pi. 78 (r.), by Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura 1930, pi. 3

(cf. p. 22), etc.

Text

Mastana . . .

This is Vogel’s reading.

B. Bhattacharyya takes the first alcsara to be sa. He tells us that he

had a great deal of doubt as to the identity of this letter, but that T>r.

D. B. Spooner, Pandit G-aurishankar Hlraehand Ojha, Mr. K. P. Jayaswal
and Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri, all endorsed his view in

reading it as sa. I regret that even this galaxy of authorities cannot

prevent my disbelief as I have never seen a sa of this period with the

left vertical bent inward to such an extent as it would be here and
with the horizontal middle bar rising to the right, the tendency since

the Kusan times being on the contrary to convert it into a slanting

line downward. In my opinion the letter cannot be anything but a
ma of the transitional type between the ma of the Kusan period and the

Northern Gupta ma.
The second aksara appears to be sta

, the slanting line crossing the
vertical bar of the sa, being probably an accidental cut of the chisel

and not meant for a vowel-sign.

The third alcsara is na.

After na there is a horizontal stroke a little above the writing line,

which B. Bhattacharyya takes to be a stop line. To me this appears
somewhat doubtful, the stop line being generally not put above, but
in the middle of the writing line. Moreover, although the surface of the
stone has splintered off almost immediately after that horizontal stroke,

traces of what would seem to be lettering are visible below and after

it. I consider it also unlikely that the statue should have been labelled
with the bare name, and if for some reason no titles were added, why
was the name placed on the right side of the statue and not in the middle ?

I therefore think that Vogel was right in calling the inscription frag-
mentary.

Under these circumstances the meaning of the three syllables remains
uncertain. All that can be said is that they probably are part of the
designation of the person represented by the statue and that this de-
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signation was of foreign, probably Iranian, origin, which would agree
with the style of the statue.

The three syllables can on no account represent the name of the
mahaksatrapa Castana, even if B. Bhattacaryya’s reading Sastana
should be accepted. In the inscriptions at G-unda (List No 963), Juna-
gadh (List No 965; 966), and Gadha (List No 967) the name of the
satrap is Castana

,
in the inscription at Andhau (List No 964a) Castana .

The legends on the coins are Gastanasa in Brahmi, Cathanasa in Kha-
rosthi, [Cl]AST(A)NCA in Greek characters.1 Ptolemaeus (7, 1, 63)

calls him Tiaarsvrjg, na being clearly an attempt to render ca in Greek
letters.

There is not the slightest evidence for B. Bhattacharyya ’s assumption
that the name was ever pronounced or spelt Sastana. How the alleged

mispronunciation “Cinivdsa” instead of
4Srinivasa ’ can prove anything

in this respect, I fail to see. Nor can it be of any consequence if some
villagers pronounce the name of the village that really is Belce as

Belse.

The identity of the statue with the satrap Castana, which B. Bhatta-
caryya declared to be absolutely certain, cannot be upheld neither from
a linguistic nor from a palaeographical point of view.

<80f>

Facsimile: below p. 298

§ 101 K 92

In the Mathura Museum there is a detached head with a conical cap
(No 1252), which was obtained from the village of Mat and almost

certainly belonged to the portrait statue of some Indo-Scythian prince

set up in the devaknla of that site.

The head with its inscription is figured in Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura
1930, pi. 4a—b. The cap has a richly decorated border, apparently

imitating a ribbon studded with precious stones, and on its right a

monogram, in the original probably formed by gems being stitch-

ed on.

Just as the monogram on the cap of the Palikhera head (§ 127 : L. 143 e),

this also consists of three Brahmi letters placed one below the other and
interlaced. In this case the reading is distinctly

Nayasa

As to the meaning of these monograms, I refer to the note on §127:

L. 143 e.

1 E. JT. Bapson. Catalogue of the Coins of the Andhra Dynasty, etc. (in the

British Museum) 1908, p. 72—75.

10 *
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2. From the Mound of Ral-Bhadar

(21b)

Facsimile: below p. 298

§102 K 8

Inscription on the pedestal of the image of a Naga, accompanied by
two Nagis 1 from the mound of Ral-Bhadar (about 8 miles north-west

of Mathura), now in the Mathura Museum (KTo 211).

The record is incised on the base below a group of worshippers con-

sisting of five males, five females, and two boys. Y. R. Gupte states

that on the upper rim of the pedestal also, beneath the feet of the deities,

there were short inscriptions, now much defaced, which probably con-

tained their names. But Mr. Agrawala doubts if the upper part was
inscribed at all and considers the lines which are visible there to be

parts of carving only.

The inscription was edited by Y. R. Gupte, Ep. Ind. 17. 1923/24,

p. lOff. with plates showing the image and the inscription.

Text

1 mahar[a]jasya 2 raj atirajasya sahi 3 Kanikkhasya 4 sa 5 8 gri 6 4 di 5

2 as[y]a 7 purv[v]ayam 8 bhagavat[o] 9 Bh[u]mo nagasya 10 puksirini

aramo 11 ca pra[t]i-

1 Y. R. Gupte states that the pedestal is mentioned Ann. Progr. Rep. of the
ASI, Northern Circle, for the year 1908/09 °. This publication is not accessible to me.

2 Gupte : maharajctsya , but the ha has no a-sign. The a-sign of the third aksara
is doubtful, it may be read as ra.

3 Gupte: [sdhi]. The sa seems to have no a-sign.
4 Gupte : Kdriikkhasya. The first letter has no a-sign and is distinctly ka.
5 As remarked by Gupte, the engraver first cut sya, but afterwards found out

his mistake and deeply engraved only sa

.

6 Gupte: gri. As often the r-sign is here combined with the -i-sign.
7 Gupte: as[yd]m. The last aksara is distinctly only sya.
8 Gupte: p[urvv]dy[d]m

.

The subscript -va of rv[v]d is probable. [For the -v-

which forms the middle part of the ligature, cf. the plate in Ep. Ind.]
9 Gupte: bhagavatah

.

The o -sign is a little blurred, but there is certainly no
visarga.

10 Gupte reads: [Bhumi-ndgajsya, but adds in a note: “There can be little

doubt about the reading Svdmi-ndgasya”

.

The reading of the name of the Naga is

difficult. The first sign seems to be bha with an w-sign attached to the lower part
of the vertical. The second letter is distinctly ma with the a-sign hanging down
from the right bar of the letter, but probably the vertical stroke above the line
which touches the left bar of the md belongs to the letter, and the aksara is really
mo. A very similar mo occurs in aramo in the same line.

11 Gupte: ar[d]mo. There is a flaw in the stone at the top of the first aksara,
but it is improbable that it has caused the loss of the sign of length as the stroke
denoting it is generally attached to the lower part of the vertical in the script of
the Eoi§an times. Therefore the letter is to be read as a.
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3 [g^rajho 1 [t]ra[s](y)[a] 2 Mathurasya 8 nivavad[a]kisya4

sa(rv)[va]satahida[s](u)-

4 (khaye) 5

Translation
In the year 8 of maharaja rajdtiraja sdhi Kanikkha (Kanislca), in

the 4th (month) of summer, on the 5 tb day, on this date, a tank and a
garden (were caused to be made) for the holy Naga Bhumo (as) the
donation of tra, 2 the niyavadalci of Mathura, for the welfare

and happiness of all sentient beings.

The name of the Naga, which is not quite certain, is apparently
given in the nominative case. The term niyavadalci I cannot explain;

it seems to be a title like kdlavdda .
6 In the “Additions and Corrections”,7

H. Krishna Sastri proposed to take Niya as the name of the carpenter

(vadaki) who made the gift. But this suggestion is not convincing.

13a
Facsimiles: below p. 299

§103
Fragmentary inscription on the sculptured pedestal of a seated Buddha

figure from the mound of Ral-Bhadar, now in the Mathura Museum.
The inscription, which is engraved on the upper rim, was noticed

by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 65 (A 71).

Text
Huviskasya 8 [s](am) 30 1 [he4] 9 d[i] 20 dana bh(i)[k](su)niy[e] 10 Dinnaye

ant(e)vasinin[am] Khudaye [Gra] . .///

1 Gupte
:
pra[ti/sthapitoJ, but the second aksara of the third line is undoubtedly

ho and the first letter, which has become nearly illegible, was apparently, as sug-
gested by Konow, gra . [What is to be seen of this aksara in the impressions may
be taken as the right part of ga.~\

2 Gupte: . .. putras[y]a . The reading pu is not warranted[, but the reading of
only the matrka as p. seems not impossible].

3 Gupte: .. turasya. The reading given above is certain.
4 Gupte: niya[mada]kisya, for which niyavadakisya was suggested by H.

Krishna Sastri in the “Additions and Corrections” (cf. below note 7). The third

aksara is undoubtedly va, the following letter may have been du.
5 Gupte reads: [sarvva]sat[v]a hi(hita)-su(sukhdrtham) and remarks: CiHi

and su at the end of the third line stand for liita-sulchartham. This abbreviation
is due to want of space”. The last but one letter of the third line is clearly da and
the following sa , although a little blurred, is quite distinct. The last two aksaras
stood apparently below sa(rv) [va]- of line 3, but they are quite obliterated.

6 [Cf. Luders’ Remarks in his edition of No 14a, 94, 103, Ep, Ind. 24. 1937/38,

p. 200ff. as No 2, 3, 4, resp. (= § 114, § 18, § 19 of the present work).]
7 Ep. Ind. 17. 1923/24, p. VII.
8 Mr. Dikshit states that there is nothing lost before the word Huviskasya.
9 The reading he 4 is rather uncertain.

10 The first two aksaras are uncertain. The third letter is perhaps ni.
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Tbanslation

In the year 31 of Huviska, in the 4th (month) of winter (?), on the

20th day, the gift of Khuda (and) the female pupils of the nun
Dinna (Dattd).

13b
Facsimile: below p. 299

§104

Inscription on a sculpture representing the corpulent figures of a man
and a woman seated in front side by side, from Ral-Bhadar, now in the

Mathura Museum. The inscription is engraved on the proper left side

of the base of the sculpture. The other side of the base is destroyed.

The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 92

(C 28). He referred to it ASI Ann. Rep. 1909/10, 2. 1914, p. 77.

Text

1 priyatam
2 Sidhaih] 1

Tbanslation

May the Siddha be pleased.

The words appear to be only the concluding formula of a donative
inscription which was engraved on the lost side of the base. There can
he little doubt that the term sidha (siddha) refers to the male person
represented in the sculpture, and it is to be regretted that the mutilated
state of the figure does not allow us to determine the character of the
deity denoted here by si(d)dha .

3. Kota Mound
Kota is a small village, about 3 miles to the north of Mathura. When

Cunningham 2 visited the place on his tour in 1882/83, he discovered
there a number of antiquities, among them 16 railing pillars, all origi-

nating from a long mound to the north of the kund of the village. A list

of the antiquities is given in ASI [Ann.] Rep. 20. 1885, p. 50—52.

Seven of the railing pillars are at present in the Mathura Museum
(J 56—62).3 They bear no dedicatory inscriptions, but on the reverse
of the pillar J 58, which is carved with two full and two half lotus ro-

1 The visarga is not quite certain.
2 Cf. ASI [Aim.] Rep. 20. 1885, p. 49—52.
3 Cf. Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 153— 155.
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settes, there are two signs above the upper half rosette which will be
discussed below (§ 105: L. 15a).

There is nothing in the finds of the Kota mound to indicate the nature
of the sanctuary to which the railing pillars belonged, and only for
general reasons we may surmise that it was a Buddhist Stupa. From
the pillar J 56, which shows a male figure in the typical Indo-Scythian
dress, it can be inferred that the railing was erected in the Kusan period
and a pedestal, which was found in the mound and bears an inscription

(§106: L. 15) in Kusan characters, points to the same time.

15a
Facsimile: below p. 299

§ 105

Concerning the two signs on the reverse of the railing pillar J 58
from the Kota mound, Vogel (Cat. Mus. Math. p. 154) speaks of two
figures reversed which he doubtfully read as 48 and which he took to

be the serial number of the pillar. I can discover no similarity between
the signs and the numerical characters, and it is not unlikely that there

was some more writing which is now sadly defaced.

As we know from several inscriptions 1 that the sculptors sometimes
signed their works with their names or with the initials of their names,
I should prefer to look at the waiting as the sculptor’s signature, although,

considering the bad preservation of the letters and the possibility that

they have to be taken as reversed, it will be a hopeless task to decipher

them. At any rate, I think it would be premature to draw from those

signs any conclusions as to the number of the railing pillars.

15

Facsimile: below p. 299

§ 106

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a statue from the Kota
mound, now in the Mathura Museum.
A facsimile of the inscription was published by Cunningham, ASI

[Ann.] Rep. 20. 1885, pi. 5, 2, and Vogel gave his reading in Cat. Mus.
Math. 1910, p. 122 (G43).

Text

Jayadevaputrena Ghosena///

Traxslatiox

By Ghosa, the son of Jayadeva ...

1 [Cf. below. Index ofMiscellaneous Terms, — Sculptor’s names, and Sculptor’s

marks.]
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4. From the Brindaban Road

41a

, Facsimile: below p. 299

§ 107 K 37

Inscription on the base of a male figure clad in Indo-Scythian dress.

Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 110 (E 25) stated that the statue was

found in a bagica on the Brindaban road about l1/* miles from Mathura.

The following transcript of the author has been taken from his treat-

ment of the record in Ep. Ind. 24. 1937/38. 1942, p. 207 f. No 6.)

Text

1 sa[va]tsara 70 2 h(emantama)s(e) pratha(me)

2

rnasya pra(tima)

5. From Ghosna

Facsimiles: below p. 300

£ 14

Four inscriptions on bricks and brickbats from Ghosna (about 3V2

miles to the east of the City of Mathura), now in the Mathura Museum
(No 1678; 1679; 1680; 651).

§ 108 <102e> (No 1678)

Text

Anadap[u]tasa 2 Nagadat[as]a + 3

Translation

Of Nagadata (Nagadatta), the son of Anada 2 (Anandct).

§109 <102d> (No 1679)

Text

Nagadatejna] 4 m[a]tu 5 da[ta]
1 [Cf. above Preface p. 9 with notes.]
2 [Apparently Liiders took the dot above the second aJcsara to be accidental;

otherwise we would have to read: Anamdap[uJtasaJ]
3 There is a sign after the name, which is probably no letter, but a mangold

symbol [i. e. a svastikd].
4 The bottom-line of the last aksaro is damaged, but the reading no is confirmed

by that of § 110: L. (102e).
5 The a-sign of md is faintly visible in the impression.
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§110 <102e> (No 1680)

[N]a[g]adatena mat(u) 1 data

Translation

Given by Nagadata
(
Ndgadatta

)
(and his) (?) mother.

The inscriptions §109: L. 102 d and §110: L. 102 e are made with the
same die. Nagadata is certainly identical with the person of that name
mentioned in §108: L. 102c. I admit that my explanation of mdtu as

equivalent to the instrumental case, which makes it necessary to supply
ca after it, is not satisfactory. Perhaps the inscription recorded that the
building for which the bricks were used, whatever it may have been,
was given by Nagadat(t)a to his mother.

§ 111 <102e2> (No 651)

Text
Vasagut[a] 2

///

Translation

Yasaguta (Vrsagupta'l)

The name is apparently the beginning of a longer dedicatory inscription.

6. From Sakna

14c*
§112
Fragmentary inscription on the base of a female figure of which

only the feet remain, from the village of Sakna (about 3 miles west of

Ganeshra and 6 miles west of Mathura), now in the Mathura Museum.
The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 123 (G 47).

Text
1 [tha]vasarisamase 3

2

[t]vana hitasukha 4

1 The ^-sign of the last afcsara is destroyed, but the reading tu is confirmed by
that of § 109: L. <102d>.

2 There was no writing before va.
3 Of the first aksara only the right half is preserved and the reading is uncertain.

There is a stroke to the left of the va, which is probably not the e-sign, but acci-

dental. The third letter is certainly sa , not so as read by Vogel.
4 Vogel: tvana hitasukha[rtham], but the signs of -a and -u are quite distinct.

Restore
:
(sarvasa)[t]vana hitasukha (rtham)

.
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Translation

for the welfare and happiness of (all sentient) beings

I am unable to explain the words of the first line. One would naturally

take mdse as the locative of masa and as part of the date. In that case

we should expect that the word before it was either the name of the

month or a numeral indicating the date of the year, but I fail to see

how the words can be interpreted in either way.

7. Mora

14

Facsimile: below p. 301

§ 118 Ksa 4

"‘Mora Well Inscription.” The slab bearing the record is now in the

Mathura Museum (Q 1).

The following transcript of the author has been taken from his treat-

ment of the inscription in Ep. Ind. 24, 1937/38. 1942, p. 194—200 No 1.)

Text

1 + mahaksatrapasa Rajuvulasa putrasa svami(sa mahaksatra-
pasa)

2 bhagavatam Vrsnma(m) pamcavlranam pratima[h] sailadeva-

gr(he)

3 ya[s]*To[sa]yah sailam srlmad=*grham^atulam^udadhasama-
dhara

4 arcadesam sailam pamca jvalata iva paramavapusa

14a
Facsimile: below p. 300

§114

C Inscription on the pedestal of a female statue from Mora, now in
the Mathura Museum (E 20).

The following transcript of the author has been taken from his treat-
ment of the inscription in Ep. Ind. 24, 1937/38. 1942, p. 200—202 No 2.)

Text
1 ... (maharaja)sya Kan(i)[s]ka[sya] (samvatsa)[r](e)

(grisma)[m](ase)
2 etasya purvaye M[ath]uri kalavadfa] o[dakh]i .

.

ye Tosaye patima (pratis)t(apita)
1 [Cf. above Preface p. 9 with notes.]
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<82a>
Facsimile: below p. 302

§ 115 JQaz 3

C Inscription on a door-jamb from Mora, now in the Mathura
Museum (No 367).

The following transcript of the author has been taken from his treat-

ment of the record in Ep. Ind. 24, 1937/38. 1942, p. 208—210 No 7.}

Text
(s)[v](amisya mahaksatrapasya Soda-)

sa[slya (. . .. di-)

[vas](e) ( )

[p]. .. [na] Si[v]a ( )

sapu[t]r[e]na Kausi(kiputrena

)

Vasuna bhaga[va](to Vasude-)
Tasya mahasthana ( sai~)

lam toranam ve(dika ca prati-)

sthapito prito [bha](gavan Vasu-)

devah svami[sya] (mahaksatra-)

pasya Soda[sa](sya )

samvartayatam

<14aa>

Facsimile : below p. 302

§116 3rd cent.

Inscription on very large bricks discovered at Mora, now in tlie

Mathura Museum. The complete legend was obtained from the different

fragments.2

It was edited by Vogel, JRAS 1912, p. 120 + pi. 2, 1, and ASI Aim.
Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 128+ pi. 58, 16. He referred to them also in

Sculpture de Mathura 1930, p. 18. [The record was published by Liiders,

Ep. Ind. 24, 1937/38. 1942, p. 199 with note 2.]

Text
jivaputaye rajabharyaye Brahasvatimita(dh) [i]tu3 Yasamataye karita[m]

1 [Cf. above Preface p. 9 with notes. — Based no his reading and interpretation

of the record Liiders, op. cit. p. 210, thought “it not improbable that the pillar

bearing the present inscription hails from the Bhagavata temple at Mora”.]
2 [Our collection contains now only the impression of one brick (A). Putting the

damaged aksaras in brackets the inscription on brick A yields the following tran-

script: jivaputaye rajabhfarydjye Brahds[v]atimita(dh) [i]tu [YasamJataye
karitafm] .]

3 The first letter is apparently bra , not hr or bri, as read by Vogel. The last but
one aksara is destroyed by the breaking of the brick, but the £-sign is partly preserv-

ed and Vogel’s reading dhi may be called certain.

1

2

3

4
5
6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Translation

Caused to be made by Yasamata, the king’s consort, whose son is

living, the daughter of Brahasvatimita (Brhatsvdtimitra)

.

The epithet jwaputrd is found also in List No 943, 944, 1126. Brahasvati-

mita has been identified by Vogel with Bahasatimita whose coins have

been found at Kosam and Ramnagar.1 On account of the characters the

inscription has to be assigned to the 3rd century B.C.

8. Ganeshra

Several finds made in the neighbourhood of Ganeshra (Ganesvara),

a village situated some three miles west of Mathura City to the north

of the road to Govardhan, have proved already long ago that the site

must have been occupied by a Buddhist sanctuary in the time of the

Kusans.
Fiihrer obtained there the life-size statue of a standing Bodhisattva,

which is now in the Lucknow Museum, and the beautiful image of a
seated Bodhisattva preserved in the Mathura Museum (A 45) was found
in a well near the village. 2 Both images belong to the Kusan period.

In 1908 Pandit Radha Krishna had the ancient tanks at Sitoha and
Ganeshra cleared. Prom the Ganeshra tank alone he obtained no less

than 62 pieces of sculpture, the oldest of which can designed to the
time of the Kusan rule. 3

To the same time belongs the pedestal of the portrait statue of some
foreigner which bears the inscription § 119: L. 14d. It was acquired from
a Koli* who is said to have obtained it from a Brahman’s house in the
village, but it is hardly necessary to remark that even if that state-

ment should be correct, there is no proof that the statue originally was
set up at the site of Ganeshra.

.
On the other hand we know that a Buddhist sanctuary at Ganeshra

was under favour of the foreign rulers ofMathura. There are three distinct

mounds in the vicinity of the village. When Pandit Radha Krishna
examined them in the winter 191 1/12,4 he found in one of them a stone

1 Smith, Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (Oxford 1906),
p. 146, 155, 185.

2 The standing image is figured in : V. A. Smith, Jain Stupa and other Anti-
quities of Mathura 1901, p. 87 ; Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura 1930, p. 43, pi. 35b ;

—
the seated image: ibid., p. 42, pi. 33a; ASI Ann. Rep. 1909/10, 2. 1914, p. 69,
pi. 23d; Codrington, Ancient India 1926, p. 44; Baehhofer, Fruhind. Plastik/Early
Indian Sculpture 1929, p. 107, pi. 85 (r.) ; Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 57
-b ph 10; etc.

3 Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 200.
4 Cf. the reports of the excavations by Vogel, JRAS 1912, p. 121—123, and

ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 128—130.
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with an inscription in Ksatrapa characters (§118:L.14d3) which
records the erection of a Stupa by the female relative of some Ksatrapa.
A Buddhist sanctuary therefore must have existed at the site already

before the Kusan period. It is probably much older, for the same mound
produced a number of bricks with inscriptions (§120: L. 14d 1) which
show that a building was erected by the minister of a Hindu king of

the Sunga period.

The mound nearest to the village also yielded numerous fragments
of sandstone sculptures which appear to have belonged to a railing of

very small dimensions. On one of the stones there is a fragmentary
inscription in characters of the 3rd or 2nd century B.C. (§117: L. 14d 2),

which proves that there must have been another sanctuary on the spot,

though it cannot be decided whether it was Buddhist or Hindu.

<14d 2)

Facsimile : below p. 302

§ 117

Fragmentary inscription on a piece of sandstone evidently belonging

to a small railing from the mound nearest to the village of Ganeshra, now
in the Mathura Museum.
The inscription was edited by Vogel, JRAS 1912, p. 121, and by

Agrawala, JUPHS 10. 1937, p. 4 Ho 7a

Text

///bhagavaprasada *///

Translation

. . . gifts to the holy one . . .

The characters are of the third or second century B. C.

<14d 3>

Facsimile : below p. 303

§118

Fragmentary inscription on a rounded piece of red sandstone found
in the second of the Ganeshra mounds, now in the Mathura Museum.
The inscription was edited by Vogel, JBAS 1912, p. 121f. +'pl. 2,2

and ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2. 1915, p. 128f. + pi. 58, 17.

1 Agrawala: -prasada, but the S-sign of da is distinct.
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Text

1 ///. r. .. sa 1 ksaharatasa Ghatakasa ///

2 Ijj.. ye thupa pa[t]I 2
///

Translation

. . . the Stupa was erected by (some female relative) ... of (ksat)r(apa)

hsahardta Ghataka . . .

Kmhardta seems to be not the name of a clan, as generally assumed,

but a title. It is strange that thupa shows no case-ending; perhaps it

is the equivalent of Sk. stupa.

Judging from the characters, the inscription would seem to date

from the time of the Saka rulers of Mathura.

I4d
Facsimile : below p. 303

§ 119

<
3 Inscription on the pedestal of a standing figure of which only the

feet, apparently shod, remain; from Ganeshra, now in the Mathura
Museum (G 42).

The following transcript of the author has been taken from his treat-

ment of the record in Ep. Ind. 24, 1937/38. 1942, p. 206 f. No 5.)

Text

1 maha[damda]na[yakasya] yamasa-
2 [heka]s[y]a [v]is[v]a[saka]sya Ulanasya patima

<14d 1)

Facsimiles: below p. 304

§ 120

Inscriptions on 26 4 bricks and brickbats from the second Ganeshra
mound, now in the Mathura Museum.
They were published by Vogel, JRAS 1912, p. 122f. + pi. 2,3 (repre-

senting Vogel’s No a and b) and 2,4 (No n, o and r), and again, in a more
explicit form, ASI Ann. Rep. 1911/12, 2.1915, p. 129f. (No a—v) +
pl. 58, 18 (No b). He referred to them also in Sculpture de Mathura
1930, p. 18f.

1 Restore: (ksat)r(apa)sa.
2 Vogel: pati. Probably to be restored to pa[tji(thapita).
3 [Cf. above Preface p. 9 with notes.]
4 [Liiders enumerated only 25 inscriptions omitting Vogel’s No n (= 19b)

which is figured in the JRAS pi. 2,4.]
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rA] i (Vogel a) Rohadevasa 1 Kohadas[a]
2 (Vogel b) Rohadevasa Kohada[sa]
3 (Vogel d) . . ha[de]vasa fvoha[da]sa

4 (Vogel f) sa Kohadasa
5 (Vogel h) Kohadasa 2

6 (Vogel j) Rohade . . . .
3

7 (Vogel e) Kohadasa Rohadevasa
8 (Vogel g) Kohadasa Ro[ha]
9 (Vogel e) [Kjohadasa Rohade[va] .

.

10 (Vogel i) Kohadasa 4

11 (Vogel k) Ko[ha] ....

[B] 12 (Vogel 1) Goxn 5

13 (Vogel r) Gomi . . ..
5

14 (Vogel m) Gom[i]tasa aniaee .

.

15 (omitted by Vogel) .... tasa [a]ma[ce] .

.

16 (omitted by Vogel) sa G

17 (Vogel s) [Go]m[ita] ..

18 (Vogel o) Gomita ......

19[a omitted by Vogel] . . mitama[c] . .

.

<19b (Vogel n) . . mitamacena)
20 (Vogel q)
21 (Vogel u)

22 (Vogel v) cena Kohadejna]
23 (Vogel p)
24 (Vogel t) . . ritam 8

[[C]] 25 (omitted by Vogel) raho

From this list it appears that there were two types of inscriptions,

a shorter one (cf. 1—11) [A] and a larger one (cf. 12—24) [B].

Text

A Rohadevasa Kohadasa or : Kohadasa Rohadevasa

Translation

Of Rohadeva, the Kohada
(
Kauhada

) or : Of the Kohada Rohadeva.

Text

B Gomitasa amacena (or: Gomitdmacena
)
Rokadevena Kohadena (or:

Kohadena Rokadevena or, possibly, only: Rokadevena) hdritam

1 [In the impression there is a small horizontal stroke above the set.]

2 At the end of the brick. 3 Vogel omits de , but it is distinct.
4 There was no writing before ho. 5 There was no writing before go.
6 According to Mr. Agrawala the reading Gomitasa a is probable.
7 There was no writing after hdritam. 8 There was no writing after ritam .
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Translation

Caused to be made by Rohadeva, the Koliada (or: by the Kohada
Rohadeva or, possibly only: by Rohadeva), the minister of Gomita
(Gomitra).

As is shown by the inscription on the brick 25, there seems to

have been a third version of the longer inscription [B], where

radio

of the king

was added to the name Gomitasa.

I am convinced that Vogel was right in identifying the rajan Gomita
with the Gomita, or Gomitra, whose coins have been found at Mathura,1

but I cannot agree with him when he speaks of “Kohada, ministre de

Gomita 5
’. The personal name of the minister was undoubtedly Roha-

deva and Kohada, representing Sk. Kauhada, was his patronymic.

Kohada as a personal name occurs in the gana Sivadayah in Panini

4, 1, 112. According to that rule the patronymic is Kauhada
,
whereas

the yuvan is called Kauhadi, as is expressly stated in the Kasika on
Pan. 2, 4, 58.

In the Mahabharata (Calcutta ed.) Kohala occurs as the name of a

Brahmanical Rsi (cf. 1,2049; 13,6271; 7671). Kohala
,
of course, is

only the later spelling for Kohala — Kohada. In the Sarada manuscript
of the Adiparvan, the old form Kohada is preserved and has been wrongly
replaced by Kahoda in the Critical Edition (1, 48, 9).

2

But Kohada or Kohala was at all times a widely spread name. It

is the name of several authors; the Vedic school of the Kauhaliyas is

mentioned Gobhila-Grhyasutra 3, 4, 34, and Kauhallputra is quoted as
an authority on phonetics in the Taittiriya Pratisakhya (17,2).

9. Prom Naugava

14b
Facsimile: below p. 305

§ 121

Fragmentary inscription in three lines on the pedestal of a seated
Buddha image of which only the left foot together with the drapery
below the legs is preserved. The first lines are engraved on the upper
rim, the third line on the lower rim of the pedestal. The pedestal, which
is now in the Mathura Museum, was obtained by Pandit Radha Krishna

1 V. A. Smith, Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (Oxford
1906), p. 190, p. 194.

1 Ed. V. S. Sukthankar, Vol. 1 (1933).
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from the village of Naugava, 4V« miles south-west of Mathura City,

south of the Govardhan road.

The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 60 (A 50).

Text

1

[bliiks](u)s[y]a Dharmahastika . .*///

2 vihare • 2
///

3 [p](r)[a]t,im[a] 3 p[r]atls[th]ap(i)[ta] 4
///

Translation

... of the monk Dharmahastika ... ... at the vihara an image . . .

. . . was set up.

10. Giridharpur Mounds

Giridharpur is a village situated about 3 miles west-south-west of

Mathura City. In 1874 Growse said 5
: “Within the borders of Giri-

dharpur may be traced a very extensive tank, now converted into

ploughed fields, with a series of mounds all round its margin. These
are unquestionably Buddhist Stupas, and will be examined. They are

covered with small fragments of carved stone, indicating that here

destruction was more than usually complete, and that the images were
not only thrown down but deliberately broken to pieces.”

Only few sculptures seem to have been recovered from the Giri-

dharpur mounds since that time, among them being the stones bearing

the inscriptions §122:L.91d and §123: L. 77 a. The inscriptions allow

us to determine the age of the buildings that once occupied the site,

§122: L.91d being written in the alphabet of the pre-Kusan period,

whereas §123: L.77a and §124: L. 92c show the characters of the early

KLusan times, but they are unfortunately so much damaged as to throw
no light on the nature of those buildings. Nor can the relief with the
figure of a Nagi, standing between two warriors armed with spears, 6

prove much in this respect, as it was not found in one of the mounds
at Giridharpur, but in a bagica near the village.

1 This portion of the inscription was not read by Vogel. The reading of the first

word is not certain.
2 There was probably some more writing after vihare , but it is entirely effaced.

[After the word there is a dot in the middle of the line.]
3 The a-stroke of ma is attached to the bottom-line of the letter. [Cf. above

p. 89, n. 7.]
4 [The second member of the third aksara is preserved only in its upper part,

but the dot distinguishing tha from tha seems to he indicated.] The vowel-signs
are uncertain, but stha and ta are more probable than sthd and td.

5 Growse, Mathura1 1874 Pt 1, p. 106.
6 The relief is now preserved in the Mathura Museum; cf. Vogel, Cat. Mus.

Math. 1910, p. 116 (F 32).

11 7761 Abli. Phil. Hist. K3„ 3. F., Nr. 47, Liidersf-Janert
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<9ia>

Facsimile: below p. 306

§122 Ksa 27

Fragmentary inscription on a broken lintel from the Giridharpur

Tlla, now in the Mathura Museum (No 1317).

Text

Golasvastasya 1 Buddliavasasya vay.///

TRANSLATION

Of Golasvasta Buddhayasa (
Buddhayams

)

The meaning of the strange term Golasvasta is unknown to me.

<77a)

Facsimile : below p. 305

§ 123 Ksa 8

Fragmentary inscription 2 on a round object from the Giridharpur

Tila, now in the Mathura Museum (No 1315). The proper left side of

the stone is lost. The writing and the age of the inscription have been
discussed above p. 161.

Text

1 vars[a] 3

2 maharajasya 200 70 bli[u] 4
///

3 Gotamiye bal£na[s]. 5
///

4 tu [ma] 6

1 Judging from the back of the impression, there seems to have been no writing
before go and the short vertical stroke at the top of sta is accidental.

2 [As an exceptional case in the Manuscript, the treatment of this inscription
is written by typewriter with some handwritten corrections of the author who
later on crossed out the transcript and the notes attached to it (see below note
3ff.). The revised version of these parts of this article is missing in the Manuscript.]

3 The word which seems to belong to the date has apparently been added after-
wards.

4 The vowel-sign may have been -u or -u. [The reading bhu seems to be more
probable as in one of the two impressions of our collection two horizontal strokes,
one below tb© other, are to be seen attached to the right bar of the bhaS\

6 The letter following na may have been sya or sa, but this is not quite certain.
6 Perhaps tu [ma] was followed by another aksara which is now illegible- The

two or three letters [written closely above the first aksaras of the fifth line] seem
to have been inserted afterwards. [In the impressions the bottom-line of the
second letter read as ma is not visible and the supposed a-sign is hanging almost
straight down from the right arm of the letter. — Meant as: matu ?]
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5 baladhikasya 1 bh[u]

2

///

6 bharyaye danain sa[r]va*///

7 [dha]pucaye

4

sap[itu]xn[adu] . .*///

It is impossible to offer a coherent translation of the inscription.

Probably vars[

a

] is meant to be inserted either before or after the
numerical figures. At any rate the inscription is dated in the year 270
of the Maharaja. The era used here is undoubtedly the same as that
used in the Mathura inscription List No 78 which is dated ‘in the year
299 of the maharaja rdjatirdja\ As to the possible beginning of this

era, I refer to my remarks on No 78.6

Our inscription records the gift of a lady who is called Gotami (Gau-
tami ), and the wife of some person who is styled as baladhika , evidently an
imperfect writing for baladhika. Possibly baladhika is the same military

title which appears in the form of valddhikrta in the Shahpur inscription

(CII 3, No 43 with p. 210, 2),
7 or it may stand for the more common

title balddhyaksa . The name of the baladhika of our inscription is lost

with exception of the first letter which probably was bhu. The words
between Gotamiye and baladhikasya must belong to the further de-

scription of the donatrix. Perhaps we may restore baldnd in line 3 as

baldnd[s](ya dhi) and combine the restored dhi with the tu in the next
inserted line as (dhi)tu, although in this way the [mdj after the tu

would be left unexplained. Baldna would be the true Saka equivalent
of the Iranian name Varddna which as Valdna and Uldna occurs also

in records of the Kusan time.

1 [The two vertical strokes rising at either end of the horizontal bar of the ha
are perhaps only accidental haws. At the lower part ofthe vertical bar of the aksara
in question there is a short but distinct stroke slanting down to the left.]

2 The letter was possibly bhu. [The lower part of the vertical of the bha is not
quit© straight, but slightly turned to the right the w-sign rising at right angles.
The other vowel-sign denoting the length of the -u is written as in the bhu of the
second line ; cf. above p. 1 62, n. 4. These parts of the letter are connected by a vertical

bar which seems to be accidental. Below the aksara a sign resembling a ta seems
to be written the upper part of which touches the bhu.]

3 The r-sign is uncertain.
4 The reading of the first aksara is uncertain [as it is written in its left part

not as a semicircle like in the dhi of line 5, but almost as a rectangular. It seems not
impossible that the engraver intended at first to write a ba

,

but taking notice of
his fault he finished the aksara as dha. — To be read as: (bu*)dha?]

5 [The sa is hanging above the line, inclined to the left; cf. the sa in 1. 6.] Of
the next four letters only the ma is certain. [The i-sign of p[i] is only faintly
visible and crossed by a flaw. The matrkd of the [du] is to be compared with the
da in danam the lower part of which having disappeared by a long vertical cut.

The sign following the [du

]

consists of two broad parallel strokes connected by
a curved line which seems to be accidental.]

6 [The Manuscript does not contain the treatment of the inscription List No 78.]
7 The expression mahavaladhikrta occurs in the Majhgavam Copper-plates,

CII 3, p. 106ff. No 23 + ph 14 (line 20), and in the Khdh Copper-plates, CII 3,

p. 125ff. No 28 + pi. 18 (line 31), p. 132ff. No 30 + pi. 19B (line 13).

11 *
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If the suggested restoration should be correct, it would follow that

the donatrix was of Saka descent which at first sight would seem in-

compatible with her designation as Gotami. But Gotami needs not

necessarily be taken as an epithet characterizing her as belonging to

the Brahmanical gotra of the Gautamas. Among the Buddhists Gotami
appears to have been used also as a personal name in remembrance
of the foster mother of the Buddha. As such it occurs e.g. in the Sanei

inscription List No 623 which records a gift of the nun Gotami. Unfor-

tunately this explanation also is uncertain, as the object of the gift

cannot be made out, and we do not know whether the donatrix was an
adherent of the Buddhist creed.

Assuming that pucaye is a clerical error for pujaye and that the nextword
begins with sapitu, the words of the last line may perhaps be translated

:

for the worship of . . . (in honour) of her father and mother.

<92c>

Facsimile : below p. 305

§ 124 K 83

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a slab showing a NagI
and a male figure with a spear in his left hand and the right raised in

abhayamudrd , from the Giridharpur Tila, now in the Mathura Museum
(No 1316).

Text

///[s](ya) pravarika [s](ya

)

l
///

Translation

of the eloakmaker

11. Pallkhera

The mound at Pallkhera, a village situated about three miles south-
west of the Katra, must have been the site of a Buddhist sanctuary
of considerable importance.
In the winter of 1873/74 Growse discovered here the famous bac-

chanalian group’
,
the companions of Colonel Stacy’s ‘Silenus’.2

In 1915/16 trial excavations, undertaken by Pandit Radha Krishna,
resulted in unearthing the stone-bowl with the inscription § 125 : L. 143 d,

1 The aksaras read as sya are uncertain.
2 Growse, Mathura2 1880, p. 1 15f., p. 155f. Cf. Cunningham: ASI [Ann.] Rep.

20. 1885, p. 47 f., Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 83ff. (C 2).
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which proves that the sanctuary was a viMra of the Mahasanghika
school, and the Bodhisattva image 1 bearing the inscription §126: L.41b.
A detached head with the monogram treated under §127: L. 143e shows

that also the statue of an Indo-Scythian prince was set up at that place.

For palaeographical reasons these finds as well as the fragmentary
inscription §128: L.21e and the mason’s mark §129: L. 143 i must he
assigned to the Kusan period.

(143d)
Facsimiles : below p. 306

§ 125 K 208

Fragmentary inscription on the edge of a monumental stone-bowl

from the Palikhera mound, now in the Mathura Museum (No 662).

The bowl is figured ASI Ann. Rep. 1915/16, 1. 1917, pi. 5d (cf. p. 16),

in Vogel’s Sculpture de Mathura 1930, pi. 48b (cf. p. 54), by D. R.
Salmi, Progr. Rep. Hindu and Buddhist Monuments No 6. 1916/17°,

p. 8. — [Cf. V. S. Agrawala, Cat. Brahm. Images 1951, p. 93.]

Text

///(Maha)samghiyanam 2 parig[r]a[he] ma[t]apitrn[a]m 3 nam 4

hita[s](ukhaye) bh[ava]t[u] \~
5

Translation

(The bowl was given) for the acceptance of the (Maha)samghiyas

(Mahdsdnghihas).
6 Let it be for the welfare and happiness of the parents

(of the donor), of

The characters of the inscription belong to the Kusan period.

<41 b)
Facsimile: below p. 307

§ 126 K 64

Inscription on the upper and lower rims of the pedestal of a Bodhi-
sattva statue from Palikhera, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta

(N. S. 4145).

1 In the ASI Ann. Rep. 1923/24. 1926, p. 231 it is stated that the image came
from the Palikhera mound.

2 [The fourth ak§ara of the whole word may be read as nghlS\
3 The d-sign of n[a] is probable. After this word writing filling about 16" is

obliterated.
4 [It seems probable to read the remnants of the letter before nam as . [vd];

the word may be restored as (sarvasat) [vdjnam.']
5 [After the horizontal stroke there is a mangala symbol.]
6 [Cf. Ltiders, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 19.]
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The inscription was first noticed by Sir John Marshall, ASI Ann. Rep.

1916/17, 1. 1918, p. 13 + pi. 7c (showing the image), and subsequently

edited by Ramaprasad Chanda, ASI Ann. Rep. 1922/23, p. 168 (cf.

ditto, 1923/24. 1926, p. 231), and again by D. R. Sahni, Ep. Ind. 19.

1927/28, p. 66 No 2 + pi. See also Ann. Progr. Rep. of the Superintend-

ent, Arch. Surv., Hindu and Buddh. Monuments, Northern Circle, for the

year ending 31st
,
March 1917°, p. 8. [For the image which bears the

inscription cf. also Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura 1930, p. 36 f., pi. 26b,

Bachhofer, Fruhindische Plastik/Early Indian Sculpture 1929, pl.83(r.).]

Text

1 (maharajasya) [d](e)vaputrasa Huv[i]skasya sa[m] 30 9 va 3 di 5

etasya[m] purvajyKam) 1 bh[i]khuniye Pusaha[th]iniye [a](mtevasi)-

2 ni[y](e) 2

3 bh[i]khuniye Budhadevaye Bodhisatvo pratithapito 3 saha matapitihi

4

sarvasat[v]ahitasukh[a] *///

Translation

In the year 39 of maharaja devaputra Huviska, in the 3rd (month)

of the rainy season, on the 5th day, on this date, the Bodhisattva was
set up by the nun Budhadeva.

(
Buddhadeva), the female pupil of the

nun Pusahathini (Pusyahastinl), together with her parents for the

welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

<143e>

Facsimile: below p. 307

§ 127 K 209

The Palikhera mound is the finding place of a detached head, which is

now preserved in the Mathura Museum (No 1566).

It is figured in Vogel, Sculpture de Mathura 1930, pi. 4 c—d.

1 The true reading may be purva[y](e).
2 Sahni reads sa after PvAaka[thJiniye and ignores the distinct ni below the

ye. The aJcsara, which Sahni takes to be sa, is apparently an initial a, and faint
traces of the matrlca of a ya are visible after the ni in the second line. As the photo-
graph of the stone clearly shows that the comer of the upper rim is broken off, I
have no doubt that the word is to be restored as [a] (intevasi)jni[y] (e).

3 [On the plate in Ep. Ind. 19. 1927/28 the lower parts of tvo and pra are di-
stinctly visible.]

4 [The 5-sign of ti is quite distinct.]
5 [There is a horizontal stroke above the first sa, therefore from the purely

graphical point of view the reading samrva would be possible. On the plate in
Ep. Ind. 19. 1927/28 the fourth alcsara shows a subscript -va below the ta.~\ The
end of the Word may be restored as -sukh[a] (ye) or as -sukh[a] (rtham).
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The head is covered with the conical cap which is a characteristic

feature of the Indo-Scythian dress. On the right side the cap is decorated
with a crescent. On the left side there is a monogram consisting of the
Brahmi letters la, va, and na, placed immediately one below the other.

The lowermost akmra may also be taken as na , if it is assumed that

in interlacing the letters, the top-stroke of the na was merged into the
bottom-line of the va

,
just as the small top-stroke of the va apparently

coincides with the bottom-line of the la .

The intended reading may therefore have been

Lavana (or:) Lavana.

We find a similar monogram on the cap of a head from the village of

Mat (cf. § 101 : L. 80f). It is not quite easy to say what was the meaning
of these monograms. I should suggest that they are personal names, per-

haps in an abbreviated form, and that people had them embroidered on
their clothing as a mark of property.

In this connection I should like to refer to two well-known scenes of

the Mrechakatika : Vasantasena recognises the mantle of her lover by the

name worked into it (II 20, 10) 1 and Samsthanaka desists from covering

the strangled courtesan with his cloak because it has his name on it

and therefore might lead to detection (VIII 43, 23). 2

<21c>

Facsimile: below p. 307

§128 K9
Fragmentary inscription on the upper and lower rims of the pedestal

of a Bodhisattva image from Pallkhera, now in the Mathura Museum
(No 664).

Text

1 [ma] 3 [savatsajre 8 va[rsa]m[as]e 2 [pra] 4,

Sihakasya danam B[odhi] 5
///

2

p. p na 6 sukha[ye]
1 Cf. ed. Parab 1900, p. 77.
2 Cf. op. cit., p. 220.
3 The reading of the sign is not quite certain. After it about eight aksaras seem

to have followed which are now entirely obliterated. The words mahdrdjasya
Kaniskasya would exactly fill the gap before [savatsa]re.

4 The ak§ara seems to be pra [or <§].

May we restore (divase) [pra

]

and take [pra] as an abbreviation of prathame t

It is hardly possible to read [sthe

]

instead of [pra], and the restoration *divase

sasthe is therefore very improbable.
5 [The vowel-sign of the first aksara is certain in its right part which is denoted

by a horizontal stroke to the right. Only faint traces of the second letter are preserv-

ed.] The word probably is to be restored as B[odhi] (satvo).
6 The reading na is more probable than ta. Perhaps the original reading Was

sarvasatvdnam .
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Translation

In the year 8 (of maharaja Kaniska?), in the second month of the

rainy season, (on the) .
.
(day), the (Bodhisattva?) (was set up as) the gift

of Sihaka (Simihaka

)

for the happiness (of all sentient beings).

<143i>*

§ 129 K 213

On the back of an architectural piece found in the Pallkhera mound,
now in the Mathura Museum, there is one letter which seems to be the

rest of an inscription or, more probably, a mason’s mark.

The ahsara is to be read as

ryfa] 1

<143h>
Facsimile: below p. 308

§ 130 K 212

Fragmentary inscription on a broken pedestal from Pallkhera, now
in the Mathura Museum (No 1217).

Only a few letters are legible on the proper right side (a) and a single

letter on the proper left side (b), which is covered with chisel marks.

Text
a 1 .... [r]asya

2 ..katya 2

b sa///

No sense can be discerned.

<143n>
Facsimile: below p. 308

§ 131 K 218

Fragmentary inscription on a broken pedestal from Pallkhera, now
in the Mathura Museum (No 1211).

The inscription is engraved on the front side (a) and on the rim on
the proper left facet of the pedestal (b), but only the latter portion is

still legible.

Text
a
b tv[a]nam 3 hit[a]sukhae

1 At the top of the ligature there is a stroke to the left. It is therefore possible
to read the ahsara as ry[e] or as ry[i].

2 The last ahsara may also be read as tyi or rtya .

3 Restore: (sarvasa-)tv[d]nam.
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Translation

. . . for the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

12. From Salempur

<1433)*

§ 132 K 216

Inscription on an architectural piece discovered at the Salempur
well (about 3x

/2 miles to the south-west of Mathura City), now in the
Mathura Museum (No 735).

Text

Dharma

The characters are very old. Perhaps Dharma is the abbreviated
name of the sculptor.

13. From the Maholl—Usphar Road

14e
Facsimile: below p. 308

§133

The stone bearing this inscription was obtained by Pandit Radka
Krishna from a place on the perambulation road between the villages

of Maholl and Usphar, about 3 and 6 miles respectively south-west

of the City. It is now in the Mathura Museum. The stone in question

is the fragment of a sculpture which may have represented a Naga.
The inscription is incised on the front face, the second line being continued

on the proper left face of the base.

It was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math 1910, p. 90 (C 16), and again

ASI Ann. Rep. 1908/09. 1912, p. 162.

Text

1 [sri-jAsvtajdevfalsya 1

2 Bhavanandi-pravar[i]kaputrasya 2

1 The first aksara is very imperfectly written. Vogel: sr[l]-. The true reading
of the last but one letter is possibly va. In that case we would have to read A&va-
dev[a]sya.

2 Vogel: Bhuvana-tripravaraka-puttrasya, but in bliu the t*-sign is never ex-

pressed by the elongation of the vertical line ; the fourth aksara is clearly ndi not
tri; the n-sign of pra is quite distinct, and the -i of r[i], though a little blurred,

is absolutely certain. The trd (not Ura as assumed by Vogel) shows the same elon-

gation of the vertical as the bha.
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Translation

Of Asvadeva, the son of the cloakmaker Bhavanandin.

The letters of the inscription are badly and irregularly shaped, and
considering the form of the bha and the ta, the inscription can hardly

be earlier than 400 A. D.

14. Anyor

Anyor is a village at the south-eastern foot of the Giriraj or GSvardhan
hill which at present is dedicated to the worship of Krsna. During

the rule of the Kusans and probably even before that time it must have
been the site of a Buddhist vihdra of which the two statues bearing the

inscriptions § 134: L. 12a and §135: L. 13 have survived.

12a
Facsimiles : below p. 309

§134

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a statuette discovered

by Pandit Radha Krishna at Anyor, where it was worshipped as the
goddess Durga by the Malkhana Thakurs of the village. The statuette

is now in the Mathura Museum. It represents the Buddha seated, in

the attitude of imparting protection (Sk. abhayamudrd), but in the
inscription it is probably called a Bodhisattva.

The statuette is figured ASI Ann. Rep. 1930—34, 2. 1936, pi. 122a
(of. p. 253). With the exception of the date, the inscription, which runs
on the raised rims above and beneath the bas-relief of the pedestal, is

for the most part illegible. Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 63 (A 65), read
only the date of the year and the month.

Text

1 sam 50 1 gr[i] 3 di [4]
1 asya puvaya .... m[a] .. [hath, grasa] ..

2

2 .
.
[sya] . . . .

3 Bo . . .
.
[t] .

4 a . . rya 5 Ma .... [nghika]na 6 par[i] .
.
[h] ?

1 The figure is indistinct and not quite certain.
2 The reading of these letters is very doubtful.
3 Something like ddnam may have stood in the lacuna.
4 Probably to be restored to bo (dhisa)[t] (o).
* Perhaps to be restored to a(ca)rya

,

although we should expect the equivalent
of dcaryanam.

6 The aksara nghi is pretty distinct. As there is no curve at the bottom of the
following aksara it may be read only as ka, although the middle-bar of the letter
is missing. The original reading was probably mahasdnghikana

. [Cf. Luders, Acta
Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 19.]

7 Restore
:
par[i] (gra)[h] (e).
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Translation

In the year 51, in the 3rd (month) of summer, on the 4th
(?) day, on

this date, ... the Bodhisattva (?), the (gift) of... .... for the acceptance
of the teachers (?), the Mahasanghikas.

13

Facsimile : below p. 309

§135

Inscription on the upper rim of the pedestal of a seated Buddha,
discovered by Cunningham in 1882/83 outside the village of Anyor
and acquired for the Mathura Museum in 1908 by Pandit Radha Krishna.

The record was published by Cunningham, ASI [Ann.] Rep. 20. 1885,

p. 49 + pi. 5,5, by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 48 f. (A 2) with a
photolithograph of the image on pi. 8, and again by Vogel, ASI Ann. Rep.
1909/10, 2. 1914, p. 64f. with a reproduction of the image (pi. 23b)
and the inscription (pi. 29,2). [The sculpture was figured also by Bach-
hofer, Friihind. Plastik/Early Indian Sculpture 1929, pi, 83 (I.).]

Text

1 [Sjafkyjopasakasya 1 Susasya Harusasya — danam 2 Budhaprat[i]ma
Ottarasya 3 H[a]rusa[sya]

4

2 vihare saha matapitihi

—

6 sarvasatvanam hitasukhartha[m] 6

Translation

The gift of the Sakya la3
T brother Susa Harusa, an image of the Buddha

at the convent of "Ottara Harusa, together with his parents, for the
welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

Susa Harusa and tJttara Harusa are apparently foreign names, though
IJttara may stand for Sk. Uttara . The use of double names reminds of

such names as Vag(r)a Mareg(r)a and Hasthuna Mareg(r)a, which are

probably Iranian in the Wardak Vase inscription (CII 2, 1, p. 170 No 86).

1 Cunningham and Vogel read : updsakasya. The first two signs in Cunningham’s
facsimile are perfectly imaginary. The form of the initial u as given there does
not yet exist at the time of the inscription. The mdtrkd kya can be easily recog-
nized on the back of the impression, and only the 6a is indistinct.

2 The anusvdra is distinctly visible on the back of the impression. The stroke
before danam appears to be intentional.

3 Vogel: Uttarasya, but the first aksara is clearly u

.

4 The d-stroke of h[a] is not quite distinct in the impression. In an old rubbing
of Cunningham which unfortunately is partly spoiled by tracing the letters in
pencil the sya is clearer than in the impression recently made.

5 The stroke may be accidental.
6 The anusvdra is not quite certain.
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For palaeographical reasons the date of the inscription cannot be later

than the beginning of the Kusan rule.

Vogel is inclined to refer Harusa to the native place of Susa and

Uttara, but until now Harusa has not turned up as a geographical name.

15. From Sonkh

(31b)

Facsimile: below p. 309

§ 136 K 25

Inscription on the base of a Bodhisattva statuette which is said to

have been found in a mound at the village of Sonkh, Mathura Tahsil,

about 14 miles to the south-west of the City. The stone is now in the

Mathura Museum (No 1602). The inscription consists of three lines en-

graved on the upper rim, in the middle on both sides of the central

sculpture, and on the lower rim of the pedestal, respectively*

It was briefly noticed in the ASI Northern Circle, Hindu and Buddhist
Monuments, Ann. Rep. for 1920/21° (not accessible to me), and edited

by D. R. Sahni, JRAS 1924, p. 400 f. No 2.

Text

1 maharasva Kani 1 20 3 2 gr 1 etasyafml purvayam vfilharasvralmrilsya

Gun[d]asya 3 dhita 4 Pusyada 5

2 Bodhisatvam prat[i]sta[p]ay[ati] 6

3 svake vih[a]re [sarvasatvanam hi] 7
. .///

Translation

(In the year) 23 of maharaja Kani(ska), in the 1st (month) of summer,
on this date, Pusyada(ta), the daughter of the lord of the vihdra , Guixda,
sets up a Bodhisattva in her own vihdra (for the welfare and happiness)
of all sentient beings.

1 Fault of the engraver for maharajasya Kanishasya sam. In the date the day
also has apparently been omitted by mistake.

2 Sahni has drawn attention to the fact that there is a horizontal stroke above
the three bars denoting the figure 3, and has suggested that the figure might be
meant for 4. But, as he remarked himself, there is no example of such representation
of the numeral 4 and, as the uppermost stroke is thinner and longer than those
below it, I am convinced that it is accidental. Mr. AgraWala is of the same opinion.

3 Sahni: vihdrisya Massagabhasya ( ?) . The reading of the title and the name
is absolutely certain.

4 Sahni: dhiti, but the d-sign is distinct.
5 Perhaps, as suggested by Sahni, Pusyada is a clerical mistake for Pusyadatd.
6 The engraver has forgotten to incise the right vertical of the pa .

7 Restore: [hi] (tasuTcaye) or [hi] (tasulchartham)

.
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16. From Chargaon

149b
Facsimile : below p. 310

§ 137 K 222

Inscription on the back of a statue of a standing Xaga discovered by
Pandit Radha Krishna in 1908 near the village of Chargaon, ten miles

map-measurement almost due soutli of Mathura City and about one
mile south-south-west of Bhainsa. The statue is now in the Mathura
Museum.
The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 8Sf.

(C 13), and again ASI Ann. Rep. 1908/09. 1912, p. 160f. + pi. 53 (image)

and 56a (inscription). The statue was figured by Vogel, Sculpture de
Mathura 1930, pi. 41a—b (cf. p. 48), and again: Indian Serpent-lore

1926, pi. 5 (cf. x>*
12 and 282), by Bachhofer, Fruhind. Plastik Early

Indian Sculpture 1929, pi. 97, by Smith, History of line Art in India

and Ceylon2 1930, fig. 84, etc.

Text

1 maharajasya r[a]jattirajasya Huvifsjkasya 1 savatsara ca[ta]risa 2 40

2 liemattam[a]s[e] 3 2 divase 20 3 etta purvayya
3 Senahasti 4 [ca] 5 Pindapayyaputro 6 Bhondake 7 [c]a 8

4 Viravrddhiputro etti vayyasya ubhayye

1 [Vogel: Huviskasya . He apparently took the upper part of the third aksara
as as its left vertical is bent outwards and the bottom-line not closed, com-
paring the ligature of the word in question with the second ak§ara of pu§karaniyya
(line 5) which is Written differently.]

2 In the impression the right half of the second aksara is not visible; perhaps
the letter was never quite finished. Vogel read cat[u]ri£a, but such a form does
never occur in any dialect and we may just as well read ca[ta]riia or even
ca]tva]ri&a.

3 Probably meant for hemantamase. [At the upper right part of the ma there
is a small but distinct stroke to the right which makes the reading mdse instead
of mase possible.]

4 I think that this reading proposed by Vogel is right, but it implies that here
the ha of the later Eastern alphabet is used.

5 The impression shows nothing but two vertical strokes. Here again it looks

as if the letter had not been finished. [Concerning this sign Liiders remarked later

on in the Manuscript :] h ? [i. e. he then took the sign as the visarga belonging to the
preceding word. Senahastih , the later reading, seems to be more probable than
Senahasti [ca] given in the text above.]

6 [The last but one aksara bears the w-sign as well as the d-sign.]
7 Vogel waves between Bhoriuke and Bhondake and decides for the former.

But the -u-sign should be a straight stroke, while the nda in the preceding word is

almost exactly the same as here. The he instead of ho seems to be due to the neg-
ligence of the engraver who forgot to draw the right bar of the o-sign.

8 Here the ca looks exactly like va.
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5 nata 1 prattistapenti 2 puskaraniyya 3

6 svaka[yyam] 4 priy[y]att[i] 5 bhagava nago

Translation

In the fortieth - 40th - year of maharaja rajdtiraja Huviska, in the 2nd

month of winter, on the 23rd day, on this date, Senahasti (.Senahastin),

the son of Pindapayya, and Bhondaka, the son of Viravrddhi ( Viravrddhi),

these two comrades set np both (this) Naga at his own tank. May the

lord Naga be pleased!

Vogel translates his reading puskaraniyya svakayydm with: “at their

own tank55

,
but svaha refers to the Naga. The present priyyatti, instead

of the more common priyatam
,
seems to be used in analogy to jayati.

149c*

§ 138 K 223

Fragmentary inscription on a slab found at the village of Chargaon
together with the Naga image, treated before. A large portion of the

surface of the stone has peeled off and only a few letters of the writing

are legible.

The inscription was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 186 ( Q 4).

Text

1 ... [ra]jati[raja] [pu]tra 6

2

[pu]rvayya 7
. .

.

1 Properly the second aksara ought to be read ta, though what is meant is

undoubtedly gam.
2 The tti is disfigured by one cut which seems to be accidental. In sta the sub-

script -ta is attached to the sa in a very odd way
;
perhaps what looks like -ta is

really the upper part of a -tha the lower part of which was not executed. Of the
e-sign only the end resembling a dot is distinct in the impression. The last sign
may be taken as nti.

s Perhaps a very small a-sign is attached to the yya

,

but there is no anu-
svdra.

4 The intended reading is certainly svakdyyarn , but instead of yyarn we might
just as well read ryyd; cf. the rvd in line 2.

5 The subscript -ta looks more like -na. [Liiders transcribed the last aksara as
tti. Curiously enough he calls special attention to this letter (see in the text above)
without indicating that the transliteration ttd (cf. the syd of 1. 4) would be also possible
and that the equivalent for priyatam , the more common reading, may have been
meant by the engraver, writing priyyatta without the sign for the anusvdra at
the end.]

6 Restore
: fraJjatifrajaJ (sya deva)[pu]tra (sya)

.

7 Vogel: [pujrvayya. The a-strokes are pretty distinct.
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3 [k]asas[v]avah[ajdarava 1 ...

4 payat i
2 ...

I am unable to offer a translation. I cannot suggest anything that
would satisfy myself as to the meaning of the eight syllables preserved
in line 3. All that can be said is that the inscription probably recorded
the setting up of some image or shrine and that it was dated in the reign

of some king who by his title rajaft raja and devaputra is shown to have
been one of the four Kusan rulers. It is not unlikely that it is contem-
porary with the inscription § 137 : L. 149b and was in some way connected
with it.

17. From Parkham

150
Facsimile: below p. 311

§ 139 £ 16

On a tour during the cold season of 1 882/83, Cunningham discovered

a colossal standing statue of grey sandstone at Parkham, a village

situated on a low mound 15 miles south of the City of Mathura and
several miles to the east of the road leading from Agra to Mathura.
The statue was worshipped at that time by the villagers under the name
of Devata. Later on it was transferred to the Mathura Museum (C 1).

It represents a corpulent man cut in the round, including the pedestal
8' 8" or 2,62 m high. The head is detached and both arms are broken
off. The figure is clothed in a dhoti which is secured by two flat girdles,

one round the waist and one round the loins. The neck is decorated

with a necklace and a torque with four dependent tassels at the back.

The left knee is slightly bent. The position of the arms cannot be deter-

mined with certainty, but a break on the left side of the image makes
it probable that the left hand was placed on the hip. According to

Cunningham the statue shows traces of having been highly polished.

There is an inscription in early Brahmi characters on the top of the ped-

estal (on both sides of the feet [line 1 and 3] and between them [line 2]).

A description of the statue together with a photolithograph (showing
the statue as well as a facsimile of the record) and the first reading ofthe

inscription were published by Cunningham ASI [Ann.] Rep. 20. 1885,

p. 39—41 + pi. 6. Cunningham conjectured that the statue was that of

“a Yaksha, or attendant demi-god, who carried a chaurl over the right

shoulder/’ and on account of the characters of the inscription which he

took to be of the Asoka period, he assigned the statue to the third
1 The third aksara read sa by Vogel seems to have a subscript letter, either

~va or -ta. The fifth letter is certainly not pi as read by Vogel, but ha, lid or ho.
2 Vogel: [prijjati, apparently a misprint for [prijyati. There being no trace

of the £-sign and the subscript -r being quite hypothetic, payati, to be restored to

(pratisthd)payati, would seem to be preferable.
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century B. G. The whole inscription, including the second line which

had been overlooked by Cunningham, was read, “with every reserve”,

again by Konow, Ind. Ant. 38. 1909, p. 147, note 5.

In the following year Vogel gave a description of the statue accom-

panied by a photolithographic reproduction and his reading ofthe inscrip-

tion in Cat. Mils. Math. 1910, p. 83 + pi. 12. Vogel thought that it was
not very likely that an image of this size should have served the purpose

of a simple attendant, and, as there is no indication that it held any
object over the shoulder, he felt inclined to identify it with Hubera,

which would agree with the corpulence of the figure. From the characters

of the inscription he inferred that the statue was to be dated in the

second century B. C.

When K. P. Jayaswal had advanced the startling thesis that the two
Patna statues in the Calcutta Museum were portrait statues of Saisunaga

kings, Brindavan C. Bhattacharya, in a paper in the JBOBS 5. 1919,

p. 402—404 (Saisunaka Statues), drew attention to the close resemblance

of the Parkham image to those Patna statues, without inferring from
it more than the essential identity of the three images as regards the

character of the persons represented.

O. C.Gangoly went a step further. In the Modern Beview, March
1919°, he pointed out that the three statues were similar in every respect

to a statue from Pawaya which, by its inscription, 1 had been proved to

represent the Yaksa Mambhadra, and he concluded from it that the
Parkham statue as well as the two Patna statues could not be anything
but Yaksa statues. He suggested that the Parkham image represented
Gardabhaka, the presiding genius of Mathura.

B. C. Bhattacharya’s paper induced K. P. Jayaswal to examine the
inscription of the Parkham image, and consequently he found it to
state that the statue was that of the Magadha King Kunika Ajatasatru,
set up in the 36th year of his reign, which would approximately correspond
to 515 B. C. After a short preliminary note on his new reading (JBOBS
5. 1919, p. 550f.),2 K. P. Jayaswal edited the inscription with an ela-

borate commentary JBOBS 6. 1920, p. 173—188. The paper is accom-
panied by six plates showing front and side views of the statue and
reproductions of impressions, plaster and paper casts, tracings by Bishun
Swarup, and Cunningham’s drawings of the inscription.

Whereas K. P. Jayaswal’s interpretation had found the support ofHara-
prasad Shastri (JBOBS 5. 1919, p. 563), it was strongly opposed by

1 A full description of the statue, accompanied by a photolithograph, and an
edition of the inscription were published by Garde, ASI Ann. Bep. 1915/16, 2.
1918°, p. 105f. -f pi. 54, pi. 57, b—c.

3 G. H. Ojha expressed his full agreement with the reading and interpretation
of K. P. Jayaswal in the NagarlpracarinI Patrika 1. 1920°, p. 79 -f- plates. Grier-
son, JRAS 1921, p. 286, briefly noticed the just mentioned article and a dis-
cussion by Chandradhara Sarma Guleri on the question of the so-called Patna
statues. [Cf. above, p. 131, n. 1.]
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Ramaprasad Chanda, University of Calcutta, Journal of the Department
of Letters 4. 1921, p. 54—72, and plates 1—3 showing an excellent

impression, plaster and paper moulds of the inscription. N. GL Majumdar
made a valuable suggestion regarding the restoration of the first word
of the inscription (ibid., p. 55, note 1) and contributed a note on the
palaeography of the inscription IHQ 2. 1920, p. 444 f.

The image was analysed by Sir John Marshall, Cambridge History
of India, vol. 1 (1922), p. 620 + pi. 12, 26. It was figured by Bachhofer,
Friihind. Plastik/Early Ind. Sculpture 1929, pi. 11, by Yogel, Sculpture
de Mathura 1930, pi. 42, by A. K. Coomaraswamy , Yakshas Pt 1 (1928),

pL 1, History of Indian and Indones. Art Gesehichte der ind. u. indones.

Kunst 1927, pi. 3, 9, etc.

—

[Cf. also V. S. Agrawala, Cat. Brahm. Images
1951, p. 75—77.]

Text

1 (Ma)nibhadapuge[h]i ka(r)i(t)a (bha)ga[va]to (patima) 1

1 The first partially preserved aksara has been read ni by all except Konow
who took it to be [“possibly”] the sign for om. I do not seehow that would be possible.

I consider the reading ni quite certain, the right part of the base-line of na being
distinctly visible. The next two aksaras are hhada by common consent. It will

be noticed that the line of writing is slightly ascending, and as about 2 l/2 inches
of the stone are broken off at the beginning of the inscription, it may be safely

assumed that one aksara standing a little lower than ni has been lost before ni-

hhada. I have not the slightest doubt that N. G. Majumdar’s restoration of nibhada
as (Ma)nibhada is essentially correct, though I should prefer the reading (Md)ni-

bhada.— Instead of the plain pu, Jayaswal read pra apparently for no other reason
but his inability to harmonizepu with his ideas about thepurport oftheinscription.—
The following aksara was read ga by Cunningham, Konow, Vogel, se by Jayaswal.
The matrka is obviously ga (it is certainly not sa), but the e-sign is very probable.—
The vowel-sign of the next letter was taken to be -a by Cunningham, but it is

certainly -i as recognised by Konow, Vogel and Jayaswal. The mdtrlcd has generally
been taken as ra ;

Jayaswal alone read ni by assuming an archaic form of na
which does not exist. But as observed by F. Gelpke [cf. above Preface, p. 12, n. 2],

the letter cannot be ra, the lower end of the vertical showing a distinct bend to
the right which does not occur in the ra of any period. The aksara therefore can
have been only hi or pi, although the right half of the letter has disappeared.

The following letter was read ka by Konow and na by Vogel. In the impressions
before me it is distinctly kd. Of the following two aksaras only the vowel-signs
have been preserved, the first being certainly -i, the second most probably ~d.

The restoration kd(r)i(t)d is obvious.
The following letter has been completely destroyed. The next three letters

were read garana [or garana~\ by Konow. The ga may be called certain, whereas
the last aksara in my opinion is clearly to. The letter between ga and to is doubtful.

It is hardly ra, but probably a letter of which only the vertical at the top has been
preserved, while the lower portion is damaged. In my opinion the letter is to be
read as [va/. — It is tempting to restore .

.
ga . . to as (bJia)ga[va]to and to assume

that the following letters which are quite illegible were patima , but it must be
borne in mind that the reading bhagavato patima is to a large extent conjectural.—
According to Jayaswal the text runs after -puge[h]i (or, as he reads, pra-Seni) as

follows: Ajd (ta)iatru (or ttru) rdjo S[i]ri .

12 7761 Abh. Phil. Hist. XL, 3. F., Nr. 47, Ltidersf-Janert
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2 atha(h)i [bbatujhi 1

3 Kunikatevasina Gomitakena kata 2

Translation

The image of the Holy One was caused to be made by eight brothers,

members of the Manibhada {Manibhadra) congregation.3 It has been

made by Gomitaka (Gomitraka), the pupil of Kunika.

I do not think it necessary to enter into a discussion of Jayaswal’s

translation, as it is based on readings and interpretations which display

an utter disregard of all that we know of palaeography and grammar.

Anybody who compares the statue with the two Patna statues or the

Gwalior statue of Manibhadra will be convinced that it is the image

of a Yaksa.
Provided my restoration (bha)ga[va]to is correct, the Yaksa would

be called only bhagavat in the inscription exactly as in the Masharfa

inscription.4 But as in that inscription there can be no doubt that bhagavat

refers to Manibhadra, since the donor calls his grandfather & Manibhada,
i. e. a votary of Manibhadra, here also bhagavat can be understood only

as the reverential designation of Manibhadra, as it is stated that the

statue was caused to be made by eight brothers who call themselves

Manibhadapugas, (Md)nibhadapuga- ,
for Manibhaddapugga-

,

goes back to

Sk. Mdnibhadrapugya pugya- being formed in accordance with Panini

4, 3, 54 with the suffix -ya- in the sense of ‘being there’ {pugya- ‘being

in the puga-). Prom Panini 6, 2, 131 (and Gana 208 and 116) it appears
that pugya- was used in particular at the end of a Tatpurusa-
compound, which is not a Karmadharaya, that serves as a name or

designation. The Manibhadrapuga was apparently a congregation
formed for the worship ofManibhadra. Consequently, Mdnibhadrapugya-

1 The first two alcsaras are distinctly atha as read by Konow and Vogel. Of the
third letter only the t-sign has been preserved ; it may be restored to (h)i. The sixth
ak§ara was read hi by Konow, pi by Vogel. The true reading is undoubtedly hi .

Konow [cf. above Preface, p. 12, n. 2] thinks that hi was preceded by sam, of which
I cannot discover any trace. Judging from the impressions before me the reading
was almost certainly bhatuhi. There seems to have been no more writing in the
line. — Jayaswal transliterated the line: 4, thu (= 10), da (— 10), 4, hri (=8)
(i. e., 36).

2 The line was almost certainly correctly transliterated already by Cunningham.
After the correction of ni into ni and of md into mi by Konow, it may be called
absolutely certain. There are some strokes visible before Kunikatevasina ,

but
they are probably only accidental. — Jayaswal’s reading of the line is Kunika
Sevdsindgo Magadhdnam Raja (stop).

3 [Later on the author noticed in the Manuscript :] Cf. s. v. puga in the indices
of: Arthag&stra des Kautilya, iibers. ... von J. J. Meyer 1926; B. Mookerji,
Local Government in Ancient India, 2nd ed. 1920; R. Ch. Majumdar, Corporate
Life in Ancient India, 2nd ed. 1922.

4 [Ep. Ind. 18. 1925/26, p. 158f.]
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would name or designate a person being in (appertaining to) that
congregation.

The characters of the inscription and the style of the image point to
the middle of the second century B. C. as the date of its origin.

<150a>*
§140

Inscription on the torso of a figure of Kubera from the village of
Parkham, now in the Mathura Museum (No 1266).

Text

1 aryya[sya] .

.

2 husami .

.

3 sya 1 niva-

4 rttana —
Tbaxseation

...the request of the venerable (Na)husami(tra).

Nivarttana appears to be a misspelling for nirvarttanam or nirvarttandt.

The phrase used here has hitherto been found only in Jaina records,

where frequently a gift is said to have been made at the request of

some monk who invariably is styled as drya. But it would be rash to con-

clude from the phrase in the present inscription that there was a Jaina
sanctuary at Parkham to which the figure was dedicated. Kubera is

not a special figure of Jaina mythology and the phrase and the custom
implied by it may also have been in use among followers ofanother creed,

and lastly it is not impossible that the sculpture somehow or other was
brought to Parkham from the Jaina sanctuary at Mathura.

(150b)*
§141

Fragmentary inscription on a figure of Kubera in relief from the

Parkham District, now in the Mathura Museum (No 1264).

Text

1 trah 2 ya

2

[dha]tham[o]

No sense can be discerned.

1 The name is probably to be restored to (Na)husami (tra)sya.
2 The aksara may be read &rah.

12 *
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18. From Gukharauli

<135b)*

§ 142 K 195

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a standing female statue,

from Gookhroli (Gukharauli, about 17 miles to the south-east of Mathura),

The stone is now in the Mathura Museum (No 127).

Text

[sya] Senas[y]a si 1 ...

Tbanslation

... the pupil (?) of the Sena ...

The fragment seems to be the rest of a dedicatory Jaina inscription.

A Jaina monk of the name of Sena is mentioned in List No 18 and List

No 45. As the restoration of the text is not certain and as we do not
know how the image came to Gookhroli, it would be unsafe, of course,

to conclude that there was a Jaina sanctuary at that place.

1 Probably to be restored as Si(syo) or ii(6inl).
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PLACE OF DISCOVERY UNKNOWN

1. Antiquities in the Mathura Museum

125b

Facsimile: below p. 312

§ 143 K 164

Fragmentary inscription on the broken pedestal of a standing figure,

presumably a Bodhisattva, of which only one foot remains. The place

of discovery of the pedestal, which is now in the Mathura Museum, is

unknown.
The inscription is referred to by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p.61 (A.56).

Text

1 ///tijnjiya 1
.. ..///

2 ///.. 3 g[r]i 1 [di]///

Translation

of the first wife (?) (in the year) .3, in the 1st (month)

of summer, on the . . day

81a*

§ 144 K 94

Fragmentary inscription on a pedestal of which only the upper proper

right corner is preserved. The place where the stone is found is unknown.

It was edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 122 (G 39).

Text

1 [si]ddha[m] maharaja 2
...

2 ya 3

3 patima ne 4
...

4 va . .

.

Translation

Success! (In the year) (of) maharaja an image ...

1 Restore probably: (dharmapa)ti[n]iya.
2 [Vogel: Maharaja.]
3 After ya the left half of a letter which may have been va is visible.

1 Vogel read [te].
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125j

Facsimile: below p. 312

§ 145 & 172

Inscription on the fragment of a railing pillar in the Mathura Museum.

The place of discovery is unknown.

The pillar is described by Vogel as showing on the obverse the lower

portion of a female figure standing on a cushion and on the reverse two
compartments. In the upper one there are two figures wearing elaborate

turbans. Each holds a bunch of flowers in the right hand. In the lower

panel there is a male figure in Xndo-Scythian dress wearing a conical

cap, a tunic, trousers, and heavy boots. He rests his left hand on the

grip of his sword bound to his left side, and holds in the right hand a

bunch of flowers and a garland which he seems to have taken from a flat

basket or dish carried on the head of a kneeling dwarf. Both scenes are

enclosed between pilasters. The inscription is incised beneath the lower

panel.

It was published by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 145 (J 13).

Text

Safmjghadevasa 1

Translation

Of Samghadeva.

Vogel takes Sa[mJghadeva as the donor’s name. I am more inclined

to class the inscription with the following inscriptions, and to look at

it as the sculptor’s name, which in this case is given in its full form and
in the genitive case.

125f

Facsimile: below p. 312

§ 140 K 167

Inscription on the fragment of a railing pillar in the Mathura Museum.
The place of discovery is unknown.

According to Vogel, the fragment presents on the obverse a prostrate
dwarf on which a figure is standing of which only the feet remain. On
the reverse is a panel with a dwarf-like figure in a short petticoat, carrying
on his head a flat dish or basket filled with fruit or flowers from which
another person, whose head is broken, seems to take something. The
panel is enclosed between Persepolitan pilasters. Under the panel is

the inscription.

It was first edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 147 (J 21).
1 [The brackets indicate that the first two aJcsaras of the word may be read either

as samgha or as sangha.~]
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Text

Jotisa 1

Vogel took the inscription as the name of the donor in the genitive case*

I am convinced that, just as Rama, Ddsa, Sivara, in the inscriptions

§ 77 : L. 125i, § 147 : L. 125g, § 149 : L. 125h, it is the name of the sculptor

in the stem-form. Probably Jotisa 2 is the equivalent to Sk. Jyolisa .

Hemacandra, Desinamamala 3, 49, quotes jodam and joisam in the sense

of nalckhatta.

125g
Facsimile: below p. 312

§ 147 K 168

Inscription on the fragment of a railing pillar in the Mathura Museum.3

The place discovery is unknown.
Vogel states that on one side there are the feet of a figure wearing stout

boots and standing on a cushion. On the reverse in a panel enclosed

between two pilasters are two men in the act of killing a tortoise with
sticks. He has identified the scenes with the Kacchapajataka, ASI Ann.
Rep. 1906/07. 1909, p. 156 f., fig. 1; BEFEO 9. 1909, p. 528f. (offprint

p. 20f.); Sculpture de Mathura 1930, pi. 21c. Under the panel is the

inscription.

It was first edited by Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 149f. (J 36).

Text

jDasa 4

This inscription also has apparently no reference to the figure or to

the scene represented in the panel, but is to be regarded as the name
of the sculptor.

91c
Facsimile: below p. 312

§ 148 K 114

Inscription on the fragment of a railing pillar in the Mathura Museum
(J 48). Nothing is stated about the place of discovery.

According to Vogel, on the obverse there is a standing figure completely

defaced. On the reverse are two panels much obliterated. In the upper

1 Vogel read Jodasa , but the second letter is distinctly ti .

2 Cf. the inscription § 148: L. 91c.
8 [Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math., p. 150, referred to ASI [Ann.] Rep. 17. 1884, pi. 31c

where already Cunningham reproduced the fragment without referring to it in

the text.]
4 [Vogel: Dasa. The reading given above is certain.]
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panel are two figures, male and female, standing. In the lower panel

are a male figure and a crouching dwarf.

Vogel remarks that these scenes seem to be similar to those on the

reverse of the railing pillar J 13 1
,
but the male figure and the dwarf

re-occur also in the lower panel of the fragmentary railing pillar J 21,

and that this pillar and the present pillar J 48 are the work of the same
sculptor is shown by their inscriptions.

In the Cat. Mus. Math. 1910, p. 152, Vogel refers to the inscription

on pillar J 48 only by calling it “three symbols”, but really it is identical

with the inscription on the pillar J 21 (= §146: L. 125f
).

Text

Jotisa

In this case the inscription is incised on the tenon of the pillar, and
this in my opinion definitely proves that it was not intended for recording

the name of the donor, but is only the signature of the sculptor.

I25k
Facsimile: below p. 312

§ 149 K 170

Inscription on a railing pillar in the Mathura Museum. The place of

discovery is not known.2

Vogel states that the pillar is carved on both sides. On the obverse
is a prostrate dwarf on which stood a figure of which only the feet remain.
On the reverse a somewhat defaced panel contains the figure of a man,
perhaps an ascetic, who holds a staff in his left hand and with his right

points towards an object, probably a bird, which is shown across the
trunk of a palm-tree. The scene, which is enclosed between Indo-
Persepolitan pilasters, probably refers to some Jataka. The inscription

is beneath the panel and in inverted letters.

It was first read by Vogel, Cat. Mns. Math. 1910, p. 152f. (J 52),

Text

iSivara

The fact that the letters are incised upside down shows clearly that
the inscription is nothing but the signature of the sculptor as was
suggested already by Vogel. Probably Sivara is not the full name, but
an abbreviation of SivaraJcsita.

1 “J 18” in Vogel, Cat. Mus. Math., p. 152, seems to be a misprint for J 13
(bearing the inscription § 145: L. 125j).

2 [Cf. above p. 36 f., n. 1.]
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<24a)

Facsimile: below p. 313

§ 150 K 14

Inscription on the pedestal of a seated Bodhisattva, now in the Mathura
Museum (No 121). The place of discovery is not known. The first two
lines are on the upper, the third line is on the lower rim.
The inscription was edited by Vogel, JRAS 1912, p. 119, and again

ASI Ann. Rep. 1909/10, 2. 1914, p. 65, with reproductions of the image
(pi. 24c) and the inscription (pi. 29, 3).

Text

1 [sa 10] 1 7 v[a 4 2 di] . . etasa purvaya Dharm[a]k[a]sa 3 sovanikfajsa
kutubiniye 4

2 upasika 5 N[a]gapiya 6 Bodhisvatva pratithapeti svakaya cet[i]-

3 yakat[i]y[a] 7 acaryana Dharmagutakana pratigrahe

Translation

In the year 17, in the 4th (month) of the rainy season, on the .. day,
on this date, the housewife of the goldsmith Dharmaka, the female
Jay-member Nagapiya (Nagapriyd) sets up a Bodhisattva in her own

1 The first two signs are badly damaged, but enough remains to make the
reading sa 10 certain [which moreover is confirmed from the reverse of im-
pression].

2 Of the numerical symbol after v[a] a vertical stroke is preserved ; the symbol
therefore must have been 4

.

3 The reading Dharmakasa would be possible, but the seeming a-signs may be
accidental.

4 Vogel : kutubiniye. [In the JRAS the third aksara is given as hi which appa-
rently is only a misprint for &$*.] There is a distinct horizontal stroke attached to
the end of the middle bar of the ka. It touches the top-line of the kd of svakayd
in the line below, but it cannot belong to that letter as the reading svakoyd in

the second line would be impossible.
5 Vogel: upfdsijkd , but the pa has no a-sign. [Besides the t-sign at the top

of the third aksara there are two strokes to the right which seem to he ac-

cidental.]
6 [It seems not impossible that the first aksara is meant as nd ; cf. the two

instances of na in line 3.]
7 Transcribing at first in the JRAS citdyd kati ye, Vogel gave in the ASI Ann.

Rep. the reading: ceidyd kateyo ( ?).— The e-sign of ce is unmistakable. The vowel-
sign of ta is evidently the $-sign which here is even less curved than e. g. in bini

in line 1 to avoid the running into the ye of the line above. [The letter is quite

distinct on pi. 24c, representing the pedestal: the vowel-sign is marked by a

long horizontal stroke to the right with a curvature at the end which is not to be
seen on pi. 29, 3 of the Ann. Rep. and in the impressions.] I have no doubt that

the vowel-sign of ta [— a nearly horizontal stroke to the left —] also is the i-sign

which for want of space is straightened just as the i-sign of pi in line 2. The last

aksara is certainly yd , not yo. Cet[i]/yakat[i]y[d] is incorrectly written for

cetiyakutiyd.
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caityakuti for the acceptance 1 of the Dharmagutaka (Dharmaguptaka) 1

teachers.

The construction of the sentence is faulty, the instrumental kutubiniye

being used instead of the nominative. The term cetiyakuti occurs once

more in §157: L.79b where a monk is said to have set up a Bodhisattva

in his own cetiyakuti . The expression seems to be a synonym of cetiyaghara .

<149g>*

§ 151 K 225

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a seated statue of which
only the legs and the waist are preserved. The place of discovery of the

stone, which is now in the Mathura Museum (No 1263), is not known.

Text

1 siddhani sn-Si^urik[a]ya 2 Jayada[sa]sya kutumbi 3 m[u]-
gaki

.
[i]ka 4 ....

2 [bhijksu 5

Translation

Success ! By the illustrious Sisurika, the housewife of Jayadasa

I can make no suggestions as to the meaning of the rest of the in-

scription. Providedmy reading is correct, the occurrence ofthe term bhiksu
in line 2 shows that the inscription recorded the gift of a Buddhist image.

(135a)*

§ 152 O 10

Fragmentary inscription on a pedestal in the Mathura Museum (No
1611). The stone is said to come from the Kahkali Tlla, but this state-
ment appears to be erroneous.

1 [Cf. Luders, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 18£f]
2 There is probably no vowel-sign at the top of the iha. The a-sign of ya is a

little turned upwards, probably to avoid the crossing of the right bar of the
matfka ya.

3 Restore to Jcutunibi(niya) or a similar form.
* The first ahsara may after all be mbha. The right leg of the ga is unusually

elongated so that the letter looks like the numerical symbol for 7. The fourth.
ak$ara is defaced by a deep cut, but it seems to have an i-sign.

s Here the writing seems to have been intentionally destroyed. The first letter
is probably bhi , the second certainly lesu. The rest is illegible.
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Text

1 Sakyabhikso nandifsya] 1
.

.

2

na .a [ya] 2 na.. ..

The only word ofthe text that is certain is SdkyabMkmfh) ‘ofthe Sakya
monk 5

, which proves that the inscription recorded the gift of some
Buddhist image. It is therefore almost certain that the stone does not
originate from the Kankali Tlla which hitherto has yielded exclusively

Jaina sculptures. Nandi may be the name, or part of the name, of the

monk.
The reading of the rest of the inscription is doubtful. The ordinary

phrase of post-Kusan Buddhist inscriptions
:
yad atra punyam tad bhavatu

sarvasatvandm anuttarajndndvaptaye can hardly be reconciled with the

traces of the letters.

<143b>*

§ 153 K 206

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a Buddha image of which
only the feet and the lotus between them remain, now in the Mathura
Museum (No 2327). The place of discovery is unknown.

Text

... ... sarvasatvahita-

sukhar[tha] 3

Translation

for the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

(21a)

Facsimiles: below p. 313

§154 K 7

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of an image of a seated

Buddha in red sandstone of which only the lower part remains. The
first line is on the upper rim, the second and third lines, which are partly

obliterated, are on the lower rim. The place where the image was found

is not known. It is now in the Mathura Museum (No 2347).

The inscription was noticed by N. P. Chakravarti, ASI Ann. Rep.

1930—34, 1. 1936, p. 248, and edited by V. S. Agrawala, JUPHS 10. 1937,

p. 5 No 8.

1 The sya is very doubtful.
2 [Concerning these three ahsaras Liiders wrote on the margin of his manu-

script:] ndhdpa .

3 Perhaps the missing m stood in the destroyed portion of the stone.
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Text

1 sa[xn] 8 va 4 d[i] 20 3 Buddhadasiye bkiksuniye

1

2 ///.[u] .. hak[i]ye 3 [viliare] 4 (sar)[vasa]tva[nam h](i)[tasu](kha)-

[y](e) —

Translation

In the year 8, in the 4th (month) of the rainy season, on the 23th day,

(the gift) of the nun BuddhadasI in the ... hahiya vihdra 4 ... for the

welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

N. P. Chakravarti’s conjecture that the inscription recorded the gift

of a seat or pedestal cannot be upheld.

(135c)*

§ 155 Ksa 37

Fragmentary inscription on a stone which seems to have formed part

of a pedestal, now in the Mathura Museum (No 2686). The place of

discovery is not known.

Text

1 [s]ya [sa]gha[s]tha[vi]ra 5

2 . . . . bh[a]gineylye 6 na[ma]

Translation

. . . of the senior of the Order by the sister’s daughter . .

.

<135d>*

§ 156 K 197

Fragmentary inscription on a piece of stone in the Mathura Museum
(No 2687). The place of discovery is unknown.

1 Agrawala reads the first aksara after bhiksuniye as da which he apparently
wants to restore as danam. But the reading dd is doubtful. There seems to have
been an £-sign at the top of the letter.

2 The last two lines were not read by Agrawala.
3 [Wh&t is left of the aksara after . [u

]

may be read as ja or $a.]
4 The reading of this word cannot be called certain. [Reading [vihdre] Liiders

seems to have had another and better set of impressions at his disposal, as from
the two estampages of the lower rim, which are now in our collection, the remnants
of the first aksara may be read as /bha

]

and the next as da.]
5 The anusvara of the first aksara may have been broken off.
6 The d-sign of bhfd] is doubtful.
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Text

101

1

2

3

.... ma

.. .. lohitana 1
. . .

.

[y]e •• ••

The inscription seems to have recorded a
blood-relatives of the donor.

gift for the welfare of the

<79b>
Facsimiles: below p. 314

§ 157 K 86

Inscription on the pedestal of an image of a seated Bodhisattva
broken vertically into two pieces, now in the Mathura Museum (No 2740).

The provenance of the fragment is not known.2 The first line is engraved
on the upper rim, lines 2 and 3 are on the lower one.

Text

1 [siddham maharajas(y)a 3 Kaniskajsya

4

[samvatsajre 10 [6
s va 1

di] . . etasyam p(urva)[yam] 6 viharisya bh[i]ksusya Nagadattasya 7

(
)

"

2 dan[a] Boddhisatv[o] Kasti[k]iy[e 8 vjihare svakafyam ce]ti[ya]-

kutiyam .. ( ) .. [h]i[ta]s[y]a 9 viharih[i 10 sa]rva-

budhapujaye [sa]rva[sa]-

3 [tv]ana hitas[u]khaye [aca]riyana Mahafsaghijyanfa 11 pra]tig(rahe)

1 Restore probably: (sa)lohitana.
2 Mr. Agrawala says: “The findplace of the pedestal No 2740 is the same as

that of No 2739 described in my article in JUPHS (Dec. 1937): main street of
Mathura City, near Khanskhar, about 2,5 m below the surface of the street.”

3 Of the first two words the letters except [maha

]

are almost entirely obliterated,

but the reading is practically certain.
4 The subscript -ya shows the full tripartite form.
5 The figure of the unit may be 6, but it is not certain.
6 The w-sign of p(u) and the (rva) are lost owing to the break of the stone.

Provided the two pieces are put together in the right distance, there is no room
in the line for the following yam or yam . It has possibly been inserted below the
line, although the traces of the letter visible there cannot easily be reconciled

with the reading yam or yam.
7 If the right distance is kept in putting the two pieces of the stone together,

probably four or five aksaras would seem to have been lost after Nagadattasya ,

but no Writing is discernible after that word.
8 The e-sign of y[e] is not quite certain.
9 The first aksara may be pi, the second may be na [or nam], but probably

[h]i[ta]s[y]a is to be restored to (sa)[h]i[ta]s[yJa.
10 The -i-sign of h[i] is a little doubtful.
11 [The last aksara of the word may be read also as nam.]
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Translation

Success 1
. In the year 16 of maharaja Kaniska, in the 1st (month) of

the rainy season, on the . . day, on this date, the Bodhisattva (was set

up as) a gift of the monk Nagadatta, a resident ofthe vihdra
,
in the Kasti-

klya
(
Kasthikiya) vihdra in his own caityaJcuti together with the

residents of the vihdra
,
for the worship of all Buddhas (and) for the

welfare and happiness of all sentient beings, for the acceptance 1 of the

Mahasaghiya (
Mahasahghika

)

1 teachers.

The Kastikiya vihdra seems to be the vihdra belonging to the timber-

merchants. The term ‘in his own caityakutV occurs again in § 150: L.24a.

<143p>*

§ 158 K 220

Sign on a round ball of a light purple coloured stone measuring 33 /4
"

in diameter and weighing 761
/2 tolas

,
now in the Mathura Museum (No

2757). The place of discovery is not known.
V. S. Agrawala read the sign as the numerical symbol for

100

<91l>

Facsimile: below p. 314

§ 159 & 9

Fragmentary inscription on a detached piece of stone in the Mathura
Museum (No 2790). The place of discovery is not stated.

Text

1 ///y[a]ye///

2 ///kiyas[a] 2
///

3 ///..
3
///

No sense can be discerned.

<91h>
Facsimile: below p. 314

§160 $ 10
Fragmentary inscription on a detached piece of stone, now in the

Mathura Museum (No 2791). The place of discovery is not known.
The inscriptionwas edited by V. S . Agrawala

, JUPHS 10.1937, p.4 No 7b.
1 [Cf. Liiders, Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 18f.]
3 The last ah§ara may also be read as s[u],
[Below the ya of the second line the upper part of one letter of a third line is

distinctly visible.]
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Text

1 /// .
. [G] .

[m]. trajsa]

1

..///

2 ///.. .[a]....*///

Translation

... of Gomitra . .

.

2. Antiquities in the Lucknow Provincial Museum

<149u>

Facsimile: below p. 314

§161 G 9

Inscription on the base of a Naga statue probably from Mathura, now
in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (B 934).

It was edited by Vogel, ASI Ann. Rep. 1908/09. 1912, p. 163 + pi. 55a
(image) and 56b (inscription).

Text

1 Visnusyah 3 Gomindraputtrasyah 4 Ha[ku]dattap[au]ttrasyah 5

2 kittrah 6—

Tbanslation

The glorious gift (?) of Visnu (Visnu ), the son of Gonaindra (Govinda ),

the grandson of Hakudatta.

The inscription is in crudely executed letters of the later Gupta period.

As nearly all Buddhist inscriptions in the Lucknow Provincial Museum
originate from the Jamalpur mound at Mathura, there is, as pointed

out by Vogel, a slight probability that the statue represents the Naga
Dadhikarna who had his shrine there.

1 Restore
:
[G] (o)[m] (i)tra[$a]

.

2 Of the second line only the upper portions of some letters are preserved.
3 Preceded by a symbol which may be read om. Vogel: Visnusyah, but the

vowel-sign of the first ahsara appears to be -i. Here and in the rest of the inscription

the visarga apparently is used to separate the words.
4 Vogel: -puttrasyah , but the w-sign is distinct.
5 Vogel: Hastadatta-. The second ahsara can hardly be sta. It seems to be ku,

the vertical stroke to the right of the letter being probably accidental.
6 Vogel: kittrah , but here again the vowel-sign of the first ah§ara appears to

be -i. Perhaps, as suggested by Vogel, kittrah stands for kirttih.

13 7761 Abh. Phil. Hist. XI., 3. F., Hr. 47, I/uderst-Janert
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89b

§162
Facsimile: below p. 315

Ksa 17

Fragmentary inscription on a split coping stone, now in the Lucknow
Provincial Museum (E 2). The inscription is incised across the stone, not

lengthwise as one should expect in a coping stone, and therefore, in my
opinion, it is probable that the stone was originally a pillar which

afterwards was turned into a coping stone. The rosette carved on it is

much the same as that on the coping stone J 491, which formed part

of a railing from Mathura. Nothing is known about the place of dis-

covery of the stone.

Banerji’s attempt to identify it with a coping stone said to have

been found at Ramnagar, in the Bareilly district, has been refuted by
Liiders, JRAS 1912, p. 175f. Probably the stone belongs to the Mathura

finds. The material, though somewhat different from the ordinary red

sandstone, resembles that of several specimens from Mathura, including

the coping stone J 491 mentioned above.1

The inscription was edited by R. D. Bandyopadhyaya [= R. D.

Banerji 2
], JPBAS 5. 1909, p. 271f. No 1, and again, now under the

name of R. D. Banerji, Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10, p. 107f. No 1 + pi. 1.

Text

1 na[mo 3 bha]gav[a] 4
///

2 [ropaghara] 5
. .///

1 Mr. liiranandi Sastri, to whom I owe this information, has also told me that
the old register, preserved in the Museum, where the finds from Ramnagar of the
year 1892 are entered, does not mention any inscribed coping stone at all. This
seems to me to be corroborative evidence for my opinion that the stone did not
come from Ramnagar.

2 fCf. below Bibliography, p. 241, n. 1.]
3 There may have been a word like siddham to the left of the first line outside

the text of the proper inscription, but what looks like traces of writing are more
probably mere scratches in the stone. [Bandyopadhyaya read at the beginning:
[SiJddJiain , as before the word na[mo] below the line there is a sign resembling
the lower part of the ligature ddha. It is followed by a horizontal stroke somewhat
higher in the line which Bandyopadhyaya apparently took as the sign for the
anzisvara.'] — The proper inscription begins at any rate with na[mo] and no
writing is lost in the beginning of the lines 2 and 7—11 as appears from the fact
that the first letters of these lines stand exactly one below the other. At the end
of the lines from four to seven aksaras seem to be lost.

4 Restore: [bhajgavfa] (te)

.

5 The reading of the four letters is only tentative. Banerji read: bughara . .

The first aksara may be ro, rd, ko, or kd. For the second letter the reading bu
is not impossible, although it will be observed that the two vertical bars of the letter
do not really touch the horizontal bars and the ^-stroke also is not strictly joined
to the mdtrkd read by Banerji as 6a. I would prefer to read pd, although this is
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3 (va)rs[e] pratha[me] 1
///

4 (di)[va]se 10 1 - [u]///

5 (..)[va]mitrasya pra 2
///

6 (..)sya pautrena San///

7 Bhargaviputr[e]na ..///

8 su Pamcalfye 3
///

9 sthiten[a] pati 4
. .///

10 kayam patitah5
///

11 itah sthitena///

Translation

Adoration of the holy In the first year on the 1 1 th day . .

.

. . . ,
by the great-grandson of . . . va-mitra, the grandson of (the

son of) Sau , the son of Bhargavi, standing (in l)

belonging to the Pancalas fallen in from here stand-
ing

Although nothing can be said about the purport of the inscription,

I have treated it as an Annex to the Bhagavata inscriptions, 6 because
it is engraved in pre-Kusan characters and composed in pure Sanskrit.

This makes it improbable at any rate that it should be a Buddhist or
Jaina inscription. The invocation at the beginning may have been
addressed to bhagavat Vdsudeva .

The inscription appears to be dated in the first year of some local

king whose name must have stood in the second line. Unfortunately
it cannot be made out in what relation the donor stood to the

Pancalas who seem to be mentioned in line 8. Banerji wanted to re-

store the name of the great-grandfather of the donor as Bhruvamitra.
In this he may be right, but there is nothing to show that he had
any connection with that Dhruvamitra whose name is found on
Pancala coins.

possible only, if the seeming w-stroke is taken as accidental and the reading there-

fore can by no means be called certain. The third ak§ara seems to be gha; gha at
any rate is more probable than ya. The fourth letter can hardly be anything
but rd, the thin curve to the left being accidental. The fifth ak§ara is quite uncer-
tain. — I am unable to make out any meaning of the four syllables.

1 The context seems to require varse. and the reading rse is possible, if the

stroke to the right on the top of the letter is considered to be accidental. The me
is nearly effaced.

2 Restore: pra(pautrenaJ.
3 Restore: Parricaliye (su) (?).
4 Banerji : hati. I consider pati more probable.
6 [In patitah the two ta differ in Writing from the other instances of this ak$ara

in the present inscription; cf. Banerji, op. cit., p. 108, 5 with note.]

• [Of. above p. 155, n. 1.]
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(1436)*

§ 163 K 219

Fragmentary inscription on a slab of yellow sandstone from Mathura,

now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (E 3). The place of discovery

is not known.

Text

vakasya Najika

Najiha seems to be a personal name ;
compare the female name Najd

in the Sahel inscriptions List No 219 and 560.

124a
Facsimile: below p. 315

§ 164 K 122

Fragmentary inscription on a piece of stone which is now in the

Lucknow Provincial Museum (E 8). Nothing is known about its place

of discovery.

R. D. Banerji edited the inscription Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10, p. 121

No 20 + pi. 3. Liiders corrected the reading JRAS 1912, p. 160f.

Text

1 //I[panajsat[a] *///

2 ///m^astasata 100 8 gandhe 2
.. ..///

3 ///.. [ast]a 3
///

Too little is left of the inscription to make ont its real purport. The
repetition of astasata in numerical symbols leaves no doubt that it

means 108, not 800. Similarly [panajdata, if that is the true reading,

may denote 105. Perhaps the inscription contained a list of sums to

be spent for the provision of some religious or charitable establishment.

In that case the words of the second line might be translated

:

. . . one hundred and eight - 108 - for perfume . .

.

1 Banerji read only tata, but the last but one aksara is certainly sa. The [na]
is not quite certain.

2 Banerji
:
gandhi , but the vowel-sign is -e.

3 Banerji: pus[ta]. It must he admitted that the first aksara may be read as
pu , but it may just as well be the sign for the initial a , as exactly the same sign,
with addition of a small horizontal stroke at the end of the vertical, undoubtedly
denotes initial a in § 15: L. 56 [cf. above p. 46 f., n. 9].

The subscript ~[t]a of the second aksara is not certain [and may be read also
as subscript -pa.

Regarding the two just mentioned aksaras in addition to the traces which
are left of the following one, Liiders noted on the margin of his manuscript:]
puspan.

But [if we assume the reading fast]

a

as given in the text above] it is not quite
impossible that the following two aksaras were again sata.
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(124z)

Facsimile: below p. 315

§ 165 K 163
Inscription on the lower part of an image 1

, perhaps from Mathura,
now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (J 41).

Text
ya[p]asa—2

No sense can be discerned.

<149q>*

§ 166 it 231

Fragmentary inscription on a piece of red sandstone, probably from
Mathura, now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (J 50).

Text
h savihito

No sense can be discerned.

125e
Facsimile: below p. 316

§167 G 4

Fragmentary inscription on a pedestal of yellow [or red 3
] sandstone

in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (J 55). Nothing is known about its

place of discovery.

It was edited by R. T>. Banerji, Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10, p. 121 No 21 + pi. 3.

Text

///.. h 4 Buddhadevasya 5 kutumbiniye Buddhaprati[m]a

Tbanslation

The image of Buddha (is a gift) of , the housewife of Buddhadeva.
1 [On the reverse of the impression there are red stains which seem to indicate

that the image is made of red sandstone.]
2 [In front of the first letter a sign resembling a little angle pointing down-

wards is to be seen, and the last ahsara is followed by a short horizontal stroke.

The reading of the second letter is not quite clear and it seems not impossible

that it was meant as mo.]
3 [There are red stains on the reverse ofthe estampage, apparently from the stone

itself.]
4 The visargawas not noticedby Banerji. Traces ofthe precedingahsara are visible.

5 There is a slanting stroke to the left above the first ahsara which must be
accidental.
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92a
Facsimile: below p. 316

$4§168
Fragmentary inscription on a piece of a coping stone in the Lucknow

Provincial Museum (J 475). Nothing is known about the place of dis-

covery of the sculpture, but as it consists of red sandstone it probably

came from Mathura.
The inscription was edited by R. D. Banerji, Ep. Ind. 10. 1909/10,

p. 118 No 12 + pi. 2.

Text

Gotiputrasa "Otarasa sova[n] .*///

Translation

(The gift of) the goldsmith tJtara (Uttara), the son of a Goti (Gau'ptl ).

<149m>*

§ 169 K 229

Inscription on the fragment of a coping stone, presumably from
Mathura, now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (J 513).

Text

[prajtis[th]itah [sa] 2

Translation

set up

There is nothing to show that the stone came from a Jaina sanctuary.

The inscription dates probably from post-Ivusan times.

(1490)*

§ 170 G 16

Fragmentary inscription on a piece of a door-jamb of red sandstone,
probably from Mathura, now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum (J 534).

1 Restore : sovafnJ (ikasa)

.

2 The inscription, which seems to have been engraved with little care, is much
defaced and the reading conjectural. In a list of the inscriptions drawn up for the
Catalogue of the Museum, Mr. Banerji read, apparently from the stone itself, huti
kqitasa. The first ak§ara is probably pa, the small slanting line at the top of the
right bar being caused by erosion just as in the following letters; the subscript
-ra , which Banerji took to be the w-sign, is only very faintly visible. The third
ak§ara can hardly be ksi. It looks like si, but it is just possible that there was a
subscript - tha. The second and the fourth aksara are certain, and so is the visarga.
The sa is doubtful.
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Text

[rppindatta]kutumbinah 1 putrali

Translation

... the son of the householder ... rppindatta (?) ...

(124m)
Facsimile: below p. 316

§ 171 A" 132

Fragmentary inscription on a piece of an umbrella of red sandstone,
presumably from Mathura, now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum
(J 664).

Text

1 ///ni[tata] .. si[dahath] ,
2
///

2 ///•• [yajkhace . ik[a]sya 3 v[adhu] 4
///

3 ///[rya] .... [ti]niya [kha]///

The reading of the fragment is too doubtful to admit of a translation.

The inscription seems to have recorded the gift of the umbrella by some
female person who was characterized as a daughter-in-law and wife,

though it must be borne in mind that the second ahsara of vfadbu] is

conjectural and that the traces of the letters before [tijniyd are not
much in favour of restoring dharmapatiniyd. Unfortunately I cannot
even restore the name in the second line which may have been the name
of the father-in-law of the donatrix. YaJchacetikasya or -cedikasya,

corresponding to Sk. Yaksacetakasya, would be satisfactory as far as the

meaning is concerned, but the fourth ahsara can hardly have been ti or di.

3. Antiquities in the Indian Museum, Calcutta

(80b)

Facsimiles: below p. 316

§ 172 K 88

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of an image of a seated

Bodhisattva from Mathura, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (N.S.

4143). The place of discovery is not stated.

1 The reading of the first three ak§aras is doubtful.
2 In this line only the letters ni and si may be called certain.
3 The vertical stroke above the [ya] is not visible on the back of the estampage

and therefore probably accidental. [The last but one ahsara may be meant as kdS\
4 [The first letter may be read asv/a/.]
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The inscription was noticed ASI Ann. Rep. 1922/23, p. 168 + pi. 39 e

(the image), ditto, 1923/24. 1926, p. 231 1
, and subsequently edited by

IX R. Salmi, Ep. Ind. 19. 1927/28, p. 66 No 3 + pk

Text

1 mah [a]r[a]jasa 2 d[e]va[p](utrasa) 3 [Ka](ni)[ska]sa 4 [sa]m 5
[4]

6 h[e 4]
7

di [10 4]
8 (etasyam) 9 p[u]rv[a]yam 10 s[a]rthavahasa Bha-

2 vasir[isa] 11 i [n]isa [k](u)t[u]bin[iye] Dha[nya]bhavaye 12

ttadhanya .. ..
13

Translation

In the year 4 of maharaja devaputra Kaniska, in the 4t}1 (month) of

winter, on the 14th day, on this date, by Dhanyabhava (Dhanya-

bhavd), the ... of the caravan merchant Bhavasiri (Bhavasri), the house-

wife of . . . ni

Owing to the deplorable state of the inscription, the reading of the

date is not absolutely reliable and I fail to see the meaning of the syllables

1 The inscription was noticed also, as stated by D. R. Sahni, in Ann. Progr.

Rep. of the Superintendent, Arch. Survey, Hindu and Buddhist Monuments,
Northern Circle, for the year ending 31st March 1917°, p. 9. The Report is not
accessible to me.

2 The word is pretty clear in the photolithograph in theEp. Ind. Judging from
the estampage, the left comer of the stone is now broken off causing the loss of

ma and the left half of h[d]. [The top of the sa is inclined to the left ; cf. the last

sa in s[djrihavahdsa.]

3 The third letter transliterated above as [p] (u), which is recognizable in the
photolithograph, has now completely disappeared.

4 Sahni read only sa. According to the estampages, the preceding aksara is

undoubtedly ska. [The subscript -ka is indistinct.] The second letter of the name
is illegible. What is left of the first aTcsara can hardly have been part of hu, but
it may have been the cross-bar of ka. The reading Kaniskasa is therefore probable.

5 Sahni; sa, but the anusvdra is quite distinct.
6 The upper portion of the numerical symbol is preserved. It cannot have been

30, as stated in the ASI Arm. Rep. 1923/24, p. 231. It may have been 4 or 40.

If the reading Kaniskasa is accepted, it has, of course, to be taken as 4.
7 The figure was not read by Sahni. As a slanting up-stroke is visible, the figure

appears to have been 4.
8 Sahni reads 10 9 , but the remains of the second figure point to its having

been 4 [or £].
9 The word is illegible. Sahni restored asydm , but there are probably three

aksaras missing.
10 Sahni

:
purvdydyn. The ya certainly had no a-sign.

11 Sahni : Bhavaia . . . The £-sign of si is certain, and the following aksara is

probably ri, although the -i-sign is only faintly visible.
12 This is Sahni’s reading which agrees with the photolithograph. In the three

estampages before me only vaye is faintly visible.
13 Sahni: [ddnavn Bodhisajco [ya]d*attra pfujnyalrn] ta[d*bhavatu]

.

In the
estampages as well as in the photolithograph only the three syllables given above
are legible and they are quite distinct.
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which I read as ttadhanya, but Salmi’s restoration of the end of line 2
is quite impossible as the phrase yad atra punyam tad bhavatu etc. is

never found in inscriptions of the Kusan times, but occurs first in the
Gupta period.

<92b>
Facsimile: below p. 316

§ 173 S 11

Fragmentary inscription on a piece of carved coping stone from
Mathura, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (N. S. 4153). The place
of discovery is not stated (cf. ASI Ann. Rep. 1923/24. 1926, p. 232).
The inscription was edited by Ramaprasad Chanda, ASI Ann. Rep.

1922/23, p. 166f.+ fig. 2. The stone is figured ibid., pi. 37b—c. As
R. Chanda states, the fragment is of red sandstone.

Text

///ya danam///

Translation
The gift of

The characters indicate pre-Ksatrapa date.

<35b>

Facsimile: below p. 317

§174 G17
Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a seated Buddha in grey

sandstone from Mathura, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (N. S.

4154). The inscription seems to have consisted of three lines, but only

the first word of the first line is legible at present.

It was edited by Ramaprasad Chanda, ASI Ann. Rep. 1922/23, p. 16Sf.

+ pi. 39d, and noticed again ASI Ann. Rep. 1923/24. 1926, p. 232.

Text

1 maharajaradhiraja 1 sa[m] 2

2 ma

As the inscription is in Gupta characters, it may have been dated in

the reign of one of the Gupta emperors.

1 Read: -rajadhiraja.
2 [The first two lines originally consisted of about 35 ahsaras as is indicated by

the preserved upper parts of some letters and by the sa[m

]

which seems to have
been the last aJesara of the first line.]
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(143m)
Facsimile: below p. 317

§ 175 K 217

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of an image in grey sand-

stone from Mathura, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (N. S. 4158).

The inscription was noticed ASI Ann. Rep. 1923/24. 1926, p. 232.

Text

1 siddha[m] Saddhisya vadhu Matisenafsya]

2 dhita 1 Nagadasasya dharmapatini

3 2

Translation

Success! The daughter-in-law of Saddhi (Sandhil), the daughter of

Matisena, the first wife Nagadasa (
Nagadasa

)

<92d>

Facsimile : below p. 317

§ 176 Ksa 30

Inscription on the coping stone of a railing cut out of a single slab

of red sandstone from Mathura, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta

(N. S. 4247). The place of discovery does not seem to be known.
The inscription was edited by Ramaprasad Chanda, ASI Ann. Rep.

1923/24. 1926, p. 101 + pi. 35,1, and noticed, ditto, p. 232. [With ex-

ception of the last two words the record was edited also by Luders,

Acta Orientalia 18. 1940, p. 39.]

Text

[Bojdhilasa putrena 3 Kausikiputr[e]na 4 asvavar[i]ke[na] 5 Rodhiyas[e]na
bhagavato Mahatman[o] 6 vedika karita priyata[m] bhagav[a] 7

1 There is an a-sign as well as an -w-sign attached to the ia.
3 [Of the third line only the upper portions of some letters are to be seen.]
3 Chanda: putrena. Here and in the rest of the inscription no diacritic signs

have been used by him in his transcript.
4 [The i-sign. of hi is faint but certain. At the lower part of the aksara there is

a short stroke slanting to the left.]
5 The last aksara is probably meant for na, although the right half of the top-

line of the letter is not visible and the bottom-line is blurred. [At first sight the
letter looks like ne .]

6 There is a small stroke attached to the right of the middle-line of the na
which makes the reading no certain.

7 It is not impossible that v[a] was followed by a small n.
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Translation

The railing of the holy Noble-souled One has been caused to be made
by the trooper 1 Bodhiyasa

(Bodhiyasas ), the son of Bodhila (and) the
son of a Kausiki. May the Holy-One be pleased.

There is absolutely nothing in the decoration of the railing to indicate
the religious character of the building to which it belonged, but R.
Chanda is probably right in inferring from the term bodJii , forming part
of the name of the donor as well as of his father, that they were Buddhists
and that accordingly the railing was a Buddhist monument. It is true,

the designation of Buddha as bhagavat mahdtman is most unusual and
the concluding benedictory phrase has not yet been found with reference

to him in inscriptions, but in support of R. Chanda’s conjecture it may
be alleged that in the Mahavyutpatti 1,29 mahdtman is enumerated
among the names of Buddha.

<X38a>*

§177

Inscription on the pedestal of an image in the Indian Museum, Calcutta

(N. S. 4965). The pedestal was purchased for the Museum. Nothing is

known about its place of discovery.

In ASI Ann. Rep. 1924/25. 1927, p. 255 the stone is enumerated
among “Sculptures of the Old Mathura School of Art”. The inscription

appears to be a modern forgery. Many signs are no letters at all, and
the reading is therefore very uncertain.

Text

1 savatsare 5 . . va
|

1 diva . . 8 .
.
gijavasya dhita . . mu

2 cchi . . naye eghe bodima

I deem it not worth while to attempt an interpretation of this bungle.

<85c>

Facsimile: below p. 318

§ 178 12

Fragmentary inscription on a broken slab from Mathura, now in the

Indian Museum, Calcutta (N. S. 6482).

1 [Cf. Haiders, loc. cit.]
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A short notice of the inscription was published by Hirananda Sastri (and

Ramaprasad Chanda), ASI Ann. Rep. 1925/26. 1928, p. 148.

Text

1 ( ) .uvulasya 1 putrasya mahaksatrapasya S[o] 2
///

2 ( ..) ti parvato prasad[o] 3 sabhfah] silapa[ta]///

3 ) . . taviryo rane Rajulas^ca 4 pi///

4 ( ) .. [s].. sy^edam^arca 6
///

Although only a small portion of the text is preserved and a coherent

translation is impossible, it can be confidently asserted that the in-

scription in wording and arrangement of the contents closely resembled

the so-called Mora Well Inscription (§113:L. 14). There appears to have

been four lines on the slab exactly as on the Mora slab. In both cases

the donation was recorded in the first two lines in not quite correct

Sanskrit. In both inscriptions the beginning is almost identical. There

is the same uncertainty as in the Mora inscription whether the words
‘of the mahdksatrapa &[o](dasa), the son of the (mahdksatrapa Raj)uvula 5

form part of the date or of the description of the donor. The gift consists

here of a stone palace, halls, and stone slabs, and it is hardly accidental

that the palace is explicitly stated to have been built of stone, just as

the temple in the Mora inscription, which there as an object of donation,

is twice called daila, ‘made of stone 5

.

Like the last two lines of the Mora inscription, here also the last

two lines are in pure Sanskrit and apparently metrical, -taviryo con-

stituting the conclusive, rane Rajulas^ca pi and (ta)sy*edam*arcd the
beginning of a Pada in the Upajati metre.

Prom the few words that remain it is impossible to make out the
sense of the verses, but there can be little doubt that Rajula mentioned
in line 3 is only another form of Rajuvula, the name of the mahdksa-
trapa , which in the inscription on the Mathura Lion Capital (CII 2,1,

p. 30ff. No 15) also occurs as Rajula.

Whether the epithet -taviryo rane
,
‘whose heroism ... in battle,

5

refers

to Rajula or another person, probably Sodasa, whether pi is to be
restored as pi(td)

, whether area is mentioned, as in the Mora Well In-
scription, in connection with some statue that was set up, are questions
that cannot be answered.

1 Restore: (mahaksatrapasya Raj)uvulasya or, possibly, (Raj)Uvulasya,
2 Restore: S[o] (dasasya).
3 The reading prasdde would be possible, the right half of the o-sign being

blurred, but it is improbable.
4 The w-sign does not seem to be quite the same as in the first line, but the

reading is practically certain.
5 Probably to be restored as ~[s]*(ta)sy*edam*arca . .

.

6 The true reading may be area.
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148
Facsimile: below p. 319

§ 179 G 12

Fragmentary inscription on the pedestal of a standing statue of
•which only the feet remain, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. The
place where the statue was found is not known, but it originates
apparently from Mathura.
The inscription was edited by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1. 1870,

p. 129 No 12 + pi. 5, by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 187 No 19 -f pi.,

by Fleet, CII 3.1888, p. 280 No 74 + pi. 42 B, bv Luders, Inch Ant.
33. 1904, p. 156 No 43.

Text

1 deya[dha]rmo*yam Sakyabliiksor^Dharmadasasya ya-
2 cUattra punyam tammatapittroh

1

sarvasatvanam ca 3

3 ( )

Translation

This is the pious gift of the Sakya monk Dharmadasa. What merit
there is in this (gift), (let) it (he for the attainment of supreme know-
ledge) by (his) parents and all sentient beings.

The writing is that of the Gupta period.

4. Pedestal of a Statue
in the Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay

43
Facsimile: below p. 319

§ 180 K 39

Inscription on the pedestal of a large statue of a standing Buddha of

which only the feet and part of the surrounding sculpture have been
preserved. Nothing is known about the place of discovery.

It is said to have belonged to Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji and was
formerly kept in the Library of Bombay University. It is now in the

1 There is no reason why the n- should be considered to have been omitted
first and added afterwards as assumed by Fleet. On the other hand I am sure

that the visarga has actually been inserted afterwards.
2 Fleet: ca, but there is no d-sign. There may have been one more letter at

the end of the line, but this is not certain. In analogy to similar inscriptions we
should expect something like anuttarajfLanavaptaye*stu in the conclusion of the

sentence, and Fleet is of the opinion that these words stood in a third line which was
cut away, apparently in trimming the stone for some building purpose.
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Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay. As the inscription closely resembles

the Buddhist votive inscriptions of Mathura, I here provisionally classed

it among them.1

It was edited by D. It. Bhandarkar, JBORS 20 (1897—1900). 1902,

p. 269f.

Text

1 [mabaraja]sya Huveskasya

2

devaputrasya sa 40 5 va 3 s di 10 5 etasya 4

purvaya 5 upasikaye

2 Khvasieaye bhagavato 6 Sakyamune apratimasya pratima pratistha-

pita Alikayam Rosikavihare

3 atmanasva arogyadakhina matapitina 7 bhatarikaye &[am]anikamatare

Samanikaye JIvakasya Jlvakamatu 8

4 sarvasatvanam ca hitas[u]khartha

—

Translation

In the year 45 of maharaja Huveska deva'putra
,
in the 3rd (month) of

the rainy season, on the 15th day, on this date, an image of the holy

incomparable Sakyamuni (Sakyamuni) was set up at Alika in the Ro-
sikavihara by the female lay-worshipper Khvasica for the gift of health

to herself (and) for the welfare and happiness of her parents, of her

mistress, of the mother of Samanika
(
Sramanihd ), of Samanika (

Sramani-

led), of Jivaka, of the mother of Jivaka, and of all sentient beings.

5. Stone in the Patna Museum

<93a>

Facsimile: below p. 319

§181

Inscription on a stone discovered at Mathura, now in the PatnaMuseum.
The place of discovery does not seem to be known.

It was edited by 1ST. G. Majumdar, IHQ 2.1926, p. 441ff. + pi.

1 [Cf. Liiders, List, p. 5, n. 1.]
2 Bhandarkar : Huviskasya, but the second aksara is distinctly ve.
3 There are vertical bars at both ends of the three horizontal lines denoting

the figure.
4 Bhandarkar: etasya , but the d-stroke of the last aksara is distinct.
5 Bhandarkar: purv(a)ya. Here again the a-stroke of yd is distinct.
6 [At the top of the ga there is a long stroke slanting to the right which the author

apparently took to be accidental. By fault of the engraver the right limb of the
o-sign is written exactly like an t-sign.]

7 Bhandarkar: mdt[a]pitinarn
i but the anusvdra is not visible.

8 Bhandarkar: -mdtu. There is no d-stroke on the ma.
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Text

//7[ma]m[i]trasa putrasa rfano] 1 Visnum[x]trasa 2 dhitu I[m]dragi-
bhadray[e] 3 dli[a]t[i]ye Gotam[i]ye

4

Mitraye danain ~f
&

Translation

The gift of Mitra, a Gotami
(Gautami ), the nurse of Imdragibhadra

(Indragnibhadra)

,

daughter of king Yisnumitra
( Visnumitra ), the son

of . . . mamitra.

Majumdar, who takes dhati in the sense of mother, considers Gotami
Mitra to have been called the mother of Imdragibhadra and daughter
of King Visnumitra. It is true, Sk. dhatri, generally ‘nurse’, is used in
Yajhavalkya 3, 82 for a woman who is with the child 6

,
and Hemacandra,

Anekarthasamgraha 2, 444f. followed by Medinlkara, assigns to dhatri

the meaning janani, but in the example quoted by Mahendra, dhatri

is a woman giving a child the breast. 7 In Pali dhciti is always ‘nurse’,

and in the same meaning the word occurs also in Asoka’s fourth
Pillar edict.

I doubt very^ much whether dhatri was ever used instead of mdtr
when mere maternal relationship was meant, and I think that

also for another reason dhati has to be taken here in the or-

dinary sense. It is quite unusual in the inscriptions that a female
donor should record the name of her daughter, and it is extremely
improbable that Mitra, if she was the mother of Imdragibhadra

,

should have done so without stating whose wife she was. In my
opinion, Mitra can only have been the nurse of Imdragibhadra, who
was the daughter of King Visnumitra. She was apparently a re-

spectable person and, as shown by her epithet Gotami
,
of Brahma-

nical descent.

King Visnumitra is probably identical with Visnumita, who is known
from a coin found in Rohilkhand. 8

1 The first aksara may be read as r[a].
2 Majumdar: Visnumitrasa. The length of the -i seems to be indicated by the

curve attached to the left bar of the upper part of the ma.
3 Majumdar: Idragibhadaye

.

The fourth dot of the -i-sign is very faint. I am
convinced that the four dots which only appear as the first syllable of the word
Indra (Imdra) represent everywhere im, not the initial i. The subscript -r of dra

is not certain, but probable.
4 Here also the third aksara may be mi.
5 At the end of the inscription there is a symbol the meaning of which will be

discussed in the following text.
6 punar dhatrim punar garbham ojas tasya pradhavati .

7 dhatristanyanipanavardhitavapuh

.

8 Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India 1891, p. 84 + pi. 7,21.
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The elaborately carved symbol, which appears at the end of the in-

scription, has been ingeniously explained by Majumdar as the word
th[a7ri]bln[o

]

written in an ornamental fashion. But I doubt whether this

interpretation can be upheld. The circle with the dot in the centre

looks like the letter tha
,
but the scrollwork to the right bears hardly

any resemblance to the letter bha of the time to which the inscription

belongs, to say nothing of the o-sign, which can be made out only by
a considerable stretch of imagination. The rather large space which

separates the symbol from ddnam is another point that speaks against

the attempt to connect it with the text. As long as no monogram formed
by letters has turned up in another inscription, I think it will be safer

to regard the symbol as a simple auspicious mark. A mark of this kind,

although far less ornamental, is engraved also at the end of the in-

scription on a Jaina Ayagapata (List No 107), and in a Buddhist

inscription at Sanci (List No 541) the text is surrounded by four sacred

symbols.

In the absence of all information about the origin of the stone, it

is impossible to decide whether the donation was made to a Buddhist
or a Jaina sanctuary.

6. Stone Slab in the British Museum, London

23

Facsimile: below p. 318

§182

Inscription on a sculptured stone slab in the British Museum, London.
Nothing seems to be known about the origin of the stone, but the char-
acters, the language, and the date of the inscription leave little doubt
that it comes from the region about Mathura. 1

The inscription was edited by Liiders, Ep. Ind. 9. 1907/08, p. 239—241
No 1, with two plates showing the "whole stone and the inscription.

Text

1 siddha[m] 2 maharajasya deva[pu](trasya)
2 Kaniskasya savatsare [10]

* [O'f* Liiders, List, p. 5, n. 1. — Mr. D. Barrett, Dept, of Oriental Antiquities,
British Museum, kindly informed the editor as follows: Museum Beg. Nr. : 1887,
7 17, 53; accession year: 1887; donor: Sir Alexander Cunningham

;
provenance:

Mathura; Sikri sandstone; height of piece: 15—7/10 inches.]
2 The anusvcira is indistinct, because it is crossed by the line forming the base

of the sculpture.
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3 gri 2 di 9 etaye purvayfe] 1

d [u]tarayam Na[va]mikayam

2

ha-
5 [rmya]n=[d]ata[m] priyatfim devi gram[ena] a

Tbaxslation

Success l In tlie year 10 of maharaja devaputra Kaniska, in the 2 nd

(month) of summer, on the 9th day, on this date, "tlie temple -was
presented in the northern Navamika(?). May the goddess be pleased
with the village.

_
Harmya, which in the same spelling is found in the Taittirlya

Aranyaka 6, 6, 2, apparently denotes a small temple, and from the bene-
diction at the end of the inscription it may be inferred that it was dedi-
cated to a goddess by some villagers. The sculpture at the top of the
stone shows a woman and a man sitting on a bench. Over the head of
the man there appears something which probably is the mutilated head
of a cobra, and as the stone is broken off immediately above the head
of the woman, it is quite possible that she also wore the typical badge
of a Nagi. May we suppose that the female person represents the goddess
mentioned in the benediction and that she -was a Xagi? That shrines

were built for the worship of Nagas is known from several Mathura
inscriptions.4

As regards the difficult words [ujtardyam Na[va]miJcdyam
,
I adhere

to my opinion that they cannot be part of the date. They cannot
mean 'on the following (i. e. intercalated) ninth lunar day’, since,

as pointed out by Kielhorn, uttara is never used in the sense of

adhika or dvitiya
,
nor does the suggestion of Hultzsch convince me to

take uttara in the sense of ucyamana , upari-likhita, 'above-mentioned’.

There is, moreover, no reason why the statement of the day should
have been repeated after etaye purvayfe]. It appears far more probable

to me that Na[va]mikd denotes the locality where the temple was
erected, though I admit that it sounds rather strange as the name of

a place.

1 The e-sign is very faint, and the correct reading may possibly be purvaya
or purvayam .

2 The two convergent side-lines of va are not very distinct, just as in the letter

in line 3, and there appears a vertical in the middle which makes the dksara look

almost like na. But this line is far too thin to really form part of the letter and
must be accidental. The reading of the word may be called certain. [At first sight

the second letter looks like an initial u. — Cf. Lalitavistara 24, 136. There occurs

a devakumarika of the western quarter who is called Navamika.]
3 X formerly read grd[masya] , but what gives the last sign the appearance ofsya

seems to be due only to flaws in the stone. I now prefer to read gram[eria]

,

although

the e-stroke of m[e

]

is not quite distinct and the /Via/ has to be taken as a cursive

form of the letter.
4 [Cf. below. Index of Miscellaneous Terms, s. v. Naga.]

14 77C1 Abh. Phil. Hist. HI., 3. F., Hr. 47, Biiderst-Janert
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7. Antiquities lost

138

Facsimile: below p. 320

§183
Fragmentary inscription on the back of a small Buddha statue from

Mathura. The image seems to be lost now.

The inscription was published by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 188

No 25 + pi. It is edited here from Dowson’s facsimile.

Text

1 . J bhagavato Sakyamunisya 2 [pra] 3
.. ..

6

2 t[is]thaveti 4 masaravi . . hare* dasa ....

A translation of the inscription is impossible. All that can be said is

that it recorded the setting up of an image of the holy Sakyamuni.

The script is that of the Kusan period.

145

Facsimile: below p. 320

§184
Fragmentary inscription on a Buddha statue from Mathura, which

seems to be lost at present.

The inscription was published with a facsimile by Dowson, JRAS
5. 1870, p. 188 No 26 + pi.

Text

1 (...)
7 *prathitaya£agunasy*a[ry]asatvottamasya Dharmasokena bha-

ktya pratikrti///

1 The facsimile shows an isolated da or dra in the beginning.
2 The second aksara looks like kra, but is certainly meant for kya. The fourth

letter would seem to be ni.
3 The pra is incomplete.
4 The beginning of the second line is probably to be restored as (timam pra)-

t[isJthaveti, the first syllable of pratimam being written at the end of the first line.

The ^-sign of t[i] and the upper part of [s]tha are indistinct.
5 Dowson read: masare vihare, but in the facsimile there is some letter pa?]

between vi and hare .

® At the right end of the inscription the facsimile shows some more writing
which in the original perhaps was engraved on the proper left side of the stone.
It consists of three lines with two letters in each line; putre can be read in the
first, prat[i] in the last line, while the letters in the middle line are illegible in
the facsimile.

7 [In the facsimile the first sign at the beginning of line 1 looks like a cross
surrounded by a circle. Below this sign the pra of prathita - is written as a subscript
letter.]
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2 (...) re pratima pratiksapita yacUatra punyam tad*astu matapitroiv
bhratrnfam] 1

No coherent translation is possible. The inscription as we have it is

apparently only part of the original. It evidently recorded the setting
up of an image of Buddha who is described as being ‘of renowned fame
and virtues, the best of the noble beings’. I am sure that also the words
‘by Rharmasoka through devotion an image . . .

’ are connected in some
way with the description of the Buddha himself or of his image, although
the context remains obscure. In the last sentence the merit of the gift

was assigned to the parents and the brothers of the donor.
The writing is that of the Gupta period.

147

Facsimile: below p. 320

§ 185 G 11

Inscription on the pedestal of a small statue from Mathura, which
seems to be lost now. In the Hoernle collection there is an impression
entirely spoilt by tracing the letters in ink.2 It agrees exactly, even in

bearing the same number, with the facsimile published by Dowson,
when he edited the inscription JRAS 5. 1870, p. 188 No 24. The in-

scription was edited again by Lxiders, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 156 No 42.

Text

1 deyadharmo^yam Sakyabhiksoh Samgharaksi-
2 tasya yad^attra punyam 3 tat^sar[v]a[s]at[va.nam] 4

Translation

This is the pious gift of the Sakya monk Samgharaksita. What merit

there is in this (gift), (let) that (he) for all sentient beings

The writing is that of the Gupta period.

1 This is the reading of the facsimile which must be taken for what it is worth.

Dowson read in the first line . .
.
prathitam yasa gunasydgra sarvvothamasya. The

first word is probably to be corrected to . . . h prathitayaJogunasya. In the second
line Dowson wanted to restore re as: “ (vi)hdre >

\ which is probable. Instead of

pratiksapita the true reading is certainly pratisthdpita.
2 [The impression is lost now.]
3 The amcsvdra is visible in the impression.
4 This was undoubtedly the original reading which in the impression and in

Dowson’s facsimile has been altered to something like tatsartadatta . Dowson read

tad bhavatu . . . The inscription was probably continued on the lower rim of the

pedestal.

14 *
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149
Facsimiles : below p. 320

§ 186 G 13

Inscription on the pedestal of a statue from Mathura which seems to

be lost now. There is a rubbing in the Hoernle collection, but it is entirely

spoilt by tracing the letters in ink.1 It agrees in every detail with Dowson’s

facsimile, even in bearing the same number 18.

The inscription was published by Rajendralala Mitra, JASB 39, 1.

1870, p. 12Sf. No 11+ pi. 5, by Dowson, JRAS 5. 1870, p. 187 No 18 +
pi., and edited again by Liiders, Ind. Ant. 33. 1904, p. 156 No 44.

It is edited here from the aforesaid reproductions.

Text

deyadliamio=yam Sakyabhiksoivbhadamnta 2^Brahmasomasya yad^atra

punyam 3 tad+havatu sarvvasatvanam anuttarajnanavaptaye ||

Translation

This is the pious gift of the Sakya monk, reverend Brahmasoma.
What merit there is in this (gift), let that be for the attainment of

highest knowledge by all sentient beings.

The writing is that of the Gupta period.

125
Facsimile: below p. 320

§ 187

(
4 Inscription on a railing pillar from Mathura which seems to be

lost now.
The following transcript of the author has been taken from his treat-

ment of the inscription in CII 2,2,1, edited by E. Waldschmidt in colla-

boration with M. A. Mehendale.)

Text
1 ka[p]

2 bhuti[sa] .. .. .. (Va)ts(i)-

3 putrasa sa

4 Dhanabhutisa dana[m] vedika
5 toranani ca ratanagrhje] sa-

6 rvabudhapujaye saha matapi-

7 tihi saha [ca] catu[hi] parisahi
1 [The impression is lost now.]
2 The amtsvara is missing in Raj, Mitra’s facsimile.

.

3 The anusvdra is missing in Dowson’s facsimile and in the rubbing, but quite
distinct in Raj. Mitra’s facsimile.

4 [Cf. above Preface p. 9 with note 3.]
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INDEX OF THE WORDS FOUND IN THE INSCRIPTIONS

*aksayam §21: L. 111,4

-agi-

-> Inidragibhadraye

>'agnaya(h) §94: L. 149a,

7

agrapratyasataye §27: L. 85, 0/7

[aca]riyana §157: L. 79 b, 3

{-> acaryana)

acalam. §61: L. 141,A2; ac[a]lam* §62:

L. 128,A2; [a]cala[m> §60: L. 127,A

2

acaryana §150: L. 24 a, 3

(-* acariyand)

dcariyanam)
{-> dearya-)

*anatra

-> nanatra

atha(h)i §139: L. 150,2

(->

-atita-

-y abhyatita-kalagatanam
-atithibhyas

*

naityakatithibhyas.

-atiraja-

-> rajatiraja(sya

)

-> rajatirajasya

-> rajatirajasya

-> rajdtirdja . . .

(-^ -attirajasya , raja-)

-atisrsta-

-> *Sarva-£camdaviratisrstardjyasya

.atulam. § 1 13 : L. 14,

3

-atevasiJcasyd

-> VdJcvddtevdsikasyd

-Sitevasind

Runikatevdsina
(-> antevdsin -)

-attirajasya

rajattirajasya

(-> -atirdja-)

-attra §78:L.149h; § 179: L. 148,2;

§185: L. 147,2

*atra §8:L.78c,l; §67:L.146,1; §184:

L. 145,2; §186: L. 149

-adhikasya

baladhikdsya

-adhiraja

-* mahardjard(jd*)dhirdja

anana § 29 : L. 52,

2

{-> anena)

-anuttarajndnampiaye
sarvvasatvdnuttarajndnavaptaye

.anuttarajnanavaptave §186: L.149;
^an[u]t[t]arajnanavapteye §8: L.78c,2

{(anunaydt (?)
rnmnayaU §99: L.S0c,2 )

-anuvarttamdnasamvatsare
-> kdldnuvarttamdnasarnvatmre

an[e]n[a] §46: L. 126,

1

{-> anana)

ant(e)vasinIn[am] § 103: L. 13a
anteva[si]n (I)y (e ) §24: L. 38,1

[a](mtevasi)ni[y](e) §126: L.41b, 1/2

-atevdsind)

dtevdvinihi)

{—> dmtevdsimye)
-amtara-

abhyamtaropasthdyahasa

(api — ’jpy §21: L. 111,4

apratimasya § 180 : L. 43,

2

(-> praiimd-)

[abhyat]itakalaga[ta]nam §44: L. 125

1

abhyamt[a]r[o]pasthayakasa or

;

abhyamt[a]r[a]
- § 25 : L. 98

amace(na) §120: 14d 1, B
(-> Gomitdmacena)

(Amogh&rakhitaye
-> A mogJidrakhiiaye

)

Amohaasiye § 1 : L> 125a, 1

ayam §46: L. 126, 1 ; §47: L. 125s; §49:

L. 125u; §54: L.125r; aya[m] §48:

L. 125t
-> deyadharrno*ysia

Ayala[sa] § 89 : L. 97 a, 1

A[ra]/// §17: L. 107b, 1

aramo § 102 : L. 21 b, 2

(~> aramo)

arahato §18:L.94, 1; §19; L. 103

ar[o]g[a]daksin[a]y[e] §44:. L. 1251

arogyadaksin[a]ye § 46 : L, 126,

2

{-> drogyadakhina)

.area/// §178: L. 85c, 4

{-> dreddesdm)

-artha (?)
sarvasatvahitasickkdrfha (?)

-arttham
-> sarva[pJ'uddhapujdrt[th]a[m

]
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-arttham
pujarttham
sarvvadukkhapraliandrtthdm

-artha
-> dyubalav(rJdfdhy)artha
—> sarvasatvdhitasukhdriha
-> hitasukhdrtha

-artham
—> hitasukhdrtham

arvya-Rsiclasasya § 1 3 : L. 149 j,A 2

a[r]yya-M. n. ..[sya] §15: L. 56,2

{—> zdryasatvottamasya
dryya-)

-avaptaye

*

—> nirvdndvaptaye**

(—> -avaptaye , anuttarajndna ~

)

-avalan i (bdndm

)

-> dharmdvalam (bandin

)

-avaptaye
—> -anuttarajndndvdptaye
> »avaptaye, nirvana-)

-a&okena
—> Dharmdsokena

[A]6yalasya or.* [Su]£ya- §63: L. 125q
~Asvadev[a]sya or: -dev[a]sya, § 133: L.

14e, 1

a£vavar[i]ke[na] § 176 : L. 92 d
[a§t]a (?) §164: L. 124a,

3

*a§tasata § 164 : L. 124a, 2

{->athahi)

astu §29: L.52, 2; §184: L. 145,2
asmim §81:L.23b,l
asya § 35 : .L. 64,A ; § 1 34 : L. 1 2 a, 1 ; as[y]a

§102; L.21b,2; [a]sya §29: L.52,

1

(-> asyam)
asyam § 30:L.60, 5;[a]syam§32:L.62a,l,
asya §41: L. 89,

2

{-> asyam)
asyam §74: L. 31a, 1; §94: L. 149 a, 4

a[ca]r[i]y[a]n[aj § 89 : L. 97 a, 1

aeariyanam §80: L. 97b, 3
acaryopaddhyayanam §67: L. 146,

2

acariyand)
acdryana)

Adiha[ke]na §22: L. 149k,2/3
Alikayam §180: L.43,2
atevasikehi § 80 : L. 97 b, 2
atevasinihi §80; L. 97 b, 2
amtevasiniye § 20 : L. 99,

1

{—> antevdsin-)

atmanasya § 180 : L. 43,

3

{-5- Mahdtmano)
Anadap[ujtasa or ;Anamda- §1 08 : L. 1 02c

-ananddsya
—v Buddhdndnrlasya

Abhisarakasya § 13 : L. 149 j,A2
Amogharakhitaye § 88 : L. 92, 1/2

(
-5- Amohddsiye)

[a]yatana[m] §21: L. 111,3
ayagapato §18: L. 94, 3 ; aya[gapato]

§ 19 : L. 103 ;
[a]y[a]ga[pato] § 17 : L.

107b, 2
ayuba[lav](r)d(dhy)artha §99: L.80c,4
aramo §64: L. 82,2; §98: L. 80 d, 4

(—>• aramo)
arogyadakhina §180: L. 43,

3

> arogadaksindye)
arogyadaksindye)

arcadesam (aec. pi.) §113: L . 14,

4

> ^arcdjjj)

^a[ry]asatv°ttamasya § 184 : L. 145,

1

aryya-Kharn[n]asya or: -Yem[n]a- (?)

§ 15 : L. 56,2
^aryya-Vrddhahastifsy] (a) § 15 : L. 56,

1

aryy[a]-V(ai)r[i]yanam §15: L.56,

1

aryya[sya] § 140 : L. 150a, 1

_
<->aryya-)

Alanake vihare § 86 : L. 97 d

itah §162: L. 89b, 11

iti §27: L. 85,

4

idam* §178: L. 85 e, 4
Idrad[a]ta §26 : L. 79,

1

Idrabu .. .i ka [t]. .. §26: L.79,

1

-indrdsya
nagendrdsya

I[m]dragibhadray [e] § 1 8 1 : 93a
[Im]drasama-put[a]sa or: [I]dra- §89:

L. 97 a, 1

imasam (— imesdm

)

§ 64 : L. 82,

2

imena § 62 : L. 128,A2; im[ena] §60:
L. 127,A 1/2; [ime]n[a] §61 : L. 141,A2

i[ya] §22: L. 149k, 1

i(yam) (?) §64: L. 82,2
iva §113: L. 14,4
*[i]6[u]r[y]ata[ya] §62: L. 128,A 2

^aisvaryatayam,)
is[tv]a § 94 : L. 149 a, 6

[I]drasama-put[&]sa or: [Im]dra- §89:
L. 97a, 1

Imdra-)

(U )cenagariya § 14 : L. 45a, 2
[ujtarayam §182: L. 23,

4

-uttarajndndvdptaye
-anuttarajnanavdptaye
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{—> tJtaj'asa

Vttarasya)
-uttamasya

—> *dryasatvott,amasya
*udadhasamadhara ... §113: L. 14,3
udapan[am] §98: 80 d, 4
udapano §64: L. 82,

2

upajhayena § 80 : L. 97 b, 1

(-> upadhydyasya

)

upathapito §65: L. 140,A
-upadesakdnam

-> Mahopadesakanam ( ? )
upadhy[a]yasya §29 : L. 52,

2

{-> upajhayena)
{—> -upaddhyayandm

, dearya-)
-wpavane (?) § 65 : L. 140,A
-upaiamaya

sarvad(u)hhopaiamdya
upa£ika §150: L. 24 a, 2

{-> updsihdye)
-upasthdyaJcasa

-> abhyamtaropasthdyakasa
-upaddhyayandm
—> dedryopaddhyayanam

upadhydyasya)
-updsakasya
— SdkyopdsaJcasya

upasikaye § 180 : L. 43,

1

upaSikd)
ubhayye § 137 : L. 149 b, 4
Ulanasya §119: L. 14 d, 2

(-> Baldnds(ya)y
Valdnasya)

Utarasa §168: L. 92a
TJttarasya § 135 : L. 13,

1

utarayani)
{-> -uttarajndndvdptaye , an-)

^Iksabhas[r]lh , ^bhagavan- § 15: L.56,2
R?abhasya § 9 : !L . 149 v, 1

{-» Mahasabhasya ( ? ))
Rsidasasya, aryya- §13:L.149j,A2

“eghe”(?) §177: L. 138a,

2

etaye §182: L. 23,

3

etasa §150: L. 24a, 1

(--> etasydm)
etasya §14: L. 45a, 1; § 114: L. 14a, 2;

eta[sya] § 76 : L. 89 a, 1

{-> etasydm)
etasyam § 157 : I*. 79b, 1 ; etasya[m]

§126: L.41b, 1 ; § 136: L. 31b, 1 ; or:

-sya[m] §27: L. 85,1

etasya §180: L.43,

1

(-> etasydm
,)

etasyam §15: L. 56,1; or: -sya[m] §27:
L. 85,

1

e[tehi] §5: L. 88a,

3

etta purvdyija § 137 : L. 149b, 2
etti §137: L. 149b, 4

^aisvaryatayam § 6 1 : L. 1 4 1 ,A 2
<ai]s[var]y[y]am §60: L. 127,A2

{-> *i&uryataya)

o[dakh]i .
. §114: L. 14a,

2

Odiyanakasya §31 : L. 62

Kakatikanam § 65 : L. 140,A
Kachipasa §83: L. 143f
-katiyd
—> cctiydkatiyd

(—> cetiyakutiyam)
Kathikasa §25 : L. 98
Kanikkhasya § 102 : L. 2 1 b, 1

{—> Kaniska-)
kata § 139: L. 150,3
-kathikasya

—> dharmakaihikasya
[Ka](ni)[$ka]sa(? ) § 172: L.80b, 1

Kanisk&sya ( ? ) §26: L. 79,2; Kani-
skasya §81:L.23b, 1 ; Kan(i)[s]ka[sya]

§114: L. 14 a, 1 ; [Kani§ka]sya § 157

:

L. 79 b, 1 ;
(Kani^kasya) (?) §128: L.

21c, 1

(-> Kanikkhasya)
{—> Kdni°)

ka[p] . ... § 187 :L. 125,1
-karasya

(kse)?nakarasya
-karnna-

-> Dadhikarnna

-

-kola- (— -kola-

)

abhyatitakalagatdndm
-kalam
—> devakalam

devakulam)
kalavadja] §114: L. 14a,

2

{—> kdlavdlasa)

Kasti[k]Iy[e v]ihare § 157 : L. 79b,2
Kani (« Kani?kasya) §136: L.31b,l
Kan[i]k§asya § 73 : L. 29 a, 1

Kaniskasya §182: L. 23,2
Kanisko §97: L. 78b

{-> Kaniska-)
karitam § 120 : L. 14d 1,B; karita[m]

§116: L.14aa
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karita §98 : L. 80d, 3; §176: L. 92 d;

ka(r)i(t)a §139: L. 150,

1

kari§ya(ti) §99:Lu80c,6
ka[r]ppas[i]kasya § 1 5 : L. 56,

2

kalavalasa §18: L.94,2 ;
(ka)lavalasa

§19:L.103
{-> Jcalavadd )

kalanuvarttamanasamvatsare § 78 : L

.

148 h
(—> -kalagatdnam ,

abhyatita-)

klttrah (= kirttih ?} §161:L.149u,2
[ku] §45: L. 40,1; (ku) §62: L. 128,A

1

(-> kubhako )

kumbhako)
-kutiyarn

-
3- cetiyakutiyam

kutu[bini]ye § 85 : L . 149 i ;
[k] { u) t[u] -

bin[iye] §172: L.80b,2
kutumbi(niya ?) § 151 : L. 149g, 1

kutumbi[ni]y© §93: L. 149z,2
kutuxnbinlye § 167 : L. 125e; k(u)tumbi-

nlye § 15 : L. 56,2
kutubiniye)

-kutumbinah, . .
.
[rppindatta (?)]-§ 170 :

L. 149o
Kunikatevasina § 139: L. 150,3

-Jcunde
—> Srikunde

kubhako §63:I*.125q; kubhakfo] § 54:

L. 126r
kumbhako §31 : L. 62; kumbh[a]k[o]

§ 47 : L. 125s ; ku[m]bhako § 46 : L.
126, 1 ;

[kum]bh[ako] § 48 : L. 125 1 ;

[kumbha]k[o] §49: L. 125u

{ -> ku)
-kulam

-> devakulam
kule § 15: L. 56,1; k[u]l[e] § 14: L. 45a,

2

Ku?anapu[t]r[o] §98:L.80d,2
kutubiniye § 150 : L. 24a, 1

{-> kutubiniye )

kutumbi0 )

Koteyagana §23 : L. 89c, 1

-kothako
—> dcirakothako

Koliye §15:L.56,1; K[o]l[i]ye §14:
L. 45a, 1

Ko&ikiye §18: L .94,

3

{-> Kausikiputrena)
Kohadasa §120: L. 14d 1,A
Kohade[na] § 120 : L. 14d 1,B
Kau6ikiputr[e]na § 176 : L. 92

d

Kausi(klputrena) § 1 1 5 : L. 82 a, 5
{—> KoMkiye)

K[s]andamihi(ra-putrasya ?) § 30 : L. 60,

8/9

ksatrapa[sa] or

:

-[sya] § 2 : L. 125 e, 1

;

(ksat)r(apa)sa § 118 : L. 14 d 3,

1

mahdksatrapa-)
ksaharatasa §118: L. 14d 3,

1

k[s]aranika § 79 : L. 97 c, 3

(kse)mak[a]ra[s]ya (?) §99: L.80c, 1

-Kharn[:g.]asya or : Vern[n]a- § 1 5 : L. 56,

2

Khudaye § 103 : L. 1 3 a
Khvasicaye §180: L. 43,

2

gamjavarena § 64 : L. 82,

1

-gana
Koteyagana

gana (= gane) §14: L.45a, 1

gan[i]sya or: gan[i]sya §15: L.56,2
gane §15: L. 56,

1

-gatapara
—> Sr (i)gatapara

-gatanann
-> abhyatitakalagatdnam

gandhe § 164: L. 124a,

2

-gunasya
—> prathitayasagunasysL'

-guta
-> Vasaguta/H

-gutakana
Dharmagutakdna

Gun[d]asya §136: 31b,

1

gr §24: L.38,1; §31: L.62; §32: L. 62a,

1; §33: B. 62b, A; §34:L.63; §74:
L. 31a, 1 ; §136:L.31b,l

gri § 102 : L. 21 b, 1

grsmamase § 94 : L. 149 a, 3

(-> gri)

(-> (grlsma)m(d8e))
*grham* §113: L. 14,

3

-grhe
—> ratanagrhe
—>- saila-devagr(he

)

GotiHI §73: L. 29a,

2

Golasvastasya §122: L. 9 1 d
Gotamiye § 123 : L. 77a, 3; Gotam[i]ye

or: Gotam[I]ye §181: L. 93a
Gotiputrasa § 18 : L. 94, 1 ; § 168 : L. 92 a
-gottrena

—> Bhdradvdja-sagottrena
-gotrena

—> Segrava-sagotrena
Gomitakena § 139 : L. 150,

3

Gomitasa §120: L. 14d 1,B
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Gomitamacena §120: L. 14 d 1 ,

B

[G](o)[m](i)tra[sa] §160: L.91h,l
Gomindraputtrasyah §161: L. 149 u, 1

[Gra]../// §103: L. 13 a
gram[ena] § 182 : L. 23,

5

gri § 182 : L. 23, 3; gr[i] § 134: L. 12a, 1

;

g[r]i §143: L. 125b,

2

(grxsma)[m](ase) (?) § 114: L. 14a, 1

<-*gr)
<-> gri)

{-> grsmdmdse)

Ghatakasa § 118 : L. 14d 3,

1

Gho^ako §26: L. 7 9,1

Ghosena § 106 : L. 15
(-> Dhamaghosdye )

{-> Budhaghosasya)

{->- Bhadraghosa -)

ca § 21 : L. Ill, 2; §46:L.126,1; §52:
L. 125m; §54:L.125r; §64:L.82,3;
§67 : L. 146,2 ; §90: L.97e,2; §98: L.
80d, 4; §99 : G. 80c, 3 ; 6; §102: L.
21b, 2; §178: L.85c,3; §179: L.

148,2; § 180 : L. 43,4; § 187 : L. 125, 5

;

c[a] §99 :L.80c,3 ; [c]a § 137 :L.149b,3

;

[ca] §53: L.125n; [ea] (?) §137:
L. 149b,

3

cakkra .. {= ca(m)kkra(ma)- ?) §99:
L.80c,4

ca[ta]risa § 137 : L. 149b, 1

c[a]tudise or: c[e]tu- §35: L. 64,Bl
(-> caturddiie)

caturt[tb]e § 94 : L. 149a, 3

caturdd[ise] §33: L. 62b,

A

(—> catudiSe)

{-> caturdtse)

[ca]turvi[m]6e or: -vise §94: L. 149a,2/3

catnrwi(d)yasya § 33 : L. 62b,A
catupil] § 187 : L. 125,7
C[a]ndak[a] or: C[a]ndak[a] §27: L. 85,4
caturdi^e §39: L. 132,B 1 ; eatu(rd)[i](se)

§38: L.139,1/2; c[a]turdise §31: L. 62

caturdls[e] §40: L. 133,B 2

(-> caturddise)

C[a]ndak[a] or

:

C[a]ndak[a] §27 : L. 85,4
Cikkakasa § 26 : G. 79,

1

Cut[a]kavihare § 79 : G. 97 c, 1

-ce A kdsya
yakhace A kdsya

[ce]ti[ya]kutiyam § 157 : L. 79 b, 2

cet[i]yakat[i]y[a] § 150 : G. 24a, 2/3

e[e]tudise or: c[a]tu- §35:L.64,B 1

-chatmm
(ya)$iicchatmm

-ehandogena
Manacrhandogemi

Jayada[sa]sya §151: L. 149g, 1

Jayadevaputrena § 1 06 : L. 1 5
*Jayabhaftayar* §8: L.78c, 1

-Jayasenasya, bhadata- §20: L.99,1
Jadasa §75: L. Ole
-fata

Sthavarajata
Jivakasya § 31 : L. 62
jivaputaye § 1 16 : L. 14 aa
Jivasiri § 65 : L. 140,B
JIvakamatu § 180: G.43,3
Jivakasya § 180: L. 43,

3

Jotisa § 146: L. 125f
; §148: L. 91c

-jndn&vaptaye
-anuttaraindndvdptaye

jvalata(h) §113: L.14,4

[to] (mason's mark ?) § 1 i : L. 9 1 a

Ta[kada]masya ,
[Verna] or:

Ta[ksa]- or: Ta[ksu]masya, [Verna]
§98: L.80d,2

(ta)[Ia]gas* §99: G.80c,3
[ta]tas* §99: L. 80c, 3

tat* §185: L. 147,2
tad* §8:L.78c,l; §67:G.146,1; §184:

L. 145,2; §186: G. 149
tan* § 179: L. 148,2
tap! (= tehi ?) § 73 : L. 29 a, 3
Talakiy [e] or

:

-y[am] § 30 : L. 60,

6

*(ta)sy*edam* §178: L. 85c,

4

tesam § 27 : L. 85,

5

(tehi ?

tapi)

toranam §115: L. 82a,

8

toranani § 187 : L. 125,5
Tosaye §114: G. 14a, 3
To[sa]yah §113: L. 14,

3

-trdta-

-> Savatrata-potriya (= Siva-

)

tri[m]£e or: trise §94: L. 149 a,

4

trifle] §30: G. 60,

5

{-> pacatrlSasya)

[t]repitakasya §24: G. 38,

1

tre(piti)[ka]ye § 24 : G. 38,

1

thupa §118: L. 14d 3,2
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dak$i §6: L. 143k
hdaksindye

arogyadaksiyiaye

-dakhina
—> arogyadakhina

{
—> -daksindye^ aroga-)

-(da)ndandyaka -

(mahdda)?idandyaka-
-dcnndanayakasya

—> mahadamdandyakasya
/—> -da ndandyakasya , maha-)

*[d]ata[m] §182 : B.23,5
data §110: L. 102e; da[ta] §109: L.

102 d
-datd-

Idradata
Dharmadalasya

—> DJiarmmadatasya
—> Nagadata -

Pusyada(ta*

}

(da)[tta]h §99: L. 80c,

3

Dattas(y)a §37: L. 65; §38: L. 139,1
-> Dharmmadattasya
—> Nagadattasya
-> Hakudatta-pauttrasyah

Dattaye § 15 : L. 56,

2

datti §9 : ]L. 149v,3
Dadhikarnnadevakulikasya § 34 : L . 63

Dadhika[r]mi[o] § 95 : L«. 85a
Dadh[f]k[a]rmi[&]sya § 27 : L. 85,

2

dana or : dana[m] § 89 : L. 97 a, 1 ; dana
§103: L. 13a; d[a]na or: d[e]na
§51 : B. 131

danam §33;B.62b,A; §38: L. 139,1;
§40:L.133,B1; §61:B.141,B; dana[m]
§89:B. 97 a, l;dan[a]m §33:L.62b,B;
da[nara] §52: B. 125m; d[a]nam or;
d[e]nam §60:B.127,B; §62:L.128,B
{ dana-)

{ d[dJnnam ( ?))
danadharmmo §15: B. 56,

2

(-> deyadharma-)

-darsavty(a)
Buddhadar&mny (a

)

~da(v)a(putrav)ihare
mahardjada(v)a(putrav)ihare

d[a]vaputrasya §29 : L. 52,

1

devaputra-)
dasa (?) §183: L. 138,

2

Dasasya § 84 : B. 143 g, 1
—> Nagadasasya
{-> Dasa-)

d[a] or; d[i] §12: L. 52a; §14:L.45a,l
divase

-daksindye
-> arogaddlesindye

-daksindye ,
arogya-)

-ddndandyakasya
—> mahadandandyakasya
{-> -(da)ndandyaka- i (maha)-)
{—> -damdandyakasya, maha-)

dana §54: B. 125r; dan[a] or; dan[a]

§90: L. 97e, 1; dan[a] §157: L.79b,2
danam §25:B.98; §31:L. 62; §34:

L. 63 ; §39: B. 132,A; §40: L. 133,A;
§41:B.89,2; §45:B.40,1; §46: B,
126,1; §49:B.125u; §55: B. 125k, 1;

§56: L. 135; §59:B.129; §88:B.92,
3; §92: B.124t,2; § 123 : L. 77a, 6;
§128:B.21e,l; §135:B.13,1; §173:
L. 92b; §181: B.93a; dana[m] §187;
L. 125,4; dan[a]m §47:B.125s; da-
[na]m §35: B. 64,A; da[nam] §50:
L. 125w, 1 ; § 53 : B. 125n; d[a]nam § 62

:

L.128, Al; [d]anam §61 : L. 14*1, A 1;
[d]a[na]m §44: B. 1251; [da]nam §39:
L. 132,B1; §48:B.125t; §58:Lll25o;
[danam] §36:L.125y; §60: L. 127,
Al; (da)na[m] §63: B. 125q

dana §14: B. 45 a, 3; dan[a] or; dan[a]

§ 90 : B. 97 e, 1 ; dan[a] or :

dan[o] §20: L.99,2
{-> dana-)

dena-)
d[a]nnam or: d[i]nnam §35: B. 64, B 1

-ddmasya
-> Bhattiddmasya

[D]a[m]i[n]i . . . [i] ye §23: L.89c2,
darakehi § 27 : B. 85,

6

da[ra]kothako § 98 : B. 80 d, 4
Dasa § 147 : L. 125g
Dasasya § 85 : L. 149i

-> -Rsiddsasya
-> Jayadasasya
-> *Dharmadasasya
-> Buddhaddsa-

Saghadasasya
-> Sanghaddsdsya
{-> Dasasya)

-dasiye

-r Amohdasiye
-> Bama(da) [si]ye (?)
-5- Buddhaddsiye

di §15:L.56,1; §24: L. 38, 1 ; §31 : L. 62;
§33: L. 62b,A; §39; L. 132, B 2; §74;
L. 31 a, 1 ; § 102 : L. 21 b, 1 ; § 126 :L. 41b,
1; §134: L. 12a, 1; § 172: D.80b, 1

;

§180:L.43,1; § 182 : L. 23, 3; d[i] §12:
L. 52a; §14: L.45a,l; §27:L.85,1;
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§28:1.33; §37:1.65; §42:1.90;
§43: L. 91 ; §103:L.13a; §154: 1.21 a,

1; [d]i §32: 1.62a, 1; [di] §5:L.88a,
1; §143: L.125b,2; § 150: 1. 24a, 1

;

§ 157 : L. 79b, 1

{—> divase)

ditu §68 : 1. 136

{
-» dhitu)

d[i]nnam or : d[a]nnam § 35 : L. 64, B 1

Binnaye § 103 : 1.13a
-dinnasya

-> Yasadinnasya
dirvase or

:

divase §73:L.29a,l
divase §30:1.60,4; §34:1.63; §35:

1. 64,A; §41:1.89,1/2; §72: L.88;
§81: 1. 23b, 1 ; §137: 1.149 b, 2; diva-

[s]e §94: 1. 149 a, 3; diva(se) §177:
L. 138a, 1; d[i]vas[e] §76:1.89a,l;
d[i]va[s](e) §29:1.59, 1; (di)[va]se

§162: L.89b,4; (di)[vas](e) §115: L.

82a, 2/3

(-> da)
(-> di)

{-de)
—> Pausamasadivase
-> Bhadravadadivase

-di&e

•-> catudise

caturddide
-> caturdide

-dulckhaprahdndrtihdm
sarvvddukkhaprahdndrtthdm

~d(u)khopaiamdya
sarvad(u)khopaiamdya

d[r]3ya §99: 1.80c,

3

d[e] or: d[i] §42:1.90; §43: L. 91

(-> divase)

d[e]na or: d[a]na §51: L. 131

d[e]nam or: d[a]nam §60: L. 127, B;
§62:1.128,B
(--> ddna-)

d[e]yadliarmaparityagen[a] § 29 : 1. 52,

2

deyadharmo*yam § 8 : 1. 78 c, 1 ; §67:

1.146,1; § 185 : L. 147,1; §186:1.
149 ; deya[dha]rmo**yam §179:1.. 148,

1

deryadharmmaparityageixfa] §46: L

.

126,2
(-v danadharmmo)
(-> devadharmmaparitydgena)
(-> devaddharmaparityakena or:

-rrma-}

(-» devvadharmapa (r)i(tydg)enam)
-deva-

-> devasya

-> dero
-> •A&mdev&ttya

Jayadcva-
—*- Dharmadevasya
—> Buddhadeva-

Rohadeva-
FfZmdera-

-> *8anghadeva -

-> Satnghaderasa
devakal[am] §99: L. 80c, 3
devakula[rn] §98:1. 80 d,3; (de )[vaj-

kulam §99: L. 80c, 2
-devakulikasya

—> Dadhikarn nadevakulikasya
-devagr(he)

—> sailadevagr(he

)

devadharm[m]apa[r] it [y]agei la §60: 1.
127, A

2

{-> deyadharma-

)

d[e]va[p]( utrasa) § 172: 1. 80b, 1 ; [d](©)-

vaputrasa § 126: L.41b, 1

devaputrasya § 30 : L. 60, 2 ; § 94 : L. 1 49a,
1/2; §180: L. 43, 1 ; devaputr[&]sya

§ 24 : L. 38, 1 ; deva[pu] (trasya
) § 182

:

L. 23, 1 ; [d]evaputrasya § 15 : L. 56, 1

;

(de)[va]putrasya §16: L. 80; (deva)-
[pu]tra(sya) §138: L. 149 c, 1

—> mahdrajardjdtirajadevaputrasya
maJidrajadevaputrasya
mah(a)rdjarajatirajadeixipu (tra-
sya)

devaputro §97: 1,78b; §98:L.80d,l
devaputrasya §31 : L. 62

(

-

da (v)a(putrav) ihare , maharaja-)
{-> davaputrasya)

Devaraksi[t] (asva) or: -[t](aye) §76:
L. 89 a, 2

[de]va[la]ye (?) §73: L.29a,2
devasya § 81 : 1. 23b, 2

dev[a]ddharmaparitya[k]ena or

:

-ddharrma- § 62 : 1. 1 28, A 2

(-> deyadharma-)
-devaye

Budhadevdye
devi § 182: L. 23,

5

Devilasya §34:1. 63; §93:1.149z,3
dev[o] §22: 1.149 k, 4

(~> devasya)
[d]evvadharmapa(r)i(ty&g)e[na]m §61

:

1. 141, A2
(-> deyadharma-)

—de&d/m*

-> drcddesdm
Dronalena §94: L. 149a, 4/5
dva[d]asar[a]ttrena §94: 1. 149 a, 6
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Dh[a]mv[^]lasya<?r.*Dhimi- § 14 :B.45a,2

Dh[a]nisiriya or: Dhuhi- §14: B. 45 a,

2

-dhanya . . .
. , ... tta- § 172 : B. 80b,

2

Dha[nya]bhavaye § 1 72 : B. 80b, 2

Dhanabhutisa § 187 : B. 125,4
Dhana[m]i(tra)[sa] § 17 : B. 107b, 1

Dhanava[t]iye § 24 : B . 38,

2

dhanasya §21 : L. 111,3
Bharma § 132 : L. 1431
dharmakathikasya § 35 : L. 64, B 1

Bharm[a]k[a]sa or

:

Dharm[a]k[a]sa

§150: L. 24a,

1

Dharmakena §80:L.97b,l
Dharmago takana §150: B. 24a, 3

[Dha]r[madatas]y[a] §36: L. 125y
dDharmadasasya §179:B.148,1
Bharma[d]ev[a]s[y]a §44 : B. 1251

dharmapatini §175: L. 143m,

2

(dharmapa)ti[n]iya (?) § 143 : B. 125b, 1

;

(dharmapa) [ti]niya ( ?) § 1 7 1 : B. 124m,

3

(-> -dharmmapatnya)
-dJiarma-paritydkena or: -rrma-

devaddharma-paritydkena
-dharma-paritycigena, -nam

-> deyadharma-paritydgena
devvadharma-pa (r)i(tydg)enam

Dharmap[r]iyas[y]a §47: B. 137, b 2
-dha(r)masthitasya

satyadha(r)masthitasy&*
Dharmahastika .. §121: B. 14b,

1

Dharm[a]k[a]sa or

:

Dharm[a]k[a]sa

§150: B. 24a, 1

dharmavala[m] (banam) § 79 : L. 97 c, 2
Dharmasokena § 184: L. 145,

1

-dharmo

*

—> deyadharmo^yam
Dharmmadata[s]ya § 35 : B. 64,A
Dharmmadattasya § 35 : B. 64, B 1

-dharm[mapa]tnya, ///d- § 23 : L. 89c,

2

{—> dharmapatini-)

-dharmma-paritydgena
-> deryadharmma-parityagena
-> devadharmma-parityagena

-dharmmo
-> danadharmmo

-dharrma-paritydkena
-> devdddharrma-paritydkena or : -rma-

dh[a]t[i]ye § 181 : L. 93 a
Dhamagho^aye § 20 : B. 99,

2

-dhdra . . .

-> -udadhasamadhdra . . .

Dh[a]rmmavar[m]ma §65: B. 140,C
dhita § 177 : B. 138a, 1

dhita §136: B.31b,l; dhi(ta) (?) §74:
B.31a, 2; dhita or:

dhitu § 175: B. 143m, 2; dhitu §181:
B.93a; dhit[u] §93: B. 149 z, 2; dh[it]u

§ 17 : B. 107b, 1

-> Brahasvdtimita(dh)itu
(—> ditu)

Dhuhiv[a]lasya or: Dh[a]hi- § 14 : B.45a,2
Dhuhi[6]iriya or

:

Dh[a]xli- § 14 : B. 45 a, 2

na-
-> nanatra

ISTagadasasya § 175: L. 143m,

2

[Na]ganandisya §93: B. 149z, 1

N[a]gapiya or: N[a]ga- § 150 : L. 24a,

2

(-> ndga-)
iNagarakiyasya §78: L.149h
Najika . . . §163: B. 143

o

nanayat* (= anunayat ?) § 99 : B. 80c, 1

-nandasya
-> Bhavanandasya

-nandi-
BJiavanandi-pravarihaputrdsya

Nandibalapramukhehi § 27 : B. 85, 5/6
-nandi[sya], ...» § 152 : B. 1 35a, 1

-> Naganandisya
-> Buddhanamndi(s)y(a)

Namdaye §2:B. 125c, 1

namo §19: B. 103; na[mo] §162: B. 89b,
1 ;

[na]mo § 18 : L. 94,

1

Na[va]mikayam § 182 : B. 23,

4

(JSTa)husami(tra)sya (?) § 140 : L. 150a
Nagadat[as]a § 108 : B. 102 c

Nagadate[na] §109: L. 102 d
; [N]a[g]a-

datena §110: B. 102©
Nagadattasya § 157 : B. 79 b, 1

N[a]gapiya or: N[a]ga- §150:L.24a,2
(nagam written :) nata § 137 : I*. 149b, 5

-> nagasya, . .

.

<-> Naga~)
-ndgariya

(XJ)cendgariya
nagasya §102: B. 21b,

2

[na]g[en]dr[a]sya § 27 : L. 85,

2

nago §137: B. 149b, 6
nanatra § 65 : L. 140,A
nata (= nagam) § 137 : L. 149b, 5
-ndpitasya

rajanapitasya
na[ma] §155: B. 135 e, 2
n(a)[ma](n)[i] (?) §65: L.140,A
-nayaka

-

-* mahadamda -dandandyakasya
— (mahdda)ndandyaka-

Nayasa § 101 : B. 80f
na[h]a[pa] (?) §152: B. 135a
niyataka § 65 : B. 140,A
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nivavad[a]kisya or: -vad[u]- §102:
L.21b,3

nirvat[a]na or: -vat[a]na §14: L. 45 a,

2

[n]irva[n]a[va]ptaye*[s]t[u] §29: L. 52,

2

[nirvva]tana § 93 : L. 149 z, 1

nirvvarttana §13: L. 149 j , A 2
nivarttana § 140: L. 150a,

4

N[u]sapriyaye §68: L. 136
[nai]ty[a]k[a]tith[l]bhyas* §99: L.80c,6

pacatrisasya § 45 : L. 40,

1

( -» pamca, —

)

pacanah § 65 : L. 140,A
Pacenagariya (— lice-) §14: L. 45 a,

2

pamca §113: L. 14,

4

pameavlranam §113: L. 14,

2

{-> 'pacatrisasya)

panaSata///)
-paid)1

1

Sildpatd/H
-patto, Sild-)

patima § 119 : L. 14d, 2 ; § 144: L. 81 a, 3
pratimd-)

-pato
-> dyagapato

-patto

Sildpatto
-patdlH, Sild-)

[pana]&at[a]/// §164: L. 124 a, 1

<(-> pamca ,—

)

patithapito §l:L.125a, 1; [pa](titha-

pito?) §17: L. 107b,

2

pratisthapita-)

patitah § 162: L. 89b, 10

patita

-

— bhagnapatitaviSirnam

-patina
-> bakanapatina
—> (ma)nafpdka]patina ( ?)

-patini
-> dharmapatini

-patiniya
(dharmapa)tiniyd
-patnya ,

-dharmma-)

patima § 114 : L. 14a, 3; (patima) (?)

§ 139 :L. 150,1
{-> pratimd-)

(patis)t(apita) §114: L. 14a,

3

pa[t]I(thapita?) § 1 18: L. 14d 3,2

> pratisthapita-)

-patnya
-> -dharmmapatnya
{-»- -patini, dharma-)

-(pa)tiniyd, (dharma)-)

-payya-
~> Pimlapayya-puiro

-para
-> ( 7jgatapara

paramavapusa § 1 1 3 : L. 1 4,

4

parigahe §89: L. 97 a, 2
parigrahe §80: L. 97b, 3; §86: L.97d;

parig[r]a[he] §125: L. 143 d
;

par[i]-

(gra)[h](e) §134:L.12a,2
{ pratigrahe

)

(-> prarigrhe)
-paritydka

-

—> devdddharmaparitydkcna
-paritydga -

-> dcyadharmaparitydgena
—> devadharmmaparitycigena

-paritydga -

-> deryadharmmaparltydgena
-> devvadharmapa (r)l (tydg)ena?n

parisahi § 187 : L. 125,

7

Paroha&aliko § 26 : L . 7 9 ,

1

pascima §64: L. 82,2
-[paka]patina

-> (ma)na[paka]patina (?)
Pamcaliye(su?) § 162: L. 89 b, 8
pati (?) §162: L. 89b,

9

parvato §17S:L.85c,2
-pdliyakena

—> Rajapdliyakena
-valasa, Budha-)

pasado §20: L. 99,

2

prosado)
-pitakasy

a

—> trepitakasya

- (piti)kdye
-> tre(piti)kdye

-[pindatta]kutumbinah , . .
.
[r-p> (?)

§ 170: *L. 149o
Pindapayyaputro § 137 : L. 149b, 3

pita* §26: L. 79, 1; pi(ta?) §178: L>.85c,3

[p]itamaha(sya) § 99 : L. 80c, 2
Pitamahasya- § 81 : L. 23 b, 2

-pitina, mata- §180: L.43,3
-p[i]t[i]na[m], [ma]ta- §73; L. 29 a, 3
-pitihi, mata- § 1 : L. 125a, 2; §24: JL.

38,2; §80: L. 97b, 1 ;
§135:L.13,2

-pitihi, mata- § 187 : L. 125,6/7
-pitihi, mata- §126: L. 41b,

3

-pitumadu .

.

-> sapitumadu .

.

-pitrn[a]m, ma[t]a- §125: L. 143 d
-[p]i[tr]na or.* -nda, [mata]- §44: L. 1251

-pitrnam, mata- §27: L. 85, 6; -p[it](tr-

nam ?), mata- §29: L. 52,

2

-[p]i[tr]nda or; -na, [mata]- §44: L. 1251
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-pi[t]tra, rnata- §78: Lu 149h
-pittro, inata- § 67 : L. 146, 1/2

-pittroh, **mata- § 179 : L. 148,

2

pitramatrabha §4: L. 143c,

3

-pit[r]in[&], mat[a]- § 90 : L. 97 e, 1/2

-pitror*, mata- § 184: L. 145,2

-piyd
—> Ndgapiyd
{—> -priyaye , NuAd-)

puksirini § 102 : L. 2 1 b, 2

(->
;

puskarani . . .)

-pugehi
-> (Ma)nibhadapugehi

pujaye §90: L.97e,2; pujay[e] §44:

L. 1251
—> sarvabudhapujdye
(-> -pucaye , ...-)

punyam §67: L. 146, 1; §78: L. 149h;

§179: L. 148,2; §184: L. 145,2; §185:
L. 147,2; §186: L.149; punya[m] §8:

L.78c, 1

-putasa
Anadaputasa or : Anamda-

-putdye
jivaputaye

-puttra-

-> Mittravarmmaputtra
-> jRudrilaputtrena

putrah § 170 : L. 149

o

~pu(trakasya)
sapu(trakasya

)

putrasa §113: L. 14, 1; §181: L. 93a
—> Qotiputrasa

devaputrasa
(Vd)ts (l)putrasa

putrasya §178: L, 85c, 1;

-(pu) [t]ra[s](y)[a] , §102:L.21b,3
—> davaputrasya
-> devaputrasya

devaputrasya)
-> Vakamihiraputrasya

-putrasya
—> Bhavanandipravarikaputrasya

putrena §61 : L. 141, A 1 ; §176: L.92d;
[p]utre[na] §60: L. 127, A1

;

-pu[t]r[e]na, . . . §a- § 1 15 : L* 82a, 4/5
Kauiiktputrena
Jayadevaputrena
Bhdrgaviputrena

{-> -puttrena, Rudrila-)
putrena § 62 : L. 128, A

1

putrehi § 27 : L. 85,

5

-putro
-> Kusdnaputro

— devaputro
-> Pindapayyaputro
—> Viravrddhiputro
{-> -putasa , Imdrasama-)

-puttrasyah , Gomindra-)
-putrasya ,

deva-)

-[p]uddhapujart[th]a[m]
sarvafp]uddhapujdrt[th]a[m

]

purvayam § 136: L. 31b, 1 ; purva[y](am)
or; -[y](e) § 126 : L. 41b, 1

purvaya § 180 : L. 43, 1 ; [p]u[rva]ya § 29

:

L. 52,

1

purvaye §114: L. 14a, 2 ; purvay[e]

§ 1 82 : L. 23, 3 ;
purva[y](e) or ; -[y](am)

§ 126 : L. 41b, 1

p[u]rv[a]yam § 172: L. 80 b, 1

purvaya § 150 : L. 24a, 1

purvayya §137: L. 149b, 2; [pu]rvayya
§138: L. 149 c, 2

purvvayam §30: L. 60, 5; [p]urvvayam
§32: L. 62a, 1

purv[v]ayam §102: L. 21b,

2

purway[e] § 35 : P. 64,A
puvaya § 134: P. 12a, 1

puvayam §14: P. 45 a, 1

{-> purvva-)
Pusaha[th]iniye § 126 : P. 41 b, 1

Pusyada(ta*) (?) §136: P. 31b, 1

puskarani § 64 : P. 82, 2 ; [p] (uska)rani

§64: P.82,^1/2
puskaraniyya § 137 : L. 149 b, 5
-puslcaranlndm

-> yamadapuskaranlnam
puskarini § 98 : P. 80 d, 4

{—> puksirini)
-pucaye
—> sarva(bu*) [dha]pucaye ( ?)

pujaya § 89 : P. 97 a, 1

-pujaye
sarvabudhapujdye

pujarttham § 81 : L. 23b, 2

-pujdrt[th]a[m]
-> sarva[p]uddhapujdrt[th]a[m

]

{—> pujd-)
-putasa

-> Inidrasamaputasa
-puttrasyah

-> Gomindraputtrasyah
-putrasya

-> devaputrasya
/_> -puta- ;

-puttra-; putra-)
p(urva)[y§,m] ( ?) § 157 : L. 79b, 1

pur[vvayam] §27 : L. 85, 1 ;
purvvay[am]

or:

purvvay[e] § 4 1 : L. 89,

2
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pu[r]vv[a]yam § 74 : L. 3 1 a, 1

purwayam § 15: L.56, 1 ; §94: L. 149a-,

4

purva-)

(-> purvva-)

(-> puva-)

Pothaya&a[ka] (sa) § 1 8 : L. 94,

1

potriya
-> Savdtrdtapotriya (— Siva-)

-pauttrasyah
—> HakudaUapauUrasyah

pautrena §162: L. 89 b, 6

(-> pm fpautrena) )

Pausamasadivase § 81 : L. 23b, 1

[pra] (?) § 128: L. 21 c, 1

(-> prathame

)

-prakitehi
—> samhghaprakitehi

-prakrtdndm
-> sahghaprakrtdnam
-> samghaprakrtdnam
—> samhghaprakrtdndm

pratathapit[a] § 22 : L. 149 k, 2
prat[a]s[th]apita § 14 : L. 45a, 3/4

(-> pratisthdpita-)
pratikrti/// § 184 : L. 145,

1

pratik§apita § 184 : L. 145,

2

(-> pratisthdpita-)
pratigrahe § 150 : L. 24 a, 3 ; [pra]ti-

g(rabe) §157: L. 79b,

3

pra[t]i[g](ra)ho § 102 : L. 21 b, 2/3

{ parigrahe )

( prarigrhe

)

pra(t)i(thapito) § 18 : L. 94,

3

pratithapeti §150: L. 24 a, 2

pratithapito § 126 : L. 41 b, 3 ;
p[r]ati-

tha[p]i(to) § 24 : L. 38, 2 ;
p[r]atith[a]-

pito §73: Li. 29 a, 2

( pratisthdpita-)
pratimam § 81 : L. 23b, 2
-pratimasya

apratimasya
pratima §4: L. 143c, 1; §9:L. 149 v, 1;

3; §29: L.52, 2; §180: L. 43, 2; §184:
L. 145,2; prat(i)ma §22: L. 149k, 1/2;

pra(tima) § 107: L. 41 a, 2; [p](r)[a]-

timfa] § 121 : L. 14b, 3
—>• Buddhapratimd
—> Budhapratima

[pra](timam) (?) § 183 : L. 138, 1/2

pratimafh] § 1 1 3 : L. 14,

2

(-> patimd

}

(-> patimd

)

(-> prodimay
<->- “bodimd”

prat[i]sta[p]ay[ati] § 136 : L. 3 1 b, 2

pratigtapita §29: L.52,

2

pra[ti]§t5pitam §74: L.Sla, 1

pratistapito §27: L. 85,

3

(pra )t[i§]thavet i § 1 83 : L. 1 38,

2

pratisthapayati §81: L. 23b, 2/3; (pratl-
§tba)payati (I) §138: L. 149c,4

pratisfba[p]itah §94: L. 149a,

7

prati§thapita §4 : L.143e, 1 ; pratis.th[a]p£-
t[a] §23: L. 89e,2

(prati)j?tbapit.o §115: L. 82a, 8/9; (prati-
stha)p[i]to (?) §79: L. 97 c, 1

patithdpito )

(patis)t(dpitd) ( $)}
( -> pati(thdpita ?)}

prataihapitd )

{—>- pratas[th]apita)
{—> pratiksdpitd)
(-*• pratithapeti}

pratithapito)
prati$tapayati

,
-stdpita-)

{-> (pra)tisthaveti)

pratisthdpayati)

-> prati?thapita-

[pra]ti§[th]itah §169: L. 149m
pratisthapita §180: L. 43,

2

p[r]atis[th]apito §72: L. 88
p[r]ati§[th]ap(i)[ta] § 121 : L. 14b, 3

prattistapenti §137: L. 149b,

5

-pratyaSataye
— agrapratyaSatdye

[p]ra[tha] §76: L. 89 a, 1

prathame § 30 : L. 60, 4 ;
pratha[xne] §162:

L. 89b, 3; pratha(me) § 107 : L. 41 a, 1

<->- [pra] (?))
prathitayasagunasya* (?) § 184: L. 145,

1

pra(pautrena) § 162 : L. 89b, 5
-pramukh&ndm.

—> Bhadilapramukhana
—> Bhaddilapramukhdnam
—> Bhadraghosapramukhdndm

-pramukhehi
Nandibalapramukhehi

prarigrhe § 2 : L. 125c, 6

(-5- parigahe)
parigrahe}

(-> pratigrahe)

pravarika-Ha[s]th(is)y(a ) § 81 : L. 23b, 1

> prdvdrika-)
-prosadd
—> bhagavaprasdda

-prahdndrtthdm
—> sarvvddukkhaprahdndrtthdin

-pravarikaputrdsya
—> Bhavanandiprdvarikaputrdsya

Pravarikavihar[e] § 74 : L. 3 1 a, 1
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pravarika[s](ya) § 124 : 1. 92c ;
pravari-

(kasya?) §7:1.149f

{
—> pravarika-Hasth (is)y(a))

prasad[o] §178:1.85c,2
(-> pasado )

pr&hanik[a]n[am]
;
pr[a]h&mkanaxp. § 46

:

L. 126,1; 2

priya (= priyatam ?) §22: 1. 149 k, 4

priyatam § 104: 1. 13b, 1 ;
§182:1.23,5;

priyata[m] §176: 1. 92

d

-priyasya
-> Dharmapriyasya

-priydye
—> Nusdpriydye

-piyd, Naga-}
priy[y]att[i] or: -tta § 137 : L. 149b,

6

prito § 115: L. 82a, 9

priyatam* §15:1. 56,

2

priyant[a]m* § 94 : L. 149 a, 7

prodima § 14 : L. 45 a, 3

(—> prcitimd-)

-pharasya
-> Haramarddapharasya

Horamurddapharasya
Phala[pha]/// or.* -[ha]/// §56: L.135
(Pha)laphalasya § 57 : 1. 125 x
[Phal](gu)[ya]£a[sya] § 76 : 1. 89 a, 2

b[a]kanapatina §98:1. 80 d, 3

[Ba]ma(da)[si]ye ( ?) :
[Ba]ma/ye § 14

:

1.45 a, 1/2

Brahma-)
baladhikasya § 123 : 1.77 a, 5
-bala-

-* Nandibala-pramukhehi
-balav(f)d(dhy) artha

dyubalav (r)d(dhy)artha
Balasya § 24 : 1. 38,

1

balana[s](ya?) (— Balana[s](ya) ?)

§ 123: 1.77a,

3

Uldndsya)
{-> Valanasya)

Buddhadar6av[ly](a) § 66 : 1. 125d
Buddhadasa §65:1. 140,B
Buddhadasasya §45 : 1. 40,

1

Buddhadasiye § 154 : 1. 2 1 a, 1

[B]u[d]dha[d]eva § 65 : L. 140,C
Buddhadevasya § 167 : L. 125 e

Buddhanamndi(s)[y](a) §41: L. 89,

2

Buddhaprati[m]a § 167 : 1. 125e; B[u]-
ddha[pra]ti[ma] § 74 : 1. 3 1 a, 1

Budhapratima)
Buddha[mi]tray[e] § 24 : L. 38,

1

Buddhamitras(y)a §58: L. 125 o
Buddhaya&asya § 122 : 1. 9 1 d
B[u]d(dh)araksit[a] §65: L. 140,B
Buddh[a]raksita[m]sy[a] or: Buddh[a]-

§39: L. 132,A
Buddharak^itasya § 46 : L. 126, 1 ; Bu-

ddha[ra]k[s]itasya § 39 : 1. 132, B 1

Buddhar[a]ksitasya § 40 : 1. 1 33,A
Buddharaksitasya §40: 1. 133, B 1

(-> Budharakhitasa)
[B]uddh[a]varmana §29 : 1. 52,

1

Buddh[a]varmas[y]a §29 : L. 52,

3

ebuddhasya
> sanimyasambuddhasya

Buddhanand[a]sya §47 : 1. 137, b 1

Buddh[a]raksita[m]sy[a] or: Buddh[a]-
§39:1. 132,A
(-> -[pJuddhapujdrtfth]a[m], sarva-)
(-> Budha-)
(-> -budhanam , sava~)

Buddh[i]&restasya § 33 : 1. 62 b,B
Buddhi&resthasya §33:1.. 62b,

A

Budhaghosasya § 56 : L. 135
Budhadevaye §126: L. 41b, 3

Budhaprat[i]ma §135:1.13,1
> Buddhapratimd)

-(bu*)[dhajpucaye ( ?)

sarva (bu*) [dhaJpucaye (?)
-budhapujdye

sarvabudhapujdye
Budharakhitasa § 1 : 1. 125 a, 1

^ Buddharaksita -

)

Budhav[a]lasa § 90 : 1. 97 e, 1

B(u)dh[i]kasya §14:1.45a,3
-budhanam

—> savabudhdnam
“bodima” (?) § 177 : 1. 138a,

2

> pratimd-)

B[o]disato or :B[o]d(dh)isat(v)o §72:1.88
Boddhisatv[o] § 157 : L. 79 b, .

2

B[o]d(dh)isat(v)o or: B[o]disato §72 : 1.88
Bodhiyas[e]na § 176 : 1. 92

d

[Bo]dhilasa § 176 : 1. 92 d
Bodhisaeo §1:1. 125a, 1

Bo(dhisa)[t](o) (?) §134: 1.12a,

2

(Bo)dhisat[v]a §2:1. 125c,

2

Bodhisatvam §136: 1.31b,

2

Bodhisatvo §80: 1.97b, 1 ; §126: 1.41b,
3; Bodhisat[v]o §73: 1. 29 a, 2; Bodhi-
[s]atvo § 24 : 1. 38, 2 ; B[odhi](satvo ?)

§128: 1.21c,

1

Bodhisvatva §150: 1. 24a, 2

Brahasvatimita(dh) [i]tu §116:1.14aa
*Brahmasomasya § 186 : 1. 149

{-> Bama-)
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brahmanena § 64 : L. 82, 1 ; brahm[a]nen&
§94: Ju. 149a,

5

bra[hma]nebhyah § 99 : L. 80 c, 6

bhaktya § 184: L. 145,1
[bhagava]tah § 29 : L. 52,

1

bhagavatam § 1 1 3 : L. 14,

2

[bha]gav[a](te) § 162: L.89b, 1

bhagavato §4:L.143e,l; §176:L.92d;
§ 180 : L. 43, 2 ; § 183: L. 138, 1; bhaga-
vat[o] §27: L. 85,2; § 102 : L. 21 b, 2;
bhagava[to] §12: L. 52a; bhaga[va]-
(to) § 115: L. 82a, 6; (bha)ga[va]to (?)

§ 139 :L. 150,1
bhagavaprasada §117:L.14d2
bhagava § 137 : L. 149b, 6 ; bhagav[a] or:

bhagav[an] §176: L. 92 d; *=bhagavan*

§15: L. 56,2; [bha](gavan) (?) §115:
Li. 82 a, 9

bhagavato § 81 : L. 23b, 2
[bha]gnapatitavisirna[m] § 99 : L. 80c, 3

bhatarikaye §180: L. 43,

3

-bhattayar*
—> ayabhattayar*

Bhattidamasya §13:L.149j,A2
bhadata-Jayasenasya § 20 : L. 99,

1

bhadam[t]a or:
bhadam[nt]a §59: L. 129; =bhadamnta*

§186: L. 149
-bhada-

(Ma)nibhada-pugehi
Bh[a]d[i]lapramukhana § 5 1 : L. 13

1

Bhaddilapramukhanam § 50 : L. 125w, 1

Bhadraghosapra[mu]kha[nam] §47 : L.

125 s; Bhadragho[§a](pramukhanam)

§ 49 : L. 125u ; Bh[ad]ragho§apramu-
kha(nam) §48: L. 125t

Bhadragho§as[y]a § 53 : L. 125n ; Bha-
dragh(o)?asya §52: L. 125m

Bhadrasya §52: L. 125m; Bhadras[y]a
§53: L.125n

-bhadrdye
—>• Imdragibhadraye

bhayaye § 1 9 : L. 103
-bharydye

-> rdjdbharydye
-bharyyakasya

-> sdbharyyaTcasya
bharyya §81: L. 23b,

2

(-> bhdryaye)

bhavat[am] §46: L. 12 6,

2

bhavatu §27: L. 85, 7; 8; §31:L.62;

§ 44 : L. 1251; **bhavatu § 8 : L. 78 c, 1

;

§ 67 : L. 146, 1 ; § 186: L. 149; bhavat[u]

15 *

§ 35 : L. 64, B 2; bhava[t]u §41: L. 89, 4;
bhav[a]t[u] §60: L. 127, A 2; §62:
L. 128, A 2; bh[ava]tfu] § 125: L. 143 d;
[bha]vat[u] §44: L. 1251
(—> hh{&}vvatu)

Bhavana[nda]sya § 93 : L. 149 z. 2
Bhavanandipravar[i]kaputrasva §133:

L.14e,2
-bhavaye
—> Dhanyabharaye

Bhavasir[isa] §172: L. 80 b, 1/2
bhawatu or: bhawatu §61 : L. 141, A

2

{—> bhavatu)
bha§a(na)[k]asya §33: L. 62b,

A

bha§ana[kas]ya § 33 : L. 62b,B
bhagineyiy© §24: L. 38, 2; bh[3]ginevlve

§155: L.135c,2
bhaginflye] § 84 : L. 143 g, 2
[bhatujhi § 139 : L. 150, 2

bhratf-)
Bhadravadadivase §78: L. 149h
Bharadvajasagottrena § 94 : L. 149 a, 5
Bhargaviputr[e]$a §162: L.89b, 7

bharyaye § 123 : L. 77a, 6
bhayaye)
-bharydye , raja-)

{—> bharyya)
bhawatu or: bhawatu §61 : L. 141, A2

bhavatu)
[bhi]k?u/// §151: L.149g,2
[bhi]ksu[na] or: -[na] §29: L.52,

1

bhik$uniye § 154: L. 21a, 1 ; bh(i)[k](§u)-

niy[e] or: -niy[e] §103: L. 13a
[bhi]k$uniye § 24 : L. 38,

1

bhik^uno § 52 : L. 125m
-bhiJcsunyar*

-> Sdkyabhiksunyar*
[bhi]k$unam §46: L. 126,

1

[bhi]ksu[na] or : -[na] § 29 : L. 52,

1

bh(i)[k](§u)niy[e] or: -rny[e] § 103: L. 13a
bhik^usya §33:L.62b,A; §39:L.132,
Bl; §41 : L. 89,2; §56:L.135; bhi-

k§[u]sya §35: L- 64,A; bhik§(u)s[y]a

§ 58 : L. 125o ; bhik[$u]sya § 54 : L.

125r ; bh[i]k$usya §35;L.64, Bl;
§ 157 : L. 79b, 1 ; bh[i]k$usya or : bh[I]-

§31: L.62; bh[ik]?us[y]a §44: L. 1251;
[bhik§u]sya §36: L. 125y ; [bhik§](u)»

s[y]a § 121 : L. 14b, 1

[bh]ik§u[s]y[a] § 32 : L. 62 a, 1

-bhikso

Sdkyabhikm
bhiksoh (?) §40: L. 133,A, n.2; bhi-

k§o[h] §53: L. 125n; §55: L. 125k, 1

-v Sdkyabhik^oh
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-bhiksor*

Sakyabhiksor*
bh[i]khuniye §126: L.41b, 1 ; 3

bhikhumye §24: L. 38,

2

bhikhusa §90:L.97e, 1

bhiks[I]sya or: -ks[u]- §40: L. 133, B 1

bhiksusya §24: L. 38,1; §38 : L. 139, 1

;

§45: L. 40,1; bhlks[u]sya or: -ksp]-

§40 : L.133,B 1 ;
bh[i]k$usya or: bh[i]-

§31 : L. 62
Bh[u]mo nagasya § 102 : L. 21b, 2

bh[u]/// or:

bh[u]/// §123: L. 77 a, 2

Bh[u]/// §123: L. 77a,

5

-bhuti[sa], .... §187: L. 125,

2

-> Dhanahhutisa

-bhogatdya
— mahabhogataya

Bhondake § 137 : L. 149b, 3

bhratrk[a] or: -k[a] §27: L. 85,

4

*bhratrn[am] § 184 : L. 145,

2

(-> bhdtuhi)

-mmidavikd
-> Vardhamdnamandavikd

-matasya
-> svamatasya

Matisena[sya] §175: L.143m,l
-matu

-> Jivakamatu
{—> mdtu)

-m[a]trasya or; -m[i]-, B §44:
L. 1251

-madu ..

-> sapitumadu .

.

mdtu}
[Ma]dh(u)ravanake §24 : L.38,

2

(ma)na[paka]patina (?) § 99 : L. 80 c, 5

ma[no]/// §21: L. Ill,

2

-made
-> hematamase or : -made

-mdsa-)

masaravi . . hare (?) § 183 : L. 138,

2

-mass
-> hemattamase or: -mdse

; <(-> -masci

Mastana/// § 100 : L. 80e
ma[h]./// §99: L. 80 c, 3

mahaksatrapasa §113: L. 14,

1

ksatrapa-)

mahdkgatrapa-)

mahatah §21: L. 111,3
maha[damda]na[yakasya] § 1 19 : L.

14 d, 1

mahadandanayakasya § 30 : L. 60, 6/7
mahddanda-)

mahar[a]jasyaor; -r[a]jasya §1 02 ; L. 21b,

1 ; maharajasya § 137 : L. 149b, 1

;

mahara(ja*)sya
-5. mdharasya

mah[a]r[a]j[a] § 96 : L. 85b
maharaja . . . § 144 : L. 81 a, 1

maharasya (= maharajasya) §136:L.
31b, 1

maharajaradhiraja =
maharajara (

ja* )dhiraja § 174 : L. 35b, 1

maharajasya § 182 : L. 23, 1 ; mahar[a]-
jasya or: -r[a]jasya §102: L. 21b, 1;

(ma)harajasya § 73 : L. 29a, 1

(-> mahardja-)
Maha[sa]bhas[y]a §22 : L. 149k, 1

{-» Rsabha-)

mahak§atrapasya §64:L.82,1; §178:
L. 85 c, 1 ; (mahaksatra)pasya §115:
L.82a, 10/11

•[ma](hak) [s] (atrape) [n] (a) (?) §99: L.
80c,

5

ksatrapa-)
(-> mahaksatrapasa}

Mahatman[o] § 1 76 : L. 92 d
[mahadanda] (?) §30: L.60, 10
(mahada)ndana[yaka-ma](hak) [s](atra-

pe)[n](a) (?) §99:L.80c,5
(-> mahadamdanayakasya)

{—> mahadandanayakasya)

mahabhogataya § 15 : L. 56,

2

maharaj arajatirajadevaputrasya §99:
L. 80c, 2

(-> (d)rdjardjatirdjadevapu(tra-

maharajasya § 24 : L . 38 , 1 ; mahar[a] -

jasya §29: L. 52,1
maharajasya § 30 : L. 60,

1

maharajad[a](v)a(putrav)ihare § 29 : L.
52,3

maharajadevaputrasya §81: L.23b,l
m[ah](a)raja[raj]atira[jad]evapu(trasya

)

§99:L.80c,4
{ maharajarajatirajadevaputrasya)

maharajasya §14:L.45a,l; §31:L.62;
§94: L.149a,l; §123: L. 77 a, 2; m[a-
ha]raj[a]sy[a] § 15 : L. 56, 1 ;

[maha-
raja]sya §180: L. 43 , 1 ;

[maharaja-
s(y)a] § 157: L.79b, 1; (mahara)-
jasya (?) § 26 : L. 79, 2 ;

(mahara-
ja)sya (?) § 114 : L. 14a, 1 ; (mahara-
jasya ?) § 126: L.41b, 1

maharaja § 97 : L. 78

b

mah[a]r[a]jasa § 172 : L. 80b, 1
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mabarajo §98 : L. 80d, 1

{-> mahardjd -}

{.Mahdvlra

-

—> Mahavirasa)

Maba[saghi]yan[am] or :

Maha[saghi]yan[a] § 157 : L. 79 b, 3

Mabasagbiyanam § 86 : L . 97 d
Ma (hasa)[hghika]na § 134: L. 12a,

2

(Ma) [h](a)sangbikan[a] §79 : L. 97 e, 2
(Maha)sangbfyanam or; -samghl- § 125 *

L. 143d
mahasthana ... §115: L. 82 a, 7

[Ma]b[opa]d[e]sak[a]n[am] (?) §89: L.
97 a, 1

Manaechandogena § 94 : L. 149 a, 5/6
[ma]tap[i]t[i]na[m] § 73 : L. 29 a, 3

[matap]i[tr]na or: -nda §44: L. 1251
matare § 1 : L. 125a, 1

-> Samanikamatare
m[a]ta §26: L. 79,1; ma(ta?) §13: L.

149j, A2
matapitina §180: L. 43,

3

matapitihi §1 : L. 125 a, 2; §24: L. 38,2;
§80: L.97b, 1 ;

§135:L.13,2
matapitihi § 187 : L. 125, 6/7

matapitihi § 126 : L. 41 b, 3

ma[t]apitrn[a]m §125:L.143d
matapitrnam § 27 : L. 85, 6; matap[it](r-

nam?) §29: L. 52,

2

matapi[t]tra § 78 : L. 149h
matapittro § 67 : L. 146, 1/2

=matapittroh § 179 : L. 148 ,2

mat[a]pit[r]in[a] § 90 : L. 97 e, 1/2

matapitror* §184: L. 145,

2

matu §93: L. 149z,3; mat(u) §110: L.
102e; m[a]tu §109:L.102d
{-> -matu, JlvaTca-)

(-> -madu .
. , sapitu-)

-matrabha
—> pitramdtrabha;

Mathuraka(sa) § 19 : L. 103
Mathurasya §102: L.21b,3
Mathura[n]am §27: L. 85,

3

M[ath]uri kalavad[a] §114:L.14a,

2

(Ma)mbhadapuge[h]i §139: L. 150,

1

-indie

hematamdie or : -maie

*mdsa-
-> Pausamdsa-divase

-mdsa
—> hemantamdsa

-[mase], §76:L.89a,l
-mase, [thajvasarisa- (?) §112: L. 14c, 1

—> grsmdmdse
(grlsma)m(ase) (?)

vars&mdse
-•> hemaUamdse

hemantamdse

( hemata-}

{-> -mase, hematta-}
Mahavirasa §19: L. 1 03
-mita-

Gomit&macena
—> Brahdsvdtim ita* (dh )itu

-m( i)takasya
TV. dhu m ( i)takasya

-mitakena
-> Gomitakena

-mitasa
—> Gom ilasa

Mittravarmmaputtra §78: L. 149h
Mitrasarmo § 26 : L. 79,

1

-m[i]trasa, ///[ma]- § 181 : L. 93a
G(o)m (iJtra&a

Dhanam i (ira)[sa ]
-mitrasya, . .

.
[va]- §162: L. 89 b, 5

-mfi]trasya or: -mja]-, B §44:
L. 1251

(Na)husami(traJsya
—> San (gham) it (r)as (ya

)

{—> -mltra ...-)

Mitraye § 1 8 1 : L. 93 a
—> Buddhamitrdye

Simitrdye
mi r.a .[i] .. [h]a .e ... §72: L.88
-rrdhira-

Ksandamihi (ra-putrasya ?

)

Vakamihira-putrasya
-mihirasya
—> Vakamihirasya or: Veka- (?)
{-» -mthlrdsya , . . . -)

-mltra-
—> Sanghamltra-sadevihdrlsa

-mltrasa

-mltras(y)a
—> Buddhamltras(y)a
<-* -mita-, ...-)

(-> Mittravarmmaputtra)
{—> -mitra ...-)

-mthlrdsya
—> Vakamihirasya
—> Vvagamlhlrdsya
(—> -mihira-, . . . -)

-munisya
-> Sakyamufiisya or; Sakra-

-munisya &

-> Sdkyamunisya
-mune

-> Sakyamune
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-mu(neh)
&dkyamu(neh

)

(-)mok^i .. . - .. §10: R. 1491

[ya]kha ce .i k[&]sya § 171 : R. 124m, 2

*yad* §8:R.78c,l; yad* §67: R. 146,1;

§78:R.149h; § 179: R. 148, 1/2; §184:

R. 145,2; §185: L.147,2; §186:R.149
ya[p]asa or; Ya[m]asa §165:R. 124z
yamadapuskaraninam § 64 : L. 82,

2

yama$a[heka]s[y]a §119: R . 14 d, 1/2

Ya[m]asa or: ya[p]asa §165: R. 124z
-yaSa-

-> prathitayasagunasya*

-yasaka (sa)
—> Pothayasaka(sa)

Ya&adinnasya §67 : L. 146,

1

Yasamataye §116: L. 14aa
-yasasya
—> Phal (gu) yasasya
-> Buddhayaiasya

Yasaya § 14: R. 45 a, 3
Yasavihare §8: R. 78c, 1

-yasena
—> Bodhiyasena

(ya)§t[i]cchatram §82: L. 143 j

ya[s> § 1 13 : Ii- 14,3

yupah §94: R. 149 a, 7

ye§am §65 : R. 140,A
yo §21: R. 111,2

-rak§ita

Bud(dhJaraksita
(-r Sivara)

Samngharaksita
-raksitafm]sy[a]

Buddh[aJraksitafm]sy[d

]

-raksitasya
—> Devaraksit(asya ?

)

-> Buddharaksitasya
-> Samgharaksitasya

-raksitasya

Buddharaksitasya
-rakhitaye

Amoghdrakhitaye
-rakhitasa

-> Budharakhilasa
rakhitaye
-> (Si*)varakhitdye

-m/a

-

-> mahdraja-
///[ra]jati[raja](^ya) § 138 : R. 149c, 1

{-> rdjdtiraja-)

-rajasya
maharajasya

—> maharajasya
—> jHrajatiraja(sya

)

-raja
-> maharaja

rajatirajasya § 94 : R. 149a, 1

r[a]jattirajasya § 137 : R. 149b, 1

(->- rdjdtiraja-)

-rajasya
-> maharajasya

Rajulas* §178: R. 85 c, 3
(Raj )uvulasya or ; (Raj)u- § 178: R.85c, 1

Rajuvulasa)
r[ano] or.* r[ano] §181: L. 93

a

(-> ranyo')

rane § 178 : L. 85c, 3

ratanagrh[e] §187: R. 125,

5

Rama §77:R.125i
rajatirajasya § 102 : R. 21b, 1 ; r[aja]tira-

j[a]sya § 15 : R. 56,

1

rdjdtiraja-)

rajanapitasya §75: R. 9 1 e

Rajapaliyakena §22:R.149k,3/4
rajabharyaye §116: L.14aa
-raja -

mahdrdja-
-rdjasya

-> maharajasya
rajatirajasya

—> rajdttirdjasya
-> rajatirajasya
-> rajatirajasya

-raja
-> maharaja
— rdjdtiraja

-rajatiraja-devaputrasya
mahdrdjardjdtirdjadevaputrasya

rajatirajasya § 26 : R. 7 9, 2 ; § 3 1 : R. 62

;

ra(jatiraja)sya § 30 : R. 60, 1/2

rajatiraja §97: R. 78b
rajatirajo § 98 : R. 80 d, 1

(-> Ij/rajatiraja(sya) )

{-> rajatirajasya

)

(-> rajdttirdjasya)

rajatirajasya)
-rd (jd*)dhiraja

-> mahardjard (jd*)dhiraja
-rdjdsa

— mahdrdjdsa
Rajuvulasa §113: R. 14,

1

(Raj)uvulasya or ; (Raj)u- §178:R. 85c, 1

(-> Rajula£*)
-rdjo

-> mahdrdj

d

-> rajatirajo

rajyasamvatsare §28 : R.33 ; §94 : R. 149a,2
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-rajyasya
—> *Sarva-&camdaviratisrgtarajyasya

railo §120: L. 14d 1,C; r[a*no] or: rfafio]
§181: L.93a

ranyo §91 : L. 124r
-rdttrena

—> dvadaiarattrena
Rudrilaputtrena §94: L. 149a,

4

Kosikavihare § 1 80 : L. 43,

2

Rohadevasa § 120: L. 14d 1,A
R (o )

[ha] (devena
) § 120: L. 14d 1 ,B

Lavana or:

Lavana § 127: L. 143

e

-lohitana

—> (sa)lohitana

va §35: L. 64,A; §37:L,65; §126: L.
41b, 1; § 154 : L. 21a, 1 ; §177:L.138a,
1; § 180: L.43, 1 ; v[a] §12:L.52a;
§ 150 : L. 24a, 1 ; or ; v[a] § 14 : L. 45a, 1;

[va] §27: L. 85,1; §157: L. 79b, 1

(—> varsdmase)

Vakamihiraputrasya §60:L.127,R;
§61: L.141,B; §62: L. 128,

B

V[a]kamihirasya or

:

V[e]ka- § 62 : L. 128,
A1

V[akamih]Ir[as]y[a] § 60 : L. 127,A 1

*v[a]gamihlrasya, V* §61:L.141,A1
V[a]daksa[m]sy[a] or: Yu- §39: L. 132,

A

Va[d]aksas[y]a or: Ya[md]a-, Va[d]a-,
Ya[md]a- §39:L.132,B1

Vanclak§asya § 40 : L. 133,B

1

Va[md]ak§as[y]a or: Va[d]a-, Va[md]a-,
Ya[d]a- §39: L. 132, Bl

Va[m]daksasya §40: L. 133,

A

Va[d]aksas[y]a or: Va[md]a-, Va[d]a-,
Ya[md]a- §39: L. 132, Bl

vadhu §175: L. 143m, 1

[vadhujye § 17 : L. 107b,2
v[adhu]/// or: v[a-] §171: L. 124m,

2

vadhu[ye] §84: L. 143 g, 1 ; vadh[uy]e
§76: L.89a,2
{-> vadhuye)

-vane
-> -upavane

Ya[md]aksas[y]a or: Va[d]a-, Va[md]a-,
Ya[d]a- §39:L. 132, Bl

-vapusa
-*• paramavapusd

vayyasya § 137 : L. 149b, 4
[Vardha]m[a]naman.davika § 23 : L. 89 e,2

Vardhamanasya § 18 : L. 94,

1

-rarmanfi

Buddhavarmarid
-varmasya

Buddhavarmasya
-varmma

Dluirmmavarmma
—r Mittravarmma-p uttra

-varmmasya
—r Sahghavarmmasya

var§[a] §123: L. 77 a, 1

var$am[a]se §30: L. 60, 3/4 ; va[m]*
m[as]e § 128: L.21c, 1

vars[a]m[a] (
= -mase) §23: L. 89 e, 1

[va]rsamnse §72: L. 88
{- va)
(—> vd)

(va)rs[e] §162; L. 89b, 3
•v[aJlasya or: -v[dj-

—> Dh[a]hiv[dJlasya or: Dhuni-

Valanas[y]a § 30 : L. 60, 7/8
•(—> Uldndsya)

{ -*• Baldnds(ya))
-vaMkasya

-> VojyavaMkasya
Yasagutfa]/// § 1 1 1 : L. 102© 2
Vasuna § 115: L. 82a,

6

-vast[avya]sya , ... §45: L. 40,

2

-vahdsa
sdrthavahdsa

v[a] or: v[a] §12:L.52a; §14:L.45a,l
varsdmase)

Vakudatev[a]sikasy[a] §55: L. 125k, 1

vaca[kas]ya § 13 : L. 149 j, A 1/2

vacak[a]sya* §15: L.56,

1

(Va) ts( I)putrasa § 1 87 : L. 125, 2/3

- (vd*)diydnani
-> SavaMhi (vd*)diydnam

vadhuye §14: L. 45 a, 3

v[adhu]/// or: v[a-] § 171 : L. 124m,

2

-> vadhU -

vay./// § 122: L.91 d
-valasa (= -pdlasya )

->• Budhardlasa
-v[dJlasya or : -v[a]-

Dh[aJnivJ &Jlasya or : Dhuhi-
-vdsin-

-> antevdsin-y—
*Vasiskasya, §aher-v* § 94 : L. 149a, 2

(Va)[s](i)skasya §28:L.33
(Yasu)devah § 115: L. 82a, 9/10
Yasu(devasya ? ) §30: L. 60, 2; (Vasude)-

vasya §115: L. 82a, 6/7

vastusmi §65: L. 140,A
•vim&e

caturvimSe or : -vise
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-vmde
saptdvihde

v[i]jh[a]yamananam § 27 : L. 85, 4/5

-vi(d)yasya
-> caturvvi (d) yaeya

Viravrddhiputro § 137 : L. 149b, 4

*mra-
—> Mdhdvirasa
—> eSarva-Scamdaviratisrstarajyasya

{-> -mranam , pamca-)
-vidirnam

> bhagnapatitavidirnam

-vide
—

-> caturvise or : -vimde

v[i]svasikasya §61:L.141,A1
[v]i6[v]a[saka]sya §119: L. 14 d,

2

vi§ [vjasikasya §63:L.125q; vi£v[a] -

sik[a]sya or: visv[a]sik[a]sya §60:

L. 127, A

1

{-> vaidvasikasya)

Vismim[I]trasa §181: L. 93 a
Vlsnusyah)

visa . . t[ak]e .
.

§2: L. 125c,

2

viharisya § 157 : L. 79b, 1

viharihfi] §157: L. 79b,

2

-viharisya
-> sadhyiviharlsya or : sardhyi-

{ Sahghamitra-sadeviharlsa)

{-vi . . hare (?)
-> masaravi . . hare ( ?))

v[i]harasv[a]m[i]sya §136: L. 31b, 1

-vihdrisa

—> Sangharmtra-sadevihdrlsa
sadhyiviJtarlsya or: sardhyi-)

vihare § 1 : L, 125a,2; §65: L. 140,A;
§86: L. 97d; §121 : L. 14b, 2; §135:
L. 13,2; vih[a]re §136: L.31b,3; [v]i-

hare § 157 : L. 79b, 2 ;
[vihare] ( ?)

§ 154: L. 21a, 2; (viha)re (?) §184: L.
145,2
-> Outakavihdre
—> Prdvdrikavihare
-> maharajadfa] (v)a(putrav) ihdre
-> Yadavihdre
-> Rodikavihare
-> Sirivihdre

Suvanakdravi(hd)re
(-*-> vihare)

-vihito

-> savihito

-vlrdndm
**-> pamcavlrcindm
{-> vira-)

-viryo, ///. . ta- § 178 : L. 85c, 3

Vlsnusyah § 161 : L. 149 u, 1

{-> Visnurmtrasa)
v[i]hare *§31 : L. 62

(-> vihare)

Vudaksa[m]sy[a] or : V[a]- § 39 : L. 132,

A

Vrddhasya § 54 : L. 1 2 5 r

-Vrddhahasti[sy](a) § 15 : L. 56,

1

-vrddhi-

-* Viravrddhi-putro
-v(r)d(dhy)artha

-* dyubalav(?)d(dhy)artha
Vrdhisya §84:L.143g,2
Vrsmna(m) §113: L. 14,

2

V[e]kamihirasya or; V[a]ka- §62:L,128,
A1

vedika § 176: L.92d; § 187 : L. 125,4; ve-

(dika) §115: L. 82a, 8

[Vema] Ta[kada]masya or

:

Ta[ksa]ma-,
-[ksu-] §98: L. 80d, 2

Vern[n]asya (?) or: Kha- §15: L. 56,

2

Yairaiakhi(ya) §23 : L. 89c, 1

-V(ai)r[i]yanam § 15 : L. 56,

1

v[ai]svasikasya §62:L.128,A1
(-> vidvadikasya)

{
~> vidvasakasya)

vidvdsikasya)

V[o]jya [vasi]kasya §44:L.1251
vyavaharihi § 65 : L. 140,A
vyasta/// § 79 : L. 97 c, 1

[V]r
.
[dh]u[m](i)t[a]kasya § 15 : L. 56,

2

Vv[ajgamlhirasya § 61 : L. 141, A

1

(-> Vakamihira-)

Sakyamunisya or : Sakra- § 183: L. 138,1

Sakyamune § 1 80 : L. 43,

2

Sakramunisya or : Sakya- § 183 :L. 138,1
(-> Salcya-)

-dakhi(ya)
-> Vairadakhi(ya)
(-> dakhd-)

-data

—> ?astasata

-> [panaJdata/H
£[amjanikamatare §180: L.43,3
iSamanikaye § 180 : L. 43,

3

-sarmo
-> Mitradarmo
{-> -sama-, Imdra -}

&avatratapotr[i]ya (=&iva-)§ 14:L.45a,3
£au .e . . . §99: L.80c,5
&akyabhiksunyaj> § 8 : L. 78 c, 1

Sakyabhik^o §67 :L. 146,1 ;§152 :L.135a,l
Sakyabhiksoh § 185 : L. 147,

1

Sakyabhiksor* §179:L.148,1; §186:L.149
&[a]kyamunisya § 4 : L. 143 c, 1
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[§ak]y[am]u(neh ) §29: L. 52,

1

&ak[y](a)[s](ihasya?) §3: L.89e, 1

[S]a[ky]opasakasya § 135: L. 13.

1

<-> jSakya-)

(sa)khato § 13: L. 149 j, A

1

sakhaya §15: L. 56,

1

{-> -&akhi(ya), Vaira-)
{—> Mkhdya)

-Saliko

-> Parohaidliko
Savasthidiyanam ~
§avasthi(va*)diyanam § 2 : L. 125 e, 5
si[kh]aya (— sa-) § 14: L. 45a, 2

{-> sdkhdyd)
Simitraye § 18: L. 94,

3

siraha (?) §69: L. 91 j

— JivaMri
Dh[a]ni&iriya or: Dhuni-

Sirivihare §80: L. 97b,

2

-sirisa

—> Bhavasirisa
{—> Srikunde)

> &n-)
s§ilapa[ta]/// § 1 78 : L. 85 c, 2

sil[a]patto §27: L. 85, 3; [£ila]patto §64:
L. 82,

3

Si[v]a/// §115: L- 82 a, 4
Sivara ( = Sivaraksita ?) § 149: L. 125

h

(§i*)vara[kh]itaye §19: L. 103
§(i)vatrata-

-> Savatratapotriya
si£in[i]ya § 14 : L.. 45 a, 2

si(£ini?) or; &i(syo?) §142: L. 135b
-Si&urik[a]ya § 151 : L. 149g, 1

si§ya . . . §93: L. 149z, 1

si(syo?) or: 6i(§ini?) §142: L. 135b
gisyasya §15: L. 56,

2

Suranasya § 68 : L. 136
Surlyasya §46 : L. 126,

1

Segravasagotrena § 64 : L. 82,

1

sailam §113: L. 14,3; (sai)lam §115:
L. 82a, 7/8

sailadevagr(he) § 1 1 3 : L. 14,

2

sailam (acc.pl.) §113: L. 14,4
sailalakanam §27 : L. 85,

4

§oda[sa](sya) §115: L. 82a, 11; &[o](da-

sasya) § 178 : L. 85 c, 1 ,* (Soda)sa[s]ya

§115: L. 82a, 1/2

Somdasasya § 64 : L. 82,

1

Sau/// §162: L. 89b, 6

-Sca[m]davira-
-> *SarvaScarndaviraiisrstardjyasya

Srikunde §65 : L.'l40,A

[&ri-]Asvadev[li]sya § 133: L. 14 e, 1

nr! -Sisurik[a]ya § 151 : L. 149g, 1

-srlh
—y *Rsabhasrlh

[*§]r(T)gatapara §66: L. 125d
{-> mri-}

srlinad* §113: L. 1 4,

3

-srestasya
—> BuddhUrestasya

-sresihasya

Buddh i&reqthasya

sahi §102: L. 2 lb, 1

[sa]hi §98: L.80d,2
saher* §94: L. 149a, 2

sa §39: L.132,B1; §74: L.31a,l; §102:
L. 21b, 1 ; §180; L. 43,1; [sa] §27:
L.85,1; §150: L.24a,l

sam § 12 : L.52a ; §15: L. 56,1; §24:
L.38,1; §31 : L. 62; §33: L. 62b, A;
§34: L. 63; §38: L. 139,2; §134: L.
12a, 1; sa[m] §16: L.80; §126: L.
41 b, 1 ; §154: L.21a,l; [sa]m §37:
L. 65; §172: L.80b,l; [sam] §32:
L. 62a, 1; [s](am) § 103: L. 13a

samvatsare)
samrvasat[vjahitasnkh[a](ye ? )

,

-(rtham ? ) or: sarva- §126: L . 41b,

3

{
—> sarrasatvah itasukha -

)

samvatsarah § 8 : L . 78 c , 2
samvatsare (?) §26: L. 79,2; samvatsare

§35: L.64,A; §81 : L. 23b, 1 ;sam(va-
tsa)[r](e) §41 : L. 89, 1 ; [samvatsajre

§ 1 57 ; L. 79 b , 1 ; (samvatsa )[r] (e )

§114: L. 14a, 1

-ykdldnuvarttammiasamvatsare
—> rajyasamvatsare
<(—y sa)

sam)
-(-> savacard)
{-y savachare)

{—> savatcare ; sauatsara-)

(sam)vva(t) §23; L. 89c, 1

samvartayatam § 115: L.82a, 12

sake § 1 : L. 125a, 2

{-> svake)

Sagarasya § 9 : L. 149 v, 3
{~y -Sdgarabhydm , Sdmudra-)

-sagottrena
—> Bhdradvdjasagottrena

-sagolrena
—> Segravasagotren

a

Saghadasasya § 29 : L. 52,

2

(—> Sanghaddsdsya)
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[sa]gha[s]tha[vi]ra(sya) § 155 : X. 135 c, 1

{-> sahghasthavirasya

)

-saghiy&nani, -yand
—> Mahasaghiyanam , -yand

-sdhghihand, Malici-)

(—> -sdhghlydnam ,
(Mahd)-)

saglie or; saghem §31: X. 62
{-> sanghe)

Sangarakasya §9: L. 149 v,

2

[Sangha] .... [sya] § 47 : X. 1 37,b 1

Saii[gha]d[a]s[a]sya §47: L. 137, bl

{ Saghaddsasya )

Sa[n]ghadevasa or.* Sa[m]- § 145: X. 125

j

S[a]nghadevas[ya] §47 : X. 137, b 1

Sahghadevasya §55 : L. 125k, 1

s[ahghaprakrta]nam § 50 : L. 125 w, 1

sahghaprakrtan[ajm §48: X. 125t; sa~

nghaprakrt[a]n[am] §47 : L, 125s

(
-> sarnghaprakrtanam)

San(gham)[it](r)[as](ya) §47: L. 137, b 2

Sahghamitra-sadevih[a]risa §45: L.40,

1

Sahghavarm[m]a[sya] § 54 : L. 125

r

sanghasthavirasya §59: X. 129

(
—> sagkasthavira fsya) )

sanghe §38 : X. 139,1; s[a]nghe §39: X.
132,Bl
(—> saghe or: saghem)
(—> samnghe

)

s&mkkalayitavyah § 65 : X. 140,A
Sa[m]ghadevasa or; Sa[n]gha- §145:

X. 125

j

(-> Sahghadevasyd)
samghaprakrt[a]nam §51 : X. 131

(~> sanghaprakrtandm)

(—> samnghaprahitehi

)

{—> samnghaprakrtdndm)

Samgharaksitasya § 185 : X.. 147, 1/2
(-> Samhgharaksita)

Samghila § 81 : L. 23 b, 2

samhghapr[a]kitehi §65 : X. 140,A
samhghaprakrt[a]nam §49:L.125u

(->• sarnghaprakrtanam)

Samhghar[a]k§[i]t[a] § 65 : X. 140,B
( Samgharaksitasya)

samnghe §33: L.62b,A; §35: L.64, Bl;
sam[righ](e) §40: X. 133, Bl
(-> sanghe)

-saco

Bodhisaco
{-> -satva , . ..-}

-satahidas(ukhaye)

sa(rvJvasatahidas (ukhaye ?

)

-satdna
-> sdrvvasatdna

-satanam
-> savasatdnam

-(sa)t(o)
-> Bo(dhisa)t(o) (?)
(—> -satva, . . .-)

sattre[n]a § 94 : X. 149 a, 6

satyadha(r)[m]asth[i]tasya* § 99 : X.80c,l
-satva

-> (Bo)dhisatva
(->- -$aco, Bodhi-)

-(sa)t(o) , Bo(dhi)- (?))
(-> -satvarn , Bodhi-)
(~> -satvo, Boddhi- ; Bodhi-)
(~> -sa£o, Bodi- or:

-sdt(v)o, Bod(dh)i-)
{-v -svatva, Bodhi-)

-satvam
-*> Bodhisatvam

-satvanam
-> sarvasatvanam

-satvanam*
-> sarvvasatvanam

*

-satvana
sarvasatvand

-satvahitasukha(ye?

)

or: -(rtham?)
-> sarvasatvahitasukha (ye?), -(rtham

)

-satvahita (sukhdye ?) or: - (suhhdrtham ?

)

sarvasatvahita . . .

-satvahitasukhdrtha or: -rtha (?)
-*• sarvasatvahitasukhdrtha, -rtha (?)

-satvahitasukha
-5- sarvvasatvahitasukha

-(sa)[t]vana, (sarva)- (?) §112: X. 14c,

2

-> sarvvasatvana
-(sat)[va]nam, (sarva)- (?) § 125 : X. 143d

-> sarvasatvanam
-> sarvvasatvanam

-(sa)tv[a]nam, (sarva)- (?) §131:X.
143n,b; -(satva)nam, (sarva)- (?)

§87: X.143a
sarvasatvanam

->• sarvvasatvanam*

—> savasatvdndm
{—> -satdna, sarvva-)

(—> -satanam, sava-)
-satvanam, sarva-; sarvva-)

{—> -satvana, sarva-)
-sav&nd , sava-)

-satvdnuttarajnanavdptaye
—> sarvvasatvdnuttarajndnavaptaye

-satvahitasukhdrtha

sarvasatvahitasukhdrtha
-satvo

-> Boddhisatvo
Bodhisatvo
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aatvottamasya
*a,ryasatvottamasya

-sadevihdrlsa
-> Sahghamltrasadeviharlsa
(-> sadhyiviharwya or: sardhyi-}

Saddhisya § 175: L. 143m, 1

sa[dh]yiviharlsya or; sa[rdh]yi- §44:
L. 1251

-sadevihdrlsa, Sahghamlira -

}

sap[itu]m[adu] .. (?) §123: L. 77a, 7

sa[pu](trakasya ? ) § 63 : L., 125q
saptate §78: L. 149

h

saptavinse § 78 : L. 149h
sabharyyak[a]sya §63: L. 125 q
Sabh[a]vasya (™Sa(m)-) or: -bhfaj-

§14: L. 45a,

3

sa[bh]a §98:L.80d,4
sabh[ah] §178: L. 85c, 2

Sabh[a]vasya ( = Sa(m)- ) or; -bh[a]-

§14: L.45a,3
-samadhdra . . .

—> *udadhasanladhdra . . .

-sama-
-> lindrasama-putdsa

-sarmo , Mitra-)

Samitiyana §80: L. 97b,

3

Samu[d]r[a]- or: S[a]mu[d]r[a]- §9: L.
149 v, 1/2

sammyasambuddhasya §81 : L. 23b,

2

sa[rdh]yiviharlsya or: sa[dh]yi- §44:
L. 1251

-sadevihdrlsa , Sanghamltra-)

sarvad(u)khopa6amaya § 29 : L. 52,

3

(-> sarvvddukkhaprahdndrtthdm

)

sarva[p]uddhapujart[th]a[m] §29: L.

52,2
sarvabudhap (u) [ja](y )e §86: L. 97 d
sarvabudhapujaye §80:L.97b,3; §187:

L. 125, 5/6
sa[r]va(bu*)[dha]pucaye (?) §123: L.

77a, 7

[sajrvabudhapujaye §157: L. 79b,

2

{
— savabudhdnam

)

*Sarva-Sca[m]daviratisrstar[a]jya[sya]
§99:L.80c,l

[sarvasatvanam] §136: L. 31b,

3

[sa]rva[satv]ana § 157 : L. 79b, 2/3

(-> sarvasatvdriftin')

sarvasat[v]aMtasukb[a](ye ?), -(rtham ?)

or: samrva- §126: L. 41b,

3

[sa]r[va]sat[v]ahita(sukhaye ?) or: -(su*

khartham?) §76:L.89a,3
sarvasatvahitasukb[a]r[th]a or: -r[th]&

(?) §29: L.52,3
samrvasatvahitasukha (ye?))

sarvasatvdhitasukhdrtha)
{->• sa(rv)vasatahidas(ukhaye ?))

sarvvascUmhitamikha)

sarvasatvanam § 135: L. 13,2; § 180: B.

43,4; sarv[a]sa[tvanam] §50: L.125w,
1; (sar)[vasa]tva[namj § 154: L. 21a,

2

(sa)[r](vasatv)a[na] § 35 : L. 64, B 2
sarvasatvanam § 179: L. 148,2; *sar[v]a-

[s]at[vanam] § 185: L. 147,2
(-> sarwasatvanam

*

)

sarwasatvdna , -nam, -ndtp)

{ -* savasatdnam, -satvdndm, -savftnft)

sdrwasatdna)
sarvasatvahit.asukhar[tha ] § 153: L. 143b

{
—> sarvasatvahitasukha -

)

{(*Sarvastivadin, gen . pi.;)
-* iSdvasthi (vd*)diydna?n)

sa(rv
)
[va]satahida[s](ukhaye ? ) §102:

L. 2 lb, 3/4

{ sarvasatvahitasukha -

)

sar[v]vasat[v]a[na]m * §8: L.78c, 1/2

sarvasatvdndm )

sarvvasatvahitasukha §31: L. 62
(—> sarvasatvahitasuhha -

)

sarvvasa[t-va]na §41 : L. 89,

4

sarvvasatvanam § 27 : L. 85,7
sarvvasatvanam* § 186 : L. 149

{—> sarvasatvftndm)
sarwasatvanuttarajiianavaptaye §67

:

L. 146,2
sarvvadukkhaprahanarttham §81 : L.

23 b, 3

{—> sarvad(u)khopasamaya)
sarwes[&]m §46: L. 126,2
(sa)lohitana § 156: L. 135d,2
sav[a]cara § 14: L. 45 a, 1

savachare §73: B. 29a, 1

savat . a[re] or; savatcafre] §35: L. 64,

B 1/2 (cf. p. 72. n. 3)

savatsara § 137 : L. 149 b, 1

sa[va]tsara § 107 : L.41 a, 1

savatsare § 29 : L. 52, 1 ; §30: L. 60, 3

;

§182: Li. 23, 2;
6‘savatsare” §177: L.

1 38a, 1 ; [savatsa]re § 128: L. 21c, t

(-> samvatsare)
savabudhanam §89 : L. 97 a, 1

{ -> sarvafpjuddha -

)

(—> sarvabudha-)

savasatanam §2:L.125c,3
savasatvana[m] §l:L.125a,3
savasav[li]n[a] § 90 : L. 97 e, 2

sarvasatv&ndin)
-savdrift

-> savasavftnft

savihito § 166 : L. 149 q
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saha §62: L.128,A1; §73:L.29a,3
saha §24: L. 38,2; §61 : L. 141,A 1 ; §80:
L.97b,2; §126: B.41b,3; §135: L.

13,2; § 187 : L. 125,6; 7; s[a]ha §80:
L. 97b, 1 ; 2; s[aha] § 60: L. 127, A

1

{—> saha)
(sa)[h]i[ta]a[y]a § 157 : L. 79b,

2

-Sagarabhyam, Samu[d]r[a]- § 9 : L. 149v,

1/2

{-> Sagarasya)
-sdhghikand

—> Mahdsdhghikand
-sdhgliiydnam or: -sdmghl

-

(Mahd)sanghiydnam, -sdnighlya-

narn
{—> -saghiydna?n9 Mahd-)

-sdto

-> Bodisato or:

-sat(v)o
—> Bod(dh)isat(v)o
{—> -satva . . .-)

S[a]mu[d]r[a]- or: Samu[d]r[a]- § 9 : L.
149v, 1

s[a]rthavahasa § 172 : L,. 80b, 1

sarw[ajsatana §3: L.89e,2
(“> sarvasatvdndm)

{*Savatthivddiydnarn
-> &avasthi (va*)diyanam

)

saha § 1 : L. 125a, 2; [sa](ha) §19: L. 103
( -> sahd)

[siddha] (?) §93: L. 149z, 1

siddham §27:b.85,l; §74: L. 31a, 1

;

§151: L.149g,l; siddha[m] §175: L.
143m, 1; §182:1^23,1; [si]ddha[m]

§ 144 : L. 81a, 1 ; [siddham] § 157 : L.79b,
1; (cf. §54: L.125r,n.i)

siddham §9:L. 149v, 1; §52: L. 125m;
§55: L.125k,2; § 94: L. 149a, 1 ; s[i]-

ddham or :s[i]- § 15 :L. 56,1 ; [siddham]
§50: L. 125w, 1

Sidha[h] §104: L. 13b,

2

Sihakasya §128: L. 21 c, 1

-[s] (ihasya ?

)

&dk[y] (a) [s] (ihasya ?

)

s[i]ddham or: s[i]ddham § 15 : L. 56,

1

-sukhaye
->• sarvasatvahitasukha(ye?

)

sa(rv)vasatahidas (ukhaye ?

)

-> hitasukhaye
-sukhartham

->* hitasukhartham
-sukhae

hitasukhde
sukha[ye] §128: L. 21c, 2

—> hitasukhaye

-sukhdrtha
-> sarvasatvdhitasulchdrtha
-> hitasukhdrtha

-sukhartham
—> hitasukhartham
(-> -sukha-)

Sukhil[a] §65:L.140,C
Suv[a]n[a]k[a]ra[vi](ha)r[e] § 89:L.97a,l

{-> sovanikasa

)

[Su]syalasya ( ?) or ; [A]sya- § 63 : L. 125

q

Susasya § 135 : L. 13,

1

-sukha
—> sarvvasatvahitasukha

-sukha (rtham ?

)

-> hitasukha (rtham ?

)

{—> -sukha-)

Senas[y]a §142:L.135b
—> -Jayasenasya
-> Matisenasya

Senahasti [ca] or: -hastih § 137 : L* 149b, 3
-somasya

-> =Brahmasomasya
sovanik[a]sa § 150 : L. 24a, 1 ; sova[n](i-

kasa?) §168: L. 92a
(-» Suvanakdravi(hd)re)

stambho § 64 : L. 82,

2

stane § 27 : L. 85, 2/3
(-> -sthdnal/l , mahd-)

-sthavirasyd
-> sagha -, sahghasthavirasyd

-sthdna/H
-> mahdsthanaj/

/

{—> stane)

Sthanikxye § 1 5 : L. 56,

1

Sthavarajata § 65 : L . 1 40,B
-sthitasya

-> satyadha (r)masihitasy&*
sthiten[a] ; sthitena § 162: L. 89 b, 9; 11
sya (= syat) § 78 : L. 149h
svaka[yam] §157: L. 79b,

2

svakaya § 150 : L. 24a, 2
svakafyyam] or:
svaka[ryyam] § 137 : L. 149 b, 6
svake§136 : L.31b,3 ;s[va]ke §65 :L. 140,A

(-> sake)
-svatva

Bodhisvatva
(-> -satva , . . .-)

svamatasya §81: L. 23 b, 2
-svdti-

Brahasvdtimita- (dh)itu
svami(sa) §113: L. 14,1
svamisya § 64 : L. 82, 1 ; svami[sya] §115:

L.82 a, 10 ; (s)[v](amisya) § 1 15 :L.82a,l
vihdrasvdmisya
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Ha[kujdattap[au]ttrasyah § 161 : L.

149u, 1

-hathiniye

-+Pidahathiniye

{-* -hasti-, ...)

H[ar]amarddaphara[s]y[a] §62 :L. 128,

B

{-» Horamti 0

)

•hasti [ca] or: -hastih

-+ Senahasti [ca] or: -hastih

hastika .

.

-> Dharmahastika .

.

-hastisy(a)

-» -Vrddhahastisy(a)

{-> -hathiniye, Pusa-)

(-* -Hdsth(is)yfa))

ha (mason's mark?) §70: L. 91 b

-[hath, grasa] m[a] ..-(?)§ 134 : L. 12a, 1

Harusasya ;
H[a]rusa[sya] §135: L. 13,

1

ha[rmya]n* (= -am) §182: L. 23, 4/5

-Ha[s]th(is)y(a) §81:L.23b, 1

(-» -hasti-, ...)

h[i]tasukhaye §3: L.89e,3; [hijtasu-

khaye §35:L.64, B2
-> sarvasatmhitasukhafye?), -(rtham?)

hitasukhartha[m] §135: L. 13,2

hit[a]sukhae § 131 : L. 143n,b

hitasukhaye § 1 : L. 125a, 3; hitasfu]-

khaye § 157 :L. 79b,3;hita[s](ukhaye?)

§125: L. 143d; [hitasukhaye] §50: L.

125w, 1/2; [hi](tasukhaye ?) §136: L.

31b, 3; [h](i)[tasu](kha)[y](e) §154:

L. 21 a, 2/3

-> sarvasatvahita(sukhaye ?

)

hitas[u]khartha § 1 80 : L. 43, 4 ; hitasu-

(kha)rtha § 2 : L. 125 e, 3/4 ; h[i]tasu-

kha[r]tha §41 : L. 89,4

-» sarvasatv&hitasukhartha

hitasukhartha[m] §87: L. 143 a; [hita]-

sukha[rtham] §27: L. 85, 7/8

-hitasukha

-> sanvasatvahitasukha

hitasukh&(rtharn ?) §112: L. 14c,

2

-hidas(ukhaye?)

-* sa(n')vasatahidas(ukhaye?

)

•hitasya

-> (sa)hitasya

Hu[maspal](e)[na] §98: L. 80d,

3

Huvaskasya §15: L.56,1

Huvi?kasva §16: L. 80; §99: L.80c,4;

§ 103: L. 13a; Huvi[s]kasya or: Hu-
vi[s]kasya (?) § 137 : L. 149b, 1 ;

Hu-

vi[s]ka[s](y)[a] §99: L. 80c, 2; Hu-

v[i]skasya §126:L.41b,l

Huvi[s]kasya (?) or: Huvi[s]kasya

§ 137 ;L. 149b, 1

Huveks[I]sya § 14 : L. 45a, 1

Huveskasya §29: L. 52, 1 ; Huv[e]sjkasya

§24: L.38,1

Huv[I]skasya §31: L.62

Huveskasya §180:L.43,

1

h[e] § 172 : L. 80b, 1; [he] §103: L. 13a

hematam[a]se §73: L. 29a, 1

hemattam[a]s[e] or: -m[a]se §137: L.

149b,

2

hemanta §28: L.33

hemantamasa §29: L. 52,

1

hemantamase §15: L.56, 1; h(emanta-

ma)s(e) (?) §107: L.41a,l; (hema)-

[nta]mas[e] § 5 : L. 88a, 1

Horamurnda[g]e[na] §60: L. 127, A

1

Horamurddapharasya § 61 : L. 141,B

;

Horamu[r]d[d]apharasya §60: L.

127, B
Horamu[rdvagena] §61: L. 141, A1
H[o]ra[munadh]va[re]na (?) or; -[ph]va»

[re]na(?) §62: L. 128,A

1

( ->• Haramarddapharasya)
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For the signs: ( ), [ ]» *, §, ( ),

L.. see above p* Off.

Abhisara P* 39

abhyantaro gaixah p* 56

abhyatltakalagata p* &1

antevasin, -vasini p* 50 f.

~atisr§tarajya P- 14=2f.

aupasthayikanirmunda p. 56

Aurangzeb p. 29

Bahasatimita
Brhatsvatimitra

Bakkula
VaJckula, etc.

baladhika p. 163

bhadanta p. 50

bha^anaka p* 70

Brhatsvatimitra p. 156

Buddhist schools

Kakatika p. 102

Mahopade&aka (?) p. 123

Candavira (Scamdavira) p. 143

C&§tana, p. 147

caturvidya p. 70

Curzon Museum p. 9

Dadhikarna
Index of the words found the in-

scriptions> s.v.

Designations of Buddha
Devatideva. . p. 119

Mahadeva p . 1 1

9

( ?) Mahatman p. 203

Pitamaha p. 118

svamato devah p. 119

devakula p. 144f.

Devatideva
Designations of Buddha

dhatri p. 207

ganjavara . . p. 100

Gotaml , p. 164

Gupta alphabet (‘eastern vari-

ety’) p. H7f„
harmya p. 209
Hoemle collection . .

. p. 7

Hora-murncLa-ga, -phara (with

v. L) p. 95 f£

Huan-tsang p. 60; 77

im (initial) p. 207, n. 3

jivaputra p. 156

Kakatika
Buddhist schools

kalavada p. ll,n. 5

Kesavadeva temple p. 29
ksaharata p. 158

L. (abbreviation) p. 11

List of inscriptions in the east-

ern script p. 118, n. 1

mahadanapati p. 96
Mahadeva

-> Designations of Buddha
Mahatman

Designations of Buddha
Mahopadesaka (?)

Buddhist schools

Mahgala symbols in inscrip-

tions p.75 ; 76f.; 80;wuua p. iui.; ov;

152, n. 3; 154; 165,5; 193,3; 208
mao-lun . .. p. 96
Metrical inscriptions §21: L.lll;

§ 113; L. 14; §178: L. 85c
Monkey Stupa . . .

. p. 60
Monograms (property marks
on clothing) . .

.
p. 167

murunda (murnda with v. !•).

muroda . .

.

... p. 96 f.

Naga cult, etc * •
* P* 37

;

38; 63; 148; 193; 209
-> Dadhikarna

nda in the Saka language . .p. 97 f, ; 100

pahcavirah . p. 12, n.3

phara . .
.

p. 97
Pitamaha

Designations of Buddha
pradhanika ... p. 83

S. = Samvat
Saigrava (gotra) . .

. p. 100
sanghaprakrta . ... p. 84
Sarva . .

. p. 143

satyadharmasthita ... p. 141f.

1 “The words are given under their Sanskrit form if this really occurs or can
be easily formed” (Luders, List, p. 213, n. 1).
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Sai-wang , p. 96
Sculptor’s marks §70: L. 91b;

§ 105: L. 15a
Sculptor’s names §77 : L. 12oi

;

§ 132: L. 1431; §145:L.125j; §146:
L. 125f; § 147 : L. 125g; §148:L.91c;

§ 149: L. 125h
Siggava p. 100
&i§ya, sisini * p. 50
seryatha = p. seyyatha p. 83

SoclSsa p, 100

svamato devah
—> Designations of Buddha

Upagupta-monastery ....... p. 60

Vadak§a, Vapdak§a p. 77

-Yaga-mihira, v- ; Vaka-mQiira p. 95

Vakkula, Vatkula ; Vakkali

;

V&kuda p. 89

Valuk^a p. 77

vi&v&sika, vai- p. 98
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:

<L.

21a).

Line

1,

from

sa[

m)

to

ye:

20

cm;

two

different

impressions

of

line

2/3.



§
157

:

£L.

79b).

Two

different

impressions

of

line

1

{from

si

to

tta:

33,5

cm);

one

impression

of

line

2/3.

•

§
159

(L.

91
f)

(line

2,

from

ki

to

s[a]:

5,5

cm).

•

§
160

:

<L.

91h>

(line

1,

from

[g],

to

fsa]:

7,5

cm).

•

§161

(L.

149u).

From

ASI,Ann.

Rep.

1908/09.

1912,

pi.

56,

b.





§
167

:
L.

125e

(from

the

visarga

to

[m]d:

18

cm).

•

§
168

:
L.

92a

(from

<70

to

vai

36

cm).

©

§
171

:

(L.

124m)

(line

2,

from

[ya
]
to

v[

a

]:
14

cm).

#

§
172

:

(L

80b)

(line

1,

from

r[aj

to

bha

:

62

cm).

—

Below;

facsimile

of

the

same

inscription

from;

Ep.

Inch

19.

1927/28.

•

§
178

;

(L.

92b)

(from

ya

to

na?n:

7
cm).



8
174

•

(L.

35b)

(line

1,

from

ma

to

sa[m}-

60

cm).

.

§
175

:
(L.

143m)

(line

1,

from

si

to

no:

19

cm)

§
176

:
(L.

92
d)

(from

ul^ara

2—44,

i.
e.

from

din

to

via]-:

62

cm).







§
183

:
L.

138.

From

JRAS

5.

1870,

pi.

3,

25.

•

§
184

:
L.

145.

From

JRAS

5.

1870,

pi.

3,26.

e

§
185

:
L.

147.

From

JRAS

5,

1870,

pi.

3,

24.

•

§
186

:
L.

149.

A:

from

JASB

39,

1.

1870,

pi.

5,

11,

—

and

B:

from

JRAS

f>.

1870,

pi.

3,

18.

•

§
187

:
L.

125.

From

AST

[Ann

]
Rep.

3.

1873,

pi.

16,21.





Varuna und die Wasser
Aus dem Nachla/3 herausgegeben von Ludwig Alsdorf

341 Seiten , brosch. 28,60 DM
,,Die Fulle der Belehrung, die uns aus diesem Work entgegenkommt , ist unerschopf-
lich. Man wird hinfort keinen Vers, kein Wort des Rigveda vornelimen ohne die
Frage: Was war Lliders’ Ansicht ?“ Deutsche Literaturzeitung

,,Eine Fulle wichtiger kosmologischer, mythologischer und religioser Anschauungen
kommt zur Sprache, da Lliders die einzelnen Ziige des Gofctes Varuna, der religions-
gesehichtlieh in Zarathustras Ahura Mazda seine Entsprechung hat, aus den Be-
sonderheiten des vedischen Weltbildes, den Anschauungen liber das Rta (,,die

Wahrheit cc

)
und dem bereits indogermanischen Brauch, beim Wasser zu sehworen,

erklart. Als roter Faden zieht sich durch den Deutungsversuch. die These, daB der
Glaube an eine gewaltige Wasserflut liber dem siehtbaren Himmel ein fester Be-
standteil des vedischen Weltbildes gewesen sei. Der Band stellt sich deshalb die
Aufgabe, die Vorstellungen liber Himmelsmeere , Himmelsflusse und Himmels-
wasser ini einzelnen aufzuzeigen und ihre Bedeutsamkeit fur das Verstandnis
der vedischen Mythologie nachzuweisen. “ Orientalistische Literaturzeitung

Varuna und das Rta
Aus dem NachlaB herausgegeben von Ludwig Alsdorf

427 Seiten, brosch. 49 ,— DM
Das Manuskript zu diesem Work war 1945 einer PIunderung zum Opfer gefallen,
Teile gingen unwiederbringlieh verloren. Das Fehlende konnte dureh die auf-
opfernde Muhe des Herausgebers erganzt oder liberbriickt, inwischen Uberholtes
mit Hinweisen versehen werden.

Philologica Indica

812 Seiten , brosch . 46,— DM, Leinen 48,— DM

Verhandlungen der indologischen Arbeitstagung
in Essen-Bredeney, Villa Hiigel 13.— 15. Juli 1959

Herausgegeben von ERNST WALDSCHMIDT
292 Seiten mit 6 farb. Tafeln und zahlreichen Bildern im Text

Leinen 40 ,— DM
Die Verfasser der Vortrage und Referate: L. Alsdorf, J. Auboyer, A. Bake, N. R.
Banerjee, H. Bechert, O. Botto, K. de B. Codrington, K. Erdmann, H. G. Franz,
E. Frauwallner, A. Ghosh, H. v. Glasenapp, H. Goetz, G. Gullini, P. Hacker,
H. Idartel, H. Hoffmann, K. Hoffmann, E. Kiihnel, J. E. v. Lohuizen-de Leeuw,
K. N. Puri, H. Rau, H. Rydh, U. Schneider, K. M. Varma, O. Viennot, O. H. de A.
Wijesekera.

NACHRICHTEN DER AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN
IN GOTTINGEN

Philologisch-historische Ivlasse

1959/1 E. Waldschmidt, Klein© Brahmi- Schriftrolle

1959/4 K . L. Janert, Studien zu den Asoka-Inschriften I/II

1957/2 E. Waldschmidt, Das Upasenasutra ein Zauber gegen
SchlangenbiB aus Samyuktagama,

1956/3 E. Waldschmidt ,
Ein Fragment des Samyuktagama aus

den „Turfan-Funden“

1955/1 E. Waldschmidt, Zu einigen Bilinguen aus den Turfan-
Funden

1952/6 E. Waldschmidt, Zur Sronakotikarna-Legende

25 S., 3,— DM
34 S., 5,— DM

18 S., 2,— DM

10 S., 1,— DM

20 S., 2,— DM
23 S., 3,— DM

VANDENHOECK & RUPRECHT IN GOTTINGEN UND ZURICH




